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Summary

The principle aim o f this thesis is the identification o f some aspects o f verbal valency 

patterns for Irish Sign Language (ISL). The data drawn on for this study came from a 

variety o f sources, including authentic data from Irish D eaf Society Congresses, D eaf 

community television programmes and documentaries, and narratives collected from 

D eaf informants who consider themselves to be native signers o f  Irish Sign Language.

We argue that thematic role analysis o f verbal valency in Irish Sign Language leads to 

a clearer awareness o f the constituent order possibilities in ISL. Using macro-role 

analysis (Van Valin and La Polla 1997), we consider transitive utterances in ISL, 

using both elicited and non-elicited data. We find that patterns emerge relative to the 

verb class used in utterances: where plain verbs are used, signers typically utilise 

Actor Verb Undergoer patterns, while transitive sentences that make use o f agreement 

verbs typically make use o f Theme (Actor) Verb (Undergoer) or Theme r/s (Actor) 

Verb (Undergoer) patterns. Given the prevalence o f  Themes in the data, we consider 

the possibility o f describing such instances as Topic constructions in ISL.

In considering topic-comment constructions in ISL, we suggest that ISL has a 

continuum o f topic-constructions. These operate at sentential and discourse level in a 

specific set o f environments. We report that prototypical topics in ISL include a set o f 

non-manual features that mark the topic constituent. These include head tilted back, 

eyebrows raised, and eyeblink to mark the endpoint o f the topic constituent. Despite 

claims that headnods function as clause boundary markers for topic elements in other 

sign languages and ISL, we report that this non-manual feature does not seem to play 

a significant central role in the topic constructions analysed for the purposes o f this 

thesis. We outline a possible category o f  double topic constructions in ISL and also 

identify discourse topics in a range o f  ISL data. We propose that while topic 

constructions do arise in ISL, they do not seem to occur as frequently as reported for 

other documented sign languages.



We identify a range of detransitivisation processes that operate in ISL. These include 

a range of middle voice operations such as reflexives and reciprocals, as well as the 

use of passive voice. We pay particular attention to the processes that mark use o f the 

passive construction and identify a number o f strategies used by ISL signers to 

downgrade or omit the Actor in such instances. We do not claim that passive 

constructions in ISL are morphologically driven, but we do propose that from a 

functional perspective, the data examined meets the criteria for definition as passive 

constructions.

In summary, this is an exploratory, descriptive analysis o f a subset o f verbal valency 

operations and processes in Irish Sign Language.
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Chapter 1

Aims and Design of this Study 

1.1 Introduction

The principal aim o f this study is to investigate and describe the syntax and semantics 

o f  verbal argument structure in Irish Sign Language (ISL). This includes the 

examination o f prototypical predicate structures that are used to form ISL sentences. 

We use the term valency (Tesniere 1959) to describe a predicator’s requirements for 

arguments. In exploring verbal argument structure, we consider the possibility that 

transitive utterances in ISL share prototypical valency patterns, which may be related 

to particular verb classes. We also explore a range o f detransitivisation processes that 

are used by ISL signers.

Our discussion begins by considering the role o f grammatical relations in ISL 

argument structure, particularly drawing on the notion o f macroroles (Van Valin and 

La Polla 1997). After this, we investigate the appropriateness o f identifying a 

prototypical constituent ordering in ISL discourse and examine a range o f  elicited and 

non-elicited discourse types to determine whether underlying patterns can be 

identified, and what these might be. We pay particular attention to transitivity patterns 

in the discourse examples that we consider. We especially note the importance o f 

begirming with sign language specific discourse norms that are not possible in spoken 

language discourse construction (e.g. simultaneous expressions, the use o f non- 

manual features, etc.) to avoid over-generalising constituent order patterns that seem 

to be overtly similar at one level to those found in English. Given that sign languages 

have typically been described as topic-comment languages, coupled with the 

prevalence o f use o f semantic Themes to introduce arguments in transitive sentences 

where agreement verbs appear, we tentatively explore topic constructions in ISL. We 

pay particular attention to describing articulatory norms and outlining discourse 

functions o f topics in ISL. From our discussion o f typical structures, we move to 

consider situations where typical transitivity is reduced and discuss the processes
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involved. For example, we consider the use of middle voice in ISL, particularly, the 

use of reciprocals and reflexives. We also explore situations v^here 

“detransitivisation” occurs. Here we discuss the status o f passive constructions in ISL.

There are many reasons for writing a thesis about valency operations in ISL. From a 

practical perspective, we should note that the only previous in-depth study of Irish 

Sign Language focused on identifying and categorising verbs (McDonnell 1996). The 

present work draws on that study and uses McDonnell’s categorisation as a starting 

point for investigating verbal syntax and semantics in ISL. As we shall see, verbal 

argument structure provides the core for sentence structure and thus provides a natural 

starting point for the discussion of ISL syntax and semantics.

A more general aim of this thesis is to add to the body of knowledge on sign 

languages, adding another descriptive statement o f how these linguistic structures 

operate in a visual gestural language. As a result, the opportunities for cross sign 

language typology studies increases, and our understanding of the constraints that 

operate within sign languages and across sign languages takes another small step 

forward.

Further, there is an applied perspective. It is my firm belief that basic research should 

complement and interact with the related applied dimensions: it is my hope that the 

findings of this thesis can act as a reference for those studying and teaching the 

language. Finally, like all research questions, this thesis raises many further questions 

about the nature and structure of Irish Sign Language. It is sincerely hoped that these 

questions will inspire further research, thus incrementally shedding more light on 

what has hitherto been “the secret life of ISL” - the inner workings of the language.

1.2 Irish Sign Language and the Irish Deaf Community

Irish Sign Language (ISL) is the language o f approximately 4,500 Deaf people in the 

Republic of Ireland (Matthews 1996). We use the term “D eaf’, following a 

convention first introduced by James Woodward (1972). “D eaf’, with an upper case 

“D” is used to refer to a particular group of deaf people who are users of Irish Sign 

Language, and consider themselves to be members o f the Irish Deaf community. This
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distinguishes the linguistic-cultural minority community o f ISL users from people 

who are audiologically deaf, for example those who are deafened in adulthood, but 

who do not consider a sign language to be their primary language. If we add the 

approximate figure of 32,500' non-Deaf people who may have ISL as a first or second 

language, then we can estimate a sign language using population of approximately 

37,000. Of course, this is an approximate figure and one that could only be accurately 

assessed by a census-like appraisal o f those Irish residents who use ISL. However, it 

highlights the fact that relatively little is known about the Irish Deaf Community and 

their stated first or preferred language, Irish Sign Language, even at the level of 

identifying how many language users there are.

The Irish Deaf Society was established in 1985 as an organisation o f Deaf people, and 

it is really only since the 1980’s that the issue of linguistic research with respect to 

ISL has become an issue, and one that was initially raised within the Irish Deaf 

community, in part as a result o f increased contact with other Deaf organisations at 

international level (e.g. the European Community Regional Secretariat of the World 

Federation o f the Deaf, now the European Union of the Deaf). In the intervening 

decades, there has been a slow shift towards recognising the need for linguistic 

research to learn more about the structure o f ISL vis-a-vis other languages -  spoken 

and signed, and to consider the applied linguistic dimensions, particularly in relation 

to language teaching, interpreter training and, most recently, the issue o f bilingual 

education for deaf children. Since the early nineteen-nineties, a number o f linguistic 

works have made reference to Irish Sign Language (including, Le Master 1990; 

Maguire 1991, Bums 1991, McDonnell 1996, Leeson 1996, Saunders 1997, Matthews 

1997, Duffin 1998, Nolan 2000, O’Baoill and Matthews 2001, Saeed, Sutton-Spence 

and Leeson 2000). Most of these analyses formed part o f postgraduate work at Trinity 

College’s Centre for Language and Communication Studies (CLCS). CLCS is now 

home to the recently established Irish Centre for Deaf Studies, an academic centre 

formed as a result of political pressure brought to bear on the Irish government to

' This figure is estimated on the basis o f  Swedish research which estimates that for every D eaf sign 

language user, there are approximately nine non-Deaf people who use the language (Bergman, Britta 

February 2001. Paper presented at the Official Opening o f  the European Union/ Council o f  Europe 

Year o f  Languages, Lund, Sweden.),
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address the lack of linguistic access faced by Irish Deaf citizens who are Irish Sign 

Language users. The latter have been disadvantaged by the lack of formal legal 

recognition afforded to ISL, the lack o f opportunity for Deaf children to access an 

ISL/English bilingual education, the lack of appropriately trained ISL/ English 

interpreters, and the limited amount o f opportunity for Deaf ISL users to study their 

language in a formal manner.

In short then, we can say that the study of ISL occurs within and is part of a particular 

political context. For the Irish Deaf community, language rights are directly linked to 

access to education, equal status and citizenship. It is against this sociolinguistic 

backdrop that this thesis is framed.

1.3 Research Design and Influences

In undertaking this description of certain aspects of verbal valency in ISL, it was 

possible to consider the use o f a variety o f approaches to data collection and analysis, 

particularly where suggestions regarding commonly occurring sentence types or other 

structures would discussed.

While the ideal approach would have been to draw on a large corpus of existing ISL 

data, with a view to offering a clear indication of the frequency in percentage terms of 

certain structures, this was not possible as no appropriate corpus o f ISL exists as yet. 

Instead, a broad variety of existing data was drawn on from a number of sources, as 

listed below. This data was not compiled with a view to establishing a representative 

corpus of ISL users, and to this end, there are some restrictions with respect to how 

“common” the structures that are described in this thesis might be with respect to a 

larger, more representative sample of signers from the Irish Deaf Community (e.g. 

with respect to variation due to age, gender, native versus non-native status, etc.)

Therefore, when reading this thesis, the reader is advised that terms such as “frequent” 

and “common” are used to describe the frequency o f occurrence of certain structures 

within the boundaries o f the data considered.
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It is hoped that the newly established Centre for D eaf Studies, Trinity College, will 

undertake to begin to establish a broad-based corpus so that future descriptive work 

can provide more exacting suggestions o f  how widespread certain structures might be, 

if  a gender-bias seems to exist and whether certain structures are more frequently used 

by native signers than non-native signers.

In terms o f the data itself, we can say that the range o f  data sources that were used in 

this study reflect the variety o f register and content o f data considered in this 

descriptive study. Wherever possible, data recorded by D eaf people was used, to 

maximise use o f typical ISL data. In other circumstances, informants that are known 

personally participated in a series o f  elicitation exercises, involving guided narratives 

(e.g. “The Bear”).

Sources for data include the following:

• Material was drawn from the Irish Deaf Society Archives. Typically, this 

contained recordings of conferences, seminars and meetings hosted and recorded 

by the Irish D eaf Society since its establishment in 1985.

• Other data were drawn from the Trinity College Dublin (TCD) HORIZON  

archive and from the University College Cork (UCC) “Moving Hands” 

archive. These archives contained material developed by D eaf tutors for the 

training o f sign language interpreters. Typical material includes extended 

monologues and two-person conversations devised as advanced ISL learning 

materials or as consecutive and simultaneous interpretation exercises.

• T.V. Broadcasts: data were drawn from the magazine programme aimed at the 

D eaf Community, “Hands On”. In addition, material from the documentary 

“Angry Silences”, was considered. This film was made by the Irish D eaf Society 

Video Project for the national Irish language broadcaster, Telefis na Gaeltachta .

• Elicited Data: Three types o f material were collected. First, we utilised a sentence 

elicitation task that has previously been used by Boyes-Braems, Fournier, Rickli, 

Corazza, Franchi, and Volterra (1984) specifically for the purpose o f eliciting 

transitive utterances. This elicitation material has also been successfully applied to 

the analysis o f a number o f other sign languages. Secondly, we elicited narratives
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using Raymond Brigg’s animated story, “The Bear”. Finally, examples that were 

not easily available to demonstrate specific points from the naturally occurring 

data were elicited with the assistance of informants.

Some informants appeared in more than one data context (e.g. an informant may have 

been a guest on “Hands On” and was also a member o f or contributor to the 

“Horizon” team or the “Moving Hands” team).Other informants (listed in italics) were 

audience members in the “Hands On” Big Debate on interpreting. No segments from 

their contributions are listed in the body of the thesis, but the reader may refer to the 

glossed contributions of each of these informants in Appendix 6. A summary of the 

biographical details of informants are detailed below :

Informant Sex Age School Family

A F 15-25 Day-attendance

B F 25-35 Day-attendance Deaf sibling/s and spouse

C M 35-45 Residential Deaf parent/s, sibling/s 
spouse and children

D M 45-55 Residential Deaf sibling/s and spouse

E F 35-45 Day-attendance Deaf spouse and children

F M 25-35 Residential Deaf spouse

G F 25-35 Residential Deaf siblings

H M 35-45 Residential Deaf spouse

I M 25-35 Day-attendance Deaf sibling/s and spouse

J F 45-55 Residential Deaf sibling/s and spouse

K M 25-35 Residential

L M 25-35 Residential

M M 35-45 Residential

N M 25-35 Residential Deaf sibling/s

0 F 45-55 Residential Deaf sibling/s and spouse
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p F 25-35 Day-attendance

Q M 35-45 Residential

R F 25-35 Residential D eaf sibling/s

S M 35-45 Residential D eaf spouse

T M 45-55 Residential D eaf spouse

U M 25-35 Residential

V M 55-65 Residential D eaf spouse

w F 55-65 Day attendance D eaf spouse

X F 35-45 Day attendance

Y F 35-45 Residential

Z M 15-25 Day attendance

1 M 25-35 Day attendance D eaf spouse

2. F 45-55 Day attendance D eaf spouse

3. F 25-35 Day attendance

Figure 1.1 Informants: Summary Biographical Details

Each o f the letters (A-Z), and the numbers (1-3) listed above corresponds to an 

individual informant. These letters are ascribed to maintain informant confidentiality. 

However, a complete list o f informants is held at the Centre for Language and 

Communication Studies, Trinity College Dublin.

All informants are prelingually deaf and attended residential schools for the D eaf as 

either day pupils or as boarders from a very early age. They regard themselves as 

fluent signers, viewing Irish Sign Language as their first and primary language. 

Generally, informants have a general interest in debate regarding sign languages and 

are aware o f sign variation in D eaf communities. Several have undertaken training in 

the field o f  D eaf Studies and related domains. Several have an understanding o f  basic 

sign linguistics. The table above indicates gender o f  the informants, general age- 

range, school- experience and relevant familial information. This last category is filled
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only where informants are from Deaf families, have a Deaf sibling/s, a Deaf partner or

spouse. Otherwise, “-----“ refers to the fact that the informant does not have Deaf

parents or siblings nor a Deaf partner or spouse. In this thesis, we refer only to those 

who have Deaf parents as “native signers”, though it should be noted that signers 

within this study who have older Deaf sibling/s report using sign language from a 

very early age, and we shall see that there seems to be some patterns arising where 

those with Deaf parents and/or deaf siblings appear to use certain structures more 

frequently than informants with neither Deaf parents nor Deaf siblings. All informants 

report that ISL is their preferred language. As can be seen in the table above, only one 

signer is therefore classed as a “native signer”, but a further eight signers have at least 

one deaf sibling who is also an ISL user.

Given that data was drawn primarily from previously existing archives in order to 

avoid the well-described sociolinguistic phenomena of “observer’s paradox” due to 

the hearing status of the writer (for example, due to perceived notions regarding the 

acceptability or non-acceptability o f using ISL with non-deaf signers, etc), there is a 

rather limited age range represented by the data. Informant ages range from early 

twenties to late fifties (approximately) at time of filming. Particularly, there is a dearth 

o f data representing the language use of those aged fifty-five years plus. This is due to 

the fact that there was a real lack o f older signers appearing in the authentic archived 

data that existed at the time that this research was conducted. The reader is advised 

therefore that generalisations made in the course of this thesis refer to signers aged 

from approximately 20 years to approximately 55 years. It is possible that older 

signers use of ISL may vary from the patterns described: for example, it may be that 

older signers signing styles are more heavily influenced by English than the signer’s 

whose language use was considered for this work due to shifts in educational policy 

with respect to language use in the classroom. The reader is referred to Griffey 1994 

and Crean 1997 for further discussion of these issues.

1.3.1 Consultancy

Deaf colleagues in the Moving Hands Programme, UCC, kindly offered to discuss 

research issues arising with respect to interpreting the data. They also offered 

grammaticality judgments on marginal examples, sometimes offering alternative
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strategies used by ISL users. During such opportunities for dialogue and discussion, 

consultants provided valuable additional material for consideration.

1.3.2 A Note on Glossing

An interesting point to note is the suggestion by a Deaf colleague that Sign Writing 

provided a more appropriate means of reflecting the content of the ISL data than 

English glosses. Sign Writing is just one o f several transcription systems that have 

been proposed for recording sign languages w^ithout depending on a majority language 

gloss o f the data. We briefly report on these systems here, and outline the constraints 

on their use in a thesis like this, which is concerned with constituent ordering.

A number o f notational representation systems have also been developed for sign 

languages, for example the HamNoSys system and the Stokoe notation system. These 

are phonetic transcription systems, which allow for detailed analysis of the properties 

o f sign formation. Indeed, the Stokoe notation system was devised for transcribing the 

phonetic properties of the citation form of signs listed in the Dictionary o f American 

Sign Language (Stokoe , Casterline and Cronenberg 1976). While the Stokoe notation 

system was developed for describing the phonetic properties o f American Sign 

Language (Mandel 1993), HamNoSys was devised with an international objective: it 

was not created for the transcription of a single sign language. Instead, the 

transcription features are intended to be applicable to a wide range o f sign languages 

(HamNoSys 2001).

HamNoSys is a Stokoe-based transcription system which has an alphabet with an 

inventory o f approximately 200 characters. These characters can be used in the 

description of non-manual features, hand formation, handposition, location and 

movement. Orientation of hand axis and palm orientation can also be indicated. There 

are constraints on the use of HamNoSys for the description o f sentences, with 

posibilities existing only for the description o f gestures, for sequential performance 

and for sentence boundaries where there is ‘‘'distinctional sentence miming” 

(HamNoSys 2001). Further, the HamNoSys website reports that non-manual 

components have not been fully developed sufficiently for the system, with the result
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that appropriately detailed description cannot be carried out at present. Thus, such 

transcription systems offer more for the description o f  individual signs in isolation 

rather than in the description o f the issues that we are particularly concerned with here 

such as the use o f simultaneous signing (as described in Chapters 2 and 4), the 

relationship between the articulation o f certain non-manual features and particular 

sentence types, for example, the occurrence o f  eyeblinks with the offset o f topic 

phrases (as described in Chapter 5) and the use o f averted eyegaze with specific 

verbal functions (as described in Chapter 6).

Another notational system. Sign Writing, uses visual symbols to represent the 

handshapes, movements and facial expressions o f signed languages (Sutton 1997). 

Information is listed in vertical columns, with signs articulated on or at the signer’s 

body listed in the very central space o f the column. Information regarding spatial loci 

is notated to the left and right o f the central space. While Sign Writing can 

demonstrate the relative positions held by two articulators acting in relation to one 

another over a prolonged segment o f discourse (for example, the use o f simultaneous 

signs where one hand hold a topic and the other hand signs something about the 

topic), the system is not used widely in the description o f sign languages, and to date 

there has not been a great deal o f opportunity to apply this system to the description o f 

ISL, though it may be used more frequently in future research.

Given the author’s current lack o f expertise in using the Sign W riting system, coupled 

with the fact that this thesis aims to be maximally accessible to all linguists, it was 

agreed that English glosses offered more immediate access to ISL for those not 

familiar with alternative notation systems. The fact remains that glosses do not always 

adequately account for the subtleties that are present in the original data. This is 

something that the reader must bear in mind at all times, even though attention is 

explicitly drawn to this fact on several occasions.

Some o f the issues that we draw specific attention to are the following:

1. English language glosses do not always convey the semantics of the ISL 

signed item English language glosses do not always convey the semantics of 

the ISL signed item; there is no one-to-one correspondence between a signed
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form and an English gloss. Indeed, it is sometimes the case that the semantics o f 

the ISL item are quite different from the semantics o f  the glossed term. For 

example, the ISL sign glossed as FLIRT has quite negative associations, carrying 

the meaning o f a person who has sexual relations with a lot o f  people. The English 

word “flirt” does not typically carry such negative connotations. As we shall see 

in Chapter 3, this lack o f correspondence between the ISL item and the semantics 

o f the English term used in the gloss can have consequences for thematic role- 

assignment, particularly where an English language gloss is taken as a starting 

point for analysis.

2. Representing more than one actor as they occur simultaneously or semi- 

simultaneously: there is a need to bear in mind that the syntactic restrictions o f 

English grammar can influence interpretation o f  glosses representing complex 

structures not found in English. For example, the representation o f  more than one 

thematic theme and their relationship to each another in ISL occurs, as we shall 

see in Chapter 2, through the establishment o f particular loci at certain points in 

signing space. The signer then identifies the path o f movement/ other verbal action 

as appropriate while maintaining a relative spatial relationship between the forms.

We shall draw the reader’s attention to other such points throughout the thesis as they 

arise.

1.4 Influences on this study

In this section, we briefly consider some o f the key linguistic influences on this study. 

1.4.1 Functional Linguistics

The theoretical basis for this study is what may broadly be termed functional 

linguistics. This approach rejects the idea o f  characterising the formal relations 

between grammatical elements independent o f any characterisation o f  the semantic or 

pragmatic properties o f those elements. A central tenet o f  this approach is that the 

attempt to identify purely syntactic principles is misguided. Instead, functionalists 

claim that there exists a natural link between form and meaning with properties o f 

meaning influencing and shaping form (for example, Tomlin 1986).
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Tomlin suggests three principles as influencing the functionalist approach to 

linguistics; the theme first principle, verb-object bonding and the animated first 

principle. Here we briefly look at each o f these guiding principles in turn:

1. The Theme First Principle (TFP): this principle attempts to develop the idea that 

“old” information precedes “new ’ information. Here, old information is taken as 

including information that is shared (“shared information”), the identification o f 

referents that interlocutors have in common, and thematic information which signals 

information that is salient to the development o f  a particular discourse. All o f  the 

above are linked to cognitive processes. For example, shared infonnation demands 

that speakers can process and retrieve referential information in discourse, leading 

Tomlin to posit a relationship between the processing o f this kind o f information and 

memory. Thematic information demands focus on highly salient information in the 

discourse, leading Tomlin to propose a relationship between the identification o f 

thematic information and attention. Tomlin also suggests that thematic information 

has a relationship with basic word order (see Tomlin 1997 for further discussion).

2. Verb-Object Bonding (VOB): this principle suggests that the object and a 

transitive verb form a more cohesive syntactic and semantic whole than a transitive 

verb and its subject. Tomlin reports that data from more than 12 independent 

syntactic, semantic and phonological domains are used to support the VOB 

generalisation, including information regarding noun-incorporation, sentence 

adverbial placement, idiom structures and stress placement.

3. Animated First Principle: this principle reports that in basic transitive sentences, 

the most agent-like element comes first. That is, there is a tendency for volitional 

actors to precede less active or less volitional participants.

Tomlin suggests that languages that utilise these principles fully are those that occur 

most frequently, while languages that utilise fewer o f these three principles have word 

orders that occur less frequently. Given this, Tomlin suggests that SVO and SOV 

orders occur most frequently because these are the only orders that allow for maximal 

realisation o f  the three principles. Specifically, thematic information and animated 

elements correlate with subjects while the VOB principle is realised as a verb+ object.
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This is juxtaposed in SVO and SOV orders. Tomhn also suggests that OSV orders are 

very rare as a result o f  the fact that none o f  the three fundamental principles are 

adhered to. He posits that SVO and SOV orders are more frequent as these orders 

place less pressure on short-term memory because they are right-branching while 

other word orders are not. He also suggests that SOV and SVO orders reflect the 

cognitive factor o f “linguistic iconicity” because the elements that occur first 

represent the earlier stages o f the event described by the proposition. We shall return 

to consider some o f these propositions in the course o f this thesis.

Apart from the functional background, we also draw on the work o f  cognitive 

linguists. Goldberg (1996: 3-4) has outlined the foundational assumptions o f cognitive 

linguistics as follows;

1. Semantics is based on the speaker’s construal o f situations rather than on objective 

truth conditions;

2. Semantics and pragmatics form a continuum- both play a role in linguistic 

meaning. However, linguistic meaning is a part o f our overall conceptual system 

and does not form a separate modular component;

3. Categorisation does not typically involve necessary and sufficient conditions. 

Instead, central and extended senses are identified (for example, in Prototype 

Theory -  see Section 1.4.2 below);

4. The primary function o f language is to convey meaning. Cognitive functionalists 

see formal distinctions as useful only insofar as they convey pragmatic (including 

discourse) or semantic distinctions;

5. Semantics are seen as being associated directly with surface forms. As such, 

grammar is not considered to involve any transformational component;

6. Grammatical constructions are seen as pairings o f form and meaning. They are 

taken as having real cognitive status and are not epiphenomena based on the 

operation o f generative rules or universal principles;

7. Grammar is seen as consisting o f a structured inventory o f form-meaning pairings: 

phrasal grammar constructions and lexical items.

Rather than attempt a detailed description o f  functional and cognitive approaches 

here, we will draw on specific proposals at relevant sections o f our discussion.
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1.4.2 Prototype Theory

In the previous section we outlined a number o f  the underlying assumptions o f 

functional linguistics. One element mentioned in point 3 above deserves further 

comment here: prototype theory. A recurring theme in the functional/ cognitive 

linguistics literature, prototype theory was first introduced by the psychologist 

Eleanor Rosch (1978), and has increasingly been applied to linguistic descriptions, 

most notably by Lakoff (1987) and Taylor (1995).

Prototype theory is not a single theory per se. Instead, there exists a school o f 

prototype-centred thought, where the core principle is that categories are organised 

around central prototypes. Instead o f defining attributes, prototype theory weights 

characteristic attributes according to their importance within the central concept. 

Where an object is considered to belong to a category, it means that it meets the 

threshold levels o f criteria for membership (Rosch 1978). As such, we can identify 

‘best examples’ o f a category -  for example, if  we were to consider the category o f  

furniture, we might identify ‘chair’ as a prototype, or alternatively, the set o f 

exemplars, {chair, table, bed}. Prototype Theory’s usefulness stems from its ability to 

identify gradients o f classificationary status; it does not demand that an exemplar fits 

the established parameters for belonging, that is, necessary and sufficient conditions 

do not need to be fulfilled in order for the example to be a member o f  a group as 

‘fuzziness’ is also catered for via ‘fuzzy categories’ (Zadeh 1965).

This approach has been extended to linguistic based approaches for spoken languages 

(e.g. Taylor 1995), and sign languages (McDonnell 1996). In the course o f  this study, 

we draw on the notion o f prototypicality in describing ‘typical’ constructions in Irish 

Sign Language.

In the next section we outline the structure and content o f this thesis.

1.5 Outline of Chapters

This study contains seven chapters, including this introductory chapter, and six 

appendices.
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Chapter 2 is concerned primarily with the argument structure and verbal morphology 

o f ISL, and considers how ISL shares these structures with other sign languages. We 

focus on key parameters in sign formation, briefly describe the operation o f non- 

manual features and simultaneity in ISL and we refer to the notion o f locus and the 

importance o f  this concept to sign language structure. Finally, we provide an 

overview o f verb categories in ISL.

Chapter 3 examines the argument structure o f  the verb in ISL, particularly considering 

the range o f argument types that exist in the ISL data examined. Transitivity is given 

some consideration, with particular attention paid to the work o f Hopper and 

Thompson (1980).

Chapter 4 considers constituent order in Irish Sign Language. We begin by 

considering the issues that have generally been discussed in relation to this topic in 

spoken languages. However, the primary focus remains on issues o f particular 

relevance to sign languages. In this sense, there are, at surface level, differences that 

arise because o f the fact that sign languages use space to represent space, and utilise 

the potential for simultaneous constructions which allow for discussion with more 

than one constituent acting simultaneously. Similarly, given that both manual and 

non-manual articulators can act in unison, this is another feature that is considered in 

some detail.

In considering ISL specifically, we look at a variety o f  sentence types using elicited 

material that has previously been applied to the analysis o f constituent order in other 

sign languages. We also consider constituent order in non-elicited data in a variety o f 

situations and compare results.

Chapters 5 is concerned with the issue o f  topic marking in Irish Sign Language. This 

chapter outlines traditional and recent analyses o f sign languages as topic-comment 

languages, exploring whether ISL can be appropriately described in such terms.

Chapter 6 considers issues o f valency changing operations in ISL. We consider a 

range o f  voice reducing operations such as middle voice, use o f  reciprocals and
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reflexives. In this chapter, we are particularly concerned with the possibility that ISL 

has the potential to use a passive voice.

Chapter 7 contains a brief summary o f  the main findings and conclusions o f  this 

study.

Volume 2 o f this thesis contains six appendices: Appendix 1 outlines the glossing 

conventions used throughout this thesis. Appendix 2 contains the elicitation material 

used (Volterra, Laudanna, Corazza, Radutsky and Natale 1984). Appendix 3 contains 

an inventory o f  handshapes that occur in ISL as identified by M atthews (1996) . 

Appendix 4 contains a list o f all the examples listed in this thesis. Appendix 5 

contains glossed transcriptions o f the elicited utterances that form the basis for part o f 

our discussion o f  constituent order in Chapter 4. Finally, Appendix 6 includes glossed 

transcripts for 18 non-elicited texts, from which the examples in this thesis are cited. 

These give the reader a better understanding o f the context in which an utterance was 

produced. Each text is numbered, as is each line in each o f  these texts. The reader is 

referred to additional examples of particular structures from these texts at appropriate 

stages throughout this thesis.

 ̂While O'Baoill and Matthews (2000) have published an updated list o f  handshapes found to operate 

in ISL, unfortunately, the quality o f  the printed diagrams is such that some o f  the fine distinctions 

between handshapes are not legible.
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Chapter 2

The Structural Parameters of the Verb in ISL

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will outline the range o f morphological formational features that 

have been identified as the “building blocks” o f a sign language. We begin by 

considering the constraints that operate on sign formation, before considering Non 

Manual Features (NMFs) and the role o f simultaneity in ISL. We will then turn to 

discuss some grammatical features o f sign formation, for example, the establishment 

o f  loci and referents in signing space, referential shift, and subject deletion.

Verb structure in sign languages is recognised as complex. In Section 2.5 we will 

discuss verb classes in ISL, drawing specifically on the work o f McDonnell (1996a). 

We use his framework for considering plain, agreement and classifier predicate verb 

structures, illustrating each class o f verb types with original ISL examples.

We begin by considering the constraints that operate on sign formation in Section 2.2.

2.2 Constraints on Sign Formation

Not all combinations o f features that play a role in the phonetic and phonological 

production o f signs are possible in Irish Sign Language. As in other sign languages, 

ISL draws on a portion o f the possible permutations for combination o f features, 

imposing constraints on other combinations o f  features. Physical constraints apply to 

the articulation o f all sign languages. In addition there are language specific 

constraints, imposed by the rules o f a specific language. These relate to the manner in 

which we perceive and produce spatial and visual data. McDonnell (1996a) lists two 

forms o f constraints that are brought to bear on sign formation: production constraints
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and perceptual constraints. In the next section, we outline some o f his findings for 

ISL.

2.2.1 Perceptual Constraints on ISL

We can begin by noting that signs are characteristically produced in “signing space”, 

that is, the articulation space confined to the area at or near the signer’s body, which is 

readily visible to interlocutors. It has been noted that signs produced at the periphery 

o f  signing space tend to exhibit larger handshape distinctions, larger movements, and 

consequently, increased temporal duration (McDonnell 1996a). In contrast, the central 

focal area in signing space is an area o f ‘’“'optimal and visual acuity" where it is easier 

for interlocutors to detect relatively smaller handshape and location distinctions 

(1996a: 34). McDonnell lists PARTY, TREE and SUN as ISL signs which illustrate 

larger handshape distinctions occurring at the periphery o f  signing space, while 

ORANGE, YESTERDAY and APPLE illustrate some o f the smaller distinctions that 

occur at the central focal area in ISL (ibid. 1996a: 34).

2.2 Production Constraints

Certain physical constraints apply to the production o f signed utterances. Typically, 

signed utterances must be produced in a way that makes them visible to their 

interlocutor, with signers typically facing their interlocutors, having gained eye- 

contact before commencing their “turn” . Other constraints are imposed by linguistic 

criteria. For example, Battison (1978) proposed two constraints on sign formation in 

American Sign Language: a symmetry constraint and a dominance constraint. These 

can be considered to be a single feature, which applies to the formational constraints 

on two-handed signs. These constraints seem to hold across other documented sign 

languages (e.g. Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999 for British Sign Language), with 

variation for feature inventories across languages.

The symmetry constraint applies to signs that are articulated using two active hands. 

This constraint demands that both hands use the same handshape in the same relative 

location and perform similar motor acts. ISL signs exhibiting this constraint include 

WORK, DIFFERENT and COMMUNICATE.
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The dominance constraint also applies to two-handed signs, specifically, those signs 

in which the dominant hand acts upon the non-dominant hand. The dominance 

constraint specifies that the dominant hand may assume any handshape that is 

compatible with “contact signs”, i.e. the handshape held by the non-dominant hand. 

The non-dominant hand is restricted with respect to the handshapes it can utilise: it 

must use the same handshape as the dominant hand or one o f  a restricted set o f other 

handshapes. The following ISL signs illustrate the dominance constraint in ISL: 

THROUGH, BLOOD and FULL.

In addition to signs composed using a dominant and non-dominant hand, we can also 

consider signs that require sequential contact with the body. W ilbur (1987:29) 

outlines some constraints on production for such American Sign Language signs. She 

reports that in ASL, first contact may occur at the head and second contact at the chest 

area. However, a move from contact at the head to the edge o f  the hand may breach 

ASL-specific linguistic constraints. McDonnell (1996) reports that similar sequential 

contact constraints appear to exist in ISL and other sign languages, but as yet, it is not 

clear if  this is a universal feature.

2.3 Simultaneity of Expression in Sign Formation

As sign languages express concepts in space, and can make use o f  manual and non- 

manual articulation, the opportunity for combining simultaneous expression across a 

range o f  articulators to express complex concepts exists. For example, manual 

articulators may express the relative spatial relationship o f two actors, while non- 

manual markers may express manner, or other grammatical functions, such as 

question marking, topicality marking, etc. We will explore these functions is greater 

depth in Chapter 4.

In Section 2.3.1 below, we will consider the role o f individual non-manual features in 

turn, briefly indicating the domains in which these features co-occur with manual 

utterances, as well as instances in which they stand-alone. We will then turn to 

consider the range o f  opportunities for the expression o f manual simultaneous 

constructions in Section 2.3.2.
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2.3.1 Non Manual Features (NMFs)

Non-manual features have been described as ''^specific contractions o f  the fac ia l 

muscles, combined with head movements or positions and body movements or 

positions" that serve a Hnguistic function by Liddell (1980; 14). Activity that occurs 

on parts o f the body other than the hands are considered to be non-manual in nature. 

Membership o f the category o f NMFs includes puffed cheeks, furrowed brows, 

eyebrow-raise, pursed or stretched lips, and narrowed eye-gaze.

NMFs differ from facial expressions that serve non-grammatical function, insofar as 

NMFs are instantiated elements o f  the grammar o f  a given sign language rather than 

being delimited, for example, to the universal expression o f  an emotional state. Such 

facial expressions denoting states such as fear, anger, happiness, sadness and surprise 

are reported to be universal (Ekman and Friesan 1975). This universality o f  course 

applies equally to D eaf populations, and it has been reported that both D eaf and non

deaf people exhibit equal capacity to interpret expressions that show emotions (Baker- 

Shenk 1987).

Prior to Liddell’s work in the late 1970s, the extensive role o f NMFs was typically 

overlooked in the sign language literature. Today, the significance o f the role that 

NMFs play is beginning to be more clearly understood. NMFs are recognised as 

bearing important linguistic function and are not merely idiosyncratic characteristics 

o f signers, a fact that was demonstrated by Liddell (1980). Indeed, Neidle, Kegl, 

MacLaughlin, Bahan and Lee (2000) have found that native signers o f  ASL use 

NMFs to mark the range o f functions outlined by Liddell (ibid.), and further, can use 

specific NMFs, particularly eye-gaze to mark for definiteness in ASL constructions.

Neidle et al. (ibid.) report that NMFs can be seen as occurring in two major 

categories: lexically associated markings and syntactic NMF markings. Lexically 

associated markings are integral to the signs with which they co-occur, for example, 

non-manual adverbial modifiers. Non-manual syntactic markers are reported as 

necessarily co-occurring with the manual features in the same syntactic domain (e.g. 

at the level o f the clause for transitive clauses, wh-questions, etc.). This mirrors the 

findings o f earlier researchers, including McDonnell (1996a) for ISL, who found
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evidence o f  grammatical NMF patterning at phonological, morphological, syntactic 

and discourse levels.

W e will return to the complexity o f NMF marking at sentential level in Chapter 3. In 

this section, we will briefly consider the descriptive parameters o f a range o f  NMFs 

that have been identified as functioning as adverbial modifiers for ISL, before 

considering some o f the grammatical functions played by NMFs at the syntactic and 

discourse levels in ISL.

2.3.1.1 Non Manual Adverbial Modifications in ISL

McDonnell (1996a; 43-44) outlines some o f the ways in which NMFs modify verbs. 

He outlines distinctions that are made through use o f  specific NMFs that co-occur 

w ith verbs. For example, he reports that the distinction between ‘ease’ and ‘effort’ are 

marked by NMFs that co-occur with manual elements, for example, the verb WALK. 

Following Kyle and W oll’s (1985) analysis o f non-manual modification o f verb 

forms, McDonnell compares these non-manual distinctions marked on the verb in ISL 

as follows;

Non-manual features WALK-WITH-EASE WALK-W ITH-DIFFICULTY

Mouth/tense - +

Head/rigid - +

Brows/lowered - +

(+/-; presence/absence o f features).

(McDonnell 1996a; 43, Figure 2.4)

Figure 2.1 Non-manual modifications of W ALK

Like other sign languages, other manual signs can be modified by different sets o f 

NMFs.

6 ’ Baoill and Matthews (2000: 169-172) list 42 frequently used NMFs in ISL. These 

include a range o f combinatory features that contrast such as “eyebrows raised, lips 

neutral’ and ‘eyebrows raised, lips flat’. This stock o f  NMFs compares with that
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reported by Baker-Shenk (1987) who suggests that there seems to be at least twenty 

identifiable markers in ASL, while Brennan (1992) reports that a similar set o f 

markers exist in British Sign Language (BSL), though it seems that the specific 

features o f  these NMFs differ between the languages, as do their linguistic functions. 

Like O ’Baoill and Matthews (ibid.) for ISL, Brennan notes that NMFs in BSL rarely 

occur individually; instead, they tend to appear in clusters, as components in what she 

terms “multi-channel signs” . She describes multi-channel signs as signs that 

incorporate manual and non-manual components, where the non-manual component is 

a compulsory element in the make up o f the sign.

The most frequently reported NMFs that serve adverbial modification functions in 

ISL include a marker that suggests that that things are happening “as normal” , or 

“with ease”. This marker is known as “m m ”. In “mm ”, the lips are characteristically 

kept closed and pushed out, without being puckered. (McDonnell 1996a, Leeson 

1997). Examples o f the “mm” marker co-occurring with manually articulated signs 

include the following:

Example 2.1:
 ”eyes closed”
_____________ mm

GIRL r/s ASLEEP-IN-BED 
“The girl was asleep in bed” .
( Informant G; narrative)

Example 2.2:
_________mm

CAR D R IV E + + ARRIVE
“ (then I took the) car and I took my time driving until (I) arrived (at my destination).” 
(Informant K: narrative: Moving Hands Data)

Example 2.3:
______________________________________ mm

r/s STAND-W ITH-HANDS-HELD-TOGETHER...
“(The nun) would just stand there with her hands clasped together...”
(Informant C: “Angry Silences” Footage)

The “th” marker is articulated with the head tilted slightly backwards and the tongue 

protrudes slightly through the lips, “th” carries the meaning o f carelessness,
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inattention or lack o f control. While McDonnell (1996a;43) notes that in some 

contexts, use of ‘"th” can indicate that something was “incredibly easy” or “no 

problem”, we should consider Brennan’s (1992) discussion of the “th” marker in BSL. 

She notes that even where seemingly more positive meanings are constructed, the 

connotations of “th” are negative and therefore likely to be used by someone who is 

boasting that something is too easy. Examples of “th” include the following:

Example 2.4:
_______________________________ th
(ISL).. ..NOTHING UNBALANCED 
(ISL) is not a clumsy language. 
(Leeson 1993).

Example 2.5:
________________ th

.. .MAKE ME FEEL SIGN PUT-TO-ONE-SIDE ++ EMBARRASS ANNOY MARK 
“..and it made me feel that sign language should not be used as it was embarrassing. 
(This) really affected me.”
(Informant C: “Angry Silences” Footage)

The “cs” marker involves the turning of the cheek and mouth towards the shoulder, 

which is brought forward, “cs” marks for proximity in time and space, “cs” can co

occur with lexical adverbials of time such as RECENT LY or SOON, where the co

occurrence with “cs” increases the relative proximity in the time frame under 

discussion. For example, if “cs” co-occurs with RECENTLY, the meaning “very 

recently” or “just now” is conveyed. This can be seen in Example 2.6 below, while an 

example of ‘cs’ co-occurring with the adverbial o f time, SINCE, can be seen in 

Example 2.7:

Example 2.6:
_________ cs

TRAIN ARRIVE RECENTLY 
“The train has just arrived”.
(Informant H: elicited example).

Example 2.7:
 cs  cs _hn
SINCE 1991 TEACH+ BUT TEACH TO DEAF SINCE 1995
“I’ve been teaching since 1991, but I’ve been teaching deaf people since 1995.”
(Informant P: Interview in “ABC of ISL” Footage).
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Finally, the “ee” miarker conveys the meaning “with great effort and intensity”. This 

marker is produced with the lips stretched wide (sometimes open) and the teeth 

showing. Brennan (1992) reports that “ee” co-occurs with aspectual inflections that 

mean that something “goes on for a long time” or “happens again and again” . 

Examples o f the “ee” marker occurring in ISL include the following:

Example 2.8:
____________ ee
REEL-IN-FISH
“I reeled in the fish with difficulty”
(Informant L: Narrative: “Horizon Programme” Footage)

Example 2.9:
_____________ b f
_____________ ee
BRUSH-TEETH
“(It would) be difficult to brush my teeth (with this toothbrush).” 
(Informant H: Narrative; “Moving Hands” footage)

Interestingly, in Example 2.9, we can note that “ee” co-occurs with furrowed brows, 

“b f ’. This seems to act as an intensifier in this situation.

2.3.1.2 NMFs at Syntactic and Discourse levels in ISL

Irish Sign Language uses a variety o f NMFs to indicate certain types o f sentence 

structures, including negation and in marking for a range o f  interrogatives.

Negation ( ‘n ’) is marked by an obligatory side-to-side headshake, and a non- 

obligatory down-turning o f the mouth. The ‘n ’ marker co-occurs with appropriate 

manual signals, as in the following example:

Example 2.10:
___________ n

BOY COME HOME 
“The boy did not come home” 
(McDonnell 1996a: 44)
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Example 2.11:

“not interested”
_____________ n

r/s INTERESTED
“(She) was not interested (in him)”.
(Informant H; narrative).

While it is typical for ‘n ’ to co-occur with manually articulated lexical signs, in 

certain contexts, it is possible for NMFs to co-occur with classifier predicates that 

represent previously established referents in the discourse. Example 2.12 below 

illustrates this point, where ‘n ’ occurs in a segment o f  discourse where the signer has 

shifted reference to fill the locus established for the little girl in the story o f “The 

Bear” .

In this segment, she is holding a rabbit that she has been given by her mother to 

replace a doll that fell into the bear’s cavern at the zoo. She is not happy with this 

replacement for her doll, and in the example below, we see that she looks at the rabbit 

while crying (expressed via facial expression). The classifier handshape that 

represents the form o f the rabbit is held on the dominant hand, while the signer gazes 

towards the held classifier handshape at the locus established for the rabbit. This is 

immediately followed by a headshake, before the signer introduces the locative 

agreement verb c+THROW+f. This final section o f  discourse co-occurs with the 

NMF ‘th ’, indicating that the verbal activity was carried out in a clumsy, rather 

disdainful way.

Example 2.12:
__________________"crying” “looks-at-rabbit” ; n ________________
R/s 2/h CL-B “holds rabbif ’ ___________________   c+THROW +f CL.G.

___________ th
“falls-to-floor”

“(The girl) had the rabbit in her hands, looked at him, decided she didn’t want him 
and threw him across the room where he fell to the floor” .
(Informant H: narrative)
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Interrogatives and wh-questions are also formed using a specific set o f NMFs. 

McDonnell (1996a) reports that the specific sets o f NMFs that cluster for each 

interrogative type allow us to distinguish across the range of question structures. He 

also notes that even where manual signs marking interrogatives occur, NMF marking 

remains obligatory. O’Baoill and Matthews (2000: 182) state that for ISL, 

interrogatives generally take the same word order as declarative utterances, with only 

NMFs marking the difference. Such NMFs include movement o f the eyebrows, head 

and shoulders.

Examples 2.13-2.14 below illustrate examples o f “yes-no” questions and wh- 

questions in ISL:

Example 2.13:
____________________________________ br
YOU AWAY HOLIDAYS SUMMER YOU
“Are you going to go away during the summer holidays?”
(Informant Q: “ABC of ISL” Footage)

Example 2.14:
_______________bf
YOU GO WHERE 
“Where are you going?”
(Informant Q: “ABC of ISL” Footage)

Example 2.13 illustrates a yes-no question. Yes-no questions are typically 

accompanied by a combination of three non-manual features: eyebrows are raised 

(‘br’), and the head and body are forward. This general finding is supported by O 

Baoill and Matthews (2000:183) who report that in ISL, the NMFs associated with 

yes-no questions are raised eyebrows, wide eyes and a forward movement of the head. 

However, it seems that raised eyebrows alone are sufficient to signal a “yes-no” 

question in other sign languages that have been discussed (Liddell 1977, Brennan 

1992). Interestingly, Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999) note that brows may on occasion 

be lowered when a British Sign Language user asks a yes-no question, usually if the 

signer is confused or angry. Typically though, it is agreed that raised brows are 

characteristic of yes-no questions.
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Example 2.14 shows a wh-question. In British Sign Language, these are typically 

marked by furrowed brows (‘b f ), the eyes are slightly closed and the head is tilted 

slightly to one side or thrust forward slightly (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). 

Interestingly, they note that pragmatic factors can affect the choice o f  brow marking 

that occurs; for example, if  the person who asks the question is surprised or just 

showing polite interest in their interlocutor, then eyebrows may in fact be raised. They 

follow Deuchar (1984) in suggesting that this may be attributed to whether the signer 

requests a lot o f information or not in the interlocutor’s response rather than being 

considered a function o f  interrogative type (i.e. wh-q versus a “ yes-no question) per  

se.

Discussing wh-questions in ISL, 6  Baoill and Matthews (2000:182) also note that 

furrowed brows play a central role. They argue that the typical wh-question in ISL is 

accompanied by:

“ ...a forw ard tilt o f  the head with a slight downward movement, the lowering 
o f  the eyebrows, narrowing o f  the eye, while simultaneously articulating the 
manual signs fo r  such question words as who, when, where et cetera.. ”

Other features that are particularly relevant to the discussion o f  non-manual features 

include eye-gaze patterns. Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999) report five functions for 

eye-gaze in British Sign Language: at the phonological level for lexical distinctions; 

in conjunction with the location and movement o f referents in space; to mark for 

reference shifting; to contrast pseudo questions (rhetorical and echo) with genuine 

questions; and for marking time.

While we cannot explore the possibility that this broad range o f functions are also 

served by eye-gaze in ISL here, we can note that in later sections o f this thesis we find 

evidence to suggest that eye-gaze patterns in ISL operate in conjunction with other 

elements o f the spatially-based grammar system, in relation to establishing and 

moving referents or entities in space, in part marking for reference shifting at 

discourse level, for definiteness or indefmiteness at syntactic level and, as posited 

later in this thesis, in certain circumstances seems to be used to mark a lack o f volition 

on the part o f  the signer.
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To date, no research has been dedicated to the examination o f eye-gaze patterns in 

ISL. This is an area that deserves further exploration. However, given what we do 

know, we can expect that eyegaze patterns in ISL may prove as important in the 

grammar as in other documented sign languages.

We can also note that several authors have pointed to the use of spoken language 

elements or “mouthing” in sign language discourse as an area that demands further 

research (Lucas and Valli 1992, Ebbinghaus and Hessmann 1996, Boyes-Braem and 

Sutton-Spence 2000, Sutton-Spence and Day 2001). For example, Ebbinghaus and 

Hessmann note that while Deaf people live in two worlds, between a Deaf community 

and a dominant society of non-deaf people, the majority o f Deaf people use two 

languages to communicate, one signed and one spoken. Given the complex 

relationship between the spoken and signed languages used by any individual Deaf 

community, sociolinguistic conditions give rise to a specific set of relations between 

the spoken and signed language, for example, code-switching, code mixing or lexical 

borrowing. Another possible result o f this kind of language contact is mouthing.

While earlier research suggested that mouthing was more a function o f manually 

coded English or “contact signing” (Lucas and Valli 1992), more recent research 

suggests that mouthing is used as a feature of natural sign languages, where mouthed 

elements can contribute to the meaning of signed utterances (Ebbinghaus and 

Hessmann 1996). Ebbinghaus and Hessmann report that they expect mouthed 

patterns in a signed language to have the following characteristics:

‘7. Signs and words will tend to be semantically aligned. Close semantic 

relationships will ensure that sign and word can be instantly identified. More 

particularly, such alignments reduce the risk o f  failure in identifying spoken 

words by means o f lipreading.

2. Relations between signs and words will not be entirely predicatable. Because 

we are dealing with a dynamic interaction o f  two independently meaningful 

units, productive combinations are to be expected. ” (Ebbinghaus and 

Hessmann 1996; 43).

They note however, that there is generally a preferred order of signs and words, with 

the mouthed choice frequently being the preferred gloss for the signed element: for
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example, in German Sign Language, the sign glossed as GIRL would be accompanied 

by the corresponding German word, “m M chen” . Other choices include mouthed 

elements that are semantically related to the signed element:

“a sign reminiscent o f  spreading something onto a surface accommodates the 

words marmalade (jam), butter (butter), and even farbe (colour, paint). ” 

fEbbinghaus and Hessmann 1996: 44).

To date, no research has been carried out with respect to the existence or prevalence 

o f mouthing in ISL, but it seems highly likely that the patterns for usage identified by 

research in the field will apply to mouthing in ISL given the existence o f a similar 

sociolinguistic context with respect to education, language use and language contact. 

This is clearly a rich domain for future sociolinguistic research.

For now, we can note that 6  Baoill and Matthews (2000:168) report that NMFs 

generally perform the following functions in ISL:

(i) to show degrees o f  emotion, including non-emotion

(11) to denote intensification/ modulation

(iii) to distinguish declarative/interrogative sentences

(iv) to denote negation

(V) to define topic/comment structures

(vi) to indicate conditional clauses

(vii) to show sarcasm

However, it is recommended that a more sophisticated analysis o f the roles o f  NMFs 

in ISL be undertaken to pinpoint how they permeate the grammar o f the language, 

how they interact and combine with other elements, and to identify the constraints on 

usage. For example, it may be that utilising technically-assisted approaches to analysis 

could aid the identification o f  optimal duration lengths for certain types o f structures.
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2.3.2 Simultaneity of Manual Expression

In the last section, we noted that non-manual features frequently co-occur with 

manual signs in the articulation o f  grammatical utterances. In this section, we explore 

briefly the range o f  manual simultaneity o f expression that is available to signers due 

to the fact that they have recourse to two manual articulators: the hands. Particularly, 

we draw on M iller’s (1994) discussion o f simultaneity o f manual expression in sign 

languages.

2.3.2.1 M iller’s breakdown of manual simultaneity

It has been widely acknowledged that the fact that sign language users have access to 

more than one major articulator provides additional opportunity for the simultaneous 

articulation o f more than one argument in a sign language utterance. M iller (1994) 

discusses the variety o f manual simultaneity possible within signed languages. Here 

we outline the range o f options that are generally agreed to be available to signers, 

providing specific examples from ISL.

Miller notes that a typical form o f simultaneous articulation involves the two hands 

producing two different lexical items simultaneously, with the preservation o f one 

sign on one hand while the second hand articulates a series o f other signs. This feature 

does occur in ISL. An example o f  this follows:

Example 2.15:

r/s WINDOW 2/h f  +CL.S. +hi CL.B “PUSH-UP-W INDOW -W ITH-NOSE CL. C. -  
CL. B

“open”
2/h CL.B. OPEN-W INDOW d. c.CL.V. CLIM B-OUT-UNDER f  c.+CL.G.+f

nd. CL.B___________________________________

“He (the bear) opened the window using his nose to push open the sash window-pane, 
and climbed out o f the window and was on his way.”
(Informant G: narrative).
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In this example, we see that c.CL.V. CLIMB-OUT-UNDER f. c.CL.G.f is articulated 

by the dominant hand, while the non-dominant hand “holds” the window open for the 

duration o f articulation o f  the clause on the dominant hand.

According to Miller, the production o f the ‘topic’ on one hand while the ‘com ment’ is 

articulated on the second hand is another typical form o f simultaneous signing. This 

also occurs in ISL, but may be more restricted than reported for other sign languages 

(Saeed, Sutton-Spence and Leeson 2000). Saeed et al. briefly considered a range o f 

elicited examples o f  transitive utterances in ISL and BSL, and found that the 

introduction o f themes (or topics) were most likely to be found in locative sentences. 

Generally, they found that the least animate entity was introduced first, and a more 

animate entity second. An example can be seen below:

Example 2.16:

HOUSE nd HOUSE______________
d TREE (be-located-behind)

“The tree is behind the house” .
(Informant C; picture elicitation data, sentence 1)

Here we see clearly that HOUSE has been foregrounded (Talmy 1996) or topicalised 

(Lambrecht 1994), creating a referential point for further dialogue. The informant 

holds the sign for house with his non-dominant hand to maintain the referential status 

o f the topicalised constituent. HOUSE is normally articulated with two hands, as in 

the initial sign. We also see a one-handed version o f  the normally two-handed sign 

TREE co-occurring with this segment. The signer articulates this with his dominant 

hand, thus indicating that this has assumed higher informational status (i.e. this is new 

information) than the preceding constituent, HOUSE.

We might also wish to argue that this example illustrates locative positioning o f two 

constituents, with one constituent held on each hand. As we will see below, this is 

another form o f simultaneous signing identified by Miller.
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M iller notes that one hand may represent the locative position o f one argument while 

the second hand represents the relative locative position o f  the second argument. The 

following are examples;

Example 2.17:

FLOW ER (2h) CL.C +extent (vase) FLOW ER v.a.s.e. 
nd. CL.C
d.CL.S (take-bunch-of-flowers-out-of-vase-and-place-at-right-of-vase)

“The flowers are beside the vase” .
(Informant C: Picture elicitation task, sentence 2)

Example 2.18;
eve gaze down, watching doll fall__________

DOLL 2/h CL.B.(“small”) BROWN d. c.+CL.V .+f lo. “fall-over-wall-to-below”
nd. CL.B.’V a ll”____________________________

evegaze at left
C L.V +.f lo. r/s CL.B.(“feet”) {sniffs, moves item X with nose and opens mouth}

“The doll fell over the wall and down to the ground on the other side where it landed 
at the feet o f  (the bear). He sniffed (the doll) and took it in his mouth.
(Informant H; narrative).

Example 2.17, is taken from a set o f elicited locative sentences that we will explore in 

more detail in Chapter 3, where we discuss constituent order in ISL. Example 2.18 is 

an excerpt from the signed story, “The Bear” . Both examples illustrate locative 

relations o f constituents: the first, inanimate, the second, animate. Example 2.17 

illustrates the locative relations between a flower-vase and a bunch o f flowers. The 

signer establishes the locative relationship by establishing a locus in signing space for 

both constituents, relative to one another.

In Example 2.18, we see a verb o f  motion, c+.CL.V+.f.lo. “fall-over-wall-to-space- 

below”, expressed on the dominant hand, while the non-dominant hand maintains the 

relative position o f the starting point o f  the doll’s fall, the wall, in place. With eye- 

gaze down, following the path o f  the doll’s fall, the relative positions o f where the 

doll’s fall commenced and its resting place in the bear’s enclosure are maintained, 

placing emphasis on the distance between locations.
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Interestingly, it seems that while sign languages have the potential to establish 

locative contexts and use simultaneity to a great degree, some languages utilise this 

potential less than others. This seems to be the case with Irish Sign Language vis-a-vis 

British Sign Language, as reported by Saeed et al. (ibid.).

Finally, another typical form of simultaneous articulation involves the placing of a 

sign articulated on the dominant hand on or in relation to an enumeration morpheme, 

which is expressed by the non-dominant hand. We might refer to this as a ‘listing’ 

strategy that functions as an episodic marker. This is found in several sign languages, 

though it seems to be a feature of more formal discourse (Ingram 2000 for ASL). In 

ISL, such listing strategies also occur, though, as can be seen from Example 2.19 

below, this seems not to be a formal constraint in ISL:

Example 2.19;
d HAVE HOT d.o.g. CHICKEN BURGERS HAVE
nd FIRST_________ SECOND__________ THIRD
“They have hotdogs, chicken and burgers”.
(Informant R: dialogue:“ABC of ISL” footage)

Example 2.20:
d IF ANYTHING CROP-UP CAN USE f  l.a.r.e.s o.r. e.p.i.r.b.
nd SECOND__________________

ENDEXf.+hi. LINK WITH s.a.t.e.l.i.t.e. trace-with-index-fmger-f.+hi.-to-s.l.+lo TO 

r.e.s.c.u.e. CENTRE

“If there is an emergency you can use flares or an E.P.I.R.B. This is linked by satellite 
to a rescue centre.”
(Informant T: “Hands On” Footage)

Example 2.19 is taken from a scene in ‘The ABC of ISL’, a series o f short scenes with 

a language teaching aim. In this scene, the signer and her interlocutor are at a 

barbeque. She explains to her friend what is available to eat. We note a very 

straightforward alternation between the listing strategy and the introduction of the 

“new” item. The list is held on the non-dominant hand, suggesting that this 

information is functioning as a “scaffold” for the new information, in this case, the 

foods available at the barbeque, which is foregrounded through articulation on the 

dominant hand.
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Example 2.20 above illustrates a signer presenting another list, in this case he is 

listing a range o f  strategies open to D eaf sailors in emergency situations. He “holds” 

the strategic point that is under discussion on his non-dominant hand while outlining 

what the strategy entails with the dominant hand. Again, we might suggest that the 

“holding” o f  the list seems to function as a scaffold. In this instance the “hold” seems 

to function as a reminder to the audience that the point under discussion is just one o f 

a series o f strategies that are available to them in emergency situations. The 

emergency strategies are introduced as “new information”, supported by the 

scaffolding. Indeed, in the next segment o f discourse the signer goes on to list another 

strategy that could be adopted in an emergency situation;

Example 2.21:
“blah-blah”

AND CAN USE t.a.p.e. CL.C PUT-ON-TO-CL.C-at-c. COPY-FROM-CL-
CL-C at c.

“blah-blah”
C-at-c. CL.C+be-located-on__________c.+CL.C+move-to-mouth CL.C-at-c

“Also I can use a taped message placed beside the radio microphone”.
(Informant T: “Hands On” Footage)

This example illustrates that signers can alternatively shift between a listing strategy 

and use o f  a conjunction like AND. In addition, this example again illustrates a range 

o f simultaneous manual signing to demonstrate relative locative relations, and two 

instances o f oral components “blah-blah” co-occurring with classifier handshapes that 

together, make reference to a recording o f  a verbal message on tape.

The main point to be taken from this example is that signers o f  ISL have a range of 

options available to them for presenting lists o f  information: sometimes they choose 

to use simultaneous constructions as illustrated in example 2.20, and sometimes they 

choose not to, as in Example 2.21. Similarly, we find that ISL signers often choose to 

move between a listing strategy and reference to specific points, without “holding” the 

list while referring to their points. This is illustrated in Example 2.22 below:
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Example 2,22:

NOW EXPLAIN FOUR POINT VERY IMPORTANT/ HAVE IMPORTANT FOUR 

“first one”
FINISH / ONE PRO-1 WANT REMIND YOU-ALL SIGN LANGUAGE ARE

REAL LANGUAGE NUMBER TWO SIGN LANGUAGE ARE NOT

neg.______
ENGLISH THAT NOT MEAN ISL HAVE POOR g.r.a.m.m.a.r OR

NOTHING g.r.a.m.m.a.r/ ISL HAVE RICH g.r.a.m.m.a.r. AND HAVE OWN 

g.r.a.m.m.a.r. HAVE OWN WORD-ORDER 

dh: AND
nd: MOVE-TO-NEXT-POINT

REMIND YOU-ALL ISL VERY DIFFERENT /AND FOURTH

REMEMBER..........

“Now I’m going to outline four very important points, after which I will finish up
here. First, 1 want to remind you that sign languages are real languages Second,
sign languages are not just (manually delivered forms of) English. This does not mean 
that ISL then has a poorly developed grammar or that it has no grammar 
(system).(ISL) has a rich grammar system, it has its own grammar and has its own
word-order. Moving on to the next point, I want to remind you that ISL is very
different from Signed English and fourth, bear in mind that ”
(Informant B: Conference Presentation: IDS Footage)

In comparison, in Example 2.22 we note that while it is possible that the signer could 

have used a simultaneous strategy for introducing each point in turn and then 

expounding on them, in this instance, she did not (though in the second-to-last point 

she does use a simultaneous sign utterance: AND (signed on the dominant hand) is 

held, followed by MOVE-TO-NEXT-POINT, articulated on the non-dominant hand. 

It may be that the length of the commentary in relation to each point listed is a 

pragmatic factor that influences the decision to “hold” a list in place or to simply 

avoid simultaneous strategies, as is generally the case in Example 2.22 above.

It may just be that while simultaneous options are available to signers of ISL, like 

those of other sign languages, ISL signers utilise these possibilities to a lesser extent 

that users o f other sign languages (see for example Saeed et al. 2000 for a comparison
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o f elicited BSL and ISL transitive sentences). However, further research could help us 

to understand better what constraints operate on use o f simultaneously occurring sign 

structures in ISL.

2.4 Sign Formation and Grammatical Features

An important structural feature o f  sign languages is the category o f  locus. The term 

‘locus’ refers to a specific location in signing space, which may have a phonological, 

morphological, syntactic or discourse function. Following McDonnell (1996a; 50) we 

can say that phonologically, a sign is articulated at a particular location; in 

morphological terms, locus markers play an important role in the structure o f 

agreement verbs; and syntactically, syntactic units such as pronouns are specified by 

pointing towards specific locations in signing space. Additionally, we will later see 

that loci that are established, but not “filled” from a semantic perspective indicate one 

means o f lowering transitivity in ISL clauses.

2.4.1 Loci and Referents

ISL conversations reflect canonical structure in sign language communication 

situations; that is, in order to communicate, interlocutors must have clear visual 

contact with one another. The deictic centre o f the utterance is the signer’s locus, 

because, according to McDonnell (1996a:50), ^'the act o f  utterance, the ‘h ere ’ and  

‘n o w ’ converge at this locus". Following Engberg-Pedersen (1993), McDonnell refers 

to the signer locus as the c-locus. We will adopt this convention here, and use the term 

to refer to the canonical locus.

In discourse, signers o f ISL can refer to persons, objects and locations that are 

physically present or removed. The physical presence or otherwise o f entities referred 

to affects how they are established in discourse. I f  a referent is present, a signer can

point towards them, with the index finger or the whole hand extended towards their

physical location. Eyegaze, sometimes accompanied by a slight tilt o f the head/ body 

movement, is directed towards the referent. Other deictic reference includes pointing 

towards oneself to indicate first person singular; towards the interlocutor to indicate
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second person singular, and towards other person/s present to indicate third person 

singular or plural.

Where referents are not physically present, signers can “establish an index” (Liddell 

1990:176). Establishing an index typically creates a relationship in signing space 

between a particular location and a specific referent, and can also be considered to be 

a form of deixis. The typical case o f establishing a referent involves the signer first 

naming the referent and then indexing to a particular point in space. Such a location in 

space is usually referred to as a ‘locus’. Having identified a locus as co-referential 

with a specific referent, subsequent reference to that point in space maintains this co- 

referentiality in an anaphoric manner unless the referent is moved to an alternate 

location. In such instances, subsequent references tend to be towards the more 

recently established locus.

While there do not seem to be language imposed constraints on the upper number of 

loci that can be established, it seems that cognitive factors do impose constraints: 

Mayberry (1995) reports that pronoun comprehension in discourse (involving loci 

established in signing space) along with sentence comprehension across discourse 

demands working memory. She found that early learners o f ASL clearly comprehend 

and remember the referents identified at three loci, replacing anaphoric reference with 

the original referent. In comparison, late learners could complete this task for a 

maximum of two anaphoric referents. Given such findings, it would be interesting to 

explore the constraints for use of referential loci in ISL discourse in greater depth. 

However, while such analysis is beyond the scope o f this thesis, we suggest that 

future analysis of the grammar system of ISL considers the role that such operational 

constraints may play in the reference system.

2.4.2 Definition of Locus

The definitional parameters attributed to “locus” have been varied (Liddell 1990, 

Engberg-Pedersen 1993). Liddell examines agreement and spatial verbs in ASL and 

argues that traditional approaches that marked a difference between topographical 

space and syntactic space were misguided. This distinction was established on the 

basis that the establishment o f a reference through locus marking effectively
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functioned as a point o f referential equality between a given referent and a point in 

space.

Liddell (1990) describes a locus as being a point on the body or a point in space, 

which serves a number o f  functions. These include (i) an articulatory function, (ii) ‘a 

three-dimensional function’, (iii) a location fixing function and (iv) a referential 

equality function.

Liddell refers to a locus as a point on the body or in signing space that serves an 

articulatory function. When a point in space serves a phonologically significant point 

in articulatory space, it can be said to serve an articulatory function. A locus can also 

represent a spatial location. Liddell provides the example o f  CAR 3-CL:BE- 

LOCATED-AT-x as a prime example, where x is approximately one foot ahead o f 

the signer’s shoulder. In such an utterance, a signer is stating that a car is located at x, 

which is semantically equivalent to some place other than the literal location in front 

o f  the signer. Therefore, x is performing a semantic and an articulatory function, as x 

refers to a location other than itself. Indeed, Liddell argues that this space can be 

conceived o f  as representing an abstract three dimensional space:

“  the verb 3-CL:BE-L0CATE-AT-x locates a car (since car is the subject o f  
that verb) in a three-dimensional abstract space. Loci in the signing space 
ahead o f  the fingertips represent positions ahead o f  the vehicle. The space 
beside the palm  represents space to the side o f  the vehicle. The space beside 
the back o f  the hand represents space to the other side o f  the vehicle. Finally, 
the space above and below the vehicle handshape represents space above and 
below the car". (Liddell 1990:194).

Liddell goes on to note that using loci in the space ahead o f  the signer to represent 

other locations is common in ASL. He points out that in the “CAR” example above, 

while the hand moves to a specific point in the signing space to produce the utterance, 

the locus is not in the “real” location o f the car. He contends that the use o f loci in 

three-dimensional signing space to correspond to locations in three-dimensional 

abstract space is the 3-D function o f  a locus.
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Liddell reports that the location fixing function occurs frequently. In such instances, a

substitute referent is placed at a location through the use o f  classifier predicates

(including the contact root) or through other locative signs such as the index finger

pointing and moving downwards towards a locus as occurs in the ASL utterance,

GIRL THERE. Liddell argues that this utterance incorporates three functions o f a

locus simultaneously:

“The locus X serves as an articulatory function since that is the point in 
articulatory space toward which the index finger is directed. It also serves the 
location fixing function since the girl is now located at that locus. The locus 
‘x ’ also serves the 3-D function since it corresponds to a location in an 
abstract three dimensional space" (Liddell 1990:194).

The final function o f a locus identified by Liddell is the referential equality function. 

This is the function that was traditionally presumed whenever an index was 

established. When this function is operational, it establishes a referential equality 

between a locus and a referent. Liddell’s data reveals that in ASL, referential equality 

is attained where an index is established at an ordinal tip locus (i.e. at the tip o f the 

fingers or thumb) and the subsequent directing o f an agreement verb towards that 

locus makes reference to that referent.

More recent research has drawn on Fauconnier’s (1985) Mental Spaces theory, 

arguing for a relationship between mental spaces and referential loci. For example. 

Van Hoek (1996) argues that the most salient referents in a discourse are accessed 

even where other loci have previously been used for pronominal reference for the 

same referent. Mental spaces theory is also considered with respect to referential shift, 

as we shall see in Section 2.4.5 below.

Van Hoek notes that while the typical pattern for ASL sees each individual referent 

associated with one locus or vice versa, it is not uncommon for one referent to be 

associated with more than one locus. She provides several examples that demonstrate 

more than one locus being accessed, one o f which includes two mental spaces being 

activated: one in a room and another in a yard. Each o f the mental spaces is associated 

with a locus in signing space, and Van Hoek argues that the pronominals formed and 

used for reference directly reflect the mental space within which the referent is 

accessed in each case.
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Van Hoek’s work leads her to posit that the pronominal system involves more than a 

one to one association between a referent and spatial loci. She proposes that 

determining which locus is to be used for reference frequently involves assessing the 

relative perceptual and conceptual salience o f  various loci and their associated mental 

spaces. She proposes that further research is necessary to identify the effects of focus 

shift and the presence of one or more points o f views.

A contrary view is offered by Engberg-Pedersen (1993). She disagrees with Liddell’s 

definition o f a locus as a point in space, arguing that it is impossible to define a locus 

only in terms o f identifying discrete points in space, or distinct distances from a 

signer. She argues that a locus must also be understood as a projection of a referent 

into space. In this sense, Engberg-Pedersen proposes that loci are vertical lines on 

planes at different distances from the signer’s body. She notes that in Danish Sign 

Language, the distance between the signer and the locus are not marked 

morphophonologically on the verb. For example, if  a signer were to talk about a 

conversation that they had with an angel situated at a point in the sky, or with a person 

situated on the top berth of a set of bunk beds, then the locus’ distance from the signer 

cannot be seen on the bed and is not necessarily made explicit in any other way.

Instead, Engberg-Pedersen identifies larger areas o f space as morphophonologically 

more relevant than the identification of specific points, vertical lines or vectors as 

previously proposed ( e.g. Liddell and Johnson 1989). Arguing that:

“Except in a phonetic description, it is unsatisfactory to talk only about the 
actual positions o f  the hands, as the articulators o f  different lexemes are at 
different heights and different distances from the signer, even though they are 
modified in the same way semantically. I f  we only talk about the positions o f  
the hands in space, we miss the generalisation that the verbs all take the same 
morphological modification (ibid. : 53).

She goes on to argue for a definition of locus as "a category whose members are 

specific loci in paradigmatic contrast". A locus marker is defined as “a morpheme 

that is expressed in the way it influences the position and/or orientation o f  the hand(s) 

in the production o f  a sign". Engberg-Pedersen argues that a locus can only be 

expressed linguistically through activation of a locus marker, but essentially, the locus
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can be considered to be a meaningful direction from the signer... ” or - in terms of 

polymorphemic verbs - "a meaningful point or area within the signing space” (ibid.). 

In tiie next section we explore the use of locus markers in more detail, and 

particularly, we consider a transcription approach for identifying specific loci in 

signing space.

2.4.3 Locus Markers

A locus can only be realised through a locus marker. Engberg-Pedersen proposes that 

a locus marker is a morpheme that is expressed through the way it influences the 

position and / or the orientation of the hand(s) in the production of a sign. On this 

basis, Engberg-Pedersen symbolises the most frequently used locus markers using 

directional expressions. These can be seen in Figure 2.2 below, following McDonnell 

(1996a:54):

■ f(orward)

.f(orward) l(eft).

.c-locus

.f(orward) r(ight)

s(ideward) l(eft). Signer •s(ideward) r(ight)

Figure 2,2 (a): A ‘plan’ view o f locus markers

.hi

Signer c. .f

.lo

Figure 2.2 (b) An ‘elevation’ view o f locus markers
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2.4.4 Locus Marking for Person and Location in Irish Sign 

Language

McDonnell (1996a: 54) considers the question o f how locus markers are to be 

interpreted in ISL, noting that in a canonical communication context, each locus has 

the potential to be marked for the categories person, location or time. He notes that, as 

similar surface forms are used to express values in each o f these categories, the 

particular interpretation o f any locus marker must depend on information found 

elsewhere in the language. He goes on to state that this information can be identified 

in the characteristics o f  the accessing sign. For example, person agreement verbs 

access the person system; classifier predicates access the location system while the 

temporal system is accessed via what McDonnell refers to as ‘time signs’.

Given that Irish Sign Language marks time through use o f  lexical temporal references 

and what have been referred to as “time lines” rather than verb inflection, McDonnell 

focuses on person and location systems. He argues that ISL distinguishes between 

first and non-first person, noting that the pattern o f  articulation for deictic signs 

suggests a distinction along these lines. He reports that signs articulated at the signer 

locus means that the sign is articulated in contact with or proximal to the signer’s 

body. In contrast, signs articulated at a non-signer locus means that the sign is 

articulated away from the signer’s body, that is, medial or distal from the signer’s 

body. McDonnell reports that in ISL, deictic signs that are translated in English as 

meaning ‘I’, ‘m e’, and ‘m y’ are all articulated at the c-locus. The deictic signs 

translated as ‘you’, ‘him /her/it’, ‘your/his/hers’, ‘them ’ and ‘theirs’ are all articulated 

at non c-loci.

However, it is worth noting that in some registers o f  ISL, most notably frozen and 

sometimes in formal registers, some o f  these signs are articulated at c-locus. Such 

signs include HIS, HER, WE, THEY and OUR, and are typically articulated with 

initialised handshapes, reflecting an etymology that is English-language influenced.

It seems that such instances may be a reflection o f  the socio-political status o f  English 

vis-a-vis ISL, and the signer view that English-influenced varieties o f signing are 

more prestigious and thus more appropriate to highly formal situations than ISL. It
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would be interesting to explore the distribution o f such occurrences, particularly to 

consider whether English-influenced varieties are more frequently used in situations 

where more non-Deaf people than Deaf people are in attendance at a given event. 

Indeed, a description of register variation in ISL would be a welcome move forward 

in this area.

Returning to McDonnell’s analysis, he notes that there is no evidence to suggest that 

ISL distinguishes between second and third person categories. He notes that there is 

no locus that is especially reserved for second person as opposed to third person in 

ISL. Instead, the set o f locus markers that might be considered as second person 

overlap with the set that might be classified as being third person. He does point out 

that in ISL it is possible to distinguish between non-first person referents, but such 

distinctions are not expressed at the morphological level.

In terms o f location, McDonnell (ibid.; 56) reports that in ISL the lexical signs NEAR 

and HERE are articulated at signer locus while the signs THERE and FAR are 

articulated at non-signer locus. Further, when articulating the sign TO, it is articulated 

towards the signer, while the sign FROM is articulated using a movement away from 

the signer.

In summary, McDonnell reports that the category of person in ISL, which has two 

values -  first person and non-first person- can be realised through locus markers. In 

addition, locus markers can express two location values- ‘here’ and ‘not-here’- where 

each set o f values is derived from the primary distinction between the signer and the 

non-signer locus.

2.4,5 Referential Shift in Irish Sign Language

In Irish Sign Language, it is normative to use the signer locus to refer to a non-first 

person referent. This feature has been reported for a variety o f sign languages and has 

been referred to as role-playing (Meier 1990), role-shifting (Padden 1990), role- 

switching (Mandel 1977), and referential-shift (Poulin and Miller 1995). In this thesis 

we will use the term “referential shift” following Poulin and Miller, as this term seems
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to more appropriately reflect the fact that the referent that is foregrounded has 

changed.

When a referential shift occurs, the signer typically breaks eye-contact with the 

addressee and non-manual features may change -  though this seems not to be 

obligatory. Sometimes body position is adjusted, with the signer rotating their 

shoulders to the left or the right. This seems to be more marked in formal settings, 

where the signer’s torso can rotate to mark a referential shift. In less formal settings, 

eye-gaze along with a slight inclination o f  the head can mark such a shift.

Engberg-Pedersen’s (1993) analysis o f Danish Sign Language reveals three distinct 

“reference shifting” structures that may have different functions. She notes that these 

structures can co-occur, but equally, they can occur in isolation:

1. Shifted Reference: pronouns are used from a quoted sender’s point 

o f view. This term is reserved for reported speech.

2. Shifted Attribution of Expressive Elements; the signer uses his/ 

her body and face to express the mood or attitude o f a referent 

other than the signer. This structure is not limited to a reported 

speech function, but can also be found in reports o f a person’s 

thoughts, feelings or actions.

3. Shifted Locus: this structure is unique to sign languages because 

o f  their spatial parameters. This structure is used when signers want 

to refer to their own or another’s interaction with another referent 

that is associated with another locus.

In Example 2.23 below, we can see an example o f  multiple reference shifts (indicated 

in the gloss as ‘r/s ’). Here we see that the narrator introduces each new character who 

is then incorporated into the dialogue through reference shift. For example, the man 

who hires out bicycles is introduced by the phrase ONE MAN before his location is 

identified: the signer traces the path that the figure (the man) follows, holding his sign 

aloft. This is followed by a reference shift that is introduced by the phrase ONE 

DEAF, whereby a D eaf person sees the advertisement/ sign, and acting on that, seeks

the visual attention o f  the D eaf group in order to tell them that s/he had located a
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vendor. It seems to be typical for new referents to be introduced in this wa.y to make 

them topical for the interlocutor.

Example 2,23:

______ sl+eyegaze+sr
LOOK FOR BICYCLE 2/h sl+CL-5-open+sr

ONE MAN sl+CL.G.+move+c.

CL.G.+trace-vertical-rectangle BICYCLES ONE DEAF r/s 2/h+WAVE-TO-

_________ evegaze+sr evegaze +sr
GAIN-ATTENTION SEE INDEX+sl

2/h+CL.G.+trace-upper-half-vertical-rectangle BICYCLES FOR h.i.r.e.

evegaze+sr
r/s HOLD-SIGN-ALOFT r/s COM E-ON........

“(We arrived on the Aran Island) and began to look for bicycles. There was one man 
who was holding a sign that advertised bicycles. One o f  our group noticed the man 
with the sign and brought him to our attention. We all looked at the sign that said 
“Bicycles for Hire”, which he was holding aloft. We decided to go for it .. ..” 
(Informant N: “Horizon” Footage).

Example 2.24 below also introduces a new referent though explicit reference. Here we 

see that MARK is introduced, and then the signer reference shifts, adopting a 

flamboyant pose that illustrates how the actor enters the stage. This corresponds with 

what Engberg-Pedersen refers to as “shifted attribution o f  expressive elements” as 

discussed above. Interestingly, in an earlier segment o f this discourse, the signer has 

referred to another man named Mark. He distinguishes between them for the 

interlocutor. This seems to support the interpretation that explicit introduction o f 

referents before a referent shift is intended to foreground the referent for the 

interlocutor.

This explicit introduction o f  MARK contrasts with a later referential shift into c-locus, 

representing the signer h im self This referential shift is not explicitly marked, but 

given the context (of an actor commenting on other actors’ performances), this locus
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is already active in the interlocutors’ conception o f the discourse, and is associated 

with the signer.

Example 2.24:

eves down, shoulder shift 
.. .ALSO MARK ANOTHER MARK CIGAR WALK r/s “flamboyant-pose”

LIFTS-CIGAR-TO-MOUTH r/s 2h+w.o.w. REPEAT REPEAT SAME SAME BUT

NEVER STOP EYES-POP-OUT-OF-HEAD

“Also there is a part where Mark -  another Mark- walks on (stage) with a cigar. He 
walks on in a flamboyant fashion and lifts his cigar to his mouth. Wow! I’ve seen this 
scene over and over again, but it never ceases to amaze me.”
(Informant S: “ABC o f ISL II” Footage).

It is interesting to note that subject-deletion is also evident in this example, which

again functions to reduce explicit reference to the first-person at c-locus. We will

discuss this in Section 2.4.6 below.

Finally, it is worth noting that while referential shifts are associated with loci that 

have been established in a certain area in signing space, these need not remain frozen 

for the duration o f  the discourse. Indeed several commentators have discussed the 

notion o f  how activated a locus is in the discourse (Poulin 1996, Van Hoek 1996). 

They argue that where a locus associated with a referent changes in the course o f a 

given discourse (e.g. where a person moves from one location to another), the new 

locus becomes more highly active in the discourse stream and this becomes the locus 

that is referred to in further reference shifting including that referent.

In Example 2.25 below, we see an extended excerpt that outlines the details o f  a car 

crash. In this piece, we see that the victim, a man who moves from behind a telephone 

box and onto the road, is knocked down. We see an initial reference shift indicating 

his lack o f  attention when walking on to the road. This occurs at c. After the car hits 

the man, he is thrown into the air, before landing on the road. We then see another 

reference shift where the victim is lying on the road, clutching his head. During this 

reference shift, the signer shifts her shoulders towards the left and eyegaze is upward
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and to the right, the locus established for her husband, the driver. Both relevant 

reference shifts are in bold for ease of reference.

Example 2.25:
hn

MY FRIEND EXPLAIN-ME STORY ABOUT CAR CRASH 

CL.B.- vehicle IN p.r. STREET be-located-at-sr.+move-forward-to-c.

R/h CAR CL.B.-vehicle+be+located-at-sr.
L/h GIRL MAN

R/h FROM PHONE BOX PHONE
L/h CL.-legs+trace-arc-at-sl.+move-to-c.

th
R/h r/s CL.V.+sl.+move+sr+hi.+io.(“look-
around”)
L/h CL.-legs+trace-arc-at-sL+move-to-c.

Puffed cheeks+hn
d CL.B-vehicle+sr.+move+IMPACT-WITH-CL.legs+c.
nd sl.+CL-legs+move+c.__________________________________________________

d
nd cl.-legs+move-to+hi.

WINDOW CL.5+open+wiggling: GLASS-BREAK-INTO-MANY-LITTLE-PIECES-

AND-MOVE-THROUGH-AIR-IN-SHARDS CL.-legs+c.hi.+move+lo. STOP

hn __________________ ^  evegaze-to-sl.+down
HUSBAND sr.+move+trace-path+c.

Eyegaze-up+ “aah” evegaze-to-sl+down q
MAN r/s HANDS-ON-HEAD r/s ALRIGHT ALRIGHT NOT BLOOD...
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“My friend told me a story about a car crash. A car was coming up X Street when a 
man walked out onto the street from behind a phone box. He wasn’t looking where he 
was going and the car ploughed straight into him. The man was thrown straight up 
into the air and against the car’s windscreen which shattered with the impact. Broken 
glass rained down as the man’s body fell to the ground. My husband (i.e. the driver) 
got out of the car and went to where the man was lying. He was lying with his hands 
on his head and seemed in pain/ in shock. My husband asked if the man was alright. 
He checked that the man wasn’t bleeding.”
(Informant O; narrative; “Horizon” Footage)

This suggests that reference shifting is very much influenced by the agreement system 

in Irish Sign Language. If a signer were to ignore the new location assigned to a 

referent and reference shifted into the old location, this would be unacceptable, as the 

use of loci would then become meaningless within the discourse.

2.4.6 Subject Deletion in Irish Sign Language

In ISL, surface specification of the subject of every predicate is not obligatory: we 

tend to find that certain verbs allow for overt first person reference to be dropped, as 

illustrated in Example 2.26 below.

Example 2.26 (Previously listed as Example 2.7):

 cs  cs  hn
SINCE 1991 TEACH BUT TEACH TO DEAF SINCE 1995
“I’ve been teaching since 1991, but I’ve been teaching deaf people since 1995”.
( Informant P: dialogue: “ABC of ISL” Footage)

Here we see that the verb TEACH does not demand an overt subject. Despite this, a 

reading of first person subject is taken as default. We will return to this issue in later 

sections o f this thesis, particularly in Chapters 4 and 6. For now, we can note that in 

ISL, verbs that lack an overt first person referent are typically interpreted as first 

person. We can consider this a “default setting” in ISL.
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2.5 Verb Classes in Irish Sign Language

McDonnell (1996a) outlines a possible analysis o f  verb classes in Irish Sign 

Language. In this section, we will outline the range o f  verb types that he has 

identified, beginning with so called “plain verbs”.

2.5.1 Plain Verbs

McDonnell (ibid.) described plain verbs as a category o f  verbs which do not mark for 

person or locative agreement. He reports that typically, plain verbs in ISL are body- 

anchored signs that occur in semantically related fields, often exhibiting motivated 

relationships between form and meaning. He reports that plain verbs in ISL typically 

denote subjective states o f body, mind or feeling. The following are typical ISL 

examples o f  plain verbs:

Example 2.27;

(a) PRO Nl L lK E PR O N -f 
I like you.

(b) PRON-fr LIKE PRON-fl 
She likes him.

( c) LIKE PRON-f
PRO N-fl......................................
She likes you.

(McDonnell 1996a:116, Examples 4.1 -4 .3 ) .

Example 2.28:

PRON 1 SAY TRUE+reduplicate 
I said, “It’s certainly true”.
(McDonnell 1996a; 117, Example 4.11)

Example 2.29:

PRON-sr YES/ REMEM BER VERY WELL 
He said, “Certainly! I remember very well” .
(McDonnell 1996a; 117, Example 4.15)
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2.5.2 Agreement Verbs

McDonnell identified two major categories o f agreement verbs; person agreement 

verbs and locative agreement verbs. In section 2.5.2.1, we will consider person 

agreement verbs, while in section 2.5.2.2, we will focus on locative agreement verbs.

2.5.2.1 Person Agreement Verbs

McDonnell (1996a: 186) describes the prototypical person agreement verb in Irish 

Sign Language as verbs which are articulated at a lexically specified height. They 

make reference to subject and object arguments, and are associated with the action 

tier. Prototypical person agreement verbs in ISL mark for the thematic roles of agent, 

experiencer, recipient and animate patient and map these roles onto grammatical 

relations of subject, direct object, and indirect object.

Person agreement verbs in ISL can be divided into two clear subcategories: single 

agreement verbs and double agreement verbs. Double agreement verbs mark for 

agreement with subject and direct/ indirect object relations, while single agreement 

verbs mark for direct/indirect object relations only.

He lists ACCUSE and GET-ATTENTION-OF as typical double (person) agreement 

verbs in ISL. Examples of their use can be seen below:

Example 2. 30:

f+ACCUSE+c ALL CLASS 
The whole class blamed me.
(McDonnell 1996a: 162, Example 5.73)

Example 2.31:

FIRST PRONl GET-ATTENTION-OF+fl PRIEST(-fl)
First I approached the priest.
(McDonnell 1996a: 162, Example 5.70)

McDonnell notes that single agreement verbs do not mark for the subject/ agent 

argument at onset point, as double agreement verbs do. However, offset point can
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alter to mark diffe-rent indirect object/ recipient arguments. He lists SAY-TO as a 

typical single agreement verbs. Examples o f usage include the following:

Example 2.32:

(a) SAY-TO+fr
( I) told (someone).

(b) PRON-fr SAY-TO+fl 
Someone told (someone else)

( c ) PRON-fr SAY-TO+c 
Someone told me.

(McDonnell 1996a: 166, Examples 5.81-5.83).

McDonnell also lists the verb SEE as a plain, single agreement verb with a lexically 

specified place o f articulation. It is not clear however, whether there are a large 

number o f  examples o f this kind o f plain single agreement verbs in ISL, as 

McDonnell lists only SAY-TO and SEE as examples (ibid.: 166). Given M cDonnell’s 

definition, however, it seems probable that only a small number o f verbs categorised 

as plain verbs can occur as single agreement verbs, as they too would require a cell to 

be filled for direct/ indirect object/ patient or recipient argument. They would also 

demand a differentiation between their articulation as plain verbs proper and an 

inflected articulation to mark for direct/ indirect object agreement as a single 

agreement verb.

2.5.2.2 Locative Agreement Verbs

McDonnell also identifies a discrete category o f  locative agreement verbs in ISL. He 

argues that typical characteristics o f  this category include no lexical specification for 

height o f articulation, unlike person agreement verbs, as noted in Section 2.5.2.1 

above. Locative agreement verbs refer to locations in space, and typically occur in 

contexts which express spatial relations between the verb and its arguments. These 

verbs associate with the thematic tier and mark for the thematic roles o f  source, goal 

and locative. Locative agreement verbs map these roles onto oblique grammatical 

relations.
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McDonnell notes that locative agreement is:

“expressed through the presence o f  locus markers which are attached to the 
verb and which refer to certain o f  the verb ’s arguments. Locative agreement 
verbs are typically marked fo r  arguments which receive thematic roles o f  
source, goal or locative and which typically express oblique grammatical 
relations  ”  (1996a: 175).

From a morpho-phonological perspective, McDonnell notes that loci associated with 

locative agreement verbs have both phonological and morphological functions. 

Discussing Example 2.33, he notes that while the articulationary properties for the 

verb BE-LOCATED include short downward movement in space, the locus associated 

with the verb, ‘f , denotes the place of articulation associated with production of the 

sign and also marks agreement between the verb and an implicit nominal, SHELF.

Example 2.33:

(SHELF-f) Handle-small-entity+BE-LOCATED+f 
(1) placed (it) (on the shelf).
(McDonnell 1996a: 176, Example 5.116).

McDonnell argues for hand configuration as constituting the verb-root, which must be 

combined with a movement or location morpheme in order to become 

“pronounceable”. He proposes that location morphemes are expressed through 

establishment of loci, while movement morphemes are expressed through movement 

paths towards a locus, from a locus or between two loci. He identifies two kinds of 

locative agreement verbs: one group in which hand configuration functions as an 

articulatory parameter and the second group consists o f verbs sometimes referred to as 

classifier verbs of motion and location. In the latter group, hand configuration is also 

said to have an articulatory function, but also incorporates information about the 

entity to which it refers. We will discuss classifier predicates in more detail in section 

2.5.3 below. Here, we can note simply that they can take locative agreement markers.

We can also note that there is a great deal of flexibility in how space can be used to 

express locative or movement relations. Me Donnell (1996a: 177) notes that locative
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agreement verbs in ISL are not required to be articulated at lexically specified heights. 

Indeed, he notes that:

“In expressing agreement with arguments, loci can be used to denote relations 
within a three dimensional fram ew ork o f  up/down, right/left and  
towards/from. The verb THROW, fo r  example, can be marked to denote 
“throw dow n”, “throw to the s id e”, “throw over the shoulder" and so on. ”  

(McDonnell, ibid).

McDonnell claims that this flexibility has implications for the morphology of locative 

agreement verbs, and consideration o f this fact leads him to propose the separation of 

locative agreement verbs into two groups, determined by how they use signing space: 

in one group, agreement markers are expressed through non-content loci in signing 

space, while in the second, specific locations on the body function as agreement 

markers.

Where locations are established in signing space (as opposed to on the body), 

meaning is typically expressed through the movement o f the hands between loci in 

signing space, according to McDonnell. Examples of such verbs in ISL include RUN 

and ENTER, as in Examples 2.34 (a) and (b) below:

Example 2.34:

(a) BOYc+RUN+fOUT^FOR 
“The boy ran outside”
(McDonnell 1996a:178, Example 5.122).

(b) HOUSE (-sl)ENTER+sl 
“(They) entered the house”
(McDonnell 1996a:178: Example 5.125).

Both RUN and ENTER are verbs where the locus or loci at which the verb is 

articulated marks an agreement relationship between the verb and its locative 

arguments (McDonnell 1996a: 178).

In the second group of verbs that McDonnell identifies, specific locations on the body 

function as agreement markers. These body-based locations can combine with
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locative verbs. McDonnell lists SLAP as among the ISL verbs belonging to this 

category.

Example 2.35:
BOY SLAP+face PRON 1
“The boy slapped me on the face/ The boy slapped my face.
(McDonnell 1996a: 179: Example 5.132).

In Example 2.35 above, McDonnell uses the gloss “+face” to illustrate two features: 

First, the location “face” constitutes the referent “face”, which is situated on the 

signer’s body towards which the dominant hand moves. Second, the placement of the 

hand close to or in contact with this locus constitutes the agreement marker.

McDonnell also notes that some locative agreement verbs mark for agreement with 

locations in space that denote locations on the body of another referent. He offers the 

following example:

Example 2.36:
(SNOW^MAN-f) SHAKE-HANDS+f 
(He) shook hands with (the snowman).
(McDonnell 1996a: 180: Example 5.136).

In this example, McDonnell notes that the signer is drawing on the iconic properties 

of shape, location and movement of the hand. This also supports the observations 

made by Slobin and Hoiting (1994), regarding the functionality of sign languages in 

using space to represent space and movement to represent movement. We will return 

to this issue later in this thesis when we consider the establishment o f event structure 

in ISL.

2.5.3 “Classifier Predicates” or Complex Predicates (CPs)

A particular category of verbal construction that has been identified in more than 

thirty sign languages is the “classifier” predicate (Schembri 2000). Descriptions o f a 

wide range of sign languages, ranging from Australian Sign Language (Auslan) 

(Schembri ibid.) to Thai Sign Language (Collins-Ahlgren 1990) include reference to a
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category of compl'cx predicates o f motion, location, handling and visual-geometric 

description. These predicates can be categorised according to morphosyntactic 

criteria. In sections 2.5.3.1 -  2.5.3.4 we will discuss a range of these categories that 

have been identified for ISL. However, it is useful to take a moment to review the fact 

that a wide range of descriptive terminology has been applied to this category of 

predicates.

While there is consensus regarding the descriptive parameters of the kinds of 

constructions that fall into this category, the actual terminology that has been applied 

to these features is problematic. Schembri (2000) notes that the meaningful unit - as 

expressed by the handshape in these constructions - has typically been described as a 

“classifier” morpheme. This is due to the fact that the handshape that is used in these 

constructions varies depending on the salient characteristics of the referent: for 

example, the size and shape o f the referent can influence the choice of handshape that 

is used.

The use of the term “classifier” was first introduced by American Sign Language 

(ASL) researchers (Frishberg 1975, Kegl and Wilbur 1976, Supalla 1978). Following 

Allan (1977), they drew comparisons between the constructions they found in ASL 

and the classificationary verb systems found in Athabaskan languages like Navajo. 

Allan (1977) defines classifiers in spoken languages in terms of two criteria:

“(a) they occur as morphemes in surface structures under specifiable 
conditions; (b) they have meaning, in the sense that a classifier denotes some 
salient perceived or imputed characteristic o f  the entity to which an associated 
noun refers (or may refer) . "

From this starting point, Allan established a typology of classifiers that grouped these 

morphemes into four categories: numeral classifiers, concordial classifiers, predicate 

classifiers and intra-locative classifiers. Sign language researchers have argued that 

certain constructions in signed languages are comparable to the third category 

identified by Allan, that is, predicate classifiers. Allan provides examples of predicate 

classifiers from Navajo where differences in the form of the predicate are explained as 

occurring because of the inclusion o f a meaningful element that reflects some part of
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the referent. This meaningful element can pertain to membership o f a class of round 

objects, flat flexible objects or objects in a pile.

Unlike Frishberg (1975), Kegl and Wilbur (1976), and Supalla (1978), other sign 

language researchers have argued that these sign language forms are not classifiers 

(for example, Engberg-Pedersen 1993), while others query the appropriateness of 

using the term “classifier” to denote these constructions (Brennan 1986, Deuchar 

1987, Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999, etc.). For example, Schick (1990) notes that 

some o f the constructions typically analysed as being verbal classifiers could perhaps 

be more appropriately analysed as adjectival in nature. Engberg-Pedersen argues that 

this category of adjectival predicates can be treated as stative verbs and suggests that 

further analysis is necessary to determine if this subset o f classifier predicates can 

indeed be referred to as adjectives.

Schembri (2000) refers to this category as complex predicates or CPs to overcome the 

inappropriate connotations that arise due to alternative labels that have been applied to 

these constructions. He identifies problems with the terms “spatial-locative predicate”, 

“productive”, “polysynthetic” and “pol>TOorphemic” -  all of which have been applied 

to these constructions. Indeed, he suggests that:

"Labels such as spatial-locative predicates suggest that this class o f  signs 
exhibit a distinctive use o f  space, but the linguistic use o f  the signing space is 
a fundamental feature o f  many aspects o f  the morphosyntactic and discourse- 
pragmatic structure o f  signed languages and not unique to these 
constructions. Referring to these signs as productive signs is also not a 
satisfactory solution, as the term productive is usually used with reference to a 
specific grammatical feature or process, rather than a class o f  lexical items. 
Similarly, the term polysynthetic, as Engberg-Pedersen (1993) pointed out, is 
one most commonly used by typologists to refer to a class o f  languages, rather 
than a specific lexical category, and these languages have morphological 
characteristics which differ from those found in the complex predicates under 
discussion ”.

He goes on to state that:

"The term polymorphemic is not completely satisfactory, since it is usually 
used simply to identify any lexical item composed o f  more than one morpheme 
(i.e. not monomorphemic), and not in contrast to specific terms, such as 
bimorphemic (Crystal 1991). Although Engberg-Pedersen (1993) appeared to 
overlook this ambiguity, it is clear that she did not intend to suggest that all 
other verbs in Danish Sign Language are composed o f  a single
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morpheme The use o f  the term polymorphemic is also questionable because
it is not clear which o f  the sublexical components in these form s can be 
analysed as m orphem ic' (Schembri 2000: 2-Z)?

In his final analysis, however, Schembri (ibid.) argues that there seems to be a class o f 

predicates that do function like classifiers, as defined by Allan (1977). He suggests 

that the use o f handshape units in complex predicates are similar to noun classes or 

measure terms insofar as they represent a type o f  morphosyntactic subsystem that is 

motivated by semantic properties that are similar to the classifier morphemes found in 

some o f the world's languages.

Thus, we can state that the use o f the term “classifier predicate” is not totally 

satisfactory in accounting for the functional and morphosyntactic properties o f  these 

constructions. However, following McDonnell (1996a), we can identify a number o f 

reasons for using the term, “classifier predicate” as a descriptive term, most notably 

due to the fact that the term “classifier predicate” has entered into mainstream 

discourse with respect to the description o f these complex predicates, and has been 

widely used to refer to this particular category o f verbs.

Secondly, the term captures the conventional perspective that handshape performs a 

classificationary objective in these structures, even though alternative views suggest 

that the handshape parameter functions in a selectional rather than classifying way, 

with handshape selecfing certain characteristics o f entities, for example, size and 

shape, while imposing selectional restrictions on other characteristics.

While the term “complex predicates” does seem to be a more appropriate way o f 

encompassing the morphosyntactic and functional characteristics o f these predicates, 

we shall adopt the term classifier predicates for the remainder o f this section to allow 

for ease o f  reference to the work o f McDonnell (1996a) who identifies four 

subcategories o f classifier predicates in ISL: (1) Whole-entity, (2) Extension-CL 

stems, (3) Handle-entity-CL stems and (4) Body-CL Stems. Notably, McDonnell 

draws on the work o f Brennan (1992) who identifies six handshape categories: (1)

 ̂ Items in bold are italicised in the original text.
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semantic, (2) size and shape, (3) tracing size and shape, (4) instrumental, (5) handling 

and (6) touch. However McDonnell incorporates Brennan's six categories o f classifier 

handshapes into three broader categories as follows:

• Whole entity-CL stems: includes discussion o f hand configurations that refer to 

semantic, size and shape and instrumental categories.

• Handle entity-CL stems; includes reference to handling and touch categories

• Extension-CL stems: includes reference to tracing size and shape configurations.

Each of these three categories is briefly discussed below, though McDonnell adds a 

category of Body-CL stems, which is not included in Brennan's analysis o f BSL. For 

more in-depth discussion o f classifier predicates in ISL, the reader is referred to 

McDonnell (1996a : Chapter 6).

2.5.3.1 Whole entity-CL Stems

In whole entity-CL stems, the hand configuration typically represents a whole entity. 

McDonnell argues that in ISL, many stems occur in constructions where the whole 

entity-CL combines the semantic roles o f actor and theme. Several subcategories of 

whole entity-CLs have been identified: A Semantic-CL stem refers to an entity in 

terms of its semanfic features (for example, "+ animate"). A Size and Shape-CL stem 

refers to an entity in terms of its shape (for example, rectangular) or in terms of an 

entity's dimensions (for example, "two-dimensional object"). McDonnell proposes 

that these stems can combine with the same types of movements in ISL, namely 

MOVE, BE-LOCATED and EXIST.

The following example illustrates clearly a semantic-CL stem in an ISL narrative, 

notably the handshape referred to by McDonnell as the "Multiple entity-CL 

handshape". This is identifiable as the "5-hand/s", namely, the fingers of the hand/s 

are open and spread.

Typically, the Multiple entity-CL handshape represents entities as members of large 

groups, for example, a large number of participants in an event or a shoal o f fish. In
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this example, the Multiple entity-CL, listed here as “CL-5+open” represents a large 

number o f bicycles moving along a route.

Example 2.37:

.. .LIKE COMPETITION FANCY 2/h CL-5+open BICYCLE CL-5+open+c+

MOVE-FORWARD+TRACE-UNDULATING-PATH+MOVE-PALMS- 

eyes-narrowed +ee
TOWARDS-LEFT+2/h+CL.G+c+right-hand-overtakes-left (fingers wiggle)

right-hand-stalls-and-pulls-back-to-original-position 2/h CL-5+open+move+c.

“So we had what was kind o f a competition. We all took off on our bikes, snaking our 
way through the undulating countryside. Then one cyclist went to overtake another, 
thought better of it and withdrew to his/her original position. And so we continued 
cycling...”
(Informant N: narrative. “Horizon” Footage)

2.S.3.2 Extension-CL Stems

Extension-CL stems are like those described by Brennan (1992) as Tracing size and 

shape classifiers. McDonnell proposes treating this set o f hand configurations as a 

separate category as the hand configurations found in these stems in ISL trace rather 

than representing entities that they refer to. Extension-CL stems combine only with 

EXTENT movements. Example 2.38 below offers an example of an Extension-CL 

stem in ISL, what we have glossed as “trace-arc”. Here, the signer traces the extent of 

the shop sign, then tells us what is written on the sign;

Example 2.38:

....SHOP TITLE g. 2/h CL.C. (trace-arc) (thumb and forefingers) g.i.f.t.s.CL.C. 
(trace-arc)
“ .. .was a shop which had a big arched doorway with the word “gifts” emblazoned on 
it.”
(Informant H: narrative).
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2.S.3.3 Handle entity-CL Stems

Handle entity-CL stems have handshapes that typically denote the configuration o f the 

hand as it moves, touches or uses an object or part o f  an object rather than denoting 

the object itself as a whole. These stems typically imply an animate agent, i.e. the 

signer themselves or another agent who is indicated through a reference shift. 

McDonnell notes that such stems typically occur in transitive constructions where the 

hand configuration represents the direct object argument. Handle entity-CL stems 

combine with MOVE, BE-LOCATED and EXIST movements. Example 2.39 below 

offers an example o f a handle entity-CL in ISL:

Example 2.39:

“blah-blah”
.. .c.+CL.C.+m ove-to-m outh...

“ ....I  can use the rad io ...”
(Informant T: interview. “Hands On’Tootage).

In this example, the signer is describing the safety options available to deaf sailors. 

One option that he describes includes using a radio to transmit a pre-recorded message 

calling for help. The segment above includes use o f  a CL.C. handshape to represent 

the position o f the hand in handling a typical hand-held radio. As discussed above, use 

o f Handle entity-CL stems indicate an animate actor. In this case the animate actor is 

the signer.

Interestingly, McDonnell notes that in ISL, a num ber o f  stems take the same surface 

forms across the W hole-entity-CL and the Handle entity-CL distinction. He lists the 

example o f the Whole entity-CL stem "Three dimensional entity-CL" which is used in 

a sentence meaning "There was a bun on the table", while a Handle entity-CL stem, 

"Handle three dimensional entity-CL" is used in a sentence meaning "I put a bun on 

the table". McDonnell states that these stems both share the same hand configuration 

and movement types. Other stems such as "Cylindrical entity-CL" and "Handle 

cylindrical entity-CL" also exhibit this shared pattern.
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2.5.3.4 Body-tCL Stems

McDonnell's analysis o f  classifier predicates in ISL identifies a category o f stems 

where the signer's body functions in a way that is similar to the way that handshape 

functions in certain two-handed configurations. M cDonnell posits that Body-CL 

stems play a significant role in backgrounded constructions. He notes that while 

Body-CL stems might perhaps be considered to fit into the category o f  Whole entity- 

CL stems, the contexts where they are used suggests that a separate category o f  Body- 

CL stems be considered for ISL.

Typically, the body classifier involves the body o f the signer and is used as an 

independent articulator to refer to a single animate entity which is typically an 

individual. According to McDonnell, this type o f classifier is typically used in ISL to 

refer to the actual body o f the animate entity as opposed to the semantic category o f 

the shape o f  the entity itse lf Several constraints on operation have been identified;

• A body classifier can only be used when the referent is animate.

• Where a body classifier is part o f  the verb complex, it can only refer to one 

object referent at a time.

• Body-CLs can combine with morphemes that denote manner o f locomotion, 

but they cannot combine with morphemes that denote the path o f motion.

• Body-CLs do not take locative agreement markers.

We will consider these constraints on operation again in Chapter 6 when we consider 

several types o f  detransitivising strategies used by ISL signers.

Interestingly, McDonnell notes that in ISL, classifier predicates that involve a 

dominant and subordinate articulator occur frequently. Typically, such constructions 

see the subordinate hand functioning as a backgrounded element with respect to the 

action o f  the dominant hand, as seen in Example 2.40 below:
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Example 2.40;

PROBLEM Solid-round-entity-CL+MOVE-imit: sunrise
Flat-surface-entity-CL+EXIST-------------------

SOON MORNING
"There's a snag. The sun is beginning to rise and soon it will be morning".
(McDonnell 1996a: 224, Example 6.1 I I )

McDonnell notes that the signer's body can also function as a subordinate articulator 

in relation to the action o f  the dominant articulator. Example 2.41 below provides a 

good example o f this function:

Example 2.41:

Index-CL+fr+MOVE+contact-c
Body-CL+EXIST+chest-------
(Someone) bumped into me.
(McDonnell 1996a: 225, Example 6.113).
Finally, McDonnell notes that several Body-CL stems, as with many other classifier 

predicate forms, have become lexicalised. As a result, the separate elements that make 

up the sign no longer have separate significance in relation to the features o f the 

nominal that they refer to.

2.5.3.S Serial Verb Constructions

Frawley (1992) has described serial-verb constructions as “a number o f verbs strung 

together in listlike fashion, one after the other” . Fischer and Janis (1990) have 

identified serial-verb constructions for American Sign Language, particularly the form 

o f  the “verb-sandwich”, where signers articulate a construction in which the same 

verb, or two verbs with highly similar roots, occurred twice in the same sentence. 

These verbs were reportedly separated only by object and/ or sentential adjuncts.

Constraints for usage include the following four conditions:

(I) both verbs must share the same subject. However, Fischer and Janis report 

that some o f their informants reported that subject could be repeated as a 

pronoun;
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(II) the order of the two verbs in the sandwich cannot be reversed: heavily 

infected forms cannot precede the relatively uninflected form;

(III) it seems that some of ASL’s highly inflected verbs can only occur in verb 

sandwiches in clause-final position;

(IV) it is only possible to use a verb-sandwich when use of a second verb 

expresses something different from the first verb.

Fischer and Janis argue that the overriding constraint that operates on serial verbs in 

ASL is that there is a limit to the amount o f information that can be carried by a single 

verb. When the verb is overloaded by the amount o f information required, another 

verb must be introduced to allow for the additional information to be described.

McDonnell (1996a) includes the following example o f a serial-verb construction in 

ISL;

Example 2.42:

Trace-long-thin-entity-CL+lo+EXTENT-vertical+hi
Thin-entity-CL+lo+EXTENT
Tall-thin-vertical-entity-CL+MOVE-to-and-fro. PUNCH+reduplicate
GROUND-CL.+EXIST____________________________________________
“There was a punch-ball which swung two and fro on a stand”.
(McDonnell 1996a; 229).

In this example, we see the first description o f the entity through use o f classifier 

handshapes. Then we have the first verb movement (as opposed to existence), which 

is in citafion form: Tall-thin-vertical-entity-CL+MOVE-to-and-fro. This is separated 

from the second, aspectually inflected form of the verb by the verb 

PUNCH+reduplicate. Leeson (1996:30) reports that McDonnell, in personal 

communication, says that this verb is followed in the original discourse by an 

aspectually inflected form of the “to and fro” verb. This element was not included in 

McDonnell’s example above, as his 1996a study focused on verb-categories in ISL. 

This example illustrates that serial-verb constructions occur in ISL, in a way that 

seems similar to that outlined by Fischer and Janis, above. However, it is not yet clear 

how widespread such constructions are, nor the range of contexts that they occur 

within.
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2.6 Summary

In this chapter we have considered the structural features o f  verbs in ISL, relating 

these to descriptions o f other sign languages. We briefly considered some o f  the 

constraints that operate on sign formation in ISL at perceptual and production levels.

We noted that simultaneity o f  expression is normative in sign languages. This is a 

function made possible because signers have two major articulators- the two hands- 

each o f which can represent arguments. We noted that simultaneity o f  expression is 

not limited to the manual articulation o f utterances, noting that non manual features 

(NMFs) play a vitally important role in conveying a wide range o f  information in ISL. 

We outlined some o f  the possible simultaneous structures that have been described as 

occurring in sign languages, providing ISL examples. W e noted specifically that while 

sign languages have the potential to utilise such constructions, it seems that not all 

sign languages use this possibility to the same extent. We provided examples from 

Saeed et al.’s (2000) comparison o f elicited utterances in BSL and ISL to support this 

conclusion.

Other structural parameters explored included the establishment o f  loci in signing 

space, reference shifting strategies and subject deletion. We then turned to outline the 

verb classes o f  ISL, as proposed by McDonnell (1996a). This section outlined the 

prototypical semantic properties o f plain verbs, agreement verbs and classifier- 

predicates, before turning to consider the role played by serial verb constructions in 

ISL.

Having explored the categorisation o f verb types in ISL, in the next chapter we move 

to consider the role that verbal argument structure plays in ISL.
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Chapter 3.

The Argument Structure of the Verb in Irish Sign 

Language: Syntactic and Semantic Roles

3.1 introduction

In this chapter we explore some o f the theoretical models that form the framework for 

our discussion o f  grammatical valence in Irish Sign Language (ISL), paying particular 

attention to the role o f  argument structure. We consider issues relating to transitivity, 

particularly drawing on Hopper and Thom pson’s (1980) discussion o f  transitivity as a 

continuum.

First, we will look at some issues that influence our examination o f argument 

structure at the verbal level. We will consider syntactic structure at a basic level, with 

particular reference to transitivity before considering the semantic patterns that can be 

identified through consideration o f thematic roles. In Section 3.3 we will examine the 

general ways in which syntax and semantics map onto one another, and look at how 

researchers examining other sign languages have applied these frameworks. Finally, 

in Section 3.4 we will consider the usefulness o f  this approach for our analysis o f  Irish 

Sign Language.

3.2 Transitivity

Hopper and Thompson have argued that:

“in many languages (and perhaps covertly in all languages) the transitivity 
relationship lies at the explanatory core o f most grammatical 

’’(Hopper and Thompson 1984:1).

If  we take transitivity to be the references to one or more participants within a clause, 

we can say that these references are typically asymmetrically arranged. It is this
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asymmetry (or lack thereof) that has consequences for grammar at the levels of 

morphology and syntax. Hopper and Thompson (ibid.) report that the organisation of 

many verb systems into conjugational and aspectual classes is frequently based on the 

number, kind and interrelationship of the participants in a clause. Thus, their (1980) 

study of the parameters of a transitive clause and their relevance to grammatical 

universals resulted in the establishment o f the parameters outlined in Figure 3.1 

below. The aggregate o f these parameters results in what Hopper and Thompson have 

called the “cardinal transitivity” o f a clause.

High Transitivity Low Transitivity

A. Participants two participants or more (A and 0 ) 1 participant

B. Kinesis action non action

C. Aspect telic atelic

D. Punctuality punctual nonpunctual

E. Volitionality volitional nonvolitional

F. Affirmation affirmative negative

G. Mode realis irrealis

H. Agency A high in potency A low  in potency

I. Affectiveness o f  0 0  totally affected 0  not affected

J. Individuation o f  O O highly individuated 0  nonindividuated

Figure 3.1

Features Impacting on Transitivity of a Clause

(Hopper and Thompson 1980)

The parameters listed in Figure 3.1 led to the proposal of a “Transitivity Hypothesis” 

as a language universal. It states that:

“I f  two clauses (a) and (b) differ in that (a) is higher in Transitivity according 
to any o f  the features A-J, then i f  a concomitant grammatical or semantic 
difference appears in the clause, that difference will also show (a) to be higher 
in Transitivity". (Hopper and Thompson 1980: 255).

Hopper and Thompson note that some o f the features listed in the Transitivity 

Hypothesis (as outlined in Figure 3.1 above) are not usually associated with 

traditional notions of transitivity, which usually is taken to suggest that a clause has a
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direct object. However, their research illustrated a tendency in languages for 

morphosyntactic structures signalling movement towards or away from cardinal 

transitivity were similar to those structures that signalled the presence or absence o f a 

second participant, an object. Indeed, Hopper and Thompson state that:

“..languages that indexed the object in the verb frequently fa iled  to do so when 
the object was nonreferential, or when it was not fu lly  affected. Or an action 
would be cast in a syntactic form  appropriate fo r  one participant i f  the action 
was conceived as being incomplete or ineffective, or i f  the agent was acting 
involuntarily. Typologically, there was something very central about the 
marking o f  participants which spilled over into all the other parameters o f  
cardinal transitivity as being more than the mere presence o f  a grammatical 
object was essentially correct. ” (Ibid. 1980:4).

It is important to note that in addition to the cumulative grammatical value o f these 

parameters, these ten parameters also seemed to have a unified discourse function: 

they contributed to the construction o f foregrounding in discourse, that is, the event- 

centred, sequential actions o f  the discourse. In contrast. Hopper and Thompson report 

that other grammatical functions, such as gender and number, did not make a 

contribution to foregrounding in discourse or have relevance to the grammatical 

transitivity o f  a clause.

This work has led to the emergence o f a new understanding o f  transitivity. This new 

understanding involves recognition o f the fact that transitivity is not an absolute, but 

occurs along a continuum that depends on the interaction o f  a set o f  cardinal features, 

on which basis prototypical transitivity can be identified. In the functional literature 

then, particularly the work o f Givon (1990) and that o f Hopper and Thompson (ibid.), 

the following can be identified as characteristic o f the prototypical transitive sentence 

(PTS):

(a) Agent: the PTS involves an active volitional agent who causes the event;

(b) Patient; the PTS also involves an inactive non-volitional patient upon 

which/whom the event causes a change o f  state;

(c) Verb; the PTS involves a verb that describes a discrete, complete, real, single 

event.
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While we will examine semantic roles in Section 3.3, for the moment we can say that 

at a pragmatic level, the PTS codes for the signer viewing the situation from the point 

of view of the agent. This can be viewed in terms of the agent being high on scales of 

cognitive salience (Givon 1990), empathy (Kuno 1987) or topicality. In contrast, the 

patient is correspondingly low on these scales. These positions are represented by 

grammatical relations: the agent role is typically subject and the patient, object. At 

syntactic level, we can note that a language like English allows for a broad range of 

verbal arguments to attach to a single verb class.

Van Valin and La Polla (1997) provide examples o f a range o f argument-types that 

are displayed by a number o f English language verbs, which outline several 

possibilities for subject and direct object arguments. In 3.1 the semantic differences 

between subjects are repeated in their logico-semantic representation:

Example 3.1:

a. Fred broke the window. ([do’ ( X , . . . ) ] . . . )

b. The bomb destroyed ihe car. (...[d o ’ (x ,...)]...)
c. Mary received a parking ticket. (BECOME have’ (x ,...))
d. The farm animals sensed the earthquake. (sense’ (x ,...))

In Example 3.2 the same type o f representation captures the semantic differences 

between five direct objects:

Example 3.2:

a. Max gave the book to the teacher.
b. The tidal wave destroyed the harbour.
c. The rock hit the wall.
d. The mugger robbed Tom of $45.00.
(y-..)])
e. Will presented Sheila with a bouquet. 

(Van Valin and La Polla 1997: 139-140).

(...[BECOME have’ (...z)])
(.. .[BECOME destroyed’ (y)]) 
(...[INGR be-LOC’ (y...)]) 
(...[BECOM E NOT have’

(...[BECOME have’ (y...)])

Van Valin and La Polla argue that while the nominals in 3.1 and 3.2 form two natural 

classes respectively, they are not correctly categorised as subject and direct object.
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This is because the classes are stable under grammatical processes, like passive, 

which change their grammatical relation or role. Thus the set in 3.1 act similarly in the 

passive sentences in 3.3 below, where they are not subjects. Van Valin and La Polla 

argue that the nature o f the relation that is salient in this instance is not that o f subject 

and direct object. They suggest that if the salient relationship here was one o f subject- 

object relations, then these relations would not hold in the passive form. However, 

they find that conflations of argument-types outlined above do hold in passive 

constructions, as evidenced by the examples in 3.3:

Example 3.3:

a. The window was broken by Fred.
b. The car was destroyed by the bomb.
c. The coming storm was sensed by the farm animals.
d. The keys were tossed to the policeman by Max.
e. The village was destroyed by the tidal wave, 
f  The door was hit by the rock.
(Van Valin and La Polla 1997: 140).

Because of this, Van Valin and La Polla argue that such classes must be characterised 

at a higher, semantic level. As we shall see, some writers use a notion of semantic or 

thematic roles to capture these generalisations. In Van Valin and La Polla’s version of 

such semantic roles, roles are identified in terms of positions in the logico-semantic 

representation.

While the syntactic relations have changed in the sentences in Example 3.3 above, the 

argument-types remain the same. Given that these argument-types behave in the same 

way regardless o f whether the syntactic form is active or passive, we can concur with 

Van Valin and La Polla and state that these groupings o f argument-types must 

constitute a higher-level form of semantic relation. This follows from the fact we can 

identify patterns where semantic arguments are grouped and treated alike by the 

grammar. On this basis we can identify broadly those who act (AGENT), things 

affected by an action (THEMES: e.g ... .[INGR/BECOME have’(-. -,y)]) and 

PATIENTS: e.g... .[BECOME destroyed’ (y )])).
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While we may frequently wish to differentiate between, for example, patients and 

themes, we can note that for certain purposes, grammar systems will treat these two 

semantic-roles in the same way. For example, both can function as direct objects in 

active constructions and as subjects in passive constructions.

In the next section, we will look at both patient and theme roles, along with other 

widely utilised categories o f thematic roles.

3.3 Semantic Features

In the previous section, we briefly considered the composition o f  prototypical 

transitive sentences (PTS). In doing so, we found that the functional literature defines 

the PTS in terms o f  verbal content with special reference to participant or thematic 

roles. These thematic roles play an important role in our discussion o f  argument 

structure for this reason. In this section we look at thematic roles and consider both 

the benefits and constraints that apply to their usage. We will then look at proposals 

that view thematic roles as functioning along a range o f  prototypicality: this includes 

the work o f Dowty (1991) who proposes a system o f proto-roles and the work o f Van 

Valin and La Folia (1997) who discuss a system o f ‘macro-roles’.

3.3.1 Thematic Roles

Semantic roles express conceptual relations that mark argument structure. While they 

profoundly influence morphosyntax -  a theme we will return to later in this thesis -  

they are not primarily morphosyntactic categories. Instead, they could be said to 

semantically encode messages about participants in events but may function 

separately from the encoding o f  linguistic form.

Regarding terminology, we can note that the term ‘thematic roles’ has been widely 

used in recent work, in particular in the work o f  Dowty (1986, 1989, 1991) and 

Jackendoff (1990). Other labels that have been used (but which we will not use here) 

include semantic roles (Givon 1990), deep semantic cases (Fillmore 1968), participant 

roles (Allan 1986; Van Valin and La Polla 1997) and thematic relations (Jackendoff 

1972). In the course o f this thesis we will refer to ‘thematic roles’.
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There are several issues that we must consider in relation to thematic roles: we must 

first look at the roles that can be identified and the relationship between grammatical 

relations and thematic roles. We can also consider the idea that verbs, with which so 

much o f this thesis is concerned, must specify their associated thematic roles in the 

lexicon. This follows from the functionalist perspective that form and function are 

inseparable entities.

Given that we will apply thematic role analysis to the ISL data we consider in later 

chapters, here we outline some o f  the thematic roles that have been proposed in the 

literature, primarily using ISL examples to illustrate each role in turn. Later, we will 

consider whether the fact that sign languages are expressed in a different modality, 

and have the possibility for articulating information simultaneously demands a 

revision in the application o f traditional thematic roles to allow for a fuller reflection 

o f  the interaction o f information at surface level. Here, we can note that the research 

that has been conducted on ISL and other sign languages has demonstrated that the 

general thematic roles that have been identified across spoken languages can also be 

identified for sign languages. The following are some thematic roles that are referred 

to in the literature, with examples from English and ISL;

An AGENT is seen as the initiator o f an action and is capable o f  acting with volition. 

The following are examples;

Example 3.4:

(a) The interpreter switched his microphone on.
(b) Peter cooked the dinner.

Example 3.5:

a. GIRL STRING CUT 
Agent Patient Verb 
“The girl cuts the sting”.
(Informant A; elicited picture task, sentence 11).

b. MAN WASH+c.DOG 
Agent Verb-Location Patient 
“The man washes the dog” .
(Informant A; elicited picture task; sentence 12)
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c. GIRL RUB +c. + hi. BOY FACE
Agent Verb-Location Patient Location 
“The girl embraces the boy”.
(Informant A: elicited picture task: sentence 18).

This differs from the role o f EFFECTOR who is the doer o f  an action which may or 

may not be purposeful or volitional, as in ‘Lorraine broke the vase accidentally’ or 

‘Puppy drank the ‘Blue Loo’.

A PATIENT is the entity that undergoes the effect o f  an action. Often this entails a 

change o f state or condition;

Example 3.6:

a. DOLL 2/h CL. B (“small”) BROWN c+CL.V.+f.+lo. “fall-over-wall-to-

CL.B. “wall” _________________________

space-below”

“The small brown doll fell over the wall and down to the ground on the other 
s ide ....”
(Informant H; narrative)

b. LONG-HAIR CUT STRING  
“The woman cuts the string”
(Informant D, picture elicitation task, sentence 11)

c. YOUNG GIRL HUG GRANDM OTHER  
“ The little girl hugs granny”.
(Informant A: picture elicitation task: sentence 14)

Example 3.7:

(a) Lorraine cut the grass.
(b) The sun dried up the rain.

A THEME is an entity that is moved by an action or whose location is described. For 
example:
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Example 3.8:

a. CL.B trace-arc SAME WHITE^RAIN CL.C “shake” CL.5 “cloud-over”
“It was a snow globe (signer describes this in detail) which clouds over when 
shaken.
(Informant H; narrative)

b. sl+GROW-UP TEN YEARS MOVE-TO+sr ST. JOSEPHS CABRA...
“(I was) there for ten years before moving to St. Joesph’s in Cabra...” 
(Informant C: narrative/interview. “Angry Silences” Footage)

c. HOUSE TREE BEHIND TREE 
“The tree is behind the house”.
(Informant D; picture elicitation task: sentence 1).

Example 3.9:
(a) Claire passed the paper to Gordon.
(b) The Language Centre is in the Alfred O ’Rahilly Building.

An EXPERIENCER is the sentient being aware of the action or state described by the 

predicate. However, EXPERIENCERs do not control the action or state described. 

This can be seen in the examples below:

Example 3.10:

a. MAKE ME FEEL SIGN PUT-TO-ONE-SIDE ++ EMBARRASS....
“ .. .and I felt that sign language should not be used as it was embarrassing”. 
(Informant C: narrative/interview “Angry Silences” Footage)

b. LITTLE GIRL ASLEEP 
“A little girl was asleep”.
(Informant G: narrative)

c. BOY .. .BE-DISAPPOINTED/ SNOWMAN MELT 
“The boy was dismayed. The snowman had melted”.
(McDonnell 1996a: 138, Example 4.96).

Example 3.11:

(a) Susan saw the argument.
(b) Val felt anxious.
(c ) Graham knew the results were available.

A BENEFICIARY is the entity for whose benefit the action was performed. For 

example:
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Example 3.12:

____________________ ee
a. FATHER sl+TEACH+sr TALK+

“My father taught him (his grandson) to talk”. 
(Informant B: narrative/ interview. “Angry Silences”)

b. MAN WASH+ c. DOG WASH+ c.
“The man washed the dog”.
(Informant C: picture elicitation task: sentence 12).

c. FATHER/ r/s c+HELP-YOU+r 
“Father helped (her)”.
(Informant H: narrative)

Example 3.13 :

(a) Martin interpreted for Bernadette.
(b) They bought Carmel a birthday card.

An INSTRUMENT is the means by which an action is performed or something comes 

about. For example:

Example 3.14:

a. GIRL WOMAN STRING s.t.r.i.n.g. d CUT-WITH-SCISSORS
nd CL.G. string_________

“The woman cut the string”.
(Informant C: picture elicitation task: sentence 11)

b. WOMAN BRUSH+c. YOUNG GIRL 
“Mother brushes the child’s hair”.
(Informant D: picture elicitation task: sentence 16)

c. TEACHER CATCH WAG-FINGER NOT-ALLOW STOP o.r. SLAP-
SLAP or CL.T. “slap-with-ruler-on-hand” SOMETHING LIKE THAT.
“  The teacher caught (us)....and would give out to you. They would
reprimand you and tell you not to use sign. Sometimes you would get slapped. 
They would use a ruler or something like that.”
(Informant I: narrative/interview. “Angry Silences” Footage)

Example 3.15:

(a) They recorded the examination with a video camera.
(b) Edith and Pat signed the exam papers with the same pen.
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A LOCATION is the place in which something takes place or is situated. For 

example:

Example 3.16:

a................MY FATHER KNOW INDEX +sr. GROW-UP IN AMERICA.....
“ My father knew that he (his grandson) was growing up in America” 
(Informant B; interview/ narrative: “Angry Silences’Tootage)

b. LITTLE GIRL ASLEEP/ AND WHITE BEAR/ IN GIRL HOUSE
“A little girl was asleep along with a white bear. (They slept) in the girl’s
house.
(Informant G: narrative)

c. CAT SIT ON CHAIR
“The cat is sitting on the chair”
(Informant A; picture elicitation task: sentence 4)

Example 3.17:

(a) The puppy lay on the bed.
(b) The AGM was held in the Deaf Club.

A GOAL is the entity towards which something moves. This can be either literal or 

metaphorical. For example:

Example 3.18:

a. r/s 2/h CL. B ‘open palm’ traces arc “cave” GO-INTO
nd CL. B. “cave”

“(The bear) .. .went into a cave.”
(Informant H: narrative)

b. sl+GO-TO+sr HOME SIGN HAPPY sr+GO-TO+sl ORAL ME ANXIOUS 
INSIDE

“Then I’d go home and use sign language. I was happy (then). When I’d go 
back to school, everything was oral and I was anxious with this (approach). 
(Informant C: interview/ narrative: “Angry Silences” Footage)

c. SHOP (-si) MAN V-CL+(c+MOVE+sl+fingers move)
“The man walked to the shop”
(Informant N: narrative. “Horizon” Footage).
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Example 3.19:

(a) Veronica handled the assignment to Jim.
(b) John told the story to Audrey.

A SOURCE is the entity from which something moves. This can be literal or

metaphorical. The following are examples of Sources in ISL and English:

Example 3.20:

A. ... WILL ABLE PICK-UP FROM PLAY SCHOOL MOST MORNINGS
“.... And will be able to pick (him) up from play school most mornings”. 
(Informant B: interview/ narrative: “Angry Silences’Tootage)

b. ME COME FROM DEAF FAMILY 
“I come from a Deaf family”.
(Informant C; interview/ narrative. “Angry Silences”Footage)

c. V-CL + (hl/c+MOVE+lo/fr+rapid)/
“(The boy) rushed downstairs (from upstairs).”
(McDonnell 1996a).

Example 3.21:

(a) The students came back from Bristol.
(b) They got their information from the linguistics lectures.

It is worth noting that sometimes linguists have treated several terms in the same way. 

For example, Radford (1988) treats patient and theme as the same role. However, it is 

sometimes valuable to differentiate between these two roles. As such, we shall reserve 

the term patient for entities acted upon and changed by the action of the verb. We will 

refer to theme as an entity that is moved in either real or figurative space by the action 

o f a verb, but which remains constitutionally unchanged: In Example 10 (a) below, 

‘the pen’ is a theme insofar as it remains unchanged by the action of the verb. In (b), 

however, ‘the pen’ is a patient, undergoing a state o f change at the hands o f an agent.

Example 3.22:

(a) Pat threw the pen.
(b) Pat broke the pen.
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Another issue we need to consider is that of identifying the range o f membership o f 

individual thematic roles.

3.3.2 Identifying Thematic Roles

A number o f tests have been developed for identifying thematic roles. Some tests for 

identifying AGENT draw on the fact that this role characteristically displays animacy 

and volition. For example, Jackendoff (1972) suggests that phrases like deliberately, 

on purpose, in order to etc. can be added to agentive sentences. On this basis, we can 

identify the differences between an AGENT and a non-AGENT in Example 3.23:

Example 3.23:

(a) Chris took the paper from Senan in order to read it.
(b) ?Chris received the paper from Senan in order to read it.

In terms of identifying an Agent in ISL, a simple transfer o f the phrases suggested by 

Jackendoff does not work. However, the basic meaning of these phrases can be 

transferred successfully in some cases using ISL linking terms like “WHY 

BECAUSE. . as in the example below;

Example 3.24:

GIRL STRING CUT w.h.y. BECAUSE NEED TWO SHORT SHORT-STRING+sl 
SHORT-STRING+sr
“The girl cut the string because she needed two short pieces o f string.
(Informant H: elicited sentence)

However, we need to be careful to avoid drawing simplistic conclusions, as there is 

not yet enough semantic compositional analysis o f the verb in ISL to allow for 

systematic contrasts between verb pairs, such as can be conducted in English, for 

example, between the verbs “take” and “receive” as illustrated in Example 3.24 

above. However, generally speaking, the addition o f the rhetorical question WHY 

BECAUSE allow for the identification o f intentionality or volition versus lack of 

intentionality or volition. We should remain aware that the same phrase can of course
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be used to expand on the rationale underlying any event, regardless of the thematic 

roles of the actors. For example:

Example 3.25:

SCISSORS BREAK WHY BECAUSE o.l.d 
“The scissors broke because they were old”.
(Informant H; elicited sentence).

Here we see that no agentive role is identifiable, as SCISSORS can be analysed as 

being a thematic Instrument. We will return to this issue when we come to discuss 

detransitivisation strategies in Chapter 6. However, here we can note that there are 

problems associated with identifying even the basic thematic roles in ISL .

Another factor that we will consider later is the ways in which thematic roles cluster. 

Later we will discuss a number o f possible ways for encompassing such clusters of 

thematic roles in a number of ways, including through the application o f ‘macroroles’ 

(Van Valin and La Polla 1997).We will see that we can identify the macroroles of 

actor and undergoer, where actor ‘expresses the participant which performs, effects, 

instigates, or controls the situation denoted by the predicate’ (Foley and Van Valin 

1984; 29). On this basis, we can say that while all agents are actors, not all actors are 

agents. Jackendoff notes that the identification of the agent (x) is as simple as asking 

“What did X do?”, where X is the agent.

Beyond the identification o f actor, agent and theme, we can draw on Jackendoff s 

tests to identify patient roles where a patient is y in the following scenarios:

Example 3.26:

a. What happened to Y w as...
b. What X did to Y w as...

These tests would lead us to identify Imelda as the actor and the dog biscuit as the 

patient in the examples below. The test results are seen in Examples 111  and 3.28 

below:
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Example 3.27:

a. Imelda snapped the dog biscuit in two.
b. What Imelda did w as to snap the dog biscuit in two.

Example 3.28:

a. What happened to the dog biscuit is that Imelda snapped it in two.
b. What Imelda did to the dog biscuit was snap it in two.

This approach also seems to work for the identification o f Patient roles in ISL. For 

example:

Example 3.29:

a. YOUNG GIRL HUG GRANDMOTHER 
“The little girl hugs granny”
(Informant A: picture elicitation task; sentence 14)

______________ rhq
b. YOUNG GIRL d.o GRANDMOTHER HUG+c 

“What the young girl did was to hug granny”. 
(Informant H : elicited sentence)

Example 3.30:

_________________________________
a. WHAT HAPPEN GRANDMOTHER YOUNG GIRL HUG 

GRANDMOTHER
“What happened to granny is that the young girl hugged her.”
(Informant H: elicited sentence)

__________________________________________ rhq
b. YOUNG GIRL d.o. GRANDMOTHER INDEX+c YOUNG GIRL HUG+c 

“What the young girl did to the granny was hug her.”
(Informant H: elicited sentence)

Given the range o f theta roles we have listed, it is feasible that while clearly 

demarcated in theory, in practice, these roles often overlap making it difficult to 

decide which role to assign to a particular NP. Discussing English, Saeed (1997:143) 

clearly outlines the problem with the following analysis o f examples:
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Example 3.31:

a. Fergus carried the bag to the lighthouse.
b. Sylvie bought him a sports car.
c. Margarita received a gift o f flowers.

(Saeed 1997: 143 Examples 6.34 -  6.36)

Saeed notes that while in sentence (a), to the lighthouse is clearly a goal while in 

sentence (b), him is clearly a beneficiary, it is difficult to decide whether to classify 

Margarita in sentence (c) as a goal/recipient or as a beneficiary or as both. The issue 

o f  classifying a single entity as two or more roles at one time is still under 

investigation in a number o f  linguistic approaches. Most notably, Jackendoff (1990) 

considers this possibility and proposes a series o f  tiers that take this into account.

These tiers o f thematic roles include a thematic tier, which describes spatial relations, 

and an action tier, which describes actor-patient type relations. As such, tiers allow 

thematic roles to be categorised in terms o f action tier roles and thematic tier roles. 

Action tier roles could include actor, agent, experiencer, patient, instrument and 

beneficiary, while thematic tier roles may include theme, goal, location and source. In 

this way, Margarita, in the example above could be analysed as being both goal and 

beneficiary, as the goal role would be accommodated by the thematic tier while the 

beneficiary role would associate with the action tier. Jackendoff s basic premise is 

that thematic roles are more complex than a simplistic one to one matching between 

role and entities allows for. This is an issue that also affects our analysis o f ISL data 

in terms o f thematic roles, and is a point that we will return to in Section 3.4.1 below 

where we discuss the problematisation o f  thematic role assignment in ISL.

3.3.3 Thematic Roles and Grammatical Relations

Syntactic structure and verb choice mark the identification o f  thematic roles and 

grammatical relations in English. Typically, subjects correspond to agent roles, direct 

objects to theme roles and prepositional phrases correspond with instrument roles. 

However, there are cases where this general rule is not adhered to.
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One such situation is: where roles are omitted. In such instances, grammatical roles 

alter to respond to this. A second instance is where the speaker chooses to alter the 

usual mapping between grammatical and thematic roles. This is something that is 

often accompanied by  a change in verbal voice. This is something we will examine in 

further detail in Chapter 6, where we discuss valence-changing operations in terms of 

detransitivisation.

If  we consider role omission in its simplest form in English, we find examples like the 

following:

Example 3,32:

a. Karen broke the bench with a hammer.
b. The hammer broke the bench.
c. The bench broke.

In example (a), we can identify Karen as the agent and subject, the bench as the 

patient and direct object and the hammer is an instrument and a prepositional phrase. 

In example (b), we can see that the agent is omitted and the instrument becomes 

subject. Finally, in example (c), we find that the instrument argument is omitted and 

the patient becomes subject. This pattern relates to an argument proposing a 

hierarchical structure o f  subject, which has been discussed by many writers and is said 

to hold true across all language types (e.g. Fillmore 1968, Givon 1984). Various 

versions o f  an implicational hierarchy have been proposed and these have been 

schematised in the following w ay by Saeed (1997):

Example 3.33:

AGENT>RECIPIENT/ BENEFACTIVE> THEME/PATIENT> INSTRUMENT >LOCATION 
(Saeed 1997: 146).

This hierarchy can be read from left to right, which indicates the ordering o f  most 

basic, preferred and expected subjects. If  read from right to left, we can anticipate that 

if  a language allows the location role to function as subject, then all other roles can 

function as subject.
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If we read the implicational hierarchy in Example 3.33 from left to right, we can 

establish that the following roles can function as subject in English:

Example 3.34:

AGENT subjects:

a. Raymond kissed Anne.
b. The interpreter began to sign.

Example 3.35:

EXPERIENCER subjects:

a. The student is drunk.
b. He is a priest.

Example 3.36:

RECIPIENT subjects:

a. She received an offer from the president.
b. The car suffered a direct hit.

Example 3.37:

PA TIENT subjects:

a. Declan was attacked.
b. The mirror cracked.

Example 3.38:

THEME subjects:

a. The star fell from the sky.
b. The plane sailed through the sky.
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Example 3,39:

INSTRUMENT subjects:

a. The hammer hit the nail on the head.
b. The jum p leads started the car.

Example 3.40:

LOCA TION subjects:

a. Dublin is home to over one million Irish people.
b. The caravan sleeps five.

We can see that all o f  the roles can occur as subject, even though location roles are 

more marginal that the remaining roles listed in the hierarchy. In ISL, we find the 

following kinds o f examples can occur;

Example 3.41:

A GENT subjects:

a. FATHER sl+TEACH+sr TALK +
Father taught (him) to talk.
(Informant B: narrative. “Angry Silences” Footage)

b. GIRL DECIDE GO WITH INDEX+sr 
The girl decided to go with him.
(Informant G: narrative)

Example 3.42:

EXPERIENCER subjects:

a. LITTLE GIRL ASLEEP 
A little girl was asleep.
(Informant G; narrative)

b. GIRL 2/h CL.B(hands-on-wall) DISAPPOINTED
The girl (watching from her place at the wall) was disappointed. 
(Informant H: narrative)
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Example 3.43:

RECIPIENT subjects:

ME RECEIVE MESSAGE 
I received a message 
(Informant G; elicited sentence)

Example 3.44:

PA TIENT subjects:

__________________ th
CL.G. “falls to floor” /  r/s CL. G. “bangs-head” “disheveled” 
(The rabbit) fell to the floor, banging his head as he fell. 
(Informant H: narrative)

Example 3.45:

THEME subjects:

a. i.d.s. START SET-UP 1981
The IDS was established in 1981.
(Informant T. interview/ narrative. “Angry Silences” Footage)

b. i.s.l. HAVE OWN r.u.l.e.s. OF g.r.a.m.m.a.r........
ISL has its own grammatical rules....
(Informant B; conference presentation. IDS Footage)

Example 3.46:

INSTRUMENT subjects:

SCISSORS BREAK
The scissors broke
(Informant K: elicited sentence)

Example 3.47:

LOCA TION subjects:

IRELAND HAVE ABOUT 4 '/z THOUSAND DEAF 
Ireland has about four and a half thousand Deaf people. 
(Informant G; elicited sentence)
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These examples illustrate that ISL exhibits a range o f  subject/ thematic role mapping 

in line with the schematised implicational hierarchy outlined earlier in Example 3.33. 

However, in Chapter 4, we will explore the notion o f constituent order in more details, 

considering both syntactic, semantic and pragmatic factors that impact on our analysis 

o f ISL. There we will note that the identification o f  grammatical roles, particularly the 

role o f  subject, is not always as straightforward as perhaps implied above.

However, before we leave this topic, example 3.44 deserves special mention. This 

example illustrates a Patient subject. The concept o f foregrounded patients is 

discussed in detail in Chapter 6, but here, we can note that promoting a patient to 

subject position is not typical in ISL. Instead, there seems to be a preference for 

establishing a clearly ordered sequence o f  events, where, if  possible (or desirable), the 

actor is introduced before the undergoer. That is not to say that it is not possible for 

patients (or other undergoers) to be introduced first, or earlier in an utterance than an 

actor. Such instances do occur, and we examine the factors surrounding the 

occurrence o f passive-like sentences in ISL in Chapter 6. A comment by Coerts 

suggests that one possible explanation for this is that;

“First arguments are considered more central than second arguments, 
because first arguments are the only semantic arguments in one-place 
predicates. That is, semantically defined, there can be no Action without and 
an Agent, no Position without a Positioner et cetera, but there can be Action 
without a Patient, and also a Position without a Location et cetera”. (Coerts 
1994: 53).

In considering Example 3.44, Coerts' comments seem particularly relevant. While it 

might be argued that this sentence does not truly reflect a subject/patient convergence, 

given that this sentence is pragmatically dependent on a previous utterance in the 

discourse to establish co-referentiality for the rabbit, expressed in Example 3.44 as 

CL.G. The fact that the sentence does not stand alone is reflected in the following 

example in which the relevant discourse stream runs as follows:

Example 3.48:

MOTHER THINK/ BUY NEW RABBIT CL.G +TRACE-EARS r/s 2/h CL.B.+LARGE
(narrator)

________ smiles
GL.G + TRACE-RABBIT-EARS r/s GIVE-TO+f+lo / GIRL LOOK NOT HAPPY

(mother)
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 sobs _______ eves on rabbit
WANT BEAR r/s CL.V.+ LOOK-AT CL.B EXAMINES RABBIT / r/s BYE-BYE 

(girl) (mother/parent)

____________________ crying looks at rabbit hs
GOODNIGHT BYE-BYE r/s 2/h CL-B + HOLDS-RABBIT

(girl)

_________________________________________ th
C+THROW+f CL.G.+FALLS-TO-FLOOR / r/s CL.G. “bangs-liead” “dishevelled”.

(rabbit)

“(Her mother thought (about what to do) and bought a new rabbit with large ears. He 
was large and had big rabbit ears. Mother gave the rabbit (to the girl). The girl did not 
seem happy. (She) wanted (her) bear. (She) looked at the rabbit, examining him while 
crying. (Mother) said goodnight. (The girl) had the rabbit in her hands, looked at him, 
decided she did not want him and threw him across the room where he fell to the 
floor, banging his head as he fell.”
(Informant H; narrative)

Here we can see that the rabbit is introduced very early on, with use o f  the full noun 

phrase, NEW RABBIT. The new rabbit is then described, using classifier forms to 

describe its size and shape, and the rabbit’s ears. A 2-handed classifier handshape for 

“giving something large” tracks the movement o f  the rabbit from the mother to the 

child. On receiving the rabbit, the handshape CL.B is used to represent it. This is held 

in place while the child looks at the rabbit. This handshape changes only when the girl 

throws the rabbit to the floor, using another handshape to refer to the throwing o f the 

object. As the rabbit falls to floor, the storyteller reference shifts into the role o f the 

rabbit, and a CL. G. handshape represents the banging o f  the stuffed rabbit’s head 

against the floor. In the second to last sentence, in bold in example 3.48, we see the 

sentence that we examined in example 3.44. This stream o f reference to the rabbit is 

made possible only following the preliminary introduction o f the full referent, and 

seems to support Coerts’ analysis insofar that w ithout introduction to an actor, in this 

case, the rabbit, no action can be undertaken.

Coerts’ comments regarding the ways in which sign languages prefer to introduce an 

actor before an action can be undertaken may also support an underlying intuition that 

recipient subjects are not very frequent occurrences in ISL. Given that recipients are 

the undergoers o f some action, it becomes necessary to foreground the undergoer and
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the activity rather than the actor. While possible, as illustrated in Example 3.43 above, 

such sentences do not seem to occur very frequently in the data considered.

We can note here that Meir (1998) describes a subset of agreement verbs in Israeli 

Sign Language as “backward agreement verbs”. These verbs follow what she 

describes as a;

"backwards or atypical agreement pattern: the path movement o f  these verbs 

is from  the locus o f  the object towards the locus o f  the subject. TAKE (ASL 

and ISL) is a member o f  this subset o f  verbs ” (Meir 1998; 108).

Such a movement pattern is the reverse o f that found for “typical” agreement verbs, 

where the onset point normally marks agreement with a subject and the end point 

marks agreement with the object. Meir lists a range o f verbs in Israeli Sign Language 

which behave in this manner. They include ADOPT, COPY, CHOOSE, EXTRACT, 

IMITATE, IDENTIFY WITH, MOOCH, SUMMON, TAKE and TAKE- 

ADVANTAGE-OF. This compares with identified backward agreement verbs in ASL 

(Padden 1983), Italian Sign Language (Pizzuto, Giuranna and Gambino 1990) and 

Taiwan Sign Language (Smith 1990). As we shall see in Chapter 6, this view of 

backward agreement verbs as a mirror image of agreement verbs does not fully 

account for the range o f semantic and pragmatic characteristics that, when clustered, 

in our opinion, function as passive constructions.

Returning to the description of sentences, we can note that the issue o f sentence 

identification in a sign language is one that has been widely debated, and in describing 

a “sentence” in ISL, much seems to depend on whether one subscribes to the notion of 

sign languages being basically topic-prominent languages or something else. This is 

an issue that we debate in Chapters 4 and 5, where we discuss constituent order and 

topic marking in some detail.

For now, we can say that there is the possibility for ISL to introduce a range of 

thematic roles in what appears to be subject position in a range of sentences. A major 

question that we will attempt to answer is whether such sentence types are basic to 

ISL constituent order, or whether another form of basic structure exists.
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In the next section, we turn to look at the impUcations o f  thematic roles for verbs 

before we turn to consider some o f the problems associated with thematic roles.

3.3.4 Thematic Role Grids

We noted earlier that verbs have specific requirements regarding the number and type 

o f thematic roles they take. Users o f a particular language need to know both how 

many arguments a verb requires and which thematic roles its arguments can take. 

Theta-grids or thematic role grids allow for the listing o f a verb’s thematic roles, as 

seen in the following example:

Example 3.49:
Put V: <AGENT, THEME, LOCATION>
(Saeed 1997: 147).

This example illustrates that put is a ditransitive verb, and specifies which arguments 

can be taken. This grid predicts that when saturated with appropriate arguments, an 

English sentence like that in Example 3.50 should occur:

Example 3.50
Nicola (AGENT) put the dress (THEME) in the wardrobe (LOCATION).

However, all nominals are not arguments o f a verb and as such, they are not identified 

in the theta-grid. Instead, grammatical tests can be employed for identification o f 

arguments. One example might differentiate between the role o f arguments played by 

prepositional phrases like the following from Saeed (1997: 148) where in (a) the 

prepositional phrase is an argument o f  the verb put while in (b), the sentence can be 

read without the prepositional phrase (i.e. the prepositional phrase does not function 

as an argument in this instance):

Example 3.51
a. [s Roland[vp put[np the book] [pp in the bathroom]]]
b. [s Roland [vp read [np the book]] [pp in the bathroom]

(Saeed 1997: 148. Examples 6.58-6.59).
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In (a), we can see t hat the prepositional phrase is an argument o f  the verb while in (b) 

it serves as an adjunct. We might assume that all verbs can co-occur with adjuncts 

while only arguments are listed in the lexicon. However, when we are working with 

an under-analysed language like ISL, this approach is not particularly insightful, as 

we would first have to list the arguments that can co-occur with all possible verbs in 

ISL, and define what an adjunct is in ISL. While the prim ary aim o f this thesis is to 

consider verbal argument structure in ISL, there seem to be alternative methods that 

can be used to best explore the language.

A particularly useful alternative seems to be to discuss examples in terms o f 

participant roles and non-participant roles. Participant roles can be said to correspond 

to what we have so far called arguments while non-participant roles provide 

contextual information, typically information relating to time, location, purpose or 

result o f  an event. Given that contextualisation o f events seems to be prioritised in ISL 

(as we will see in Chapter 4), it seems that this approach is better suited to an analysis 

o f constituent order in ISL at this time, particularly given the current lack o f in-depth 

analysis o f the verbal arguments associated with ISL verbs.

3.3.5 Categorising Thematic Roles

While we have noted the benefits o f  utilising thematic roles in a general way, we must 

also consider the problems that have been associated with their use. The first problem 

we can consider is that o f  demarcating roles. We noted earlier that different authors 

categorise roles along differing parameters, for example as we have seen, some 

authors treat themes and patients as members o f  the same category. I f  we were to 

strictly list the individual thematic roles appropriate to each verb, we would reduce 

the utility o f the notion, limiting the generalities that could otherwise be discussed 

relevant to the relationship between grammatical relations and semantic roles. 

However, variation must be accommodated within role types to some degree.

For example, earlier we listed some o f the more frequently nominated thematic roles 

where we defined patient as an entity affected by the action o f the verb. This is rather 

a simplistic perspective. Analyses o f  verb types (e.g. Dixon 1991) have revealed that 

the nature o f affectedness and the role o f  instruments vary significantly. Such findings
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must lead us to co>nsider whether the differences in terms o f affectedness o f  patient 

support our maintenance o f thematic roles. We could also ask if  such variation can be 

accounted for in other ways, for example in terms o f  prototype theory.

A second issue for our consideration is the nature o f the semantic basis for 

characterising roles. We can utilise Dowty’s (1991) proposal o f  predicate entailment 

where theta roles are viewed as a cluster o f entailments about an argument position 

that are shared by some verbs. For example, we can consider x  murders y, x  nominates 

y, X interrogates y  where;

‘entailments they all share include that x  does a volitional act, that x  
moreover intends this to be the kind o f  act named by the verb, that x  causes 
some event to take place involving y  (  y  dies, y  acquires a nomination, y  
answers questions -  or at least hears them), and that x  moves or changes 
externally (i.e. not ju s t mentally). ’ (Dowty 1991: 552).

This kind o f set o f shared entailments about x can serve to define the nominal that 

denotes x as an agent. As such, the thematic roles can be defined in terms o f  the set o f 

shared entailments about nominal referents. Such an approach clearly allows for a 

solution to the difficulties o f discreteness o f thematic role categories. Indeed, Dowty 

(1991) suggests that these categories allow for varying degrees o f  membership on the 

basis o f  prototypicality constraints. He proposes two basic prototypes -  Proto-Agent 

and Proto-Patient. The following are a list o f entailments for such roles:

Properties of the Agent Proto-Role (Dowty 1991: 572):

a. volitional involvement in the event or state

b. sentience ( and / or perception)

c. causing an event or change o f  state in another participant

d. movement ( relative to the position o f  another participant)

Properties of the Patient Proto-Role (Dowty 1991: 572):

a. undergoes a change o f state

b. incremental theme

c. causally affected by another participant

d. stationary relative to movement o f another participant.
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The notion of clustering entailments allows for varying degrees of agenthood or 

patienthood depending on the number of entailments captured by arguments. Such an 

approach allows for the blurring of boundaries relevant to the strength of the 

entailments of the arguments o f a constituent. We will see that such principles have 

also been considered by Van Valin and La Polla (1997) who propose a system of 

‘macro-roles’ which they describe as:

‘generalisations across the argument-types found with particular verbs which 
have significant grammatical consequences; it is they, rather than specific 
arguments in logical structure, that grammatical rules refer to primarily’ 
(1997: 139).

We saw earlier that Van Valin and La Polla outlined a range o f examples showing the 

argument-t>pes that are displayed by a number o f English verbs. Several possibilities 

were outlined for subject and direct object relations. Van Valin and La Polla also note 

that in English, active and passive can be described in terms of broad categories of 

semantic roles;

‘AGENT, EXPERIENCER, INSTRUMENT, RECIPIENT, SOURCE or 
FORCE, among others can be subject o f  an active sentence; PATIENT , 
THEME, RECIPIENT, SOURCE or LOCATION can be direct object. In the 
English passive, PATIENT, THEME, RECIPIENT, SOURCE or LOCATION 
can be subject, while AGENT, EXPERIENCER, INSTRUMENT, RECIPIENT, 
SOURCE or FORCE can be o f  the preposition b y .' (1997: 140-141).

They continue by noting that these semantic roles and their relationship to syntactic 

structures seems significant, in that semantic roles can easily be categorised in terms 

of two generalised semantic roles. These can be referred to as semantic macroroles 

given that they embody a number of specific argument-types or thematic relations. 

There are two macroroles that can be identified -  actor and undergoer:

Actor: the generalised AGENT-type role.

Undergoer: the generalised PATIENT-type role.

We can consider the applications o f these roles in relation to Example 3.48
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Example 3.52:

Steven hit the secretary.
Actor Undergoer

Here, “Steven” is the actor while “the secretary” is the undergoer. While this example 

includes arguments, which are quite typical in their agent/patient characteristics, the 

macro-role analysis allows for general statements to be made about arguments at the 

semantic level.

3.4 Thematic Roles and Sign Languages:

A number o f  studies have identified thematic roles in sign languages as part o f the 

process o f  developing a framework o f verb categorisation for these languages. These 

include McDonnell (1996a) for Irish Sign Language, Meir (1998) for Israeli Sign 

Language, Volterra, Laudanna, Corazza, Radutsky and Natale (1984) for Italian Sign 

Language, Boyes Braem, Fournier, Rickli, Corazza, Franchi and Volterra (1990) for 

Swiss German Sign Language, Coerts (1994) for Sign Language o f  the Netherlands, 

and Vermeerbergen (1996, 1998) for Belgian-Flemish Sign Language.

Volterra et al., Boyes Braem et al. and Coerts all utilise the same analysis tools and 

procedures for eliciting constituent structure in their respective sign languages. In the 

course o f  doing this, they employ semantically driven approaches, including 

identification o f  thematic roles. Only Coerts, however, explicitly describes the 

analytical framework that she uses. She draws on a Functional Grammar framework, 

particularly the work o f Dik (1978, 1989) and outlines the following roles: Agent, 

Positioner (the entity controlling a position). Zero (the entity primarily involved in a 

state), Patient, Recipient (the entity into whose possession an entity is transferred). 

Location, Direction, etc.

Coerts divides texts into clausal and extra clausal constituents where a clause is 

defined as any main or subordinate clause as traditionally defined in traditional 

grammar. Following Hannay and Vaster (1987), Coerts also separates out extra 

clausal constituents, which, she argues function as orientations for clauses. These 

orientations include Themes, which introduce one o f the arguments; Settings, which
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introduce information about location, time and circumstances o f an event; and 

Conditionals, which set the condition for the clause.

The resulting categorisation of argument structure is seen as functioning as a mapping 

system to the constituent order that results in the languages examined. We will 

consider the results o f Coert’s studies in Chapter 4, along with examining other 

research that makes use o f the same general approach.

3.4.1. Problematising the allocation of Thematic Roles in Sign 

Languages

In Section 3.3.1 above, we identified a range o f thematic roles in ISL. However, we 

also inferred that there were problems associated with allocating roles in a sign 

language in addition to those already noted for spoken languages, such as the blurring 

of roles, multiple assignments of roles, etc.

3.4.1.1 Capturing the Complexity of the Use of Space

One of these problems is that as sign languages employ space to illustrate spatial 

relations and the interaction of arguments in literal and metaphorical domains, there is 

a difficulty in capturing the complexity o f the co-occurrence o f arguments that are 

expressed simultaneously when using simple one-to one mappings as has been the 

case to date. This in turn leads to a series o f associated difficulties that need to be 

resolved. For example, in the examples listed in Section 3.3.1, the reader will have 

noted that examples typically refer explicitly to an actor and an undergoer, with no 

complex structures, such as those that demand reference tracking on the part of the 

interlocutor or examples that include reference shifting in evidence (though there are 

one ore two examples where this was the case, most notably example 3.44). hi part, 

this is because those structures are resistant to simple one-to-one analyses, hideed, 

Coerts (1994) recognised that there were problems associated in this area.

A related point is the question of reflecting simultaneous constructions in thematic 

role assignment. In Chapter 2 we noted that sign languages have the possibility to 

establish simultaneous constructions, using each hand to represent a different referent.
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While such structures are normative in sign languages, they pose a problem for 

assigning thematic roles. For example, if  a simultaneous construction portrays one 

constituent on the signer’s dominant hand and another on the non-dominant hand, it 

became clear that the assigning o f roles could not adequately capture the relationship 

to the data. A compromise situation arises with the role evident on the dominant hand 

being listed before the role relevant to the non-dominant hand. O f course, this is only 

one solution. An alternative might be to allow a separate thematic role line for roles 

articulated by dominant and non-dominant hands respectively. However, we would 

also then have to consider whether to incorporate non-manually coded information on 

yet another line/tier, if such a need arose.

Despite the interim solution to the problem of representing simultaneous articulations 

offered here, we do near to bear in mind that one factor that is inadequately accounted 

for in this semantic analysis is the relationship between the dominant and non

dominant hands. Example 3.53 below illustrates this point:

Example 3.53:

ROAD BRlDGE-extend-from-sl-to-sr CAR
d. CL.B-vehicle+go-under-bridge
nd CL.B. (be-located-at-c.+hi.)-bridge
Theme 1/ Location Agent/ Agent-Verb-Location/ Location

“The car goes under the bridge”
(Informant D, picture elicitation task, sentence 5)

While there is correspondence between the inclusion of the role Location for the 

dominant hand’s activity and the final phrase produced by the non-dominant hand, the 

interactive relationship that is defined by these two articulators is not satisfactorily 

expressed by the range of semantic role definitions available to us at this point.

3.4.1.2 No One-to-one Mapping of ISL Sign and Thematic Role Necessarily 

Exists

One criterial factor that we made reference to in Chapter 2 when discussing English 

glosses of ISL is that there is no one to one correspondence between the ISL 

construction and the semantics associated with the English term that is used to gloss
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it. For example, as previously mentioned in Chapter 1, we can see that at lexical level, 

the ISL sign FLIRT carries the meaning of a person who has had sexual relations with 

a lot o f people. This sign has relatively negative connotations when used to refer to 

someone. However, the English word “flirt” does not carry the same negative 

associations. Discussion of lack o f congruence is also relevant to our discussion here 

as there is not always a one to one mapping between the gloss assigned to a signed 

utterance and an English speaker’s perception o f the thematic role characteristics that 

align with that role. For example, Coerts proposes that in English, the second 

argument of COMB or CARESS cannot have the feature [+animate], but in Sign 

Language o f the Netherlands (SLN), this is possible, as the handshapes used in these 

verbs entail agentive actors (Coerts 1994:68). It may be that Coerts actually means 

that the first argument of these English verbs do not necessarily entail an animate 

agent, as we can have second arguments which carry the feature [+animate], for 

example, “to comb a horse’” “to caress a child”, etc. We might suggest that the verb 

“to comb” does not provide information regarding the animacy of the actor. However, 

the verb “caress” is probably less clear-cut, suggesting an animate caresser. As we 

will see in Section 3.4.1.5 below, there are instances when the semantics regarding 

animacy of the English verb are divergent from the ISL handling-classifier verbs 

under consideration.

This problem also extends to the general difficulties in assigning thematic roles, that 

is, that there is the potential for more than one role to appropriately be assigned to the 

participants and non-participants in an utterance.

3.4.1,3 Multiple Potential Syntactic Analyses influences Semantic Analyses

At the opposite end of the spectrum, we can also encounter difficulties where there 

seem to be more than one possible syntactic analysis available for the utterance under 

analysis. For example, the sequential use of verbs was such an area o f concern for 

Coerts. While not addressed in the body of her 1994 paper, Coerts notes that where 

her examples include the sequential use o f two verbs, sentences were analysed as co

ordinated clauses. However, she suggests that they may in fact form serial verb 

constructions where the first verb has become dependent on the second verb to some 

extent, insofar as it has lost some of its independence.
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Coerts offers the fo)llowing example as an instance of such analysis:

Example 3.54:

YOUNG GIRL INDEX 2, SIT WATCH
TELEVISION

T (Agent) Verb 1 and Verb 2 Direction
T, VI and V2 A2

Alternative: T, V A2

Another area of concern for Coerts related to analysing utterances as Orientations 

(containing Themes and Settings) and Clauses, as such firm definitions led to 

consequences of the establishment o f constituent orders.

3.4.1.4 Classifier Verb Constructions and Role Assignment

Coerts (1994:67) also noted that classifier-verbs, especially those in which two 

classifiers were incorporated, posed problems for analysis, though she does not 

provide any in-depth discussion of how her team dealt with the issue.

In considering ISL data, an issue that was considered many times in relation to the 

allocation of roles was the explicit establishment of referents as opposed to the 

contextually tracked use of loci. The question was whether to draw on the inferred 

actor or undergoer and make the role assignment explicit or whether to find a means 

of implying the presence of an actor or undergoer. The latter approach was utilised, 

with inferred actors indicated by their placement in parenthesis. This differs from 

Coerts’ approach as can be seen from the examples below:

Example 3.55:

R. WOMAN ON BOY INDEX 2 COMB 2 AND CUT 2 AND COMB 2 
L. S-CL ‘boy’ S-CL ‘boy’

Agent Patient Verb 1 ‘ P a t i e n t ’ + Verb 2 ‘ P a t i e n t ’ Verb 1 ‘ P a t i e n t ’

Patient Patient
A1 A2 V/A2 and V and V/A2

“The woman combs the boy’s hair, and she cuts it, and she combs it”
(Coerts 1994:60, Example 9)
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Example 3.56:

WOMAN THERE/ BOY SIT / WOMAN BRUSH HAIR+c.
Theme-Agent-Location Theme-Patient Verb Agent Verb (Patient)-Location 
“The woman brushes the boy’s hair”.

3.4.1.5 Constituent Deletion and Thematic Role Mapping

A final domain that demands consideration is that of assigning thematic roles to 

instances of pro-drop arguments or o f constituent deletion. In such instances, several 

strategies can be used by interlocutors to recover information regarding the deleted/ 

downgraded constituent. In some instances the constituent is inferred due to referent 

replacement, that is, the replacement of the lexical item that introduced the constituent 

by use of indexing towards a locus that has been activated for reference to a given 

constituent; by use of instrument classifiers that demand an animate actor or by use of 

reference shifting strategies. In assigning roles to utterances exhibiting these features, 

hyphenated lists of semantic roles appear. Constituent deletion/ downgrading is 

highlighted by inclusion of the downgraded/ omitted semantic role in parenthesis, as 

can be seen in Example 3.57 below:

Example 3.57:

GIRL WOMAN STRING s.t.r.i.n.g. d. CUT-WITH-SCISSORS

nd. CL.G-string________

Agent Patient (Agent)-Verb-Patient-Location

“The woman cuts the string”.

(Informant C; picture elicitation task; sentence 11)

In the sequence “d. CUT-WITH-SCISSORS” and “nd. CL.G-string________ ”, we

again see simultaneous packaging of information. In this instance, these sequences 

have been analysed as follows: (Agent)-Verb-Patient-Location. As you can see, the 

dominant hand (d.), representing a downgraded Agent is acting on the non-dominant 

hand (nd.), which represents the Patient. The focus is on the act o f cutting the string, 

illustrated by the use of a polymorphemic or classifier verb which we have glossed as 

CUT-WITH-SCISSORS. This utterance demands interpretation as an animate Agent
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controlling the action, whose presence is implied through use o f the instrument 

classifier. Given that this is inferred, the Agent role is indicated in parenthesis only 

(though, as noted in Section 3.4.2, Coerts’ analysis o f  such a structure would probably 

be that o f a straightforward Agent).

3.4.1.6 Moving Forward

While the transcription conventions suggested above do allow for researchers 

knowledgeable in sign languages to access and analyse semantic level representations 

o f  the participant roles in operation in sign language utterances, they are totally 

inadequate as systematically representing the nuances o f  the utterance types that occur 

in natural sign languages. To this end, it is recommended that future research 

addresses this issue, perhaps extending the use o f electronic tagging systems to this 

area.

3. 5 Argument Structure of the Verb in ISL

Thus far we have considered a range o f  parameters relative to the identification o f 

semantic roles in ISL. We have introduced and problematised the identification o f 

thematic roles in sign languages, but have not yet applied a macro-role analysis to ISL 

structures. The rationale for this is that in Chapter 4 we will consider issues relevant 

to the identification o f a basic constituent order in ISL. As we shall see, a primary tool 

in the identification o f underlying semantic patterns is that o f  macro-role assignment. 

Thus, in Chapter 4, we will consider the relationship between syntactic and semantic 

forms in more depth, using macro-role analysis as a means o f  identifying a framework 

for the syntactic patterns that arise in ISL.

3.6 Summary:

In this chapter, we began by considering some o f  the issues o f  concern in identifying 

transitivity, particularly drawing on the work o f  Hopper and Thompson (1980, 1982). 

We looked at the possibility for identifying prototypical transitive sentences, before 

we moved on to consider the semantic roles that are instrumental in argument 

structure. We identified the difficulties inherent to the clear cut definition o f  such
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roles (i.e. definite cut off points for membership o f a category) and looked at some 

possible solutions to this problem. This led us to consider Dowty’s notion of Proto- 

Agent and Proto-Patient, categories defined relative to the number of entailments an 

argument upholds. We then considered Van Valin and La Polla’s more general 

categorisation, that o f macro-roles, which allow for a broader set of generalisations to 

be considered relevant to verbal argument structure.

We looked at how thematic roles can be utilised in relation to identifying argument 

structure in a signed language. We very briefly considered previous research on 

signed languages, and noted that the basic thematic roles have been applied 

successfully. However, we noted some difficulties in capturing a full overview o f the 

relationship between arguments in a signed language using only the traditional 

approach, and suggest that while an interim compromise situation can be established, 

a more adequate representational format, perhaps utilising electronic tagging systems, 

could be developed.

Finally, we noted that this chapter has not explored the argument structure of the verb 

in ISL in any depth. We noted that in Chapter 4, a macro-role analysis will be applied 

to a range of sentence types in ISL, thus illuminating a clearer understanding o f ISL 

verbal argument structure.
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Chapter 4

Constituent Order and Valency in Irish Sign Language

4.1 Introduction

The issue of ‘word order’ has been a much-debated subject regarding sign languages, 

with a general consensus that sign languages are ‘topic-comment’ languages (Kyle 

and Woll 1985; Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). However, some linguists have 

debated this issue and have suggested alternative interpretations, including Fischer 

(1975) who argues that ASL is an SVO language. In this chapter we begin by 

examining the features that linguists analyse when considering basic constituent order 

in a language, before turning to examine ‘word order’ as it applies to sign languages. 

We also discuss why it may be more appropriate to talk about ‘constituent order’ than 

‘word order’ per se. We will also consider the range of analyses that have been 

carried out with respect to a variety o f signed languages before we finally turn to 

consider if  it is possible -  or desirable -  to identify a basic constituent order for 

transitive sentences in ISL.

In considering ISL, we will look at two categories o f data: we will first consider data 

elicited using an established transitive sentences picture-based elicitation tool 

(Volterra et al. 1984). Here we will explore whether significant patterns emerge with 

respect to the underlying semantics of transitive utterances in ISL. To avoid 

dependence on elicited data, we also explore a range of video footage for evidence of 

transitive utterances in a range of narratives, documentaries and conference 

proceedings. As we shall see, while the patterns that emerge for the elicited data hold 

for the non-elicited data, we also find that in extended discourse, signers utilise 

additional strategies for referring to referents than in the shorter, elicited utterances. A 

major finding that holds for both elicited and non-elicited data considered is that verb 

class plays an important role in influencing constituent order in ISL.
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Let us begin by considering some of the general linguistic issues that have been raised 

with respect to word order.

4.2 Word Order

It is generally assumed that all languages have a basic word order which can be 

changed for pragmatic purposes. Such changes are seen as ‘marked’ or ‘atypical’ in 

some way. From a sign language perspective, we might want to ask how basic word 

order is determined in a language. As we shall see, some languages are more variable 

than others in terms of the degree of fixedness of their respective word order. In 

general though, we can say that the criteria for identifying basic word order includes 

identification of the following:

i. the order which is most frequent

ii. the word order of simple, declarative, active clauses with no complex words or 

noun phrases

iii. the word order that requires the simplest syntactic description

iv. the order that is accompanied by the least morphological marking

V.  The order that is most neutral, i.e. that is the least pragmatically marked. 

(Brennan 1994: 19).

We will consider each of these criteria in some detail in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.5 below. 

4.2.1 Frequency

In an overview of the issues affecting word order analyses o f sign languages, Brennan 

(1994) considered the issue of frequency. She noted that one means of deciding on the 

frequency o f a particular order in a given language is by counting the occurrences of 

different patterns that arise within the language: whichever pattern is most frequent is 

given the status of basic word order.

We have also seen that the concept o f ‘basic’ is closely related to that o f ‘unmarked’ 

forms, where unmarked forms are considered to be the forms that occur most 

regularly within a language. This kind of quantitative analysis of texts entails a
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number of problems though, most of which pertain to the modality of texts examined 

(written, spoken, etc.) and the fact that the kind of corpus that the text originates from 

can influence frequency of sentence types.

Croft (1990: 87) argues the importance of using the:

"unmarked text style, that is conversation/ oral narrative, rather than written 
genres. One reason fo r  doing this is that studies ...have indicated that the 
textual frequencies fo r  certain marked categories increase in formal and 
written styles, (what this really indicates is that there is a correlation between 
informal, oral style and some i f  not all unmarked categories) ”

Brennan (1994: 20) notes that for some languages, the patterning of basic word order 

may occur across a range o f stylistic varieties while in other languages, systemic 

variations may occur.

4.2.2 Simplicity

Chomsky (1957: 107) and Pullam (1981) both claim that unmarked or neutral word 

order can be indicated by examining active and declarative clauses that do not include 

complex verbs or noun phrases.

This is a principle that has been adopted by some sign linguists in their work on 

identifying and comparing the basic constituent order o f several sign languages, 

including Volterra et al. (1984) for Italian Sign Language (LIS), Boyes-Braem et al. 

(1990) for Swiss-German Sign Language, Coerts (1990) for Sign Language o f the 

Netherlands (SLN) and Vermeerbergen (1996) for Flemish-Belgian Sign Language.

We will consider these studies in more detail later in this chapter.

4.2.3 Limited Morphological Marking

Basic word order is usually considered to be that which requires the least 

morphological marking. However, sometimes morpho-syntactic marking correlates 

with other factors, for example, pragmatic factors, in determining the constituent 

order o f a language or a given set o f languages (c .f Mithun 1987). Mithun discusses
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three highly polysynithetic languages: Cayuga -  an Iroquoian language o f  Ontario, 

Canada; Ngandi -  an Australian Aboriginal language and Coos, an Oregaon language, 

all o f which allow for all possible constituent orders, which we will describe later in 

this chapter.

For now, it suffices to note that the following is a list o f some o f the morpho-syntactic 

properties that interact with pragmatic constraints in the constituent ordering o f a 

number o f languages:

• Polysynthetic morphological marking

• Agent and/or patient marking on the verb

• A tendency towards ergative case marking on NPs

• “Loose” syntactic structure (i.e. nominal elements may occur under a different 

intonation contour than the verb, and adverbial or other clause-level elements, 

may freely intervene between the verb and the nominal elements).

• A tendency to avoid the use o f full noun phrases in discourse. The occurrence 

o f clauses with two or more noun phrases is rare.

We will return to these morphosyntactic properties later in this chapter when we 

discuss constituent order in ISL in Section 4.6 below.

4.2.4 Pragmatic Neutrality

Basic constituent order is considered to be that which is found in the least 

pragmatically marked clauses o f a language. However, identification o f  such clauses 

is potentially problematic, as it can be difficult to identify pragmatically unmarked 

clauses that contain one or more full noun-phrases (Payne 1997:97). Payne suggests 

eliminating clause types that are known to exhibit variant constituent orders in some 

languages, including the following:

• dependent clauses

• paragraph-initial clauses

• clauses that introduce participants
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• questions

• negative clauses

• clearly contrastive clauses (e.g. clefts, answers to questions, etc.)

Payne argues that the clauses that remain after such sifting are, on the whole, 

pragmatically neutral. He suggests that if  the remaining clauses demonstrate transitive 

verbs with two full noun-phrases and where there is consistency in the patterning of 

NPs vis-a-vis the verb, then a basic constituent order can be identified. However, he 

goes on to state that this is a rare occurrence, as pragmatically neutral clauses tend to 

contain a verb and one or less NPs. Despite this, most languages can at the very least 

be identified as verb-initial, verb-medial or verb-final, even where the relative orders 

o f the most agent-like argument o f the clause (A) and the least agent-like argument of 

a clause (P) are indeterminate.

4.2.5 Some Questions about Basic Word Order

When considering basic constituent order, a number of general questions must be 

considered; Should we expect all languages to exhibit a basic constituent order? If so, 

how much flexibility exists within individual languages regarding the possible orders 

that can arise? This question leads us to query what has been called “free word order” .

It has been argued that a small number of the world’s languages do not have a basic 

constituent order pattern that correlates with the features outlined above. These 

languages have been said to exhibit “free word order”. For example, Dixon (1972) 

argues that Dyirbal, an Australian Aboriginal language, is a fi'ee word order language, 

but he also states that Dyribal has a preferred word order. As such, we can say that no 

known language has been discussed as having a completely random word order.

Brennan (1994) notes that some authors differentiate between ‘free word order’ and 

‘flexible word order’. Flexible word order indicates that a variety of word orders are 

possible, but that the order is not completely random. Givon (1988) suggests that a 

continuum of flexibility exists within languages regarding word order. This leads him 

to propose an implicational hierarchy:
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“  I f  the object’s position vis-a-vis the verb is flexible, the sub ject’s position is 
also flexible, hut not vice versa” (1988: 253).

A schematic overview o f  this hierarchy outlines the following breakdown o f language 

types:

i. languages with flexibility o f both OBJ and SUBJ position

ii. VO languages with flexible SUBJ position

iii. OV languages with flexible SUBJ position

iv. SV languages with flexible OBJ position

V. VS languages with flexible OBJ position.

Givon suggests that the possibilities outlined in (iv) and (v) have not been 

documented yet for any known language. Despite this hierarchy, several languages 

have been identified which allow for all possible constituent orders to occur (Mithun 

1987).

As mentioned in section 4.2.3 above, Mithun discusses three highly polysynthetic 

languages: Cayuga -  an Iroquoian language o f Ontario, Canada; Ngandi -  an 

Australian Aboriginal language and Coos, an Oregaon language, all o f which allow 

for all possible constituent orders. On this basis, we can say that while a pattern may 

occur infrequently in a language, infrequency does not indicate that such a format 

cannot occur within that language. Indeed, M ithun questions the idea that every 

language should be describable in terms o f a basic constituent order: she argues that 

for the polysynthetic languages mentioned above, grammatical relations have no 

direct effect on constituent order. She considers the pragmatic status o f the nominal as 

the best determiner of constituent order with respect to the verb. As we saw in section 

4.2.3, in these languages, pragmatic status seems to interact with morphosyntactic 

properties in determining constituent order.

However, the idea that word order can give rise to a set o f implications about a given 

language or about types o f  language has been widespread. For example, Greenberg 

(1966) used a sample o f thirty languages to present an elaboration o f word order data 

and a set o f implicational universals. Hawkins (1983:22) notes that o f the 34 

implicational universals laid down by Greenberg, a total o f  twenty-five relate directly 

to word order. Croft argues that such implicational universals:
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“  ...capture a pattern in language variation and differ from  unrestricted 
universals which account fo r  uniformity not variation. As such, implicational 
universals cannot even be discovered without cross-linguistic com parison” 
(Croft 1990: 47).

Givon (1988) has criticised such correlational claims, saying that:

“In misreading the fac ts  o f  the structure we have been remiss in fo u r  distinct 
ways, represented here in order o f  their damaging consequences:

a. least damaging, we have often assigned a language o f  one word order type 

into another;

b. more damaging, we have tended to assign languages o f  a mixed type into 

one o f  the ‘pure ’ types;

c. more damaging, we have tended to ignore the existence o f  flexible word  

order languages altogether, assigning them by some mysterious intuition 

to one o f the rigid types;

d. Most damaging, we have tended to pronounce on the ‘basic  ’ word order o f  

languages without checking the distribution o f  word order in actual text. ”

Givon (1988: 244)

These are concerns that have also been brought to bear on the categorisation of 

relatively undescribed sign languages like Irish Sign Language as a ‘topic-comment’ 

language without empirical study. In addition, there are a number of other concerns 

that must be addressed before we turn to consider sign languages, and specifically, 

Irish Sign Language.

4. 3 Some Preliminary Concerns 

4.3.1 Greenberg (1966 (1963))

Greenberg's study, while important, has also received a number of criticisms. Some, 

like Givon (ibid.) have criticised the way in which languages are packaged into a pre

ordained finite number o f word-order categories. Others have criticised Greenberg on 

the basis o f three points:
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(i) There i:S considerable difficulty in identifying the basic constituent order 

for many o f  the w orld’s languages.

(ii) G reenberg's typology presumed that languages order their nominal 

elements according to the grammatical relations o f  subject and object.

(iii) Greenberg did not illustrate his argument with an adequately diverse or 

random range o f languages.

Payne (1997) argues that the first two problem areas arise due to the Euro-centric bias 

that has traditionally existed among linguists: European languages tend to order their 

main clause elements according to status as subject and object. These are the 

languages which many European linguists speak, leading them to presume that all 

languages operate in a similar way. Payne notes that subsequent research that has 

been conducted by speakers o f  non-Indo-European languages has illustrated that 

grammatical relations are not always as clearly identifiable as they are in the Indo- 

European languages. He argues that where they are identifiable, it is often doubtful 

whether any significant correlation can be drawn between constituent orders and 

grammatical relations.

Payne goes on to state that while nouns are easily identifiable in most languages, noun 

phrases contain many different properties or “statuses”/ “roles” when they participate 

in syntactic constructions. Similarly, the roles o f subject and object are central to most 

Indo-European languages, but there is no fundamental rationale for expecting that 

other characteristics would not also influence nominal positions in clauses, for 

example, agent/patient relations, definite/indefinite, given/new, animate/inanimate, 

etc. On this basis, Payne argues that empirical observation rather than a priori 

assumption should determine whether and to what extent constituent orders in a 

language can be stated in terms o f S and O.

Indeed, research has identified another language type referred to in the literature as 

“Discourse Configurational Languages” (Kiss 1995). In this language type, primary 

sentence articulation is motivated by discourse semantic considerations as opposed to 

thematic role or case. In languages that exhibit discourse configurational properties, 

the structural role played by a grammatical subject in a language like English is 

fulfilled by another constituent that is not restricted to grammatical function or case.
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Kiss (ibid.) describes two properties on which one might categorise a language as 

being discourse confiigurational; A. the (discourse)-semantic function ‘topic’ and B. 

the (discourse)-semantic function ‘focus’:

"A. The (discourse)-semanticfunction ‘topic’, serving to foreground a specific 
individual that something will be predicated about (not necessarily identical 
with the grammatical subject), is expressed through a particular structural 
relation (in other words, it is associated with a particular structural position).

B. The (discourse)-semantic function focus ’ expressing identification, is 
realised through a particular structural relation (that is, by movement into a 
particular structural position). ” (Kiss 1995:6).

Kiss reports that these properties are independent o f one another, though they 

frequently co-occur in what are then termed ‘type AB discourse configurationality 

languages’. However, Japanese is a discourse configurational language that only 

displays property A, and can be referred to as a ‘type A discourse configurational 

language’.

Other alternatives to the two-way subject-object distinction that form the basis o f the 

Greenberg analysis include identification and use o f  “semantico-syntactic roles” 

(Dixon 1979 and Comrie 1978), which we will consider below.

4.3.2 Identifying the constituents

In this section we will consider the definitional parameters o f  subject, object and 

topic. We begin with a brief discussion o f the definition o f subject in Section 4.3.2.1 

below.

4.3.2.1 Subject

The notion, “subject” tends to be an amalgam o f several notions, with some 

researchers advocating clearly distinguishing between different types o f  subjects. 

Hornby (1972) and Halliday (1970) advocate a three-way distinction between the 

grammatical subject, the psychological subject and the logical (or semantic) subject.
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Attribution o f thes e statuses to a particular constituent is determined by a number o f 

different criteria: for grammatical subject, these criteria are syntactic, for the so-called 

“psychological subject”, they are cognitive in nature. This is also true for the logical 

subject.

While these criteria can be discussed in isolation, we acknowledge that generally, the 

notion o f “subject” is very much a composite notion, as evidenced by Matthews 

(1997) definition in the Oxford Concise Dictionary o f Linguistics:

“subject (s). 1. A syntactic element in eg. English which is traditionally seen 
as representing someone or something o f  which anything is said or predicated, 
and which, in addition, includes the agent in a basic transitive construction. 
Eg. John in John came, John helped me, John was freed, John is my friend, 
and so on; also, on the assumption that they have the same syntactic role, 
knowing him in Knowing him helped me, or that he is worried in That he is 
worried is obvious. Thence extended to elements o f  other types o f  language 
that are similar in one or other respect. 2. Sometimes, though less usually o f  
noun phrases, etc. serving as a topic or pivot. 3. Commonly, especially in 
studies across languages, any syntactic element which characteristically 
includes the semantic role o f  agent. Eg. An ergative case will be said to mark 
the subject in one type o f  language, as the nominative does in another” 
(Matthews 1997: 358).

43.2.2  Topic

The issue o f  topic is an equally complex notion, particularly insofar as it has been 

applied to sign languages -  an issue we will consider in some detail in Chapter 5. 

Here, we can note that topics have been described at a variety o f  levels. They have 

been described as discourse- semantic elements, i.e., as elements that occur as the 

topic o f a text or conversation, which may or may not include a speaker stating 

explicitly that s/he will talk about “x” . At sentential level, a topic can be considered to 

be the part o f the sentence relevant to the description o f  what the sentence, as a whole, 

is about. Such topics are frequently referred to as “themes” in the literature (Matthews 

1997).

Topic can also be described syntactically, as the element whose role takes topic 

position in a sentence. In languages like English, the notion o f  topic and subject are 

separate syntactic elements, but Matthews (ibid.) reports that languages like Tagalog,
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the term ‘topic’ is  preferred to the term ‘subject’, despite the fact that what is 

described as ‘topic’ holds some ‘subject’-like characteristics. Indeed, Kiss (1995:7) 

reports that in particular semantic or ‘notional’ interpretations o f the subject-predicate 

relations, the topic is identical with the subject o f the predication, that is, the ‘notional 

subject’.

While we make some reference to the notion o f topics in this chapter, we refer the 

reader to Chapter 5 for further discussion o f  the characteristics and functions o f  topics 

in the reported sign languages, and consideration o f  the particular roles o f  topic 

marking in Irish Sign Language. As we will see, this is o f particular relevance to our 

understanding o f “context establishment” norms in ISL.

4.3.2.30bject

We can generally differentiate between descriptions o f  objects that have narrow or 

broad definitional parameters: For example, a narrow definition o f an object might 

argue that in a language like English, the object o f a sentence is characteristically 

represented by something or someone other than that represented by the subject, and 

that is involved or referred to in an action, or process. The items in bold in the 

following examples illustrate possible objects, namely, a direct object o f  a transitive 

verb in Example 4.1, and the direct and indirect objects o f a transitive verb in 

Example 4.2:

Example 4.1: 

I love my husband. 

Example 4.2:

I gave him (indirect obj.) a rose (direct obj.)

A broader definition o f object might consider that any element, in any type o f 

language, which characteristically includes the semantic role o f patient can take the 

role of object. As such, typological studies may in fact state that a language is an SVO
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language on the basis o f  the thematic roles that most commonly occur, in this instance 

in the order o f agent, verb, patient.

However, these interpretations tend to typically take syntactically driven definitions. 

In the next section, we consider some alternative approaches to the identification o f 

the major constituents in ISL utterances.

4.4 Alternative Interpretations:

4.4.1 “Semantico-Syntactic Roles”

In an earlier section we outlined some o f the difficulties that were inherent with the 

Greenberg six-way distinction o f word order patterning across languages. We noted 

that G reenberg's hypothesis, while successful for Indo-European languages, did not 

account for non-Indo-European languages where the concepts o f  subject and object 

were not easily identifiable. An alternative analytical approach lies in the 

identification o f semantic-syntactic roles in the language/s under investigation. There 

are three roles that can be identified along the following parameters;

(i) the most agent like argument o f a transitive clause

(ii) the only argument o f  an intransitive clause

(iii) the other argument o f a transitive clause

These can be represented schematically in Figure 4.1 :

Most agent-like argument o f  a transitive clause

Subject
A

the only argument o f an intransitive clause

Absolutive S
The other argument o f a transitive clause

Figure 4.1

A Schematic Overview of Semantico-Syntactic Relations
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Here, the subject category consists o f the set of A plus S, while the absolutive 

category consists o f the set of S plus P. In terms of constituent order, languages can be 

categorised in terms o f A, S, P and V rather than simply S, O and V. This allows for 

languages that treat the intransitive subject like a transitive object in terms of 

constituent ordering.

On the basis of studies that assume that subject and object are relevant for identifying 

a basic constituent order, Payne (1997) notes that APV/SV and AVP/SV are the most 

common constituent order types, occurring in about equal proportions and accounting 

for approximately 70% of the world’s languages -  though presumably this figure does 

not include sign languages. English, for example, is considered a relatively consistent 

AVP/SV language, though it does allow for alternatives such as PAV (Beans I  like) 

and VS (Here comes my bus). It must be noted that these alternatives are rather 

marked, and occur only in a defined set of discourse-environments.

The third most commonly identified constituent order type is VAPA^S, a type that is 

found quite frequently in the Austroasian languages of the Philippines, Pacific Islands, 

Madagascar, and the interior of Indonesia and Malaysia. It is also found in many Nilo- 

Saharan and Semitic languages (Payne ibid.). Payne notes that verb-initial languages 

tend to allow more flexibility of constituent orders than verb-medial or verb-final 

languages. He argues that because of this, where the discourse of a given language 

contains many verb-initial clauses, it can be difficult to determine what the basic order 

is.

Together, these three constituent order patterns account for 85 percent o f the world’s 

languages basic constituent order typologies. For the remaining fifteen percent of 

languages, Payne suggests that it would be difficult or impossible to determine a basic 

constituent order. The reason for this is potentially twofold: (1) verb-initial languages 

often tend to avoid the use o f full noun phrases, instead relying on pronouns and /or 

anaphoric clitics and (2) verb-initial languages are often less sensitive to grammatical 

changes than are other languages, with it being possible to describe their basic clause 

structure as verb plus one or more verb phrases. The order in which these noun 

phrases occur tends to be determined by pragmatic or semantic factors that are only 

indirectly characterizable in terms of grammatical relations.
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In terms of commonalties found across the three major types o f  constituent order, 

there is a tendency for A to precede P in basic, pragmatically neutral clauses. 

According to Payne, this tendency is “so overwhelming that it is extremely unlikely 

that it could have arisen by chance” (1998:76). It is this that has led to speculation 

that there is a cognitive motivation for the categories A and P.

In line with this speculation. Van Valin and La Polla (1997) adopt the view that 

semantic relations interface with syntactic relations in a process through which a 

linking system operates in the realisation of grammatical utterances. They propose a 

system of “semantic macro-roles” which are generalisations across the argument types 

found with particular verbs that have significant grammatical consequences. For 

example, in English, the thematic roles o f Agent, Experiencer, Instrument, Recipient, 

Source or Force can be the subject o f an active sentence, while Patient, Theme, 

Recipient, Source or Location can function as direct object. In a passive construction 

in English, Patient, Theme, Recipient, Source or Location can be subject, while the 

object position can be filled by the roles Agent, Experiencer, Instrument, Recipient, 

Source or Force.

Like Payne (ibid.), Van Valin and La Polla argue that the groupings that result from 

such analyses cannot be accidental. On this basis, they argue for the utilisation of 

semantic macro-roles to capture the generalisations that arise. They propose that the 

generalised semantic roles o f Agent-type roles that act as subject in English can be 

termed ‘Actor’, while the generalised Patient-type role that acts as object in English is 

captured by the macro-role ‘Undergoer’. Van Valin and La Polla argue that it is these 

macro-roles rather than specific arguments in logical structure that grammatical rules 

primarily refer to.

Generally then, we can say that each semantic macrorole subsumes a number of 

specific thematic relations or argument-types. The use of macro-roles is a useful 

concept that we will draw on in Section 4.6 in our discussion regarding constituent 

order in ISL.

In the remainder o f this chapter, we will concern ourselves with the semantic, 

syntactic and pragmatic features that influence word order in sign languages, drawing
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on our understanding of how these factors affect word order in spoken languages, 

before turning to examine ISL.

4.5 Constituent Order in Sign Languages

In this section, we will consider the issue of constituent order in sign languages and 

the relationship between the issues we have considered above to languages that are 

expressed in a visual-gestural modality.

The first question we might raise in relation to the question of word order and signed 

languages is whether it is appropriate to term the ordering of constituents in a sign 

language as ‘word order’. This has been raised before: Brennan (1994) concludes that 

while there are difficulties with terms that originate in the examination of spoken 

languages, the unit that in sign languages is known as ‘the sign’:

“clearly functions as the linguistic unit that we know as the word. We do not 
usually exploit a separate terrti fo r  this unit in relation to written as opposed to 
spoken language, even though notions o f written word and spoken word are 
not totally congruous" (Brennan 1994:13).

Brennan thus uses the term ‘word’ in a general sense to incorporate spoken, signed 

and written language. She uses the term ‘sign’ when referring only to sign languages, 

taking as given that ‘signs’ are equivalent to ‘words’ in terms o f grammatical role. 

However, in the same volume, Coerts, referring to Sign Language of the Netherlands, 

refers explicitly to constituent structure. She does not explicitly discuss here choice of 

terminology, but it seems that as she is concerned with the ordering of elements 

within a fixed set o f parameters, the discussion of constituents seems more 

appropriate. For the purposes o f this chapter, we can note the documentation of 

difficulty that can be encountered in separating out individual “words” in 

morphologically complex clauses across a range o f spoken and signed languages. 

Given what we now know about the complex structures o f sign languages, it seems 

more appropriate to discuss clause patterning in terms o f the constituents that are 

entailed in a given clause, following the example of Coerts (1994) and others.

Leaving this debate regarding terminology aside, we can say that the issue of 

identifying a basic constituent order/s in signed language demands that we consider 

the issues raised in earlier sections. However, given the fact that signed languages are
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expressed in another modality, one which makes use o f three dimensional space and 

can employ simultaneous production of signs using the major articulators (i.e. the 

arms and hands), we also encounter questions that are unique to sign language 

research. These include the following, which have been raised by Brennan (1994: 29- 

30):

1. What is the degree to which simultaneous patterning is inherent within 

sign language structure?

2. What is the extent to which sign languages exhibit iconicity at lexical and 

syntactic levels?

3. Is it possible to categorize sign languages as pragmatic languages?

We can consider each of these issues in turn. First, we will look at the issue of 

simultaneous patterning.

4.5.1 Simultaneous Patterning in Signed Languages

Morphological research has shown that sign languages exhibit both a temporal 

sequential ordering and a spatial, simultaneous patterning (Miller 1994). In Chapter 2 

we saw that in a sign language, derivational and inflectional markers can be built into 

a sign via changes in the movement, orientation, locational or handshape parameters 

o f a given sign. These are all morphological alterations. We also know that non- 

manual features play a particularly important role in relation to the marking o f certain 

syntactic structures in signed languages, for example, the marking o f questions, 

marking negation and topicalisation (Liddell 1980, Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980, 

Kyle and Woll 1985, Coerts 1994, Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). In relation to the 

ordering of constituents within signed languages, Brennan notes that:

there is a reasonable body o f  evidence to indicate that sequential ordering 
o f signs does express such relationships, at least some o f  the time, in all o f the 
signed languages so fa r  studied. However, we also know, from the studies 
available that there are other possible ways (Brennan 1994: 31).

Among the other means possible we can list the addition o f specific morphemes to the 

form of the verb, which allows for the expression of the verb plus its arguments.
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Brennan makes the p'oint that we cannot talk about SVO or SOV or VSO ordering if  

the verb and its arguments are expressed simultaneously within the production o f a 

single sign.

Miller (1994) also discusses the variety o f  simultaneity possible within signed 

languages, including:

(i) Two hands producing two different lexical items simultaneously

(ii) Preservation o f one sign on one hand while the second hand articulates a 

series o f other signs

(iii) Production o f  the ‘topic’ on one hand while the ‘com ment’ is articulated 

on the second hand

(iv) Placing a sign articulated on the dominant hand on or in relation to an 

enumeration morpheme, which is expressed, by the non-dominant hand 

(we might refer to this as a ‘listing’ strategy).

(v) One hand represents the locative position o f  one argument while the 

second hand represents the relative locative position o f the second 

argument.

Brennan considers the variety o f  simultaneous constructions that have been identified 

across a range o f  signed languages and asks:

"How can we specify basic word order patterns in terms o f  linear sequencing 
i f  types o f  relationships may (even must) be expressed simultaneously rather 
than sequentially? Indeed the work reported in this volume seems to 
demonstrate that, somewhat as in phonology, both types o f  patterning occur. 
Certainly, the papers on simultaneous structures in this volume demonstrates 
all too closely that we need to examine sign languages in their own terms, 
rather than through the filter o f  spoken languages ” (Brennan 1994: 32).

In this segment, Brennan is referring to the fact that in spoken language, prosody can 

mark simultaneity with sound segments, grammatical and lexical information (e.g. in 

tone languages) or syntactic structure and speech act types (e.g. intonation languages). 

She is suggesting that the research available on sign languages suggests a variety o f 

simultaneous patterning that demand consideration from the point o f  view o f  sign 

languages rather than consideration from a pure spoken language vantage point. That
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is, we must consider the range of devices that are used to mark simultaneity in sign 

languages in terms of their uniqueness to sign languages rather than searching for 

equivalent structures in the spoken language domain.

While there has been extensive interest in the issue of word order in spoken language 

research, relatively little in-depth research has been conducted in the area of word 

order and signed languages, with the bulk o f research carried out on American Sign 

Language (ASL), British Sign Language (BSL), Danish Sign Language (DSL) and 

LIS (Italian Sign Language). However, the 1994 publication in which Brennan writes 

(above) represents the first published research on word order in Sign Language of the 

Netherlands (SLN), LSQ (Sign Language o f Quebec) and Japanese Sign Language 

(JSL). In addition, some work has been conducted on Flemish-Belgian Sign Language 

(Vermeerbergen 1996, 1998), British Sign Language and Irish Sign Language (Saeed 

et al. 2000).

In the next section we will review the work that has been conducted to date in order to 

establish a framework of word order issues that have been raised across sign 

languages.

4.5.2 Constituent Order in Individual Sign Languages

In this section we will consider data from a range o f sign languages, following the 

chronological date of research. We begin by examining some of the more general 

analyses on American Sign Language (ASL) in the mid 1970s and move forward to 

consider several analyses that utilise the same elicitation materials applied across a 

range o f European sign languages, before returning to ASL in considering the most 

recent work available that considers the syntax o f ASL (Neidle et al. 2000).

4.5.2.1 Fischer 1975-A S L

Fischer examines word order patterning in ASL and attempts to account for word 

order change. She describes ASL as having an underlying SVO pattern at clause level, 

with adaptations evident where ASL moved towards English. Fischer argues that 

while other orders are used within ASL, these arise as a result o f topicalisation. She
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also identifies whal she refers to as ‘intonation breaks’ -  pauses/ head tilts/ eye-brows 

raised, etc. -  all of which Fischer says lead to the identification of topicalised forms.

45.2.2 Friedman 1976-A S L

Friedman claims that word order in ASL is relatively free with a general tendency for 

verbs to appear last in utterances. She argues that subject is not present in the majority 

of her examples. However, Liddell (1977) and Wilbur (1987) have questioned 

Friedman’s analysis, arguing that she didn’t recognise the ways in which ASL verbs 

inflect to mark agreement.

4.5.2.3 Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980 -  ASL

Baker-Shenk and Cokely claim that ASL is a topic-comment language. However, they 

also recognise that:

“when verbs are not directionalised, i.e. do not have inflectional markings 
which clarifies the subject and object, then the signer will use either SVO 
order or some type o f  topicalisation. The signer may or may not topicalise the 
first noun by the use o f  the non-manual topic marker". (Baker-Shenk and 
Cokely 1980: 156).

They describe the topic marker as containing a number of non-manual components: 

eyebrows are raised and the head is tilted while the signer maintains fairly consistent 

eye-contact with the addressee unless directional gaze is required for establishing or 

referring to referents in signing space. They state that the last manual sign in the topic 

is held for longer than usual which results in a pause. In producing the comment 

element of a clause, head position, brow position and eye-gaze are altered depending 

on the type of comment they accompany (e.g. statement, yes-no question or 

command).

4.5.2.4 Liddell 1980-A S L

Liddell argues that in ASL, word order is basically SVO, though topicalising subject, 

object or the verb-phrase can alter this. He argues that this is true for both 

multidirectional and nonmultidirectional verbs. Furthermore, he suggests that where
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signing space is used in a significant way, SOV ordering is also possible. Overall, he 

argues that the following are the most typical orders found in ASL:

SVO underlying structure 

S,VO topicalised subject 

0,SV topicalised object 

VO,S topicalised verb-phrase

In addition to use o f constituent order as the means of expressing grammatical 

relations, Liddell notes that ASL uses two other strategies for expressing relations 

between referents. First, classifiers can be used to establish locative relations between 

two entities or between an object and an action. He suggests that where classifiers are 

used, a regular order ensues:

“To show a locative relationship between two entities, a reference point is 
established by the first entity, the thing to he located is signed next, and then 
classifiers fo r  both entities are presented simultaneously in a way that directly 
reflects the actual physical relationship o f  the signed denotata. Similarly, i f  a 
classifier is used to show the relationship between an object and an action, the 
object is signed first, the agent is signed second, and then the object and the 
action are signed simultaneously by either two classifiers or a classifier and a 
verb" (Liddell 1980: 105).

On this basis, Liddell argues for two major types of constructions in ASL; SVO 

constructions and constructions with oblique objects. The oblique category contains 

elements such as “locative objects”, “pantomimic objects” and objects of verbs that 

are inflected for aspect. Liddell states that in all such constructions, the object occurs 

first. This is followed by the subject, which in turn is followed by the predicate or 

what he refers to as the “pantomime”.

He argues that this order was not always the basic constituent order for ASL. 

Following Fischer, Liddell argues that in the 1870s, SOV was the predominant order 

of constituents. He argues that because o f language contact between English and ASL 

over the course o f the intervening century, SVO order became the basic order for ASL 

while SOV is seen as marked, used only where the relationship between subject and 

object is shown spatially. Finally, he notes that topicalisation also occurs in ASL.
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4.5.2.5 Deuchar 1983- BSL

Deuchar raises the question of whether BSL is an SVO language. She argues that a 

more functional topic-comment analysis might more fully account for the data than 

one that limits itself to sign order per se. Deuchar found that a large set of utterances 

within her data could not be accounted for by using an account based on verb/object 

ordering while the same set of data was susceptible to a topic-comment analysis. 

Deuchar drew on Li and Thompon’s (1976) work on the definition of topics and 

shows evidence that topic is more of a discourse notion than a sentential notion. 

Deuchar also shows that topics are definite.

Deuchar did not find the slight backward head tilt being used as a marker of 

topicalisation in BSL which had been discussed by Liddell (1980) for ASL. However, 

she found that non-manual features (NMFs) marked for the separation of topic and 

comment in her data: topics were marked by raised eyebrows while the comments 

were marked with a headnod (which differs slightly from the definition o f topic 

marking given by Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980).

Deuchar’s work has led to a tendency to view BSL as a ‘topic-comment language’ 

(Kyle and Woll 1985; Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). However, Brennan (1994) 

argues that the notion o f topic is very difficult to define and no set o f definitional 

criteria is available. Deuchar herself warns against classifying a language irrevocably 

as one ‘type’, even though she finds frameworks such as that o f topic-prominence 

useful as analytical tools.

4.5.2.6 Fischer 1990- ASL

Fischer claims that what appear to be inconsistencies o f word order in ASL are really 

evidence for the application of a general topicalisation rule. She states categorically 

that: "ASL used to have totally consistent SOV word order” (1990: 70). Brennan 

(1994) argues that Fisher’s evidence is limited in terms o f supporting this claim. 

However, it should be noted that Liddell (1980), above, supports Fischer’s analysis.

Fischer recognises that both head first and head-final structures appear in ASL and 

notes a clear relationship between definiteness and topicalisation. She also notes
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inconsistency in tenris of head-ordering within all types o f phrases and attempts to 

account for this in terms of topicalisation; heads usually precede their complements 

except where complements are definite -  in such cases, a complement can precede the 

head. This leads Fischer to claim that ASL is like Japanese in structure insofar as ASL 

allows for multiple topics to occur.

4.5.2.7 Boyes-Braem et al. 1990 - German-Swiss Sign Language; Volterra et al. 

1984 - Italian Sign Language (LIS)

These studies attempt to employ the same framework in their analysis of comparative 

word order patterning across sign languages. Both studies use the same set of sentence 

elicitation tasks/ story elicitation tasks, which elicited the same range of orders and 

strategies in both languages. Particularly, they looked at three kinds of declarative 

utterances: non-reversible sentences (i.e. where only one referent can be the possible 

Actor/Agent in the utterance), reversible sentences (i.e. where both referents could act 

as the semantic Agent) and locative sentences (these presented the positions of two 

referents relative to one another).

Generally, they found that Italian subjects tended to mention the agent first in their 

sentences while Swiss informants:

"tended to prefer to set up what we have called a visual context with the 
utilisation o f many typical sign language techniques such as spatial 
referencing, use o f  handshape proforms, role, e tc” (Boyes-Braem et al 1990: 
119) .

We will consider the details of these analyses in conjunction with the work o f Coerts 

(1994) below, as she used the same methodology and materials as a basis for her 

research on Sign Language of the Netherlands.

4.5.2.8 Coerts 1994- Sign Language of the Netherlands (SLN)

Coerts based her research of constituent structure in SLN on the Volterra et al. (1984) 

and the Boyes-Braem et al. (1990) studies discussed above. Using the same 

methodology and materials, Coerts focused on the three types of declarative 

utterances outlined above.
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Coerts’ research aimed at answering a number o f questions relating to constituent 

order in SLN:

•  Whether or not SLN had a preferred constituent order

• What other mechanisms were used by SLN to express argument relations in a 

sentence and to what extent they influenced constituent order

• Whether syntactic variation exists between signers from Amsterdam and 

Voorburg, two distinct regions in the Netherlands.

On the basis o f findings by Volterra et al. (ibid.) and Boyes-Braem et al. (ibid.), 

Coerts expected that semantic roles would play an important role with respect to 

constituent order. On this basis, she labeled argument positions for semantic function 

as follows: - Agent, Positioner (the entity controlling a position), Zero (the entity 

primarily involved in a State), Patient, Recipient (the entity into whose possession 

something is transferred). Location, Direction, etc.

Following D ik’s Functional Grammar approach (Dik 1978, 1989), Coerts divided 

texts into clauses and extra-clausal constituents, where a clause was defined as any 

main or subordinate clause as generally described in traditional grammar. Coerts also 

drew upon the work o f Hannay and Vester (1987) who consider extra-clausal 

constituents as orientations for clauses. They divide these orientations into ‘Them es’ 

which introduces one o f the arguments, ‘Settings’ which provide information about 

location, time and circumstances o f  an event and ‘Conditionals’ which set the 

conditions for the clause.

Boyes-Braem et al. and Volterra et al. identified what they referred to as ‘split 

sentences’, which Boyes-Braem describes as sentences that are broken into two parts:

..the first sentence in these utterances seem to fiinction as ‘setting up a 
visual context ’for the action expressed in the second sentence ” (Boyes-Braem 
et al 1984: 116).

Coerts identified similar structures in her SLN data that she analyzed as two separate 

clauses where the first clause was regarded as functioning as a ‘Setting’ for the second 

clause. Such first clauses were described as ‘Location Zero’ while the second clauses 

were described as ‘Agent Verb’. While Coerts analyses ‘Settings’ as clauses, she
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regards ‘Themes’ as constituents. It is interesting to note that Coerts reports frequent 

deletion of arguments in her data, particularly where they had previously been 

introduced in a Setting/ Theme.

Coerts found that most of the clauses she examined contained two place predicates 

where the first place predicate was typically filled by the semantic Agent argument (in 

Action predicates), Positioner (in Position predicates). Process or Force (in Process 

predicates) or Zero (State predicates). The second argument tended to be filled by 

semantic Patient role (in Action, Position and State predicates) or Direction/ Source 

(in Action, Position and Process predicates).

First arguments were considered more central than second predicates given that;

"First arguments are the only semantic arguments in one place predicates. 
That is, semantically defined, there can be no Action without an Agent, no 
Position without a Positioner, etc. but there can be an Action without a 
Patient and also a Position without a Location et cetera ” (Coerts 1994: 53).

Coerts also found that where the first arguments in informants’ utterances were 

introduced in Settings/ Themes, these arguments were very often left unexpressed in 

subsequent clauses which leads her to conclude that:

"Therefore, not all clauses that contain a tv^o-place predicate contain two 
lexically expressed arguments" (Coerts 1994: 53).

Instead she argues that the lexical expression of an argument can be realized by a 

lexical sign or by a classifier that refers to the argument.

In general, she found that, typically, the first constituent in declarative utterances was 

the first argument (91%). This differed for Locative sentences where a Zero-argument 

was the first argument while the second argument was the Location argument. Coerts 

found that the predicate, whether verbal or non-verbal was often the final element in 

the clause (74%). The exceptions to this rule occurred in data collected from 

Amsterdam based informants where the preferred order was ‘A1 V A2’.
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Coerts found that whille the se;cond argument could occur in any position within the 

clause, some restrictions arose regarding appearance in certain positions. For example, 

if we look at her findings for locatives, she found that:

(i) The second argument can occupy the first position but only in certain 

circumstances.

(ii) The second argument can also take second position in non-reversible and 

reversible sentences

(iii) The second argument can occur in final position concurrent with the verb 

or following it. Concurrent verb/ second argument production occurs 

frequently in clauses expressing Actions with a Location/ Source as a 

second argument as seen in the following example:

Example 4.3:

(Coerts 1994: 56)

Significantly, Coerts found that sentence type was relevant to discussion of 

constituent order in SLN. She found that both reversible and non-reversible sentences 

exhibited a preferred pattern of ‘A1 A2 V ’ while this pattern did not occur at all in 

Locative sentences. In Locative sentences, two other patterns emerged depending on 

the function of the first argument:

• Where the first argument was involved in some kind o f action (e.g. ‘The car goes 

under the bridge’), the dominant order was A1 V/A2.

• Where the first argument is involved in some kind of a state (e.g. ‘The ball is in 

the cupboard’), the preferred order was A2 A1 NVP: 2.. .first the second argument 

is signed (the Location), then the first argument (the Zero-argument), and then the 

non-verbal predicate, for example, a classifier at a particular location in the 

syntactic signing space’ (Coerts 1994: 57).

R: (2h) CAR 
L:

3a DRIVE-CL ‘car’ 3b 
BRIDGE ctr.up_____

R: Agent 
L:

A1

Agent-Verb
Loc
V/A2
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To summarise, Coerts did not identify one clearly preferred order for all types of 

declaratives in SLN but found that number and type of semantic arguments clearly 

influence order across the range o f declarative sentences she examined;

Non-Locative expressions with 2 arguments

*A1 A2 V (* = preferred order)

A1 V

NVP A2 (Amsterdam)

Locatives with 2 arguments

A1 V/A2 Where A1 = Agent

A2 A1 NVP Where A1 = Zero-argument

Main Clause with 1 or no argument (where the ‘missing clauses ’ were previously 

established in Theme/Setting orientation)

• If only the second argument (A2) is deleted in the main clause, then the 

dominant order is; A1 V/ NVP

• If only the first argument (A l) is deleted in the main clause, the second 

argument (A2) precedes the verb or co-occurs with the verb

• If A2 and the verb co-occur, a classifier normally represents A2 with the

relevant reference having previously been established as a Setting/ Theme.

As such, a very broad generalisation can be made regarding SLN preferred constituent 

order in declarative sentences; Al V/ NVP.

Coerts also examined the influence that other linguistic mechanisms had on word 

order in SLN. She found that;

'From the analyses o f  the three sentence types, it emerges that the relation 
between the arguments in a clause can also be expressed by means o f a verb 
inflection, classifier incorporation and lexical marking o f  the second argument 
and that the preferred constituent order can be influenced by semantic factors, 
especially the features Animate/ Inanimate and Mobile/ Immobile’ (Coerts 
1994: 61).
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Finally, it is importanit to note that Coerts advises caution in interpreting her findings 

as she lists a number o f  problem areas regarding her data: results are based on isolated 

sentences. Coerts advocates comparison with spontaneous data and/or language in 

context.

4.S.2.9 Vermeerbergen 1998 -  Flemish-Beigian Sign Language

Vermeerbergen's preliminary analysis followed the pattern of Volterra et al. (1984), 

Boyes-Braem et al. (1990) and Coerts (1994), as described above, using the same set 

of pictures for elicitation of data. Using fourteen subjects aged between twenty and 

eighty-four years, Vermeerbergen found that Flemish-Beigian Sign Language"* 

exhibits systematic ordering of constituents in declarative utterances that contain two 

(reversible or non-reversible) arguments.

Vermeerbergen clearly states that where she refers to the notion of subject, she 

interprets it as a “psychological subject” which is “the particular about whom/ which 

knowledge is added will be called a subject”. Similarly, her references to object are 

based on a definition of object as "the constituent naming the referent affected by 

what is expressed by the verb (the action, condition)... ” (1998:4). We should note that 

this is a “mixed” pair of definitions; object is defined in terms of semantic role 

(Patient/Theme) while subject is given a pragmatic definition (something like topic).

Vermeerbergen found that the most frequent occurring order in Flemish-Beigian Sign 

Language is SVO, although older informants tended to avoid this patterning. In non

locative utterances, SOV is a frequently occurring order where sentence final position 

is occupied by a polymorphemic verb or a verb that is accompanied by shifted 

attribution of expressive elements.

Following these results, Vermeerbergen conducted an analysis o f spontaneous data, 

with the aim o f examining whether SVO and SOV occurred as systematically outside 

o f the elicited data corpus. Using a corpus that comprised of four hours of dialogues

* In 2001 , FEV LAD O , the A ssociation o f  D ea f People in Flanders, voted to change the name o f  

Flem ish-B eigian  Sign Language to Flem ish Sign Language.
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and two hours of moniologues produced by ten informants, she found that only a small 

number o f clauses contained verbs accompanied by explicit referents, particularly in 

clauses where two interacting animate referents were expressed. She notes that:

“Flemish signers seem to avoid combining one single verb and more than one 
o f the interacting arguments. To this end, they may use mechanisms that 
clarijy the relationship between the verb and the arguments while at the same 
time allowing fo r  one o f the arguments not to be overtly expressed (e.g. verb 
agreement, the use o f  both hands simultaneously, shifted attribution o f  
expressive elements, etc.) ” (1998:2).

This leads Vermeerbergen to tentatively suggest that the basic order o f constituents in 

Flemish-Belgian Sign Language can be characterised as a combination of two clauses, 

each o f which represents a subject/predicate structure. She states that while the 

predicate may consist o f a verb and an object, the order in which these constituents 

appear seems to be free. She proposes that sentences can be analysed in two parts 

where the first part establishes a framework for the second part o f the sentence.

Using Chafe's definition of topic,

“....the topic sets a spatial, temporal or individual framework within which 
the main predication holds” (Chafe 1976:50),

Vermeerbergen argues that this allows for a topic-comment interpretation of such 

two-part sentences.

4.5.2.10 Saeed et al. 2000 British Sign Language (BSL) and Irish Sign 

Language (ISL)

This very small-scale study looked at a set of elicited data following the same 

elicitation procedures as set down by Volterra et al. (ibid.). Saeed et al. report finding 

the same kind o f structures as reported for other sign languages that used the same 

elicitation materials and methodology, including ‘split sentences’, which they 

accounted for using Coert’s (1994) use o f a Functional Grammar framework. Despite 

the overt similarities across languages, Saeed et al. reported different patterns 

emerging for ISL and BSL in terms of use of particular features.
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For example, differenit patterns emerged with respect to how signers of BSL and ISL 

used simultaneous coinstructions, with their use being more prevalent among the BSL 

informants. They also report that despite being described as a topic-comment 

language, the informants in this sample did not make significantly greater use of 

Themes or Settings to introduce arguments than ISL signers did. However, BSL 

signers are reported as preferring to establish contextual information in greater detail 

than their ISL counterparts.

Saeed et al. report that BSL and ISL seem to share a more similar underlying semantic 

pattern than suggested at syntactic level alone: they report a high degree of 

consistency in the relationship between animacy and focus in both languages. This 

was evidenced by the fact that the more animate entities tended to be signed by the 

dominant hand in simultaneous constructions, and Ground elements were introduced 

before Figure elements in locative constructions. Finally, Saeed et al. note that 

constituent order, particularly in relation to the use o f devices like simultaneity, seems 

more fixed in the BSL data examined than in the ISL data.

4. 5.2.11 Neidle et al. 2000 -  American Sign Language (ASL)

Neidle et al. explore a wide range of ASL clauses and noun phrases in American Sign 

Language as used by native signers. They conclude that ASL does have a basic 

hierarchical word order which is SVO. They base their claims on the basis of analysis 

of both naturalistic and elicited data. They state that derivations from this basic order 

can be explained in terms of positions that precede or follow TP (Tense Phrase). 

Working from a Minimalist Programme perspective (Chomsky 1995), their work 

included consideration of topic marking, tags and right dislocations. Their analysis of 

the associated prosody and non manual constructions found in such constructions 

leads them to state that previous claims that ASL utilised free word order are 

unfounded. They argue that their findings o f non-manual syntactic markings spread 

over c-command domains lends additional support for their thesis o f the existence of 

hierarchical grouped constituents and supports their premise that the underlying word 

order o f ASL is SVO.
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While this thesis focuses on a functional description o f ISL rather than a Chomskian 

driven approach to the underlying theory o f language, Neidle et al. make some very 

interesting descriptive claims for ASL. Particularly interesting is the means through 

which they identify their data for analysis. They argue that topics, tags and 

pronominal right dislocations are not fundamental to the clause in ASL. They treat 

these constituents as external to the clausal phrase, and argue that delimitation o f the 

clause as the central focus for research leads to an SVO analysis for word order in 

ASL.

They also report interesting co-occurrence o f  non manual features with clausal 

phrases, which mark for definiteness, indefmiteness, and play a role in the marking o f 

agreement in both agreeing and non-agreeing verbs (what we have referred to as 

agreement verbs and plain verbs).Their findings include the following:

• That head tilt and eye-gaze reference the same spatial locations that are used to 

express manual agreement marking;

• That non-manual markings of agreement express the same duality o f forms as 

manual agreement marking;

•  That head tilt and eye gaze can license null arguments;

• That the same non-manual markings express agreement within DP (Determiner 

Phrases).

(Neidle et al. 2000:64-65).

It is interesting to note that Neidle et al. employed an electronic tagging system, 

SignStream, in their analysis o f  data. This allowed them to pinpoint the co-occurrence 

o f  non manual features with manual features in a very precise way.

4,5.2.12 Summary of Data

We can summarise the range o f  data used within these analyses in a variety o f  ways, 

considering both the findings o f  individual studies and the variety o f  data types that 

led to these findings.
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Initially, it might b'C useful to note that a range o f different types o f  data was utilised 

and this may have implications for the findings. For example, Coerts (1994; 66-67) 

urges caution in the interpretation o f  her results on SLN because the data she analysed 

was based on a set o f  sentences elicited in isolation. She notes that while the use of 

drawings is common practice in sign language research as they minimise the influence 

o f spoken language, the elicitation drawings used in her study (like that o f Volterra et 

al. 1984, Boyes-Braem et al. 1990; Vermeerbergen 1998 and Sutton-Spence et al. 

2000) involved sets o f  two pictures which were minimally different, clearly 

contrastive with respect to one constituent. On this basis she notes that potentially, 

these contrasts may have influenced the resulting linguistic encoding o f sentences, 

involving constructions that mark contrasts.

In the same way, Liddell’s work on ASL was dependent on the translation o f  English 

sentences which potentially allows for an increase in production o f English-based or 

English-like constructions. In contrast, Neidle et al.’s work focused only on native 

signers o f ASL, and this is an important issue, as only 5-10 per cent o f  sign language 

users are “native” insofar as these are bom  into D eaf families where a sign language is 

the primary language o f  the home. For the remaining 90-95 per cent, we might expect 

that the findings o f Neidle et al., while relevant, will not be reflected in as consistent a 

pattern as they are for native signers.

This is a point o f relevance to this study o f  ISL, where a small proportion o f 

informants are native signers, but where electronic tagging techniques were not 

available to aid analysis.

Similarly, we can note that because the range o f data types varies, with varying 

degrees o f other influences on the expected target language output (be that the 

influence o f a spoken language or the intrusion o f contrastive constructions due to an 

inform ant’s wish to be maximally comprehensive in their output), it makes it difficult 

to compare the results o f  these studies in an unambiguous way. We must take into 

consideration the constraints that applied in the data collation o f these studies and the 

impact that has on the reliability o f the findings o f  these studies. Ultimately, we might 

argue that the most “valid” results are those that compare and contrast constituent 

order across a range o f  data type, as evident in the studies o f Vermeerbergen and 

Neidle et al.
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The following table summarises the range o f  data types that were drawn on in the data 

discussed above:

Liddell 1980 translation of English sentences

Fischer 1975 interpretation of sign sequences

Volterra et al. 1984 elicitation using drawings

Boyes-Braem et al. 1990 elicitation using drawings

Coerts 1994 elicitation using drawings

Boyes-Braem 1990 elicitation of stories

Deuchar 1983 filming natural discourse in informal settings

Friedman 1977 filming natural discourse in informal settings

Vermeerbergen 1998 elicitation using drawings and spontaneous language data

Sutton-Spence et al. 2000 elicitation using drawings

Neidle et al. 2000 naturalistic and elicited data (native signers only)

Figure 4.2
Data types in Research on Constituent Order in Individual Sign Languages

Given the range o f approaches that have been adopted in considering word order in 

signed languages, it is practically impossible to compare and contrast findings across 

all studies: We have seen that some studies only focus on the semantic analysis o f  a 

narrow range o f  structures, while others are more broad based and do offer general 

syntactic patterns for a given language. This has been most notable for research on 

ASL, where the consensus seems to be that ASL is an SVO language.

4.6. Constituent Order in Irish Sign Language

In this section we will examine two sets o f data for ISL. First, we will consider data 

that has been elicited following the Boyes-Braem et al. approach, before comparing 

the findings there with data arising from a variety o f  sign language monologues.

4.6.1 Analysis of Elicited Data

Given the number and range o f sign languages that have been analyzed using the 

Volterra et al. (1984) elicitation materials, it was decided to apply the same range o f 

data to ISL. This would allow for two things; First, it allowed for analysis o f  locative, 

reversible and non-reversible sentences in ISL in elicited data where the materials
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used were designed to constrain the use o f  pragmatically marked utterances. It was 

considered that this could allow for analysis o f the most basic constituent order in this 

limited range o f utterances. Second, use o f data that had previously been successfully 

applied to other sign languages allowed for comparison o f simple transitive 

constructions across 6 sign languages.

In the next two subsections we will outline the procedure for data collection and 

analysis.

4.6.1.1 Informants

For the purposes o f this analysis, 4 informants worked in pairs, with one informant 

signing the content o f one o f two pictures to their partner. Their partner had to 

identify which picture informant (a) was referring to. The informants ranged in age 

from early twenties to late fifties. Two informants were male and two female. One o f 

the informants (C) is a native signer. Informants B and D both have D eaf siblings who 

also consider ISL as their preferred language. All four informants had been educated 

in the special schools for the D eaf in Dublin and use ISL as their preferred language. 

Figure 4.3 provides an overview o f informants’ background:
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A. female 15-25 years ISL as preferred language 

Deaf partner

B. female 25-35 years ISL as preferred language 

Deaf sibling/s and spouse

C. male 35-45 years Native ISL user 

Deaf parent/s/ sibling/s, 

Spouse & children

D male 45-55 years ISL as preferred language 

Deaf sibling/s & spouse

Figure 4.3

Informants for Elicited Transitive ISL Utterances

It is important to note that the aim of this elicitation procedure was to tenuously 

explore the range of transitive utterance types used by ISL signers, while allowing for 

comparison with previously analysed sign languages. Indeed this is why this specific 

picture elicitation task was chosen. As we have noted, such cross-linguistic 

comparisons are not possible where researchers utilise different elicitation and 

analysis tools. However, as we anticipated that the elicited data would not throw up 

the entire range of options available to ISL signers, we placed greater emphasis on the 

analysis of data occurring in extended signed texts. We explore these texts later in this 

chapter.

For the purposes of this picture elicitation task, a total o f eighteen utterances were 

collected for each o f the four signers. Given the fact that we had also collated 

extended narrative data, we did not carry out a re-testing sequence to assess for 

consistency across signers over time, though in hindsight, we recognise that this may 

have been o f use in confirming the stability o f the patterns reported. Primarily, we 

intended to use the elicited data as a means of identifying similarities and differences 

between ISL and other documented sign languages. As it happened, the elicited data
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did raise some intere;sting issues, which we explore below, for example, do native 

signers make greater use o f simultaneous constructions than non-native signers? The 

questions raised from the picture elicitation task allowed for focus in the analysis o f 

the non-elicited data.

The sentences can be divided into categories o f  sentence type as follows:

• Sentences 1-6 are locative sentences

• Sentences 7-12 are non-reversible sentences

• Sentences 13-18 are reversible sentences.

We will consider the data in relation to each o f these sentence types respectively. The 

full glossed transcript o f  all four informants utterances can be found in Appendix 5.

4.6.1.2 Analysis Framework

Using Coert’s (1994) approach to analysis o f the semantic roles, the following are 

among the roles identified in the data:

Agent: the entity controlling the action

Positioner: the entity controlling Position

Zero: the entity primarily involved in a State

Patient: the entity affected by the operation of some controller

Recipient: the entity into whose possession something is transferred

Location: the place where something is located

Direction: the entity towards which something moves/ is moved

Following the Theory o f Functional Grammar, Coerts divided her texts into clauses 

and extra clausal constituents. She identifies a clause as any main clause plus a 

subordinate clause. She also identifies extra clausal constituents, which she argues 

function as orientations for the clauses that follow, following Hannay and Vester 

1987. She identifies the following as among the set o f  possible orientations:

Theme; introduce of one of the arguments

Settings: give information on place/ time/ circumstances
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Conditionals: set the condition for the clause

(Coerts 1994: 5 2)

Like Coerts, it was anticipated that these extra clausal constituents might be useful in 

terms o f dealing with so called “split sentences” identified by Volterra et al. and 

Boyes-Braem et al. (ibid.), should they arise in the ISL sample.

Additionally, we decided to apply a macrorole analysis to the data considered in order 

to generate an understanding o f any underlying patterns that may arise.

4.6.1.3 Difficulties in Identifying Semantic Roles Among the Data:

As mentioned at the outset o f this chapter, sign languages utilise unique approaches to 

establishing grammatical relations between constituents, maximising their potential to 

use space to represent spatial actions, be they analogical to real use o f  space or purely 

metaphorical mappings o f approximate relationships between referents. Irish Sign 

Language is not an exception to this general rule, with elicited data exhibiting the 

characteristics that we described for other sign languages in Section 4.5 above. Such 

characteristics include use o f both simultaneous constructions and linear 

representation o f constituents (i.e. non-simultaneous constructions) to produce a 

variety o f  effects.

While we will turn to examine the ways in which these features arose in the data, it is 

important to note the difficulties that arose regarding assigning semantic roles to 

elements o f  the data.

As noted above, simultaneous constructions play an important role in establishing 

grammatical relations in sign languages. We found that they also played a role in the 

ISL elicited data with, for example, one constituent being portrayed by the signer’s 

dominant hand and a second constituent being portrayed by the non-dominant hand. 

While the relationship between constituents was clear, from an analysis perspective it 

was difficult to assign roles in a way that maintained a clear relationship to the actual 

data, illustrating the roles played by dominant and non-dominant hands respectively. 

Sometimes more than one role co-occurred for an item: in such cases, it was decided
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that a hyphenated Hst o f roles be included. In instances where complex predicate 

constructions or ‘classifier’ constructions occurred, hyphenated roles indicated the 

most Agent-like role first, followed by the Verb and then any other role that existed, 

for example, an Agent-Verb-Location sequence as identified in Sentence 5, Informant 

D as can be seen below:

Example 4.4:

ROAD BRIDGE-extend-from-s.I.-to-s.r. CAR

d CL.B.-vehicle-go-under-bridge 
nd CL.B.(be-located-at-chi.)-bridge

Theme 1 / Location Agent/ (Agent)-Verb-(Location)/ Location 
“The car goes under the bridge” .

(Informant D: picture elicitation task: sentence 5)

Here Theme 1 refers to “ROAD”, the first extra clausal constituent to be established. 

This is followed by the ISL phrase “BRIDGE-extend-from-s.l.-to-s.r.” which is 

identified here as Location, given that it establishes the location for interaction with 

the yet to be introduced Agent, CAR. The informant then signs the following with his 

dominant hand; “d CL.B.-vehicle-go-under-bridge”, which is a complex or 

“classifier” predicate acting as a referent for the previously introduced agent CAR. In 

addition, verbal information and direction o f movement is encoded in this phrase. 

These are accounted for by the following semantic roles: (Agent)-Verb-(Location). 

We consider the Agent and Location elements to be implied by the properties o f the 

verbal construction, including onset and offset o f  the verb, rather than omitted as 

suggested, for example, by Coerts (1990) in her analysis o f  Sign Language o f the 

Netherlands.

While presenting the complex predicate phrase with his dominant hand, the signer 

simultaneously produced the following phrase with his non-dominant hand: “nd 

CL.B.(be-located-at-c+hi.)-bridge”, which has been assigned the semantic role o f 

implied Location, given that it replaces the lexical item “BRIDGE” which introduced 

this constituent. One element that is not adequately accounted for in this semantic 

analysis is the relationship between the dominant and non-dominant hands. While
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there is correspondence between the inclusion o f the role Location for the dominant 

hand’s activity and the final phrase produced by the non-dominant hand, the 

interactive relationship that is defined by these two articulators is not satisfactorily 

expressed by the range o f  semantic role definitions utilised so far.

Another domain which requires additional consideration in terms o f allocation o f 

semantic roles are instances o f  constituent deletion. In such instances, several 

strategies can be used by informants to recover information regarding the deleted/ 

downgraded constituent. In some instances, the constituent is inferred due to referent 

replacement, that is, the replacement o f the lexical item that introduced the constituent 

by use o f indexing towards a locus that has been activated for reference to a given 

constituent; by use o f  instrument classifiers which demand an animate actor or by use 

o f reference shifting strategies (though this is not something that is evident in the 

elicited data we have examined).

In assigning roles to utterances exhibiting these features, hyphenated lists o f  semantic 

roles again appear. Constituent deletion/downgrading is highlighted by inclusion o f 

the downgraded/omitted semantic role in parenthesis. As noted above, we treat such 

instances as implied constituents. This can be seen in Example 4.5 below;

Example 4.5:
GIRL WOMAN STRING s.t.r.i.n.g. d CUT-W ITH-SCISSORS

nd CL.G.-string--------------
Agent Patient (Agent)-Verb-Patient-(Location)

“The woman cuts the string” .

(Informant C, Picture Elicitation Task. Sentence 11 )

In the sequence [d CUT-W ITH-SCISSORS”; “nd CL.G.-string--------------], we again

see simultaneous packaging o f information. In this instance, these sequences have 

been analysed as follows: (Agent)-Verb-Patient-(Location). As you can see, the 

dominant hand, representing a downgraded agent is acting on the non-dominant hand, 

which represents the Patient. The focus is on the act o f  cutting the string, illustrated by 

the use o f a complex predicate verb, which we have glossed as CUT-WITH- 

SCISSORS which demands interpretation o f an animate Agent as controlling the
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action. Given that this is inferred, the Agent role is indicated in parenthesis only. Such 

examples are quite common in the data.

Having identified the need for fine-tuning the allocation of semantic roles to reflect 

more adequately the nuances exhibited by the language, we will now look at the 

elicited data in some depth,

4.6.2 Analysis of Elicited Data

In the sections below we will consider each of the sentence types elicited in turn. We 

will begin by considering locative sentences in Section 6.2.1 below.

4.6.2.1 Locative Sentences

The following sentences were presented in picture form for informant’s consideration:

1. The tree is behind the house

2. The flowers are beside the vase

3. The man is far in front of the car

4. The cat is on the chair.

5. The car goes under the bridge.

6. The ball is under the table.

Some variation occurred in terms o f preferred ordering o f these sentence types. For 

example, in Sentence 1, all informants topicalised their sentences, placing HOUSE in 

first position as Theme. This constituent was then used as a reference point for the 

location of the tree at the rear of the house.

Informants used different means for expressing the locative relationship between the 

two constituents: Informants A and D both used the same basic syntactic pattern o f 

HOUSE TREE BEHIND where BEHIND is a lexical sign that did not form part of a 

simultaneous construction to mark the relative positions o f both constituents in sign 

space as was expected.
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Only one informant, Informant C, used a simultaneous construction to establish the 

locative relationship im this sentence, as can be seen in the example below:

Example 4.6:

HOUSE nd HOUSE______________________

d TREE (be-located-behind)
“The tree is behind the house” .
(Informant C; picture elicitation task: sentence 1).

Here we can see that HOUSE has been foregrounded (Talmy 1996), or topicalised 

(Lambrecht 1994), creating a referential point for further dialogue.

To maintain the referential status o f the topicalised constituent, the signer “holds” the 

sign for house with one hand, his non-dominant hand. HOUSE is normally articulated 

with two hands, as in the initial sign. Co-occum ng with this segment is the one- 

handed version o f  the normally two-handed sign TREE. The signer articulates this 

with his dominant hand, thus indicating that this has assumed higher informational 

status (i.e. this is new information) than the preceding constituent, HOUSE. We might 

argue that the constituent HOUSE has been lowered in terms o f  status and treated as 

“old information” given that its position is now held in space by the non-dominant 

hand. We should also note that the fact that the non-dominant hand remains in place 

acts as a guide to the addressee that the constituent conveyed at this locus in space 

will either be reactivated or, as in this case, play a role in establishing a locative 

relationship that includes information that is presented after the initial topicalisation 

occurs.

We can note that the signer decides to maintain part o f the topicalised utterance 

HOUSE while articulating TREE, which indicates that there is a relationship between 

the constituents. It would also be possible to imagine that the informant might have 

chosen to assign equal prominence to both constituents and signed each constituent 

individually, while still allocating them different loci in signing space to mark their 

locative relationship. In fact, this was the case for all other informants who signed this 

sentence.
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However, in establisHiing the locative relationship, Informant C moves the referent 

TREE from a locus tlhat is unmarked in signing space to a locus near to the body o f 

the signer, directly behind the locus for HOUSE.

As implied earlier, other informants use non-simultaneous constructions in expressing 

the locative relationship between constituents in this instance. While some embedding 

o f clauses occurs in Informant B ’s output, the basic underlying semantic pattern is the 

same for all informant’s output: Theme, Zero and Location. Informant D reiterates the 

Zero role at the end o f  his output, though this co-occurs with a headnod. This suggests 

that emphasis is being placed on the relative location o f  the tree vis-a-vis the house.

In terms o f other sentences in this category, we can say that where two non-animate 

entities are being located in relation to one another, the least animate entity is 

introduced first, typically as a Theme. Underlying structure seems to be: Theme 1 

Location/Theme 2 Zero Location. The identification o f  a Zero role corresponds with a 

more animate entity (e.g. TREE in Sentence 1 and FLOWERS in Sentence 2).

Sentence 3, ''The man is fa r  in fron t o f  the car", supports this finding, with an 

underlying structure common to all utterances o f Theme I Location/ Theme 2 Zero 

Location. All informants introduced CAR as Theme 1 with the second constituent, 

“man” being introduced as Theme 2. Informants varied in terms o f  their use o f  lexical 

choice in referring to the “man” element, using MAN (Informants B and D), PERSON 

(Informant A) and the complex predicate representing an animate, two-legged entity, 

glossed here as CL.-legs (Informant C). Interestingly, the two male informants 

provided preliminary contextual information in this sentence, while both the female 

informants did not. In Sentence 3, all informants except Informant A used 

simultaneous constructions to illustrate the relative locative relationship between the 

car and the man. Informant A established the locative relationship by establishing 

each constituent at a spatial locus consecutively.

This breakdown in use o f simultaneous constructions in the Locative sentences is 

striking, particularly in relation to other sentence types. While we will return to 

examine use o f  simultaneous constructions in some detail in Section 6.2.1.1, for now 

we can note that Informant C, the only native ISL user in the group, uses simultaneous
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constructions in all off the locative utterances. However, Informants D and B, both o f 

whom have Deaf siblings, use simultaneous constructions in 4/6 o f  the Locative 

constructions while Informant A, who has neither D eaf parents nor D eaf siblings, uses 

only one simultaneous construction.

Considering the sociolinguistics o f ISL for a moment, it might be argued that 

Informant A, the youngest o f the informants has had least probable exposure to ISL 

and has relatively recently completed secondary education in a school where oralism 

is still the favoured philosophy in the education o f deaf children. It is possible that the 

negative attitudes associated with ISL in the educational sphere have been 

internalised. This would typically be coupled with a lack o f access to fluent signing 

role models at age appropriate levels o f  development, which in turn influences degree 

o f  fluency in ISL. This is particularly true for D eaf girls, as the boy’s school has 

traditionally been more inclusive o f D eaf people in the education o f  D eaf children.

While Informant A is a fluent signer, her limited use o f simultaneous constructions is 

not native-like. This seems in line with findings by Poizner, Klima and Bellugi 1981, 

Emmorrey, Kosslyn and Bellugi 1993 and Mayberry 1995 who suggest that 

comprehension and production o f referents in signing space in ASL differs depending 

particularly on age o f acquisition. Mayberry notes specifically that while late learners 

can comprehend language (in this specific instance, ISL), they may require more 

concentration, effort, and perhaps time to do so (1995:368). M ayberry also found 

evidence to suggest that production was as affected by age o f acquisition as 

perception in terms o f use o f  signing space in ASL.

Returning to the remainder o f  the locative sentences in this section, production o f 

Sentence 4, “The cat is on the chair”, illustrated two general strategies from the ISL 

informants, though all included the basic pattern o f Positioner Zero Verb-Location in 

their output. Informants A and D both maintained relatively unembellished forms o f 

this pattern while Informants B and C established contextual Settings for the sentence, 

introducing the non-animate constituent CHAIR as Theme 1. They then introduce the 

animate actor, CAT (Agent-Postioner). This is in line with findings for Sentences 1-3. 

However, it is interesting to note that Informants A and D do not do this. Instead, they
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introduce the most animate entity, CAT, first, followed by the verb and the second 

constituent, CHAIR. All four utterances can be seen in Example 4.7 below:

Example 4.7:

Sentence 4: “The cat is on the chair”

A CAT SIT ON CHAIR 

Positioner- Zero Verb Location

B CHAIR BIG CHAIR CAT CL.-legs ON-TO CAT SIT 

ON CHAIR

Theme 1/ Setting/ Agent Positioner-Zero Verb 

Location-at-Theme 1

C CHAIR ARMCHAIR CHAIR WITH CAT CL.C.-legs 

JUMP-ON IT

nd CL.C.-chair

d c.+CL.-legs +JUMP-ONTO-CHAIR

Theme 1/ Setting Theme 1/ Theme 2/ Theme 2-Agent 

Positioner Verb Location at Theme 1/ Theme 1/ Agent 

Positioner Verb Location-at-Theme 1

D CAT SIT ON CHAIR d CL-4-legs (be-located-on) 

nd CL.C -chair 

Positioner Zero Verb Location/ Positioner- Location

(Picture elicitation task; sentence 4)

Sentence 6, “The ball is under the table” seems to demand the inclusion of the 

following roles: (Location) Zero-under-Location. In this instance, all four informants 

introduce the “table” constituent first, either lexically, by use o f the sign TABLE, or 

through use of the size and shape specifier glossed as “ 2h Cl.B-table”. Again, we find
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an even breakdown of choice regarding introduction of Themes (Informants B and D) 

or immediate introducition of a locative relationship (Informants A and C). Again we 

find that the more animate entity is introduced after the less animate entity.

Finally we can consider Sentence 5, “The car goes under the bridge”. In this sentence 

there are no clear cut underlying patterns evidenced in the data elicited. Instead, it 

seems that more emphasis is placed on the establishment of context and the 

introduction of Themes. However, this is the only locative sentence where all four 

informants use simultaneous constructions to provide locative relations, as can be 

seen in Example 4.8 below:

Example 4.8:

Sentence 5: “The car goes under the bridge”

A CAR nd CL.B.-bridge BRIDGE 

dUNDER

Agent /Zero-Location Verb- Zero-Location

B BRIDGE nd CL.B.-bridge (be-located-at-c+hi.) 

d CL.B.-vehicle GO-UNDER

Theme 1/ Theme 1 Setting/ Agent Verb Location-at-Theme 1

C CAR ROAD UNDER BRIDGE dh CL.B.-vehicle-go-under-bridge

nd CL.B.-bridge---------------------

Agent/ Setting/ Agent-Zero-Location 1- Verb-at- 

Location 1
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D ROAD BRIDGE-extend-from-s.l.-to-s.r. CAR

d CL.B.-vehicle-go-under-bridge

nd CL.B.(be-located-at-c.+hi.)-bridge

Theme 1 / Location Agent/ Agent-Verb-Location/ Location

(picture elicitation task: sentence 5)

In addition to the use of simultaneous constructions to establish the relationship 

between the car and the bridge, we also find that all four informants use complex 

predicate constructions to convey the verbal component o f this sentence, “goes 

under”.

Returning to the lack o f a clear semantic pattern underlying this sentence, one 

possibility is that the current semantic analysis is not fully capturing the complexity o f 

the data. Further, due to the breakdown of extra-clausal data according to Theme/ 

Setting roles, later data in the utterance is interpreted in terms of those introductory 

roles, perhaps perverting the actual nature of the data. Despite this, we can make 

general statements regarding the ways in which these informants present information 

in locative sentences, as outlined in Section 4.6.2.1.2 below. First, let us consider the 

use of simultaneous constructions in locative sentences.

4.6.2.1.1 Use of Simultaneous Constructions in Locative Sentences

In Section 4.5.1 we considered the ways in which simultaneity can be expressed in a 

sign language. We saw that Miller (1994) identified five types o f simultaneity, which 

are repeated here for ease of reference:

1. Two hands producing two different lexical items simultaneously

2. Preservation o f one sign on one hand while the second hand articulates a series of 

other signs

3. Production o f the “topic” on one hand while the “comment” is articulated on the 

second hand
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4. Placing a sign articulated on the dominant hand on or in relation to an 

enumeration morpheme which is expressed by the non-dominant hand (we might 

refer to this as a “ listing” strategy)

5. One hand represents the locative position o f  one argument while the second hand 

represents the relative position o f the second argument.

W hile we are calling these constructions “simultaneous” , we should note that in 

reality the first argument is typically established prior to the second argument. 

Typically, the first argument is maintained while the second argument acts in relation 

to the first argument or expands on an issue o f  relevance to the first argument. 

Exceptions to this norm occur where reciprocity is being marked. Reciprocal verbs are 

discussed in Chapter 6.

The use o f simultaneous constructions in the production o f  locative sentences is quite 

striking. In fact, simultaneous constructions are found in over fifty per cent o f the 

Locative sentences, with consistent use o f  the same kind o f  simultaneous 

constructions across this sample.

O f the twenty-four Locative sentences produced by the four informants, thirteen 

sentences include simultaneous constructions, with one sentence (Sentence 3) 

demonstrating two instances o f simultaneous expressions, though the function o f the 

simultaneous expressions differed. This sentence was produced by Informant C. Each 

Locative sentence elicited at least one response that included this form o f 

simultaneous construction.

Typically, informants established locative relations by means o f Type 5 simultaneous 

constructions where one hand represents the locative position o f one argument while 

the second hand represents the relative position o f the second argument in signing 

space. Again, it is important to note that these referents are not established wholly 

simultaneously: usually the second argument is articulated after the establishment o f 

the first argument. The dominant hand typically articulates the most focal or animate 

constituent (e.g. “man” vis-a-vis “car”; “cat” vis-a-vis “chair” ; “car” vis-a-vis 

“bridge”, etc.) with the non-dominant hand articulating the relative locative 

relationship o f the less animate constituent. Only one instance o f simultaneous signing
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occurs in the Locative sentences which is not / does not include a Type 5 construction. 

This is produced by Informant D in Sentence 3. He uses a Type 1 construction here, 

which sees the two hands producing two different lexical items simultaneously.

This contrasts with the other sentence types where simultaneous constructions were 

only used to express a locative relationship between constituents (8 instances) or to 

preserve a sign while the non dominant hand articulated a series of other signs (1 

instance).

4.6.2.I Non-reversible Sentences

Non-reversible sentences can be described as sentences where the order of 

constituents cannot be reversed without a resultant marked construction arising. 

Pictures 7-12 functioned as elicitation data for the following non-reversible sentences:

1. The boy closes the door.

8. The girl eats cake.

9. The man builds a wall.

10. The girl watches T.V.

11. The woman cuts the string.

12. The man washes the dog.

In the ISL data, the most typical “scaffold” structure seems to consist o f Agent Verb 

Patient (AVP) ordering, though several instances o f Agent Patient Verb (APV) also 

arise. Typical examples include the following, which are ISL versions of Sentence 10 

“The girl watches TV”;

Example 4.9:

Sentence 10 “The girl watches TV”

A GIRL WATCH TV 

Agent Verb Patient

B GIRL WATCH TV SIT WATCH TV

Agent Verb 1 Patient/ (Agent)-Verb 2/ (Agent)-Verb 1 Patient
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c GIRL SIT WATCH TV SIT 

Agent Verb 1 Verb 2 Patient/ Verb 1

D GIRL SIT WATCH-ING TV 

Agent Verb 1 Verb 2 Patient

(Picture elicitation task. Sentence 10)

In this selection o f sentences, we see that the common constituent order is AVP, with 

informants filling out this basic order with reduplication o f certain constituents co

occurring with a second verb. This is evident in the utterances produced by 

Informants B, C and D, where two verbs are used: WATCH and SIT, both focusing 

on different properties o f the elicitation picture. Informant B ’s utterance is interesting 

insofar as it also demonstrates use o f subject deletion, where the Agent, GIRL holds 

as subject throughout the second clause SIT WATCH TV. Without recourse to the 

subject, GIRL, this clause would be interpreted as having a default reading of “I (the 

signer) sit watching TV”. Another interesting set of data arose from Sentence 11, 

illustrated in Example 4.10 below:

Example 4.10:

Sentence 11: “The woman cuts the string”.

A GIRL STRING CUT 

Agent Patient Verb

B GIRL STRING CUT 

Agent Patient Verb

C GIRL WOMAN STRING s.t.r.i.n.g. d CUT-WITH-SCISSORS

nd CL.G.-string--------------

Agent Patient 

Location

(Agent)-Verb-Patient-

D LONG-HAIR CUT STRING 

Agent Verb Patient

(Picture elicitation task, Sentence 11)

We can see that a general underlying pattern o f Agent Patient Verb (APV) arises here, 

particularly if we choose to interpret Informant C’s utterance in a reduced form as
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following this pattern. If we consider the simultaneous construction in this example 

and analyze the information conveyed by the dominant hand, “d CUT-WITH- 

SCISSORS”, a polymorphemic verb, as a Verb role, we find that that the sentence 

structure can be reduced to an APV structure. It is interesting that only informant C 

uses such a structure in this instance, as this would have been the expected preferred 

form of utterance.

The only variation from the APV “scaffolding” structure is found in Informant D ’s 

utterance which prefers an AVP format. This format is consistent as a base-line 

structure in all of Informant D’s utterances in the Non-Reversible Sentence section.

Sentence 12, “The man washes the dog”, is another sentence which, prior to analysis, 

led to specific expectations regarding outcome. It was anticipated that signers would 

use a “split-sentence” strategy (Volterra et al., Coerts ibid.) or serial verb 

constructions as described for ISL (Leeson 1996). Particularly, McDonnell (1996a: 

221) provides the following example from ISL that illustrates the kind of example that 

was anticipated in this corpus of data;

Example 4.11:

AND COLLECT c.o.a.l. Handle-small-round-entity-CL+BE-LOCATED+c/
Body-CL+EXIST+stemum------------------------------

lo+MOVE+BE-LOCATED+c+MOVE+BE-LOCATED+c/hi Handle-small-
+ mid chest  +upper chest-------  +MOVE+

round-entity-CL+BE-LOCATED+f/hi
BE-LOCATED+f/hi

“And he gathered coals and put ‘buttons’ up along the snowman’s middle” 
(McDonnell 1996a: 220, Example (6.96))

Here we see the signer first locate the relative location of buttons on the signer’s body 

before moving to locate the buttons at the same positions at a series of forward points 

in signing space, where the snowman has been established in space. We expected the 

same degree of reduplication in relation to Sentence 12, but in this instance, it did not 

occur. It is possible that this is a result of the fact that these sentences were elicited
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and that the addressee had a hmited set of two possible scenes to choose from. 

Therefore, the informants may not have felt the need to be as maximally explicit/ 

specific in describing the scene for Sentence 12 as the informants in McDormell’s 

study, where no addressee was present and a non-fmite range of possible 

interpretations were likely.

What we do find in Sentence 12 (Example 4.12) is the following:

Example 4.12:

Sentence 12: “The man washes the dog”:
A MAN WASH at c. DOG 

Agent Verb-Location Patient

B MAN WASHat c. DOG WASHat c.

Agent Verb-Location/ Patient (Agent)-Verb-Location-(Patient)

C MAN KNEEL WITH d.o.g. MAN CLEAN WASH(at c.) CL.G. 

2h trace-extent-circle-at-c. t.u.b.

Agent Verb-Location Patient /Agent Verb 1 Verb 2-Location- 

(Patient)/ Location-Setting

D MAN WASHat c. DOG 

Agent Verb-Location Patient

(Picture elicitation task. Sentence 12)

What we find is the underlying structure of Agent Verb-Location Patient, with the 

verb WASH being articulated at c., a locus then activated for the Patient constituent, 

DOG. Only informant C expands significantly on this basic structure by adding a 

sentence-final noun phrase that describes the tub in which the dog is washed at the 

locus activated for the agreement between the Verb and the Patient.

In summary, the data from the non-reversible sentences suggests that the typical 

structure for such ISL sentences follows an AVP pattern, (or in terms of a semantic 

macro-role analysis, an Actor-Verb-Undergoer structure) with additional information 

for location being mandatory where a specified location is considered to be central to 

the interaction between constituents. Non-reversible sentences are notable for the 

absence o f simultaneous constructions, except in establishing locative relations
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between constituents in an utterance. In addition, the introduction of themes/ settings 

is not mandatory in non-reversible constructions in ISL and in the data examined, 

only one Theme was introduced (Sentence 7, Informant C).

In the next section we will consider the data for reversible sentences.

4.6.2.3 Reversible Sentences

Reversible sentences can be considered to be sentences where the major constituent 

roles could be reversed. Pictures 13-18 functioned as the stimulus for the following 

reversible sentences:

13. The car is towing the van.

14. The little boy hugs granny.

15. The boy pushes the girl.

16. Mother brushes the child’s hair.

17. The indian stabs the cowboy in the back.

18. The girl embraces the boy.

Analyses of this data suggests preferred structures o f Agent Verb Patient (AVP) or 

Agent Verb-Location Patient (A V-Loc P) as typical. This can be seen in the 

following examples below:

Example 4.13:

Sentence 15: “The boy pushes the girl”.

A BOY PUSH GIRL

Agent Verb Patient

B BOY PUSH GIRL

Agent Verb Patient
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c BlOY GIRL PLAY GIRL STAND IN-FRONT BOY PUSH 

S etting/ Patient Location/ Agent Verb

D A YOUNG BOY PUSH GIRL 

Agent Verb Patient

(Picture elicitation task, Sentence 15)

Here we can see the consistent pattern of AVP in each o f Informant A, B and D ’s 

output. In comparison. Informant C does something a little different; he begins by 

introducing the Setting, that is, creating a visual context for the central action of the 

sentence. Having created the Setting, he establishes the locative relations o f the two 

main constituents, the girl (Patient) and the boy (Agent) before introducing the verb, 

PUSH, in final position.

Interestingly, Informant C creates such Settings in each o f Sentences 15-18. In 

Sentence 14, Informant C, like Informant D, introduce the Patient o f the sentence, 

GRANDMOTHER, as Theme. This can be seen in Example 4.14 below;

Example 4.14:

Sentence 14; “The little boy hugs granny”

A YOUNG (BSL) GIRL HUG GRANDMOTHER 

Agent Verb Patient

B BOY HUG GRANDMOTHER BOY HUG 

Agent Verb Patient/ Agent Verb

C GRANDMOTHER GRANDMOTHER WITH INDEX BOY 

BOY HUG TO GRANDMOTHER

Theme-Patient/ Theme-Patient-Location/ Agent/ Agent Verb 

Theme-Patient

D GRANDMOTHER STAND HER CHILD HUG 

Theme-Patient Verb/ Agent Verb

(Picture elicitation task. Sentence 14)

Here we can see that both male informants (C and D) introduce the Patient element as 

Theme. Following the introduction of the Patient in this way. Informant C signs a
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clause with the form Agent Verb Theme-Patient, a two-place predicate, where the 

Theme, GRANDMOTHER is reiterated, and is very clearly the Patient of the action. 

In comparison, Informant D follows his introductory clause with a one-place 

predicate, HER CHILD HUG, an Agent Verb construction.

Sentence 13, “The van is towing the car”, seems to be something o f a “special case” 

for a reversible sentence insofar as the relationship between constituents entails a 

locative relationship. This results in all four informants using simultaneous 

constructions to demonstrate the locative relationship that exists between the Agent, 

CAR and the Patient, LORRY. The resulting utterances can be seen in Example 4.15 

below:

Example 4.15:
Sentence 13; “The lorry is towing the car”

A CAR 2h CL.S.ONE-BEHIND-THE-OTHER CAR PUSH 

Theme/ Zero 1-Location-Zero 2 Theme Verb
B LORRY TOW CAR d CL.B.-vehicle 

nd CL.B.-vehicle 
ONE-BEHIND-THE-OTHER-AND-MOVE-FORWARD
Agent Verb Patient/ Agent-Location/ Patient-Location/ (Agent)- 
Location-(patient)-Location-Verb-Direction

C l.o.r.r.y. AND c.a.r. d CL.B.-vehicie(be-located-at-f.)
nd CL.B.-vehicle (be-Iocated-at-c.)

ONE-BEHIND-THE-OTHER LINK-TOGETHER

d CL.B.-vehicle(be-located-at-f.)
nd INDEX-towards d CL.B.-vehicie (be-iocated-at-c.) 

d CL.B.-vehicle (be-located-at-f.)
nd CL.B.-vehicle(be-located-at-c.) MOVE-FORWARD-AND- 
TOGETHER INDEX-towards d l.o.r.r.y.

Agent Patient / Agent-Location/ Patient-Location/ (Agent)- 
Location-and-(Patient)-Location-Zero/ Agent-Location/ Patient- 
Location-Verb-Direction/ Agent
CAR d CL.B.(be-located-at-c.) MAN TOW t.r.u.c.k. TOW 

nd CL.B.(be-located-at-s.r.)

Themel Theme 1-Location/ Theme 2-Location/ Agent Verb 
Patient/ Verb
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In the examples above, we find that the segments that are in bold lettering are all 

instances o f simultaneous constructions which mark for locative relations between the 

Agent, LORRY and the Patient, CAR. Again, it is interesting to note that informant C, 

the native signer in this exercise, makes significantly more use o f simultaneous 

constructions than other informants. Only informant B uses more than one instance of 

simultaneous signing in this example. Sentence 18 also illustrates informant C’s 

willingness to use simultaneous constructions while other informants do not. It seems 

that he places more focus on the locations o f elements in a sequence than other 

informants in this exercise. Alternatively, as mentioned above in relation to Informant 

C’s use of Settings, it may be that a characteristic of native signer communication is 

the increased use of simultaneous constructions vis-a-vis non-native, but functionally 

fluent signers.

While Themes are found only in Sentences 13 (Informants A and D) and 14 

(Informants C and D), only Informant C makes use o f the possibility for establishing 

Settings. Where Themes occur. Theme introduces the Patient or Undergoer o f the 

utterance. Where Settings are used. Informant C uses them exclusively to introduce 

the constituents and to describe the environmental context of the utterance. The fact 

that only Informant C uses this form of sentence structure raises the question of 

whether use o f Settings is typical to the production o f reversible sentences by native 

signers or whether this is just another, less typical option available to ISL users in the 

formulation o f reversible sentences. It is, o f course, equally possible that use of 

Settings in reversible sentences is an idiosyncrasy of Informant C. Only a larger 

database could assist in determining this fact. For now, we can state that it seems that 

three options are available to signers in the production o f reversible sentences in ISL:

(i) use of AVP or AV-Loc P structures (i.e. an Actor-Verb-Undergoer 

structure)

(ii) introduction of Patient/Undergoer as a Theme

(iii) use of a Setting to establish context and introduce constituents
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4.6.2.4 Use of Themes/ Settings in Elicited Data

Themes are most hkely to be found in Locative Sentences rather than in other types of 

sentences examined. Generally, we saw that where Themes were established, the least 

animate entity is introduced as Theme 1 and the more animate entity is introduced as 

Theme 2. The use of Themes is not consistently used in Locative sentences, but this 

structure is used to a significant degree.

4.6.2.5 Summary of Findings for Elicited Data

Themes are most likely to be found in Locative sentences than the other types of 

sentences examined. Generally we find that where Themes are established, the least 

animate entity is introduced as Theme 1 with the more animate entity introduced as 

Theme 2.

We also saw that simultaneous constructions are preferred to non-simultaneous 

constructions in establishing locative relations. Signer use of simultaneous 

constructions may possibly depend on fluency/ age of acquisition of ISL and attitudes 

towards the language.

In Non- Reversible sentences, we found that the underlying pattern was that o f Agent 

Verb Patient (or ‘Actor-Verb-Undergoer’ in a macrorole analysis), with pictures that 

had a locative relationship sometimes leading to the structure Agent Verb-Location 

Patient (also Actor Verb Undergoer in macrorole terms). This category o f transitive 

sentence produced the least number of topicalised utterances and practically no 

simultaneous constructions. It seems that the findings for non-reversible sentences 

support the general belief among users o f ISL that ISL is an ‘SVO-like’ language.

Reversible sentences examined in this section suggest that an Agent Verb Patient (A 

V P) or an Agent Verb-Location Patient (A V-L P) is preferred. This corresponds to a 

semantic macrorole analysis as Actor-Verb-Undergoer, which is emerging as the 

preferred structure for ISL transitive utterances.

In terms of simultaneity, use o f Themes and Settings, we found that Informant C, a 

native signer, made significantly greater use o f the potential to use these forms of
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constructions in Reversible sentences than other fluent but non-native signers. We 

noted that the potential differences found in the choices made by native and non

native signers is a domain o f  enquiry that demands further analysis in future ISL 

research.

In Section 4.6.3, we will consider several sign language monologues before 

comparing results between the elicited and non-elicited data in Section 4.7.

4.6.3 Analysis of Sign Language Monologues

For the purposes o f this analysis it was decided that monologues provided more 

potential for the identification o f basic constituent order than dialogues given the 

constraints outlined in Section 4.3.2.4 above and outlined again below for ease o f 

reference. We noted that basic word order is typically associated with pragmatically 

unmarked utterances and that one means o f  identifying the least pragmatically marked 

utterances was by excluding the following;

• dependent clauses

•  paragraph-initial clauses

• clauses that introduce participants

• questions

• negative clauses

• clearly contrastive clauses (e.g. clefts, answers to questions, etc.)

(Payne 1997: 76)

Given the nature o f  many dialogues/ interactive sequences, it seemed more likely that 

the range o f  pragmatically marked clauses would be limited in monologues. At the 

same time, such monologues would be in line with Croft’s (1990) recommendations 

that “oral narratives” be considered in examining data for basic constituent order as 

they are “unmarked” by the circumstances o f  data collection.

Data is drawn from nine monologues: one is a short piece describing how a D eaf man 

became a newscaster for RTE’s News for the Deaf; two are segments from signed 

versions o f Raymond Brigg’s video story “The Bear”, signed by a D eaf man in his
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forties (Appendix 6.7) and a Deaf woman in her thirties (Appendix 6.5). Three 

segments are from a documentary on deafness that was screened by RTE, the national 

broadcasters, in 1999, called “Angry Silences” (Appendices 6.1, 6.3 and 6.9). This 

documentary was made by the Irish Deaf Society Video Project. Two segments are 

from the Moving Hands Archives and feature a female signer in her forties describing 

a car crash (Appendix 6.12) and another featuring a male signer in his twenties 

describing a youth trip to the Aran Islands (Appendix 6.11). The final excerpt is 

drawn from the RTE/ Radius TV Programme “Hands On” and features a male signer 

in his forties discussing a Deaf sailing club (Appendix 6.15). All o f these examples 

can be seen in their broader contexts in the subsections of Appendix 6 as detailed 

above. Further examples o f particular structures that can be seen in Appendix 6 will 

be referred to throughout the text.

4.6.3.1 Problematising the Identification of Sequences

The initial aim o f adopting Payne’s suggestions for identification of maximally 

neutral utterances in ISL monologues for analysis proved problematic for several 

reasons related to the complexity of sign language monologues. We outline these 

reasons in Section 4.6.3.2 below.

4.6.3.2 Identifying Basic Utterances W hile Considering Sign Language- 

Specific Features of Discourse

As mentioned above, initial attempts to utilise Payne’s approach to identify basic 

constituent order were hampered by elements of discourse style that seem to be sign 

language specific. For example, Payne advocates omitting paragraph initial clauses 

and clauses that introduce participants when analysing for basic constituent order. In 

sign language narratives, however, we know that signers typically introduce 

participants and allocate them loci in signing space which then become active for 

pronominal and anaphoric reference throughout the discourse stream (unless the 

location of the referents is explicitly changed, whereupon the new locus becomes 

active).
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A clear example is seen in the excerpt from “The Bear” , below (Example 4.16). If we 

adopted Payne’s approach and omitted the opening clauses in this excerpt, we would 

find that the subsequent elements o f  discourse become less meaningful, as no context, 

and more importantly, no referential association with the subsequent locus markers 

have been established to allow for anaphoric reference or locational reference:

Example 4.16:

LITTLE GIRL ASLEEP/ AND W HITE BEAR/ IN GIRL HOUSE

d: CL.V (to lie)
nd: CL.V (to lie) “SIDE-BY-SIDE” r/s CURL-UP-W ITH LYING-SIDE-BY-SIDE

(girl on right side) CURLED-UP-TOGETHER r/s GIRL/ TW O-OF-THEM WARM

“A little girl was asleep, along with a white bear. (They slept) in the girl’s house lying 
side by side, curled up together. The two were snuggled up, nice and w arm ... 
(Informant G, narrative).

In Example 4.16 above, the clauses that introduce the participants are outlined in bold. 

If  we omitted them from our analysis, the consequence would be that we would have 

no means o f  identifying who was lying next to whom, or where the situation occurs; 

we would only know that two animate entities were lying parallel to one another. As 

the clause that identifies the two participants lying beside one another is articulated 

using a simultaneous construction, we can argue that this is a complex utterance, 

which might also thus be omitted from the analysis o f this piece using Payne’s 

criteria. However, we argue (as in earlier chapters) that simultaneous constructions are 

normative in ISL, and as such should be considered in an analysis o f constituent order 

in ISL. Such introductory sequences do not only occur in story-telling pieces, though 

they seem to occur more frequently in such narratives.

Example 4.17 below demonstrates again that this phenomenon occurs frequently. 

This excerpt is taken from “RTE News” (Informant F) and illustrates how a signer 

might typically “locate” an utterance in a time frame, introduce participants and 

assign loci to them. Having established a locus, the signer is then fi'ee to introduce 

reference shifting strategies to maximise the potential for taking on the role o f
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characters, identifyinig characters with particular signing styles or “body-shifting 

strategies” (Morgan 1 996), or to allow for “constructed dialogue” (Tannen 1986, Roy 

1989). In this excerpt then, we join the signer after he has stated that he is talking 

about the period circa autumn 1992:

Example 4.17:

.. .ADVERTISEMENT BE-DISSEMINATED ON h.i.n.t.s. BE-DISSEMINATED MY

________________ hs
FRIEND ME SEE+f. MYSELF FRIEND r/s SEE+F. TELL-ME

__________________ eyegaze to r
r/s YOU SHOULD “BE-BROUGHT-IN” r/s ME/ SELF NEVER DREAM SIGN ON

 hs
t.v. / ME r/s N0++/ SAME TIME ME KNOW MYSELF NOTHING PRESENT FACE

eyegaze+f.
 ^

NOTHING R/s ME/ BRING-EM UGLY d.u.c.k.l.i.n.g. SO a.s.
“..There was an advert that had been posted on H.LN.T.S. (Hearing Impaired News 
Teletext Service). My friend -  I didn’t see the advert m yself -  my friend saw the ad 
and told me that I should do the job. I really questioned this as I had never dreamed 
that I would sign on TV. So, I said, “No”. At the same time, I know that I didn’t have 
a “presenters” face. I thought, “well, they w on’t want to bring in an ugly duckling, so 
to speak” .
(Informant F, Moving Hands Footage)

Here we see the introduction o f MY FRIEND, which is followed by a parenthetical 

comment that notes that the signer had not seen the job advert h im self This comment 

is followed by a repetition o f the noun FRIEND, which introduces a reference shift. 

The reference shift introduces a constructed dialogue between the signer and his 

friend who urges the signer to apply for the job  in question. This is followed by a 

reference shift back to c. locus where we receive a negative response from the signer 

(i.e. he says N 0++ , accompanied by a negative headshake). This explicit dialogue is 

followed by an internal dialogue whereby the signer, as narrator, tells how he felt it 

w ouldn’t be possible for him to get a TV presenter’s job as he considers him self to be 

a bit o f  an “ugly duckling” . We know this to be the case given that he uses the 

reflexive SELF to introduce these thoughts.
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Further, this excerpt draws on the principle that in sign language stories, there seems 

to be an underlying structure o f  “tell and do”; typically the signer will report on an 

event, introducing participants and locations and then utilise reference shifting 

strategies to flesh-out the event, adding more detail regarding the interaction o f 

participants or detail regarding the manner or motion o f  participants or entities in the 

reported event.

Example 4.17 above also includes a clear example o f  such structures. We see the 

signer introduces his friend in the phrase “MY FRIEND, and then he adds a 

parenthetic contrastive sentence ME SEE+f. MYSELF (neg.) which translates as “I 

didn’t see it m yself’, followed by a repetition o f the NP FRIEND. This repetition 

introduces a reference shift where the signer moves his torso slightly backwards and 

towards the left in signing space, and enacts his friend seeing the advert on the TV 

(located at f ). This is followed with a rapid reference shift back to narrator locus with 

the directional verb “TELL-ME”, then a return to the friend’s locus with the phrase 

YOU SHOULD “BE-BROUGHT-IN”. Then we see another reference shift back to 

narrator locus w^here the signer tells how he had never thought that he would sign on 

TV. This is followed by yet another reference shift into the constructed dialogue with 

his friend, where the signer tells his friend that he doesn’t think the presenter’s job is 

for him. Then we see a final subtle shift back into narrator locus where the signer 

outlines his internal reasoning with respect to the advertised post.

On the basis o f evidence like this, we can say that in ISL, signers typically introduce 

participants and their loci at the outset o f a narrative or monologue. They establish a 

context that introduces the participants and their real or hypothetical locations in 

signing space.^ These loci allocations are essential for the smooth telling o f a story, as 

they allow for reference shifting to occur within the frame established by a signer. It is 

these “concept establishment” frames that are essential for reference tracking at later

 ̂This is a structural norm in ISL. Other examples o f  this structure can be seen in Appendix 6.3, line 18 

where the signer introduces MOTHER'^FATHER, then reference shifts to the locus he has established 

for them. In line 19, he introduces the referent NUN, then reference shifts into the locus assigned to 

her. In Appendix 6.10, lines 4 and 6, the signer establishes the referent MY FATHER and FATHER 

respectively before reference shifting to the associated locus.
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junctures in the disco'urse, and as such it does not make sense to attempt to eliminate 

them from a consideration of underlying constituent order.

Thus, it seems that we need to rethink our approach to identifying constituent order 

and consider first the discourse features that have been identified in monologues in 

other sign languages, before considering how we might then reconstruct our analysis 

for basic order.

4.6.4 Narrative Structure

Morgan (1996, 1998, 2000) outlines a hierarchy o f ten ways in which a narrator can 

identify characters in a story in British Sign Language (BSL). These are;

1. Use of a full noun phrase. This strategy is used to identify characters in 

narratives. Characters can be introduced by use o f a name sign e.g.DAVID- 

LITTLE or can be fmgerspelled, e.g. s.n.o.w.w.h.i.t.e.

Morgan notes that signers can use definite and indefinite noun phrases, that is, signers 

can refer to a specific girl as opposed to a non-specific girl. He notes that facial 

expression determines whether a specific or non-specific referent is referred to.

Neidle et al. (2000: 69-71) report that eye-gaze is a criterial factor in identifying use 

of definite versus indefinite determiners in ASL. Indefiniteness is characterised by 

eyegaze wandering over an area in signing space: they may wander slightly within the 

area or may take on an unfocused stare. Conversely, in definite determiners, eyegaze 

is towards the precise location associated with the referent.

2. Index points: Having introduced a character, Morgan reports that BSL signers 

typically use index points to refer to the locus associated with a referent.

However, Morgan notes that contrary to common belief, signers do not just introduce 

referents once and then refer back using indexes. Instead, Morgan reports that skilled 

BSL signers will use character’s names again, accompanied by the pronoun (index). 

As we shall see, this is a feature also found in the ISL data.
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3. Verb inflections; Morgan notes that in BSL, some verbs are inflected in signing 

space, and through their use o f space, they provide information about the subject 

and object o f a verb.

Notably, verb inflection systematically interfaces with use of reference shifting 

strategies and locus markers so that if  a signer reference shifts, then inflected verbs 

will be articulated towards locus markers associated with other characters and will not 

be articulated in canonical form, as if  the signer were the actor of the utterance.

In Chapter 2 we saw that there are a variety o f verbs that inflect in signing space in 

ISL, and noted that when these “agreement verbs” inflect, they provide information 

about the subject and object of the verb, or where pro-dropping occurs, information 

about the object is provided. Given this interaction o f forms, we treat such structures 

as including implied Actors and Undergoers that are typically co-referential with the 

onset and offset o f agreement verbs in Irish Sign Language.

4. Classifier Pronouns (“Proforms”): In BSL, signers use what Morgan calls 

“classifier pronouns” to establish the identity of a character while simultaneously 

providing topographic information, that is, spatial information that mirrors the 

relative locations of real world referents.

In Chapter 2, we noted that complex predicates or “classifiers” have a wide range of 

functions. They also provide information about manner o f motion and path/ trajectory 

undertaken by referents (Slobin and Hoiting 1994, Leeson 1997). On this basis, it 

seems possible to consider serial verb constructions within this general frame of 

reference.

Morgan refers to the above four forms as manual forms of character identification, as 

these identificatory procedures are articulated largely on the hands, though they do 

need to co-occur with non-manual referential features.

He also identifies a range of other features:
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5. “Body Shifts” : these occur where a narrator uses space to shift from the locus of 

the narrator to that o f another character. Morgan notes that if  this strategy is used 

without a full preceding manual identification, then the spatial component (i.e. 

appropriate use of locus marking) is essential. Body shifts are a form o f reduced 

referential expression, and according to Morgan, contrasting between referents is 

the major function o f “Body Shifts”.

6. Shoulder Shifts: Shoulders are used to indicate a referent’s identity in the same 

way as identified in “Body-Shifts” above.

“Body Shifts” and “Shoulder Shifts” compare with the reference shifting strategies 

outlined in Chapter 2 for ISL. It seems that Morgan has identified a continuum 

between “Body Shifts” and “Shoulder Shifts”, though this is not explicitly discussed 

in his work. It would be interesting to identify whether stylistic or other discourse 

factors affect signer choice of using a fully-fledged “Body Shift” or a reduced 

“Shoulder Shift”. “Head Orientation”, as outlined in (7) below, also seems to fit into 

this continuum.

7. Head Orientation: Morgan reports that the head can be used to identify referents 

in discourse. This is less explicit than the “Body Shift” and “Shoulder-Shift” 

strategies outlined in points 5 and 6 above, but according to Morgan, perform the 

same task of contrasting referents for location, height, etc.

8. Eye gaze orientation: Morgan reports that use o f eye gaze orientation represents 

what is probably the most reduced form of referencing within the hierarchy. He 

notes that eye gaze is multifunctional within narratives, but use of eye gaze for 

referential purposes can be considered as a contrastive spatial function which 

allows addressees to identify referents based on eye gaze shifts to loci previously 

established in signing space.

Throughout this thesis we have identified a range of functions associated with 

eyegaze in ISL. As we shall see in Chapter 7, certain eyegaze patterns in narratives 

and other discourse types, notably averted eyegaze, seem to serve the function of 

reducing transitivity somewhat.
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9. Facial componenit; Morgan reports that in BSL narratives, the face can be used as 

an accompanimenit to manual forms, or more frequently, within reference shifting 

strategies, as a means of referent identification.

He also reports that it is possible to separate out affective and grammatical facial 

information supplied by the signer, though he does not provide any description o f the 

characteristics associated with affective versus grammatical features.

In Chapter 2, we outlined some of the frequently occurring non-manual features that 

have grammatical functions in ISL.

10. Manner Inflections (“character play”): Finally, Morgan notes that manner 

inflections typically co-occur with reference shifting strategies and are used to 

indicate the relative age, physical state and psychological state of the intended 

referent.

While Morgan’s list tends to underspecify the parameters in which each of these 

features occur -  or co-occur -  it does provide a useful starting point for considering 

the non-elicited ISL discourse in our database. As indicated in the discussion 

following each of the ten points above, and in earlier chapters o f this thesis, each o f 

these features have been identified as occurring in ISL and are evident within the 

monologues examined in this section. Given that the referential systems of sign 

languages are so complex, it makes sense that our approach to identifying basic 

constituent order must take this complexity into account. A first step in moving 

towards the identification o f such a basic order then, is to undertake a cursory 

examination of the extent to which ISL signers utilise the referential patterns 

identified above.

In the next section then, we will look at the range o f referential approaches used by 

ISL signers.
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4.6.4.1 Referential Approaches used by ISL signers in Non-elicited Data

In Section 4.6.4 above, we noted that a range of referential strategies are used by ISL 

signers. A problem in attempting to define how frequently these features arise lies in 

the fact that this thesis takes a qualitative approach to the description o f ISL, and any 

discussion regarding frequency o f patterns ideally needs to be based on a much larger 

corpus of ISL data than is available for the purposes o f this analysis.

It is suggested that for in-depth work on the linguistics of ISL to occur, a transcribed 

corpus of ISL material needs to be developed. Given that such a corpus of data is not 

currently available, all remarks are based on the relative qualities o f the material 

analysed in the framework of this thesis. Thus, the reader should bear in mind it is 

advisable to be cautious and not over-generalise the findings presented here into 

“absolute facts” about ISL constituent order. With this in mind, let us turn to examine 

the tendency in ISL for signers to introduce referents at the outset o f a discourse, 

providing loci for the major characters, and then to refer back to them using a variety 

of strategies. We briefly discussed referent introductions and referring back strategies 

in Section 4.6.3.2 , just before we turned to consider Morgan’s framework. In Section 

4.6.4.2, we examine how referents are introduced in ISL discourse.

4.6.4.2 Introduction of Referents

As we noted in Section 4.6.3.2, a full noun phrase is typically used to introduce 

referents in ISL discourse. This may be expressed through a lexical item, eg. LITTLE 

GIRL, MY FATHER, etc. as seen in Examples 4.18 and 4.19 below; through use o f a 

sign name, e.g. BRIAN-CREAN, MARK, etc. as seen in Examples 4.20 and 4.21 

below; or by fingerspelling the referent, e.g. r.t.e. n.e.w.s., b.e.e.c.h.p.a.r.k., etc, as in 

Examples 4.22 and 4.23 below.

Example 4.18 (Previously cited as Example 3.16b):

LITTLE GIRL ASLEEP/ AND WHITE BEAR/ IN GIRL HOUSE
“A little girl was asleep, along with a white bear. (They slept) in the girl’s house.”
(Informant G, elicited narrative)
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Example 4.19:

I LIVE WITH MY FATHER AT MOMENT 
“I live with my father at the moment” 
(Informant B, “Angry Silences’Tootage)

Example 4.20:

At side left: WITH ME BRIAN-CREAN HOME SIGN TWO-OF-US WITHOUT 
VOICE
“..or when Brian is at home, (Daniel) signs to us both without using his voice.” 
(Informant B, “Angry Silences”Footage).

Example 4.21 (Previously cited as Example 2.24):

... ALSO MARK ANOTHER MARK CIGAR W ALK...
“Also, there’s a part where Mark -  another Mark -  walks on with a cigar.”
(Informant S, “The ABC of ISL” Footage)

Example 4.22:

NOW TALK ABOUT HOW JOIN r.t.e. n.e.w.s. SIGN
“Now let me tell you about how I became involved with the RTE signed news”. 
(Informant F, “Moving Hands” Footage).

Example 4.23:

MOTHER HEAR SCHOOL ESTABLISH b.e.e.c.h.p.a.r.k. SCHOOL TEACH ORAL 
“My mother heard about a school that was being set up called Beechpark -  (this 
school) has an oral system.”
(Informant C, “Angry Silences” Footage).

Referents that have been introduced may or may not be then allocated spatial loci. The 

decision to allocate referents a spatial loci seems to depend on the role that the 

referent plays in the discourse, and whether the discourse makes reference to motion 

events that involve the referent or not. Example 4.24 below illustrates a discourse 

segment where two referents are introduced and then assigned spatial loci, while, as 

we can see in Example 4.22 above, a referent, r.t.e. n.e.w.s., is introduced but the 

signer does not assign the referent a locus as it is not activated in a motion event later 

in the discourse stream. In this case, it seems that the referent acts as an introduction 

to the theme or topic of the discourse, namely, applying for a job as a presenter for
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RTE’s signed news siervice, and acts as a lead in to further context construction prior 

to the description o f any motion event.

Example 4.24:

LITTLE GIRL ASLEEP/ AND WHITE BEAR/ IN GIRL HOUSE 

d: CL.V (to lie)
nd: CL.V (to lie) “SIDE-BY-SIDE” r/s CURL-UP-WITH LYING-SIDE-BY-SIDE

(girl on right side) CURLED-UP-TOGETHER r/s GIRL/ TWO-OF-THEM WARM

“A little girl was asleep, along with a white bear. (They slept) in the girl’s house lying 
side by side, curled up together. The two were snuggled up, nice and w arm ... 
(Informant G, elicited narrative).

Other referents are not immediately assigned loci, but are reintroduced later in the 

discourse and then loci are assigned. This can be seen in Example 4.25 below which is 

a follow- on to Example 4.23 above, which introduces the referent “b.e.e.c.h.p.a.r.k.”. 

Having introduced the referent, Beechpark School, the signer outlines the rationale 

that affected his D eaf parents’ choice o f an oral upbringing for their D eaf son before 

signing:

Example 4.25:

THINK BETTER sr+MOVE-TO+sl b.e.e.c.h.p.a.r.k. POSSIBLE ORAL SIGN NO 
“So I went to Beechpark where they used the oral approach and sign language was not 
used”.
(Informant C: “Angry Silences’Tootage).

Here we see that Beechpark School is reintroduced, with a full reference at si o f 

signing space. It is interesting that the signer articulates this fmgerspelled referent at 

si, which then becomes the locus for Beechpark School, rather than topicalising 

Beechpark, indexing and thus establishing a locus as might be expected if  we ascribe 

to the view that ISL is a ‘topic-com m enf’ language. That aside, the si locus remains 

active for the duration o f  the discourse, with agreement verbs moving directionally 

between this point and home, at sr in signing space. Later, the sr locus is established 

for a new referent, St. Joseph’s School in Cabra. This referent then replaces “hom e” 

whenever agreement occurs at this point. Example 4.26 below provides a clear
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example o f how the signer refers to an established locus: Beechpark School at si and 

introduces a new re'ferent (St. Joseph’s School, Cabra at sr). We also see that 

following the establishment of a locus at sr, the signer refers back using an index, 

which is in line with discussion that suggests that highly activated referents in 

discourse require less explicit referencing techniques to ensure they are understood by 

an interlocutor:

Example 4.26:

At si: GROW-UP TEN YEAR MOVE-TO+sr ST. JOSEPH’S CABRA A LITTLE 
DIFFERENT INDEX+sr
“I was there (in Beechpark School) for ten years before moving to St. Joseph’s in 
Cabra where the approach was different”
(Informant C: “Angry Silences” Footage).

In terms of the remaining features highlighted by Morgan (body shift, shoulder-shift, 

non-manual features, etc.), it is clear from our prior discussion that these features also 

occur in ISL narratives. Our basic question however is not whether these features 

arise in ISL narratives -  instead we are concerned with identifying if  there is a pattern 

of sentence types that correspond with the utilisation o f a set of preferred structures 

among ISL users. If this is the case, then we can consider what patterns arise, what 

macroroles are associated with such patterns and how these might compare with the 

patterns that emerged from the elicited data we examined.

4.6.5 Identifying Patterns

Throughout Section 4.6 we have been concerned with the types of structures that arise 

in naturally occurring ISL monologues. In this section, we identify the most common 

occurring patterns and attempt to provide evidence that supports the notion o f an 

underlying patterning in ISL narratives. In order to allow for comparison with the 

sentence types we addressed in our review of elicited data, we will particularly look at 

locative sentences, reversible sentences and non-reversible sentences.
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4.6.5.1 Locative Utterances in the Non-elicited ISL Data

Earlier, we described locative sentences as sentences with two or more arguments 

whose relationships are determined by the relative positions of the arguments to one 

another. In the elicited data, some variation was found with respect to the ordering of 

constituents, with some use o f topic constructions to foreground the “ground” element 

in an utterance. This was typically followed by the introduction of the “figure” in the 

utterance. We followed Talmy’s (1985) use of these terms with respect to Motion 

events, which it may be useful to examine upon here. Talmy describes a motion event 

as ‘a situation containing movement or the maintenance o f a stationary location and 

such events contain several possible kinds of information:

Motion movement or location o f an object

Figure an object that moves or is located

Ground a background against which the object moves or is

located

Path a path where the object moves or a site where it is

located

Manner/ Cause an external feature

While we are looking at locative utterances specifically, it may be useful to consider 

these other elements in our analysis.

Like the elicited data, the non-elicited data also exhibited the preference amongst ISL 

signers to establish a ground element before introducing a figure. Several examples 

arise in the data. The following examples arise in the context o f introducing referents 

in the story, “The Bear”;
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Example 4.27:

...SEE CL.A. (behind this) SHOP TITLE g. 2h CL.C+trace-arc (thumb and forefingers

eve gaze to sr
only) g.i.ft.s. CL.C+trace-arc ENTER CL.V+”look-around” INTEREST ....

“ .. .Behind (this enclosure) was a shop which had a big arched doorway with the word “gifts” 
emblazoned on it. (Someone) went in to have a look around. (They) looked around with 
interest...”
(Informant H, narrative).

Example 4.28;
“have”

INDEX-TO-LEFT d: WINDOW CL.G+trace-arc CL.B.+trace-arc
nd; CL.B. HAVE CL.B.+palm upwards___

2/h CL.5+”tiny-entities-moving-in-a-non-linear-pattem-at-c. (location of GLOBE)/

“fall”
TWO BEAR d: BIG SMALL sl+CL.V.+sl+lo - “fails-from-window”

nd: INDEX-TO-LEFT

“(Beside their bed) there was a window, and on the window sill there was a snow globe, 
which contained two bears -  one big and one small. Suddenly, it fell from the window-sill...” 
(Informant G, narrative).

In Example 4.27, we see that the signer has established the ground, which is made up 

o f the description o f the archway that leads to the gift shop at the Zoo. Next, the 

signer introduces the figure using a complex predicate (“classifier”) to represent a 

human referent entering into the shop.

In Example 4.28, another excerpt from “The Bear”, provided by another signer, we 

see that the signer is involved in establishing a topographical spatial context for the 

events that are to occur insofar as she locates the position o f the window sill relative 

to the already established position for the bed where the little girl and the white bear 

lie asleep. (We will discuss such “context establishment” in detail in Chapter 5. For 

now, we can note that this is an example o f this feature).
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From this point on, the signer introduces a new referent -  the snow globe which 

contains two bears. She first establishes the ground, with her non-dominant hand 

articulating a CL.B. handshape, representing the base o f the snowglobe, while with 

her dominant hand she traces the outline of the extent of the snow-globe dome. 

Having established the relative dimensions of the snow globe, the signer specifies 

what this object is, signing “2h CL.5+”tiny-entities-moving-in-a-non-linear-pattem- 

at-c. (location of GLOBE)”, which is representative of the motion and path of the 

“snow” falling in a snow globe. (The productive lexicon is used here as ISL seems to 

typically express novel concepts using complex forms where no established lexical 

item exists.) Having established the ground, the signer then introduces the figure -  

the two bears who are situated within the snow globe.

In terms of a macrorole analysis, we can say that in the bolded part o f Example 4.28, 

the signer’s introduction o f the 2 bears follows a pattern o f Actor Verb Undergoer, 

with the final element in this sentence, “sl+CL.V.+sl+lo” being treated as an amalgam 

of Verb+Location. Here Location is treated as Undergoer from a macrorole 

perspective. In Example 4.27, we can consider the strings; “CL.C+trace-arc 

ENTER” and “CL.V+”look-around” from a macrorole perspective. Both are 

complete verb phrases and so might be considered to be “full sentences”.

“CL.C+trace-arc ENTER” can be analysed as having a Location Verb pattern, or in 

terms o f macroroles, an Undergoer Verb form. In comparison, “CL.V+”Iook- 

around” could be said to have an (Actor)-Verb-(Location) pattern, which can be 

viewed from a macrorole perspective as an (Actor)Verb (Undergoer) pattern. In this 

pattern, the roles that are in parenthesis are implicit roles implied by the use o f the 

classifier predicate CL.V.+”look-around”, which typically demands an animate actor.

The important difference between “CL.C+trace-arc ENTER” and “CL.V+”Iook- 

around” is that the former is an intransitive plain verb, while the latter is a transitive 

classifier-predicate verb. On this basis, we will only concern ourselves with the 

pattern that arises for the latter verb-phrase, as this is comparable with the transitive 

phrases considered with respect to the elicited data. When we do this, we note that the 

general pattern emerging for transitive verbs in locafive constructions is one of Actor 

Verb Undergoer.
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This pattern is not only found in the examples deriving from “The Bear”, as the 

following examples show:

Example 4.29:

CL.B .+sr+move+”impact-with”+CL. V .+c.
“..the car ploughed right into them (the person).”
(Informant O, “Horizon” Footage).

Example 4.30:

2h: CL.G.+c. d: CL.G+”start-to-overtake”-nd/h. (fingers-wiggle) 
nd: CL.G.+c.__________________________________

____________________ evebrows raised +”ee”
d; stalls+pulls-back-to-original-position+c. 
nd .__________________________________

“Then one cyclist went to overtake another, thought better of it and withdrew to their original 
position”.(Informant N, “Horizon” Footage).

Here we also find a straightforward macrorole pattern o f  Actor Verb Undergoer in 

Example 4.29. In Example 4.30 we see that the signer establishes the relative 

positions o f two cyclists to one another through use o f  a simultaneous sign, then uses 

that relative positioning to express the verb phrase that we have translated as “one 

cyclist went to overtake another” . In this phrase, the dominant hand represents the 

Actor-Verb element and the non-dominant hand the Undergoer element.

Given that the relationship between the Actor and Undergoer is expressed via a 

simultaneous construction, it is impossible to suggest that this constitutes an Actor 

Verb Undergoer ordering as previous utterances did. Instead, we might suggest that 

the introduction o f the two cyclists, as expressed through the use o f classifier- 

predicate functions (CL.G.) as a Theme, as both “cyclists” (expressed through a 

simultaneous construction) are introduced in discourse simultaneously, and seem to be 

introduced to establish the relative locative positions o f both signers. Having 

introduced the referents in a non-explicit way ( i.e. the signer did not name the cyclists 

or even make reference to the fact that he was introducing two specific cyclists, 

intending that this information be derivable from the discourse topic), the signer
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backgrounds the cyclist who remains in position by maintaining their locative position 

with the non-dominant hand while foregrounding the cyclist who attempts to overtake 

his co-cyclist through use o f the dominant hand. On this basis, we can propose that 

this sentence might be described as having a macrorole pattern of Theme, (Actor) 

Verb (Undergoer). Here the Undergoer role is assigned to the CL.G. handshape ( the 

backgrounded cyclist) held on the non-dominant hand.

Further, in this chapter, we noted Mithun’s (1987) findings that morpho-syntax and 

pragmatics tend to interact in languages. One of the results of this is that there is a 

tendency to avoid full use o f full noun phrases in discourse, with the occurrence of 

clauses with two or more noun phrases being rare.

We might argue that the incidence of what we refer to here as “implied” Actors or 

Undergoers corresponds with pragmatically influenced discourse norms as outlined by 

Mithun. However, given the prevalence o f “implied” Actors and Undergoers when 

they co-occur with pre-clausal Themes in the data, we will treat these structures as 

normal and frequent. At the same time, we acknowledge that this is undoubtedly a 

pragmatically bounded occurrence, one that we will explore a little further in relation 

to discourse-semantic topic and focus markers in Chapter 5.

As we can see from Example 4.30 above, the tendency for signers to introduce 

Themes in Locative sentences also arises in the non-elicited data. When discussing the 

elicited data, we noted that ISL signers seem to establish contexts at the outset of 

locative utterances much more frequently than they do in other utterance types. In the 

non-elicited data, we tend to see that signers introduce more contextual information 

relative to the story line throughout discourse rather than as an established discourse 

topic, per se. However, as we shall see in Chapter 5, explicitly announced discourse 

topics do also occur. As such, contextual information seems to be introduced in 

locative utterances as Themes. Other examples o f locative utterances in the non- 

elicited data where Themes are used to introduce the relative location of one or other 

referents include the following, where Themes are highlighted in bold:
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Example 4.31:

CL.B.-vehicle IN p.**r. STREET

d: CAR CL.B. “vehicle”+be-located+sr_____________
nd: GIRL MAN

d:_____________________________
nd: CL.-Legs+trace-arc+sl+move-to+c.

“A car was coming up P*** Street when a person walked out (onto the street). 

(Informant O, “Horizon” Footage).

Example 4.32:

BOX PHONE CL.-Legs+trace-arc+sl+move-to+c.
____________________ “th”

r/s CL. V+sl+move+sr+up-and-down

sl+CL.-Legs+c.

“A person walked out (onto the street) from behind a phone box. They weren’t looking where 
they were going as they walked onto the street.”
(Informant O, “Horizon” Footage).

Example 4.33:
CL.C.+c. (hold-onto-wall)

DOLL 2/h CL.B. (“small”) BROWN

d: CL.Legs.+f+io (fall-over-wall-to-space-below) CL.V.+f+lo 
nd: CL.B.(”walI”)...
“ (They) had a small brown doll and as (they) held onto the wall, the doll fell over the wall
and down to the ground on the other side where it landed at (the feet of the bear).”
(Informant H, narrative).

In Example 4.31 we see that the signer introduces the constituents CAR and GIRL 

MAN (“person”) before assigning them to loci in signing space that expresses their 

relative location to one another. Example 4.32 demonstrates the same signer go on to 

introduce another constituent, BOX PHONE (“telephone box”), before refining the 

location o f the person (introduced in the preceding sentence (Example 4.31) as GIRL 

MAN) to a position relative to the telephone box. We also then have a clearer picture 

o f where the car was with respect to the telephone box and the person who walks out 

onto the road. These examples together also provide us with yet another example o f
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how ISL signers create and refine context throughout discourse as necessitated by the 

events they are describing.

Finally, in Example 4.33 we see that the signer introduces the constituent “DOLL” as 

the Theme before articulating a classifier-predicate verb-phrase that traces the path o f 

the doll’s fall from one side o f the wall down into the bear’s enclosure.

Interestingly, all these examples demonstrate again that the general pattern o f a signer 

introducing a "Ground” element and then a "Figure” element holds true. In terms o f 

macrorole analyses, we can state that each o f  these examples introduces a Theme, and 

that, with the exception o f BOX PHONE in Example 4.32, all other constituents’ 

function as Actors in the clauses that follow. BOX PHONE is slightly different 

insofar as it functions as an implied Undergoer, which the animate Actor walks 

around.

In the bolded and italicised clauses we can see the verb phrases that immediately 

follow the Themes in Examples 4.31 -  4.33 above. In Example 4.31 the macrorole 

pattern that arises is one o f  (Actor) Verb (Undergoer), in two clauses where, in the 

first instance the implied actor (CL.B. “vehicle”) is coreferential with CAR, and in the 

second, the implied actor (CL.Legs) is animate and is coreferential with GIRL MAN. 

This macrorole pattern o f  (Actor) Verb (Undergoer) also holds for Examples 4.32 and

4.33, with an animate actor implied by CL.V (“to look”) in Example 4.32. In Example

4.33, the same macrorole pattern holds true, but interestingly, we see the classifier 

handshape CL.Legs being used to represent a non-animate entity, the doll. This is 

obviously a less central usage than more previously seen in other examples, and 

demonstrates the semantic relationship between form and function in classifier- 

predicates in ISL.

We will discuss the issue o f  “Topic” in some detail in Chapter 5. For now, we can 

note that the use o f Themes seems typical in the establishment o f  locative utterances 

and seems to be typically associated with the introduction o f the A ctor who acts in the 

following clause. We can also note that it seems typical for ISL locative utterances to 

hold to the macrorole pattern o f  Theme as an extra clausal element which introduces a 

constituent, followed by (Actor) Verb (Undergoer) in the clause proper. In locative
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utterances it is typical that the Actor may be implied by use o f a classifier-predicate 

that is coreferential with the Theme. It also seems that the Undergoer is implied, and 

is typically co-referential with the locus that co-occurs with the offset o f the classifier 

verb.

4.6.S.2 Reversible Sentence Types in the Non-elicited ISL Data

As we saw earlier, reversible sentences can be described as sentences where the major 

constituent roles could be reversed. When we discussed the elicited data we found that 

the general macrorole pattern that arose for reversible sentences was one o f  Actor 

Verb Undergoer. We also noted that three options seem to be available to ISL 

signers in their production o f reversible sentences:

1. Actor Verb Undergoer patterning

2. Introduce the Undergoer o f utterance as a pre-clausal Theme

3. Use a simultaneous construction to specify the relative locative relation 

between constituents.

In the non-elicited data we also found evidence o f these structures arising. Examples 

4.34 - 4.36 show straightforward Actor Verb Undergoer patterns in reversible 

sentences.

Example 4.34;

CHRISTIAN-BROTHERS KNOW SIGN BEST FOR DEAF CHILDREN 
“The Christian Brothers know that sign language was best for Deaf children”.
(Informant C: “Angry Silences’Tootage).

Example 4.35:

I WANT REMIND YOU-ALL SIGN LANGUAGE ARE REAL LANGUAGE 
“I want to remind you all that sign languages are real languages”
(Informant B, conference presentation, IDS Archives).
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Example 4.36 (Previously cited as Example 2.7):

 ^  hn
.. TEACH TO DEAF SINCE 1995 

. .I’ve been teaching Deaf people since 1995”.
(Informant P, “ABC of ISL” Footage).

Example 4.37 below demonstrates an Undergoer (in bold) that is introduced as a pre- 

clausal Theme. The Undergoer (MAN) has previously been introduced in this 

narrative and in preceding sections was knocked down by a car, which resulted in his 

landing at a previously established locus at c. This is followed by the main clause 

(italicised and in bold) whereby the man is lying on the ground (recoverable from 

context and derivable from the reference shift which sees the signer’s shoulders move 

back in signing space) with his hands on his head. This clause has a macrorole pattern 

o f  (Actor) Verb (Undergoer). The actor role is implied as a result o f  the reference shift 

into the locus that has been previously assigned for the injured man. This role is 

coreferential with the Theme, MAN. The Undergoer in this case is the location, 

HEAD.

Example 4.37:

hn  ^  evegaze to sl+down
HUSBAND sr+move+trace-path-to+c. MAN

_________________ “aa” evegaze down+q
r/s HANDS-ON-HEAD r/s ALRIGHT ALRIGHT NOT BLOOD

“My husband got out of the car and went to where the man lay. He was lying with his hands 
on his head and seemed in pain/shock. My husband asked if the man was OK. He checked 
that the man wasn’t bleeding.”
(Informant O, “Horizon” Footage).

Example 4.38 below is a rather more straightforward example o f  this structure. Again 

we see a Theme used to introduce the Actor constituent, FATHER. This is followed 

by an implied Actor (coreferential with FATHER), the verb and then an implied 

Undergoer, a child who is physically present while the signer, his mother, recounts 

her story. As the child is physically present at the right side o f  his mother, his mother 

uses that location as co-referential for the child.
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Example 4.38 (Previously listed as Example 3.12a):

FATHER sl+TEACH+sr TALK 
My father taught him to talk.
(Informant B, “Angry Silences’Tootage).

Finally, we also found evidence that signers used simultaneous constructions in 

establishing the relative locative positions o f constituents vis-a-vis each other in some 

reversible sentences. We differentiated these from locative utterances insofar as the 

underlying motive for the reversible utterance was the establishment o f a motion 

event that occurs between two constituents rather than the relative positions o f the 

constituents with respect to one another as seems to be a defining characteristic o f  the 

locative utterances. Again, we draw the reader’s attention to the fact that we use the 

term “simultaneous construction” to account for the fact that information regarding 

two arguments is presented at the same time. However, typically, one argument is 

introduced prior to the second. For example, in Example 4.39 below, the segment 

CURL-UP-WITH was articulated prior to the information articulated on the dominant 

hand. Indeed, the non-dominant hand is serving to background the fact that both the 

bear and the girl are curled up in bed while foregrounding the activity o f the bear with 

respect to that background.

Example 4.39:

d:  CL.B. “tums-head” CL.B. “moves-paw”
nd: CURL-UP-WITH__________________

“(And the bear) who was curled up in bed (with the little girl) turned to see what had 
happened....”
(Informant G, narrative).

Example 4.40 is another example o f a simultaneous construction:

Example 4.40 (Previously cited as part o f Example 4.16):

d: CL.Legs (“to lie”)
nd: CL. Legs (“to lie”) “SIDE-BY-SIDE”
“(The girl and the white bear slept) curled up together, lying side by side.” 
(Informant G, narrative).
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In both these examples, the relative positioning o f the constituents is established as a 

context-planning device that is utilised later in the narrative. Also, it might be a little 

misleading to suggest that this kind o f  structure is normative in the data as far as 

reversible sentences are concerned. These were two o f a very limited number o f 

border-line examples in the entire transcribed corpus that was considered. In extended 

narratives, it seems that ISL signers prefer to use other strategies, namely 

straightforward naming o f constituents in Actor Verb Undergoer sequences, the 

introduction o f constituents through Themes or, they may choose to use reference 

shifting strategies in articulating reversible sentences.

Interestingly, signers may prefer to use reference shifting rather than the use o f 

simultaneous constructions in extended narratives, even though use o f a simultaneous 

construction which would be equally possible in many circumstances. Example 4.41 

below shows a signer use reference shifting strategies to move between already 

established loci for a man who rents bicycles and a group o f  young people who want 

to hire bicycles.

Here we see the signer move between the locus for the man before moving towards 

the point in signing space that has been established as co-referential with the young 

people. At this locus, the signer uses the CL.5+open handshape in a complex 

predicate verbal construction to indicate that the group followed the man to his shop.

Example 4.41:

evegaze to left _______________________ th
r/s COME-ON 2/h CL.O - “hold-sign-aloft”

 th
HANDY MAYBE MORE PROFIT HANDY 

2/h CL.5+open +f+sl+f

“He beckoned us on. (Perhaps he thought) “that’s handy -  a quick profit can be made”. Our 
group snaked behind him (to his shop).
(Informant N, “Horizon’Tootage).
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An alternative strategy could have included use of a simultaneous construction where 

the man was represented at his locus by a CL.G. handshape and the group were 

represented by a CL. 5-open handshape, both of which moved in tandem towards the 

locus for the implied bicycle shop. It may be that the signer did not choose this 

strategy as he wanted to assign focus to the interplay between the characters -  the 

greed of the shopkeeper on the one hand is reinforced through use of reference 

shifting strategies that allow us to ponder what he might have been thinking about the 

amount of interest in his bikes. This contrasts with the readiness o f a large group who 

are ready to move en-masse in the direction of the bike shop.

Thus it may be that the choice of structure that an ISL signer chooses to use may be 

pragmatically influenced by the discourse-focus. That aside, it does seem that ISL 

signers prefer to construct reversible sentences using the macrorole patterns o f Theme 

(Actor) Verb (Undergoer), in sequences where agreement verbs, particularly classifier 

constructions will be introduced or Actor Verb Undergoer in situations where plain 

verbs will be used. We will return to consider discourse-focus in Chapter 5.

4.6.S.3 Non-Reversible Sentence Types in the Non-elicited ISL Data

Earlier we noted that non-reversible sentences are sentences where the order of 

constituents cannot be reversed without creating a marked construction. In the elicited 

data, we saw that ISL signers preferred a macrorole pattern o f Actor Verb Undergoer, 

though several instances of Actor Undergoer Verb also arose. It was also noted that 

ISL informants tended to string verbs together to provide focus on different elements 

of the activity being described (e.g. GIRL SIT WATCH TV SIT). Finally, it was 

suggested that ISL signers tended to include information regarding the location of 

referents only where this was central to the interaction between constituents.

The non-elicited data shows two major strategies used by ISL signers in producing 

non-reversible sentences. The first involves a straightforward naming of the 

constituents in an Actor Verb Undergoer pattern, and this structure seems to be related
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to the use of plain verbs in the Verb slot^. This can be seen in Examples 4.42 and 4.43 

below:

Example 4.42 (Previously cited as Example 4.23):

MOTHER HEAR SCHOOL ESTABLISH..
“My mother heard about a school that was being set u p ..
(Informant C, “Angry Silences’Tootage).

Example 4.43:

MY FATHER LOVE USE t.o.o.l.s.
“My father loves tools”
(Informant B, “Angry Silences” Footage).

The second major strategy involves the introduction o f a constituent, coupled with a 

reference shifting strategy to enact the verbal property o f the non-reversible sentence. 

Examples 4.44 -  4.47 all offer instances whereby the signer introduces a constituent 

with a Theme before reference shifting into that constituent’s locus^;

Example 4.44:

MY FATHER r/s EYES-TO-HEAVEN
(This causes) my father to raise his eyes to heaven.
(Informant B, “Angry Silences”Footage).

® Other examples listed in Appendix 6 include the following; Appendix 6.1, line 14 (FATHER 

WORRY ABOUT INDEX+sr, “My father was worried about that fact”), Appendix 6.15, lines 80-81 

(MAKE ME HAPPY TO SEE+f BIG AUDIENCE, “It makes me happy to see a big crowd”). 

Appendix 6.18, line 47 (SELF MANY YEAR TEACH SIGN LANGUAGE, “I have taught sign 

language for many years”) and Appendix 6.18 line 138 (INTERPRETER fe .e . HIGH NOW 

IRELAND, “Interpreter’s fees are high in Ireland).

 ̂Other examples o f this strategy listed in Appendix 6 include Appendix 6.10, Line 6: (FATHER r/s 

PLEADING COME-ON FISHING, “My father pleaded with me to come fishing”); Appendix 6.17, 

Line 62: (WOMAN r/s APPREHENSIVE, “ She said OK but seemed very unsure”); Appendix 6.18, 

Line 127: (DEAF r/s (look+sr) WRONG (+br) SURPRISE, “We start wondering what’s wrong”).
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Example 4.45:

ONE MAN sl+CL.G.+move-to+c. 2/h CL. G. +trace-rectangle BICYCLES

__________________ evegaze to rieht
ONE DEAF r/s WAVE-TO-GAIN-ATTENTION

evegaze to left 
SEE INDEX+sl

2/h CL.G+trace-rectangle BICYCLES FOR h.i.r.e. 

r/s HOLD-SIGN-ALOFT

“There was one man who was holding a sign that advertised bicycles. One deaf person 
noticed the man and brought him to the group’s attention. We all took in his sign “Bikes for 
Hire”, which he was holding aloft.”
(Informant N, “Horizon” Footage).

Example 4.46:

AND NUN TEACHER NEVER r/s ENCOURAGE INDEX+f GOOD SIGN UNDERSTAND

“The nuns and teachers never encouraged our good use of sign language”
(Informant C, “Angry Silences” Footage).

Example 4,47 (Previously cited as Example 2.24):

ALSO MARK ANOTHER MARK CIGAR WALK

_________Evegaze down +shoulders shift to right
r/s “flamboyant-pose” LIFT-CIGAR-TO-MOUTH

“Also (there’s a part where) Mark, another Mark, walks on with a cigar. He comes on stage in 
a flamboyant fashion and lifts his cigar to his mouth”.
(Informant S, “ABC o f ISL II” Footage).

In Example 4.44 we see that MY FATHER is introduced as the Theme, before the 

signer reference shifts to a locus that is then co-referential with this Theme. Once ‘in ’ 

the locus o f MY FATHER, the signer produces the sequence EYES-TO-HEAVEN, 

which can be described as being (Actor) Verb (Undergoer) in macrorole structure, 

with the implied Actor being MY FATHER and -H EA V EN  being the Undergoer.

In Example 4.45, we see a slightly more complex example where the signer 

introduces the Theme ONE MAN at the outset o f this piece, then traces the path that
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he takes to a locus c. The signer, in narrator role then reports that the man has a sign 

and traces the extent o f the sign, telling us that it says BICYLES. The signer then 

introduces another constituent via the Theme, ONE DEAF and reference shifts into a 

locus established for this person. They then utter the verb-phrase WAVE-TO-GAIN- 

ATTENTION, which can be described as having the macrorole (Actor) Verb 

(Undergoer). Here the implied Actor is the deaf person and the implied Undergoer is 

the group of young deaf people that have been referred to previously in the discourse. 

The signer later moves back to the narrator’s locus to describe in more detail the 

advertisement board that the man held aloft: 2/h CL. G.+trace-rectangle BICYCLES 

FOR h.i.r.e.. Finally, the signer moves back to the locus that he established at the 

outset for the Theme ONE MAN via a reference shift, before signing HOLD-SIGN- 

ALOFT. This verb phrase can be described as having the macrorole pattern o f 

(Actor) Verb (Undergoer). Here, the implied Actor is ONE MAN and the 

advertisement is the Undergoer.

Examples 4.46 and 4.47 both see the introduction of Themes that introduce Actors, 

before the signers reference shift and produce utterances that can also be described as 

having macrorole patterns o f (Actor) Verb (Undergoer). In Example 4.46, NUN 

TEACHER is the Theme. The implied Actor is the NUN TEACHER and INDEX+f, 

the locus f  being co-referential with deaf children from deaf families as previously 

established in the discourse, is the Undergoer. In Example 4.47 we see that MARK is 

the Theme. The signer then explains that this Mark is different from another Mark that 

he has previously referred to. He states that this Mark has a cigar and walks on stage 

in a flamboyant manner where he lifts his cigar to his mouth. This verb-phrase LIFT- 

CIGAR-TO-MOUTH can be described as having the macrorole pattern of 

(Actor)Verb (Undergoer). Here, the implied Actor is co-referential with MARK 

CIGAR while the implied Undergoer is the cigar.

In summary then, we have seen that ISL signers use two major strategies for 

articulating non-reversible sentences: First, they may use a straightforward Actor 

Verb Undergoer pattern, where each constituent is explicitly introduced. This tends to 

happen more frequently where the verbal component is a plain verb. The second, and 

what seems to be the more frequent option is to introduce the Actor via an extra- 

clausal Theme before reference shifting to a locus that is (or then becomes)
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coreferential with the Theme. At this locus, the signer then typically produces a clause 

that has an (Actor) \/e rb  (Undergoer) structure, with both (Actor) and (Undergoer) 

being implied, that is, co-referential with previously established referents. This is a 

macrorole structure w'e might describe as being Theme r/s (Actor) Verb (Undergoer).

In these examples, we found no evidence of verb doubling as found in the elicited 

sentences. It may be that the context for elicited sentence collection led signers to be 

more explicit in describing what they saw in the pictures they were describing. In 

naturally occurring data this phenomenon did not occur, though it is imaginable that a 

signer may wish to do so if s/he wanted to be optimally descriptive about the manner 

in which an event took place.

4.7. Contrasting the Elicited and Non-elicited ISL Data 

4.7.1 Locative Sentences

As we saw in Section 4.6.2.5 above, the non-elicited ISL data demonstrated a 

preferred ordering of Theme (Actor) Verb (Undergoer) for locative constructions. 

Introduction of a pre-clausal Theme was typical, and Themes seem to be associated 

with the introduction o f the Actor macrorole.

Both the elicited data and the non-elicited data demonstrated a preference for use of 

simultaneous constructions in establishing the relative locative relations between the 

constituents. From the non-elicited data, we noted that simultaneous constructions 

seem to be used to create increase focus on Figure elements in the discourse. We 

noted that typically, the non-dominant hand would introduce and “hold” the 

backgrounded Ground element, while the dominant hand would introduce and act out 

the events undertaken by the Figure element.

The elicited data suggests that native signers may use simultaneous constructions 

more frequently than non-native signers. Given the constraints o f this thesis, it was 

not possible to explore this question within the framework of this study. However, it 

is recommended that comparative descriptive analyses of the constituent structure of 

native versus non-native signers be carried out.
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4.7.2 Reversible Sentences

We found that the ehcited ISL data revealed a preference for the macrorole structure 

Actor Verb Undergoer. W e also saw that signers had the option o f  introducing the 

Undergoer role in a preclausal Theme and that simultaneous constructions were 

sometimes used where the relative locative positions o f  the constituents was 

important.

The non-elicited data also demonstrated widespread use o f  the pattern Actor Verb 

Undergoer, but we saw that this was typically used where plain verbs were involved.

Where agreement verbs were used, we saw that signers had two major options:

(i) as in the elicited data, we found that a pre-clausal Theme was introduced, 

followed by a macrorole pattern o f  (Actor) Verb (Undergoer). That is, the 

Actor and Undergoer were implied.

(ii) the non-elicited data revealed another possible pattern that did not occur in the 

elicited data; use o f  a reference shifting strategy to enact the Actor role. This 

led to a macrorole pattern that can be described as Theme r/s (Actor) Verb 

(Undergoer). In this pattern, the Theme typically introduced the Actor 

constituent and the signer, having activated this referent in the discourse, 

moves into a locus that becomes co-referential with the Theme, thus leading us 

to suggest that the Actor element is implied. The Undergoer role is implied 

insofar as it is co-referential with the referent established at the locus that 

coincides with the offset o f the verb.

Finally, we noted that instances o f simultaneous constructions arose in the elicited 

data in reversible sentences, but these were not frequent and seem not to be a 

preferred structure. It seems that the use o f reference shifting strategies is more typical 

in extended narratives to infer the relative locative relations o f  referents.
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4.7.3 Non-Reversiible Sentences

The elicited data suggested that a macrorole pattern o f Actor Verb Undergoer was 

preferred, though some instances o f Actor Undergoer Verb did arise in the data. We 

also saw that where the locative relations of constituents was deemed to be important, 

then signers typically incorporated locative information in their utterances.

The non-elicited data also reveals an underlying macrorole pattern of Actor Verb 

Undergoer -  this occurs where the verb in question is a plain verb. Where an 

agreement verb is used, there is a tendency towards using the macrorole pattern 

Theme (Actor) Verb (Undergoer).

As for reversible sentences, we saw that in non-reversible sentences in the non

elicited data, ISL signers often chose to use reference shifting strategies. Use of such 

strategies lead to a macrorole pattern of Theme r/s (Actor) Verb (Undergoer).

4.8. Identifying Underlying Patterns

In Sections 4.5- 4.7 above we have been concerned with considering whether it is 

possible to identify an underlying basic order for declarative utterances in Irish Sign 

Language. We have noted that while a range of strategies exist for signers of ISL, 

across sentence types a surprising amount o f similarity arises when a macrorole 

analysis is applied. This can be summed up in Figure 4.4 below (where the diacritic 

‘r/s’ stands for “reference shift”):

Sentence Type Plain Verb A greem ent Verb D efault/ O ther

L ocative Sentence Theme (Actor) Verb 

(Undergoer)

Reversible

Sentences

Actor Verb Undergoer Theme (Actor) Verb (Undergoer) Theme r/s (Actor) Verb 

(Undergoer)

Non-reversible

Sentences

Actor Verb Undergoer Theme (Actor) Verb (Undergoer) Theme r/s (Actor) Verb 

(Undergoer)

Figure 4.4: iasic Constituent Order in Transitive Sentences in Irish Sign 
Language
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In the table above, w e can note that there is indeed a pattern emerging, and that it is 

one that is inevitably tied to the verb categories that arise in ISL. We find that where 

plain verbs are used, the typical pattern that emerges is one of Actor Verb Undergoer. 

Where agreement verbs are used, a typical pattern is that of Theme (Actor) Verb 

(Undergoer). In Locative sentences, this is also the ‘default’ pattern across verb types, 

probably due to the need to foreground and background certain constituents within the 

discourse in terms of their focus in the discourse.

We also find that an ‘alternative’ pattern arises which incorporates a reference shifting 

strategy. This pattern is found across the reversible and non-reversible sentences and 

holds the pattern Theme r/s (Actor) Verb (Undergoer). This pattern emerged only 

from our examination of the non-elicited data, probably because reference shifting 

strategies are used commonly in narrative utterances. It seems that the signer is 

depending on the interlocutor’s ability to access the previously activated referent that 

is co-referential with reference-shift at a certain locus. In contrast, it seems that the 

signers who produced the elicited data were aiming to make all referents highly 

accessible to their interlocutors and thus named their referents explicitly without 

recourse to reference shifting strategies.

It is interesting to consider that these results can be described using Payne’s (1987) 

description of semantico-syntactic roles as described in Section 4.4.1 above. In such 

an approach, we can take Actor roles as comparative with Subject/Most Agent-like 

argument in a transitive clause (‘A ’), and the Undergoer role as comparative with ‘P ’, 

the other argument in a transitive clause. This produces a general pattern of AVP, 

which, as noted in Section 4.4.1 is one o f the most common patterns found across 

languages. However, this is a very preliminary finding and much work remains to be 

done in this domain, particularly in identifying the discourse parameters that co-occur 

with alternative constituent ordering patterns.

On this basis, it is important to note that these findings apply only to a small corpus of 

data and it would be interesting to compare a larger set o f data to examine how 

widespread these findings hold. It would also be interesting to compare monologues 

with dialogues to establish whether the negotiation o f referent activation in any way 

affects the ordering o f constituents. Further, it would be interesting to compare and
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contrast native versus non-native signers to consider and compare the range o f choices 

that are utilised by both groups.

It is also worth noting here that the structures we have described are based on 

utterances where a relatively small number o f simultaneous constructions occur. As 

we have noted several times, in simultaneous constructions it is typical for the second 

argument to be articulated before the verb form is articulated. For example, the 

utterance HOUSE, TREE BEHIND occurs where HOUSE is maintained on the non 

dominant hand, then TREE is articulated on the dominant hand before being moved to 

a location that is relative to the position of the house. That is, the second argument 

may be established prior to a verbal event taking place. In such instances, it would be 

worth considering whether such structures should be said to have V/A2 pattern be an 

A2 V pattern. Perhaps both patterns can be regarded as surface variants o f the same 

underlying form.

Finally, the widespread incidence o f Themes across the data suggests that we consider 

whether it is appropriate to view such incidences as topic-constructions. In the next 

chapter we will look at this issue in some depth, considering the literature surrounding 

topic-constructions in signed languages, and particularly, examining both discourse 

level topics and ‘topics’ that arise at sentence level in ISL.

4.9 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter we have begun to consider the issue of constituent order in Irish Sign 

Language. We began by considering the general parameters that have been considered 

when examining constituent order across languages. This led us to consider the sign 

language specific features that need to be considered in undertaking an analysis of 

constituent ordering in ISL (for example, use o f signing space, simultaneous 

constructions (manual and non-manual), reference shifting strategies, etc.). From this 

point, we considered a range of sign-language specific analyses and noted that as the 

research parameters varied significantly across these studies it was impossible to 

compare results in a comprehensive way.
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However, we noted that a picture-based elicitation study o f transitive utterances by 

Boyes-Braem et al. (1984) had been widely reduplicated for many other sign 

languages. On this basis, we decided to follow suit and apply the Boyes-Braem et al. 

model to a pilot analysis o f elicited transitive utterances in ISL. Given that 

sociolinguistic factors may affect the findings o f  studies that depend solely on elicited 

data, we compared our results with data from non-elicited extended narratives. 

Following Van Valin and La Polla (1987), we applied a macrorole analysis to 

consider the general semantic patterns that apply across a given set o f transitive 

utterances.

On this basis we found that, in both elicited and non-elicited ISL data, general 

patterns do emerge:

• Where plain verbs occur in a transitive utterance, the macrorole order o f 

Actor Verb Undergoer is typical.

• Where an agreement verb arises in the verb configuration, the pattern 

Theme (Actor) Verb (Undergoer) is typically used.

• In narratives, we found that another option is available to signers, that is. 

Theme r/s (Actor) Verb (Undergoer).

We also found that simultaneous constructions occurred most frequently in Locative 

sentences, and that in such instances, the Ground element was introduced before the 

Figure element.

Given the prevalence o f  Themes in the data, we propose that it is necessary to 

consider whether we should regard these as topics in a syntactic analysis. Specifically, 

given the propensity o f reference to sign languages as ‘topic-comment languages’, we 

will turn to look in some detail at the existence and functions o f  topic-constructions in 

ISL, at both discourse and clause levels. Given that we also found indications that 

discourse-focus also plays a role in shaping constituent order in ISL, we will also 

consider this issue further in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Topic Constructions in Irish Sign Language

5.1 Introduction

In previous chapters v^e noted that traditional descriptions o f sign languages have 

suggested that they are typically topic-comment languages. In this chapter, a primary 

concem will be the examination o f  this premise. In Chapter 4, we noted that where 

agreement verbs are used in transitive sentences in Irish Sign Language, the 

prototypical structure that is used is that o f Theme (Actor) Verb (Undergoer) or 

Theme r/s (Actor) Verb (Undergoer). In this chapter we will explore whether these 

preclausal Themes can be described as topics in some detail.

We will begin by exploring the idea o f discourse configurational languages (Kiss 

1995), considering the features o f discourse configurationality and topic prominence 

in some depth. We also briefly consider some issues relevant to discourse semantic 

focus, drawing particularly on the work o f Talmy (1996), Shibatani (1985) and 

Fauconnier (1997). As we shall see in Chapter 6, the issue o f  focus is highly relevant 

to detransitivisation processes in ISL.

We will then turn to the sign language literature and explore descriptions o f topic 

marking at discourse and sentence level (taken to include pre-clausal elements) in a 

variety o f languages, notably, American Sign Language, British Sign Language and 

Israeli Sign Language.

Having established the descriptive norms for identification o f  topics, incorporating 

manual and non-manual components, at discourse and sentential level, we will then 

consider the ISL data. As mentioned above, we will pay particular attention to our 

findings in Chapter 4 concerning the prevalence o f Themes in pre-clausal positions in
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ISL declarative utterances. We consider the appropriateness o f  describing these 

structures as topics.

5.2 Discourse Configurational Languages

As we noted in Chapter 4, Kiss (1995:6) reports that the following are characteristics 

o f discourse configurational languages:

A. The (discourse)-semantic function ‘topic’, which serves to foreground a specific 

individual that something will be predicated about (not necessarily identical with 

the grammatical subject), it is expressed through a particular structural relation (in 

other words, it is associated with a particular structural position).

B. The (discourse)-semantic function ‘focus’, expressing identification, is realised 

through a particular structural relation (that is, by movement into a particular 

structural position).

Kiss states that while these two properties often co-occur, they are independent of 

each other. Realisations o f  this kind include Japanese, which exhibits Type A 

discourse configurationality, while Aghem is reported as having only Type B 

discourse configurationality (Horvath 1995). She outlines the syntactic and semantic 

characteristics o f  properties discourse configurational features A and B, and their key 

notions, the topic and the focus.

5.2.1 A Note on Focus

The notion o f  topicality is inherently bound to the notion o f  focus. Indeed, Shibitani 

(1985) has written that in any sentence, focus is an issue for consideration:

‘All entities which correspond to the elements o f  a semantic fram e or valence can 
be considered as focused to some extent. That is, they are singled out as essential 
elements, requiring the listener’s attention in decoding the message: they are 
highlighted against the background o f all other entities which may be in the 
consciousness o f the speech-act participants, but are not semantically coded. 
These semantically coded entities are correlated with different degrees o f  
importance; certain elements are more prominent than others, since they are most 
salient in the speaker’s mind, and call fo r  more attention on the part o f  the 
listener. Less attention is required by the other elements because they are
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relatively unimportant or unidentifiable or because singling them out is 
inappropriate' (1985: 832).

Talmy (1996) has written about focus in a similar vein: He considers how a speaker 

focuses or ‘windows’ attention onto a certain portion o f an event. He describes 

windowing as:

‘the inclusion in a sentence o f explicit material referring to the portion or 
portions o f the total scene that are to be foregrounded, and the omission o f 
material that would refer to the portion or portions o f the scene intended for 
backgrounding’ (1996: 236-7).

According to Talmy, in any given speech act, only a certain portion o f an event that is 

encoded will be focused upon (i.e. only certain participants will be encoded and 

referred to). Depending on the lexicalisation patterns o f the language, certain elements 

o f a motion event are likely to be encoded (e.g. Figure and Ground, Motion and 

Manner, etc.). A listener will infer the totality of the event on the basis o f what is 

windowed in the discourse. Talmy regards the ‘windowed’ portions of discourse as 

attentionally foregrounded. Talmy also argues that a single scene can be windowed in 

many different ways: he suggests that while one scene exists, a number of templates 

for viewing the event can be exploited by a speaker. In this way, windowing can be 

‘initial’, ‘medial’ or ‘final’. A scene may also have a section that is not windowed. 

Talmy refers to this as ‘gapping’, which can be described as data that has to be 

inferred from context or on the basis o f prior knowledge. As a listener reconstructs the 

gapped path (i.e. the gapped data), they conceptualise what would be a complete path. 

Both windowing and gapping can be ‘initial’, ‘medial’ or ‘final’.

Windowing differentiates between two types o f material that is missing from a 

sentence:

• where the referent needs to be understood as belonging to the represented 

scene

• where the referent is peripheral or incidental.

As noted above, Talmy argues that while gapped portions of discourse are 

attentionally backgrounded, a hearer could, with sufficient context, reconstruct the
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gapped ‘paths' to conceptualise what a complete ‘path’ would look like. For example, 

if  we look at the sentence, ‘‘My bicycle is across the street from  the bakery we can 

say that this is fully windowed. W ere medial gapping to occur, we might expect to 

hear ‘M y bike is across from  the bakery’, where the constituent noun phrase, ‘the 

street’ is gapped. However, a listener could reconstruct or identify the location o f the 

bike on the basis o f context, or due to knowledge o f conventional usage. I f  the initial 

component reference point were removed, we might hear the following: ‘M y bike is 

across the s tree t’. The backgrounding o f the initial reference point in this initially 

gapped piece might indicate that the speaker assumes that the location is clear in 

terms o f context or conventional discourse. As such, we can see that a variety o f 

constituents within a sentence can be gapped in order to avert focus to another 

constituent argument.

5,2.1.1 Mapping Thought and Language

Fauconnier (1997) posits that aspects o f the evolution o f  conceptual systems are 

greatly influenced by analogy, metaphor, the real world and other available mappings 

and generic frames. Adopting Fillm ore’s approach to Frame Semantics, Fauconnier 

suggests four levels to the development o f a new conceptual system or schema:

(i) Analogy and Schema Induction

(ii) Categorization and New Conceptual Structure

(iii) Naming and Projected Structure

(iv) Blending and Conceptual Integration

All o f  these processes take place within the general processes o f  cognitive 

construction. Fauconnier argues that ‘language expressions’ (E) possess a ‘meaning 

potential’. As discourse unfolds, complex cognitive processes are called into play. An 

expression thus generates meaning:

‘when the grammatical information E  contains is applied to an existing cognitive 
configuration, several new configurations will be possible in principle (i.e. 
comparable with the grammatical clues). One o f  them will be produced, yielding a 
new step in the construction underlying the d iscourse’ (1997: 38).
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Fauconnier sees this as a process which suggests that the unfolding of discourse is a 

‘succession o f  cognitive configurations’ (1997: 38). He argues that each successive 

cognitive configuration gives rise to the next under pressure from grammar and 

context: that is, both grammar and the unfolding context affect the interpretation of a 

linguistic event. Pragmatic factors may also affect the establishment of a new 

configuration. As we shall see, context can affect the establishment of topics in ISL, 

and, as we shall discuss in Chapter 6, the gapping of agents in passive constructions.

Fauconnier argues that as discourse unfolds, the discourse participants metaphorically 

move through what he refers to as the ‘space lattice’, that is, the series o f connected 

spaces that are established to represent the base viewpoint, conditional/ hypothetical 

events, temporal variations, etc. In moving through the space lattice, discourse 

participants viewpoints and focus are said to shift as they move from space to space. 

However, the base space remains accessible as a starting point for another 

construction. To allow discourse participants to find their way through the ‘maze o f 

mental spaces’, and to use the partitioning o f the spaces to draw appropriate 

inferences, Fauconnier argues that three dynamic notions are crucial: Base, Viewpoint 

and Focus:

‘At any point in the construction, one space is distinguished as Viewpoint, the 
space from  which others are accessed and structured or set up; one space is 
distinguished as Focus, the space currently being structured internally, - the 
space, so to speak, upon which attention is currently focused; and one space is 
distinguished as the Base -  a starting point fo r  the construction o f which it is 
always possible to return. Base, Viewpoint and Focus need not be distinct: more 
often than not, we find  the same space serving as Viewpoint and Focus, or Base 
and Focus, or Base and Viewpoint, or all three: Base, Viewpoint and Focus’ 
(1997: 49).

While he uses a slightly different vocabulary, Fauconnier’s ideas are clearly 

compatible with those of Talmy and Shibitani as discussed above. All consider focus 

and viewpoint as crucial in the encoding of linguistic events. From our perspective, 

the issue o f viewpoint is central when describing focusing strategies in ISL. As we 

shall see in Chapter 6, this becomes even more important when considering passive 

constructions where we will draw further on Fauconnier’s discussion o f mental 

spaces.
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5.2.2 Topic Prominence

We have noted that the notion o f ‘topic’ is varied, incorporating discourse-pragmatic, 

semantic and syntactic elements. Kiss (1995) proposes that the issue o f  topic is a 

discourse-semantic term that denotes the function o f the constituent that the sentence 

is about. She comments that under a specific semantic or ‘notional’ interpretation o f 

the subject-predicate relation, topic is identical with the subject o f  predication, the so- 

called “notional subject” (Rothstein 1983). While the notional-subject often coincides 

with the grammatical subject, (i.e. the notional subject coincides with the constituent 

expressing the most prominent theta role, bearing nominative case, and agreeing with 

the finite verb in many languages). Kiss (1995:7) notes that this is not necessarily the 

case, as sentences that have a grammatical subject may be semantically subjectless. 

Kiss draws on the work o f  Kuroda (1972-73) in differentiating between propositions 

that contain a notional subject and those that do not, namely categorical and thetic 

judgm ents respectively.

So-called categorical judgm ents, which contain a subject-notional predicate structure 

contain two acts: (1) the act o f  recognising what is to be deemed the notional subject 

and (2) confirming or denying what is expressed by the predicate about the notional 

subject. Given that notional subjects play the role o f foregrounding a particular 

individual as the subject o f  a predication, they are said to be [+specific] referring 

expressions. Kiss adds that most types o f generics, for example, definite generics, can 

also function as topics.

In contrast, thetic judgm ents which contain notional predicates contain only one act, 

the act o f recognising the material o f a judgment. When realised linguistically, such 

thetic judgm ents include impersonal, existential, presentative and universal sentences.

Example 5.1 provides examples o f  categorical judgm ents while Example 5.2 includes 

examples o f thetic judgments:

Example 5.1

a. Prince is chasing the cat
b. The dog is a domestic animal.
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Example 5.2
a. It is sunny.
b. There is a cat in the garden.
c. A mouse came into the house.
d. All cats like fish.

Kiss reports that a categorical judgment may contain more than one notional subject 

and provides the following examples from Catalan as evidence of such occurrences:

Example 5.3:
a. L’Anna el cafe [el va fer ahir]

Anna the coffee it made yesterday 
“The coffee Anna made yesterday”.

b. El cafe I’Anna [el va fer ahir]
“The coffee Anna made yesterday”.

(Kiss 1995: 8)

We can see that both example 5.3 (a) and (b) have the same meaning. This leads to an 

interpretation o f 5.3 (a) where el va fe r  ahir is predicated o f I’Anna, and within the 

predicate, el va fe r  ahir is predicated of el cafe. This leads Kiss to propose that it is 

more appropriate to say that sentences (a) and (b) in Example 5.3 above both make 

statements about two participants in a given event, i.e. that they predicate about two 

notional subjects, where both Anna and the coffee are notional subjects.

Vallduvi (1995) proposes that topics function as ‘links’ to cerebral “address books”: 

that is, topics indicate for addressees where the new information contained in a 

sentence should be stored. A language that is identified as topic-prominent (or as a 

discourse configurational language with property A) realises categorical and thetic 

judgments in different syntactic structures.

Thus, Kiss does not promote the idea that the notional subject must coincide with the 

grammatical subject. Indeed, she reports that in languages where categorical and 

thetic judgments are assigned different syntactic structures, the notional subject or 

topic does not have to coincide with the grammatical subject. She cites Hungarian as a 

good example o f such structures and notes that where the grammatical subject is not 

referential and is non-specific, it is not suitable for a notional subject role.
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The issue o f how languages express categorical and thetic judgm ents in syntactic 

structure has been shown to be important in identifying language type -  and 

constituent ordering patterns. For example, Vallduvi (1993) has shown that in 

Catalan, a T(opic) VP structure can be inappropriately identified as being S(ubject) 

VP structure due to the fact that where there is an agentive predicate, the agent is the 

most unmarked carrier o f both topic and grammatical subject roles. Kiss proposes 

that:

‘‘To decide the issue, it has to be carefully examined whether or not specific 
and non-specific (including universally quantified) gramm atical subjects 
share the same structural position ( if  they do, the language does not 
distinguish categorical and thetic judgm ents syntactically; hence it is not 
topic-prominent). It is, naturally, also to be tested i f  a sentence-initial 
grammatical subject occupies the same position as, say, a preposed object; or 
in case a sentence contains a preposed grammatical subject and a preposed  
object, whether their relative order is free. I f  it is, it is indicative o f  property A 
(topic-prominence). ” (Kiss 1995:9).

However, many border-line cases exist: for example in Finnish (Vilkuna 1995), 

Dutch, Icelandic, German (Diesing 1992), and in Hungarian (Kiss 1991). For 

example, in Dutch, Icelandic and in German embedded clauses, the topic position and 

the quantifier position are not distinguished. This leads Kiss to argue that the language 

type represented by these languages does not conform to either subject-prominent or 

topic-prominent typology.

Given this. Kiss reformulates the criterion for identifying topic-prominence in the 

following way:

“fl language has property A discourse configurationality i f  and only i f  in that 
language there is a one to one correspondence between the syntactic and the 
notional predication structures" (Kiss 1995: 14)

Kiss (1995: 11-13) identifies a list o f  properties that topic-prominent language may 

contain, which includes the following:

(i) Phonological Level: Some studies claim that topic cannot bear the 

main stress o f the sentence.

(ii) M orphological Level: Some languages, like Korean and Quetchua 

have morphological topic markers, though such markers are considered 

to occur less frequently than focus-markers.
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(iii) Syntactic Level: the topic is external to the notional predicate, even 

though the syntactic category assigned to the notional predicate is not 

the same in every language.

(iv) Topics precede WH-phrases: Kiss notes that some authors take this 

fact to mean that topics are adjoined to the Complementiser Phrase 

(CP). However, she notes that at the same time, topics in embedded 

clauses tend to follow the complementiser.

(v) After-topics; Kiss reports that some topic-prominent languages like 

Somali, Catalan and Greek have what are called “after-topics” . These 

share the phonological properties and the morphological marker of pre

topics, if  such a morphological marker o f topicality exists in a given 

language. After topics express old information, though Kiss reports 

that it is not clear whether they serve any semantic function.

(vi) Topics are often associated with a resumptive pronoun or clitic: 

Somali, Greek and Catalan all have an obligatory resumptive pronoun, 

while Korean has an optional resumptive pronoun, according to Kiss.

In addition, we could add that topic-comment structure is considered to be a basic 

sentence structure (Li and Thompson 1976); topics and subjects do not tend to 

coincide even if  they are co-referential (Rosenstein 2000, Li and Thompson 1976); 

double topic constructions are prevalent in topic-prominent languages, and the 

ordering o f these topics is free (Kiss 1995).

There is no general agreement among the authors regarding whether topics are 

extracted from the predicate by movement or base-generated in their surface position 

and associated with the predicate-internal gap by co-indexation. This is worth bearing 

in mind when we come to discuss the work o f Aarons (1996) on topics in American 

Sign Language.

5.3 Discussion of Topics in tlie Sign Language Literature

At the outset of Chapter 4, we noted that sign languages have typically been described 

as topic-comment languages: British Sign Language (Deuchar 1983, Kyle and Woll 

1985, Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999), Israeli Sign Language (Rosenstein 2000) and
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American Sign Language (Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980, Wilbur 1994, Janzen 1995, 

1997, 1999, 2000, Neidle et al. 2000, etc.) have all been described as topic prominent 

languages.

The literature regarding British Sign Language is predominantly exploratory in nature, 

aiming to create a ‘snapshot’ overview of the situation vis-a-vis the grammatical 

structure o f BSL. Deuchar (1983) argues that as in ASL, topic-prominence is 

characteristic of BSL, and she provides the following examples o f topic-prominence 

in BSL:

Example 5.4:
(a) VO CLEAN ALL

“I cleaned everything”
(T)C

(b) OV TEN.p. PUT-IN
“I put in lOp”
TC

( c ) SV FATHER FALL
“Father fell”
TC

If these sentences were analysed in terms o f an SVO analysis, three different 

structures would emerge. If we apply a macrorole analysis, we find that (a) can be 

said to have the underlying structure of (Actor) Verb Undergoer, (b) Theme (Actor) 

Verb (Undergoer) and (c) Actor Verb -  an intransitive sentence, and as such, a 

sentence type that we did not consider in our analyses o f constituent order in ISL.

Because topics have a larger scope than subjects, the topic may not appear before 

every verb. Kyle and Woll (1985) note that where a change of topic occurs, however, 

a topic must appear. They also note that topics need not necessarily be nouns (as 

suggested by some of the early literature on ASL).

In BSL, it is generally agreed that the non-manual features that co-occur with 

manually articulated topics are eyebrows raised (for the scope o f the topic element).
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this is followed by a pause, which is in turn followed by the comment (Deuchar 1983, 

Kyle and Woll 1985, Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). We will see that these features 

have also been described for American Sign Language and Irish Sign Language.

Deuchar makes specific reference to the fact that in BSL, articulation of topic- 

comment utterances can be delivered using a simultaneous construction: that is, the 

topic could be articulated on the dominant hand and the comment articulated on the 

non-dominant hand. In earlier chapters, we have seen that ISL also makes use of 

simultaneous signing possibilities, typically using the dominant hand to foreground 

discourse elements and the non-dominant hand to background elements (see Chapters 

2 and 4 for further detail).

As American Sign Language (ASL) is the most extensively described sign language, 

it is not surprising that there is quite an amount of material arguing the fact that ASL 

is a topic-prominent language. However, until Aarons (1996), very little work was 

carried out that analysed the nature o f topics in ASL, or the discourse and 

grammatical constraints on use. Prior to this, most work was exploratory and broadly 

descriptive in nature.

For example, Baker-Shenk and Cokely (1980) describe ASL as a topic-comment 

language, noting that, like speakers o f Mandarin Chinese and Tagalog, ASL signers 

have a tendency to introduce a topic to indicate first the thing they want to talk about 

and then add a comment to make some statement(s), question(s), etc. about the topic 

element. Given this tendency, ASL is described as having a “topic-comment 

structure”.

They note that topic-comment structure can be applied at discourse and at sentential 

level, and identify several components that comprise topic marking:

“(a) during the signing o f  the ‘topic’, the brows are raised, the head is tilted, 
and the signer maintains fairly constant eye gaze on the addressee(except 
where directional gaze is needed fo r  establishing or referring to referents in 
space.); (b) the last sign in the topic is held slightly longer than usual, 
resulting in a pause; (c) then, when the comment is signed, the head position, 
brows and gaze direction are changed” (ibid: 157).
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Baker-Shenk and Cokely report that the nature of the changes that occur during the 

comment are dependent on the type o f comment that arises -  for example, a yes-no 

question, a statement, a command or a question.

Functionally, Baker-Shenk and Cokely report that topicalisation can be used as a 

scene setting device where the topic introduces a location or a temporal context, with 

the comment referring to particular events or characters that fall within the scope of 

the topic’s theme. They propose that a number of pragmatic features influence signer 

decision to topicalise a given element: this depends on (1) the context in which the 

utterance occurs; (2) what the signer wants to communicate.

They also identify what seem to be focus differences where the topic-content is 

affected by the anticipated awareness o f the addressee o f the topic element. That is, if 

the signer is not sure whether an addressee is familiar with the referent, they will 

typically sign KNOW which co-occurs with a squinting of the eyes. Baker-Shenk and 

Cokely report that in such instances, the pause between the introduction o f the topic 

and the articulation of the comment is usually longer than normal, as the signer allows 

the addressee an opportunity to demonstrate that s/he is or is not familiar with the 

referent.

While Liddell (1980) argues that ASL is essentially an SVO language (following 

Fischer 1975), he also makes reference to ASL’s use o f topic constructions. He notes 

that the characteristic feature o f topic- marking in ASL is “a ‘break’ between the 

subject and the rest o f  the sentence’ (ibid: 78). He suggests that this break consists of 

three elements: timing, facial expression and head position, the last two of which co

occur. He argues that the break between the topic and the rest o f an ASL sentence is 

made up of a clearly identifiable change in facial expression and head position, which, 

when combined with the extra-long articulatory duration of the topicalised element, 

clearly indicate that a given sentence is topicalised.

Liddell reports that in ASL, there is a tendency for signs that occur in topic position to 

be held for longer than signs that occur in any other sentence position. However, as 

his data is drawn from elicited sentences which signers translated from English, it is 

possible that sociolinguistic and pragmatic factors may have affected some
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articulatory parameters. Indeed, Deuchar (1983) reported that those analyses o f ASL 

that used ehcited sentences (Fisher 1975, Liddell 1980) typically found SVO 

structures. This contrasts with work that analysed naturally occurring data.

In terms of facial expression and head position, Liddell’s description o f topic marking 

compares with the description provided by Baker-Shenk and Cokely (1980) as 

outlined above: that is, Liddell also reports that topics are marked by a slight brow 

raise with the head tilted slightly back. This backwards head tilt is a central element of 

topic marking in ASL, according to Liddell, as it marks a contrast with questions that 

are marked by a forward tilt of the head.

A more recent, and more in-depth analysis of topics in ASL is that of Aarons (1996). 

Aarons’ analysis is syntactically driven, taking a Principles and Parameters approach 

as a general theoretical framework. Given this generative background, Aarons argues 

that in ASL, topics occur to the left o f the complementiser phrase (CP) and she 

differentiates between base-generated topics and moved topics. Both of these topic 

types are identifiable, according to Aarons, on the basis of their relationship to other 

items in the sentence.

Aarons suggests that, as base-generated topics are not arguments o f the main verb, 

they do not move from an argument position in the complementiser phrase and into 

topic position. As they are not moved, they are thus base generated. Aarons provides 

the following as an example of a base-generated topic in ASL:

Example 5.5:
_____________t
VEGETABLE, JOHN LIKE CORN 
“As for vegetables, John likes com”
(Aarons 1996:71)

She argues that this is identifiable as a base generated topic in ASL:

“since it (VEGETABLE) does not constitute an argument o f  the main verb 
although, as it is not unusual in this kind o f  construction, the topic does bear a 
semantic relation to an argument o f  the main clause  -  that o f  class, element o f  
the class". (Aarons 1996:70).
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Example 5.6 is another ASL example, Aarons illustrates a base-generated topic where 

‘t’ is co-referential with an argument in the sentence:

Example 5.6:
______ t
MARY/, JOHN LIKE IX-3'‘‘' i 
“As for Mary, John likes her.”
(Aarons 1996: 66)

In contrast, moved topics can move from a d-structure position to topic position which 

is adjoined to the left o f the complementiser phrase. Using plain verbs in ASL to 

illustrate (as such verbs demand overt objects), Aarons presents the following:

Example 5.7:
(a) JOHN LOVE MARY 

“John loves Mary”
(Aarons 1996: 71)

(b) ______ t
MARY, JOHN LOVE 
“Mary, John loves”.
(Aarons 1996: 72)

Aarons argues that “Mary” in the (b) sentence is an example of a moved topic. She 

argues that this is the case because there is a trace in object position as in the example 

below, leading her to suggest that there is clear evidence that there are sentences in 

ASL where the object argument moves to topic position:

Example 5.8:
______ t
MARY ,, JOHN LOVE //
“Mary, John loves”.
(Aarons 1996: 72)

Aarons also explored the non-manual features that co-occur with topics in ASL. She 

reports three distinct topic markings that occur over items in topic position. Each is 

associated with a particular function and with a particular grammatical structure. 

Aarons refers to these topic marking non-manual features as “tm l”, “tm2” and “tm3”. 

“tm l” is only used with moved topics and typically occurs in the following contexts:
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• In a rather limited universe o f discourse (in which there is a closed set, which 

is known): the topic is a member of the set.

• Where there is emphasis on contrastive focus on the topic: that is, a speaker 

needs to clarify that they are referring to one element rather than another (e.g. 

they are referring to Olga not Rosemary).

The function of “tm l” is that of highlighting the topic with respect to other items 

known in its class or of contrasting the item with some item introduced previously in 

the discourse.

“tm l” has been described as including raised brows, co-occurring with the head tilted 

back and sometimes slightly to the side. The eyes are open wide. At the final point of 

signing the item in topic position, the head moves down in a headnod. There is a 

pause, and sometimes a brief closing and opening of the eyes. Then the head returns 

to a neutral position and the next constituent is signed.

“Im2” and “tm3” can both accompany base-generated topics, though each of these 

non-manual clusters is associated with different functions and meanings o f the items 

in topic position. Aarons describes “tm2” as including a ''large movement o f  the head, 

backwards and to the side, raised eyebrows and eyes wide open" (1996:78). She 

reports that towards the final part of the signing of the topic element, the head moves 

down and forward to a point very distinctly to the opposite side. She also reports that 

there is often a slight eye-blink, and a pause before the head returns to neutral position 

for the signing o f the next constituent. The cluster o f non-manual features in “tm2” 

functions to introduce new information in a general universe o f discourse, thus 

changing the topic of discourse. The item in topic position must be known in some 

way to the interlocutors, and the introduction of this topic means that the signer will 

provide a robust characterisation of the subject.

In contrast, “tm3” serves to introduce a new discourse topic that the signer believes is 

already shared or known by the addressee. This follows Kuno (1987) who states that 

there is a minimum requirement that the element in topic position be specific enough 

to allow the addressee/s to visualise or assume something about it.
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The “tm3” cluster is described as follows:

"the head is down at a slightly forward angle, and jerked up and down, the 
mouth is open with the upper lip somewhat raised, the eyebrows are raised, as 
in the other topic marking, but the eyes are opened very wide and maintain a 
fixed gaze, and there is a series o f  very slight rapid headnods, followed by a 
pause in which the expression is held, before the signing o f  the rest o f  the 
sentence" (1996:79).

Aarons argues that the existence of three different clusters of non manual features to 

mark topics in ASL provides important evidence regarding the structure of sentences 

that include topics. She reports that a maximum number o f two topics can occur in 

any given ASL sentence, and cites Kegl (in personal communication) in noting that 

attempts to introduce 3 topics at the beginning of discourse are frequently achieved by 

distributing the introduction of topics over two or more sentences. Generally 

speaking, Aarons identifies a variety o f constraints o f the co-occurrence o f topics. For 

example, she finds that where two topics co-occur, both can be base-generated, as in 

the Example 5.9:

Example 5.9:
________ tm2  tm2
CHINA IX, VEGETABLE, PEOPLE PREFER BROCCOLI 
“In China, as far as vegetables are concerned, people prefer broccoli” . 
(Aarons 1996:90).

Aarons notes that the order in which topics are introduced is not important with 

respect to the grammaticality of the sentence, but that discourse focus alters as a 

result. An exception to this rule is where one o f the topics in a base-generated topic 

sentence is co-referential with the argument immediately following the clause. In such 

instances, the co-referential topic must come first, as seen in Example 5.10 below:

Example 5.10:
 tm2 __________ tm2
JOHN VEGETABLE, , PREFER ARTICHOKE
“As for John, as far as vegetables are concerned, he prefers artichokes”. 
(Aarons 1996:90).
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However, if both topi cs are co-referential with an argument of the verb, then the order 

in which they are introduced is immaterial from a grammatical point of view.

Where Aarons asked informants to participate in grammaticality judgments, they were 

generally not willing to accept as grammatical sentences where one topic was base

generated and one topic was moved. In instances where such sentences were deemed 

acceptable, informants proposed that “tm2”, the base-generated markers, must 

precede “tm l”, the markers that accompany moved topics. If both topics were of the 

moved variety then regardless o f the order in which they occurred, the sentences were 

deemed ungrammatical.

Generally then, we can say that in terms of co-occurrence o f topics, Aarons found that 

“tm3” (base generated) can precede “tm l” (moved) in grammatical ASL sentences. 

The opposite ordering is not permitted. The order of arguments o f the verb relative to 

the order o f the topics is not relevant. Where topics are “tm3” or “tm2”, “tm3” must 

precede “tm2” to be grammatically acceptable.

Other work on topic structure in ASL includes Janzen (1995, 1997, 1999, 2000) and 

Neidle et al. (2000). Janzen (1999) argues that for ASL, the topic-comment structure 

found in a discourse-structure framework can be explained as having emerged from 

gestural communicative roots, proposing a grammaticalisation path between the yes- 

no question (particularly in terms of its non-manual marking) and topic-constructions. 

He notes that yes/no questions in ASL are typically marked with non manual markers 

that are identical as those for topics except that in yes-no questions, the head is tilted 

slightly forward, while the head may be tilted slightly backwards for topic 

constructions.

He proposes that in modem ASL, a prototypical topic construction marks pragmatic 

information that is accessible to both the signer and the addressee: this may be 

pragmatically derived. He goes on to argue that the topic-construction has 

grammaticalised further where grammatical meaning is related to text organisation 

without reference to pragmatic extra-linguistic information. However, he does not 

propose that the topic-construction has grammaticalised into a subject: instead, he
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suggests that the grarnmaticalised topic remains prominent in ASL with a distinct set 

o f functions. These functions include text-cohesion and linkage.

O f particular interest, Janzen argues that topic constructions in ASL have 

grammaticalised to a  point where they not only mark for contextual information 

necessary to the discourse, but are also applied to markers that point the interlocutors 

way through the text; that is, what is understood to be accessible or “topical” within 

the interlocutor’s frame o f reference is the discourse structure.

Janzen supports this claim through analysis o f  discourse markers that connect a string 

o f events, namely listing strategies, o f which he identifies at least three types. These 

are strategies such as (1) using the non-dominant hand to introduce and hold each 

item referred to sequentially while the “comment” is signed on the dominant hand; (2) 

use o f the non-dominant hand to introduce elements as FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, 

etc. while the item for discussion is introduced by the dominant hand, and (3) a 

particular use o f signing space where the signer appoints a portion o f signing space 

for each item. W e considered some of these issues for ISL in Chapters 2 and 4 

respectively, particularly in relation to the use o f simultaneous signing.

Janzen goes on to claim that ASL connectives (e.g. BUT, BE-FINISHED) and so 

called rhetorical question forms that occur sentence medially in ASL are also topics, 

the latter o f which he classifies as “wh-word topics” . His evidence is based on the fact 

that wh-word topics are not question forms any longer: he argues that such forms are 

not really asking for any addressee response, which would be taken as an interruption. 

This is in line with the findings o f  Neidle et al. (2000). Further, Janzen reports that 

wh-question forms are marked by furrowed or knit brows in ASL while wh-topics are 

marked with raised brows. This leads Janzen to suggest that the original meaning or 

function o f the wh-word has been bleached semantically, with the construction taking 

on a textual discourse function. A similar process has also been reported for the 

grammaticalisation o f rhetoricals in Tamil (Herring 1991). Janzen suggests that in 

Tamil, the grammaticalised rhetorical question word is simply marking the first clause 

as a kind o f topic rather than functioning as any kind o f question, including a 

rhetorical. Janzen suggests that the ASL connectives he describes are textual rather
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than pragmatic topics? insofar as they are used when the signer has introduced an idea 

and then wishes to connect it to the next. His reasoning is as follows:

‘‘The new idea expressed in the clause before the connective becomes given 
when it has been stated in the discourse text, so that even though it may not 
have previously been accessible within the signer and addressee’s experience, 
once it is stated, it immediately becomes so. But rather than repeat the entire 
proposition as the now accessible topic, a connective stands in as an 
economical “token” o f the topic. The effect is captured in the discourse 
structure “X, given X, Y ” where the topic-marked connective “given X ” is the 
highly reduced token o fX ” (Janzen 1999: 296).

Janzen also argues that prepositions can also take topic marking, thus reinforcing his 

thesis that grammatical rather than lexical signs can attract topic marking, and 

function as connectives.

In contrast with these findings -  at least in terms of the non-manual features that 

typically co-occur with topics- is the work o f Rosenstein (2000) for Israeli Sign 

Language. She argues that Israeli Sign Language is a topic prominent language, 

following the parameters laid down by Li and Thompson (1976) and Kiss (1995).

As in ASL, topics in Israeli Sign Language are identifiable on the basis o f intonational 

breaks that are marked by non-manual signals such as blinks, change of eyegaze, and 

head and body position. However, unlike ASL, Rosenstein reports that in Israeli Sign 

Language no no-manual features were found that exclusively mark topics. She 

specifically refers to the absence o f raised eyebrows as an indicator of topic. As we 

have seen, this is a member o f the cluster o f  typical non-manual features that occur as 

markers of topicality in both ASL and BSL.

This factor aside, Israeli Sign Language shares many features o f topic prominence 

with ASL: Topic constructions are considered to be basic sentence types, that is, they 

are not derived from more basic constructions. Double topic constructions are 

prevalent. Topics and subjects tend not to coincide even when they are co-referential.

Rosenstein uses a purely pragmatic definition o f topic, drawing on Vallduvi (1992) 

who describes “links” (which Rosenstein calls topics) as:
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“an address pointer in the sense that it directs the hearer to a given 
address ...in the hearer’s knowledge store, under which the information 
carried by the sentence is entered” (Vallduvi 1992:47).

This seems to coincide with Aaron’s discussion of the function of “tm3”in ASL 

topicahsed sentences: as discussed earlier, “tm3” serves to introduce a new discourse 

topic that the signer believes is already shared or known by the addressee. However, 

Rosenstein does not explore this domain, presumably given that she did not find that 

non-manual marking was significant for topic identification in Israeli Sign Language. 

Instead, Rosenstein focuses on considering a number of interesting questions 

regarding topic-comment structure as the basic constituent structure o f Israeli Sign 

Language and how this is marked in the language.

In terms of identifying topic-comment constructions as basic in Israeli Sign Language, 

Rosenstein adopts Keenan’s definition o f a syntactically basic structure;

“a. a syntactic structure x  is semantically more basic than a syntactic 
structure y, if  and only i f  the meaning o f y  depends on that o f  x. 
b. a sentence in L is a basic sentence (in L) i f  and only i f  no (other) complete 
sentence in L is more basic than i t”.. (1976:303)

Rosenstein argues that in Israeli Sign Language, topics do not need to be arguments of 

the verb in the comment. On this basis, they cannot be seen as deriving from a simpler 

structure through movement. She also argues that the topic is not part of the clause 

that constitutes the comment, citing negation as evidence of this. In Israeli Sign 

Language, negation can be marked non-manually by a headshake. This may spread 

over the entire comment, including the subject of the sentence, but never to the topic. 

Further, Rosenstein suggests that topics are left-adjoined to the CP in Israeli Sign 

Language. She argues that this is the case due to the intonational break (Wilbur 1994) 

that separates topics from comments: in Israeli Sign Language, most topics were 

found to be followed by a blink and/or a change in head or body position or eye gaze.

Rosenstein also cites semantic evidence to support the thesis that the topic in Israeli 

Sign Language is not part o f the clause that constitutes the comment. She states that 

even where topics can be seen as arguments of the verb or where they are co-indexed
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with arguments of the verb, they still do not have an emphatic or contrastive meaning 

in the way that they would in a subject prominent language like English. She cites the 

following example, stating that the sentence does not mean more than its English 

translation;

Example 5.11:
THE CAKE, I EAT COMPLETELY 
“I finished the cake”.
(Rosenstein 2000; 5)

Rosenstein argues that the Israeli Sign Language sentence in Example 5.11 above 

does not serve to place “the cake” in contrast with another element or put additional 

emphasis on “the cake”, which arguably would be the case in an English sentence like 

“The cake, I have finished it”. This, she argues, is evidence that topicalised 

constructions in Israeli Sign Language do not depend on simpler non-topicalised 

constructions for meaning. On this basis, Rosenstein argues that the topic construction 

is basic in Israeli Sign Language.

She also offers distributional evidence to support her claim. She reports that topic- 

comment structure is prevalent in Israeli Sign Language appearing wherever the topic 

of the discourse changes. Rosenstein reports that where the topic is active, it does not 

have to be overt. This leads her to speculate that topic-less sentences are in fact 

comments with a zero topic.

A second point which Rosenstein raises is that topic and subject do not coincide even 

when they are co-referential. As we saw earlier, this is a basic feature o f topic- 

prominent languages (Kiss 1995). Rosenstein reports that in Israeli Sign Language, 

the topic is typically a full NP followed by an intonational break. The subject is 

typically a pronoun which can be overt or covert, as in Example 5.12 below:

Example 5.12:
CHILD, LOOKS OPEN-MOUTH LOOKS-AT SNOWMAN
“The child, (he) looks at the snowman with his mouth open (amazed).”
(Rosenstein 2000; 5)
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Rosenstein argues thiat the pronoun in this example is recoverable from both the 

context, and by the piresence o f a role prominence marker (that is, the signer signs the 

comment from the pc>sition in space where the topic was established -  in our terms, a 

reference shift occurred). She argues that it cannot be claimed that the NP is the 

subject in this example as subjects are part o f  the CP and are not marked by separate 

intonational phrases.

Rosenstein argues that this evidence provides support for Vallduvi’s claim that 

unstressed pronouns are not topics, that is, they are not ‘address pointers’ but point to 

“already open files” . In functional terms, this suggests that in subject-prominent 

languages, full NPs or pronouns can serve as the subject o f a sentence, but in topic- 

prominent languages, the pronoun typically serves as subject, while full NPs serve as 

topics. Rosenstein reports that in her corpora, only full NPs were followed by blinks 

or other non-manual markers o f intonational breaks. Even where pronouns are overt in 

her data, they are never followed by such breaks. She notes that where pronouns are 

covert, they can be inferred by role prominence, but reference shifting occurs only 

after a full NP has been signed in topic position. She reports that in Israeli Sign 

Language, it is rare to find a full NP that is a subject in sentence initial position that is 

not followed by an intonational break.

Rosenstein reports that double topics do occur in Israeli Sign Language and that the 

order o f the two topics is free, thus conforming to K iss’ (1995) claim that in topic- 

prominent languages, the ordering o f  topics in a double topic construction should be 

free. Rosenstein identifies four types o f  relationships between the two topics:

(i) Pragmatic

(ii) Temporal/ Locative

(iii) Conjoined

(iv) Partitive

In (i), the linkage between topics can be based on the interlocutors’ familiarity with 

the immediate context o f discourse. When the relationship between the two topics is 

pragmatic, the order is free.
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In (ii), Rosenstein no'tes that temporals and locative can co-occur with other topics in 

Israeli Sign Language sentences. She also notes that the order of topics is free. As we 

shall see later, this does not seem to be the case for Irish Sign Language.

In (iii), Rosenstein identifies two types o f sentence: (1) , where one refers to two

topics which are co-referential with the subject and the object of the verb and (2),

where two topics are followed by two conjoined comments. Examples o f each kind of 

conjoined topics are given below:

Example 5.13:

(i) DORON X, SARA X, HE LOVE HER
(ii) DORON I, I ... I WANT CHECK, DORON MODEL HE

“As for Doron and I, I will be a checker and Doron will be a model”. 
(Rosenstein 2000: 8)

The final category identified by Rosenstein, partitive topics (iv), form something of an 

exception in Israeli Sign Language insofar as topic ordering in double topic 

constructions is not free. In this category, Rosenstein includes the relationship 

between a class and a member of that class, or between a whole and some part of it. 

Given syntactic reasons, Rosenstein reports that word order is not free in such 

utterances as the signer must first introduce the more general referent before the more 

specific. Example 5.14 demonstrates a partitive double topic construction in Israeli 

Sign Language:

Example 5.14:

LIST, X EACH WORD, I SIGN SENTENCES WORDS
“list of words, (from it) each word I had to sign words and sentences”
“I had to sign each word from the list and give sentences (as examples).”
(Rosenstein 2000: 8)

In summary then, in Israeli Sign Language topics are marked through word order, 

with topic occurring in sentence initial position. The comment follows. No specific 

non-manual marker of topicality was found, though raised brows mark some topics. 

However, these seem to have functions other than topic-marking in Israeli Sign
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Language. The topic is marked prosodically as an intonational phrase. Double topics 

can and do occur, amd the ordering o f  topics in such constructions is generally free. 

There is one exception: in double topic constructions where there is a partitive 

relationship between the topics, the more general topic comes first, followed by the 

more specific topic.

5.4 Prior Understanding of Topics in Irish Sign Language

No in-depth analyses o f  topic constructions has been carried out for ISL to date. 

However, O ’Baoill and Matthews (2000) make a significant contribution in terms o f 

reference to use o f topic-constructions in ISL. They propose that topic constructions 

are very common in ISL and are used primarily to highlight a certain element within 

the discourse or to bring an element into focus. They report that the discourse topic 

will always be a nominal, which is expressed in citation form. Further information 

relating to the topic element is included in the comment.

O ’Baoill and M atthews report that the main non manual features associated with the 

articulation o f topic-comment utterances in ISL are the head, which is tilted back 

slightly; raised eyebrows accompanying the articulation o f the topic and followed by a 

head-nod while maintaining the raised eyebrow position. They propose that the head- 

nod functions to ensure that the addressee has correctly identified the topic. Further, 

they report that the eyebrows return to neutral position during the articulation o f the 

comment.

It is interesting to note that O ’Baoill and M atthews present a semi-unified analysis -  

they consider topics as syntactic elements, but also as pragmatic features that mark for 

focus. They also explicitly note that there is a difference between syntactic topicality 

and focus marking. They argue that in some o f  the examples they consider, the 

nominals in ‘topic’ position could be better described as focusing/ highlighting 

particular elements as the information that is under focus in these utterances is not 

always a new topic.

O’Baoill and Matthews suggest that we can think o f  ISL topics as being similar in 

structure to cleft sentences found in spoken languages like English and Irish. This
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involves moving a ^subject or object to the beginning o f  a sentence where it is 

followed by a relative clause, such as “It is Karen who is having a baby” . In standard 

English, this process is restricted, with only nominals functioning as clefts. However, 

in Irish any constituent can reportedly be defied  (ibid: 189). O ’Baoill and Matthews 

conclude that:

‘‘the topic/comment sentences in ISL may instead be better described using 
the linguistic distinction between theme and rheme. Theme represents known 
information, that is information that is not new to the receiver. The rheme on 
the other hand, refers to information that is new. ” (2000:189).

This merging o f topic and focus in the literature does make a straightforward analysis 

more complex, as authors do not always explicitly state what their definition o f 

topicality entails.

While we take on board the findings o f O ’Baoill and Matthews, we will consider 

some o f the questions raised by Rosenstein for Israeli Sign Language in a bid to 

deepen our understanding o f topic constructions in Irish Sign Language. As our focus 

in this thesis is primarily descriptive, we will not consider issues that relate to the 

question o f  whether or not topic position is adjoined to the complementiser phrase. 

We begin by considering whether topics are arguments o f the verb in the comment.

5.4.1 Exploring Topic Constructions in Irish Sign Language

The data considered for the purposes o f  this chapter confirm the tendency for topics in 

ISL to be accompanied by raised brows (br) and, frequently, head tilted back (htb). 

The endpoint o f the topic element is often marked by an eyeblink (/eb/), which could 

be described as an “intonation break” following W ilbur (1994) and Rosenstein (2000).

While some o f the ISL data examined demonstrates overt articulation o f a head-nod at 

offset o f  the topic element, this does not seem to be obligatory. It may be that the 

return o f  the head from its extended position in the backwards tilt to the neutral head 

position has been interpreted as a head-nod by other commentators. However, overt 

head-nodding as a marker o f offset o f  topic has not been a frequent occurrence in the 

data examined here. Eyeblink seems to be a much more consistent marker o f clausal
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boundaries for this piurpose, though the fact that eyebhnks also mark for offset of non

topic clauses delimiits the possibility o f identifying topic-phrases on the basis of 

eyeblink alone as a final marker. Examples 5.15-5.17 below give general examples of 

topics in ISL, where eyeblink marks an intonation break that serves to delineate topics 

from comments:

Example 5.15:
____________________ br /eb/
___________________ htb
MORE INFORMATION INDEX+f CONTACT WEBSITE

“If you need any further information, check out our website” . 
(Informant N; “Hands On” Footage).

Example 5.16:
_______________________________ br /eb/
______________________________ htb
COMPARE TO OTHER COUNTRY FOR EXAMPLE FINLAND INDEX+r

“Compare this to other countries, for example, Finland...”
(Informant F: “Hands On” Footage).

Example 5.17:
____________________________ br_ /eb/
____________________________ htb
l.a.c.k. OF INTERPRETER MEAN NO ACCESS.. ..

“The lack of interpreters means no access....”
(Informant F: “Hands On” Footage).

However, eyeblink does not seem to be a compulsory component o f the topic- 

construction, as evidenced by the following example where brow raise and head tilted 

back suffice:

Example 5.18:
______________________ to
___________________ htb
BUT PROBLEM WHAT THEIR ATTITUDE

“The problem is their attitude”
(Informant B: “Hands On” Footage).
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Indeed, there are also examples where the signer’s head is not tilted back, but a topic- 

comment interpretation could be applied as in Examples 5.19-5.21 below;

Example 5.19:

eves wide 
 ^

NOW HAND-OVER SEE WHAT YOUNG PEOPLE NOW  UP TO N O W ...

“But first, what do young deaf people get up to now ..
(Informant N: “Hands O n” Footage).

Example 5.20:

 ^
COLLAR d CL.G+invert position (“tum-up-collar”)

nd CL.G+invert position (“tum-up-collar”)....

“You take the collar and turn it u p ...”
(Informant G: “Moving Hands” Footage).

Example 5.21:

_____________________________^  head+forward
c+CL+legs:bent (“go-upstairs) +hi M EET WOMAN

“I went upstairs and met a woman..”
(Informant U: “Hands ON” Footage).

From the sentences we have examined so far, it does seem that raised brows are 

obligatory in marking topics in ISL.* It may be that other non-manual markers are 

salient, but not always obligatory.

* Further examples o f  topics in ISL include Appendix 6.10, Line 35: (ROPE (br) UNTIE-ROPE-AND- 

PULL-ONTO-BOAT, “ untied the boat and pulled the rope on board”.), Appendix 6.15, Line 20: 

(SCRIPT (br) (e/b) STUDDY++, “I studied the script very intensively”), Appendix 6.15, Line 50 

(HEARING THEATRE (htb) (hs) CANNOT FOLLOW SOMETIME, “..hearing theatre which I cannot 

follow sometimes”.). Appendix 6.17, Line 12: ( INTEREST WHAT (htb+br) NOTHING sr+ASK- 

ME+c DEAF, “The only interesting thing was that she didn’t ask if  I was d ea f’.), Appendix 6.17, Line 

14: (ONLY SURPRISE WHAT (br) FAX SHRUG, “The only surprise was the fax”).
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5.4.2 Are Topic Constructions Basic in ISL?

If we are to say that topic constructions occur in Irish Sign Language, we must ask the 

questions: How frequent are they? Where do they occur? What constraints operate on 

use o f topic constructions? We will consider the issues o f occurrence and constraints 

on operations later. First, let us consider the issue of frequency.

In considering the issue of frequency, the general impression arising from this work is 

that topics do not occur as frequently in ISL as reported for other sign languages. 

However, given the current lack o f an electronically tagged corpora o f ISL, it is 

impossible to gauge with accuracy the extent o f topic occurrence in ISL. Future 

research, drawing on prototypical descriptive norms for topic constructions in ISL 

might consider this a fruitful issue for consideration.

If we turn to examine whether we can describe topic-constructions in ISL as being 

basic, we can note that topics are not derived from more basic constructions, that is, 

the topic elements do not seem to be moved from another location in the sentence. 

Evidence to support this fact comes from negation marking. In non-topicalised 

utterances, the scope o f negation extends to the entire sentence. Example 5.22 

illustrates this:

Example 5.22

__________ n
ISL STUPID

“ISL is not stupid”.
(Leeson 1997:25).

In contrast, in topic constructions, the marking of negation in a comment does not 

spread to the topic element. An example o f this is seen below:
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Example 5.23:

__________________________br  n
... ALL-OF-US DEAF c+PAY+fl N O ......

Hands On Translation: . .Deaf people rarely pay the fees themselves”.
Alternative Translation: “..Us Deaf people do not typically pay for this” .
(Informant B: “Hands On” Footage).

5.4.3 Relationship Between Arguments in Topic Constructions

From the examples we have examined so far, it seems that topics are not typically 

arguments o f the verbs that arise in comments. Examples 5.24-5.25 demonstrate some 

examples:

Example 5.24:
_____________________ ^  /eb/
_____________________ htb hn
IF COMPUTER WEBSITE CAN LOOK UP QUOTE DEAF IRELAND
“If logged on, (you) can check out “Deaf Ireland” “.
(Informant N : “Hands On” Footage).

Example 5,25:
 ^
__________________ htb ______________ (slight)hn
TALK ABOUT WHAT BUY YOUR OWN HOME

TV Programme Translation: “..with a special report on buying your own hom e...” 
Alternative translation: “ .. where we will talk about buying your own home.” 
(Informant N : “Hands On” Footage).

However, it is arguable that there are some instances where the topic is an argument 

o f the verb in the comment. Examples 5.26 -5.27 illustrate this point:

Example 5.26:

______________
_____________htb
PR0.3 MOTHER USE IRON FATHER SHIRT

“Her mum used to iron her father’s shirt”. 
(Informant G: “Moving Hands” Footage).
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Example 5.27:

_______
 htb
WOMAN r/s TAKEN-ABACK

TV Programme Translation: this sentence is not translated.
Alternative Translation: “The woman was taken aback”
(Informant U: “Hands On” Footage).

In Example 5.26 we see that the pronoun, “PRO.3” is followed by “MOTHER” in the 

topic phrase. We can identify this as being a topic solely on the basis o f the non 

manual features that co-occur with these signs. If these non manual features did not 

co-occur, we would interpret this sentence as having a straightforward Actor Verb 

Undergoer pattern.

In Example 5.27, we see an example that follows the pattern found in some of the 

sentences explored in Chapter 4. Here we see that an actor is introduced as a Theme. 

This is followed by a reference shift, where we can identify the implied actor (the 

woman -  as introduced in the Theme) being taken aback. We can describe this 

sentences as having the pattern (Actor) Verb. We describe the Theme as a topic in this 

instance primarily because it co-occurs with non-manual features that typically mark 

topic.

If we compare this data to that found in elicited sentences, we find that there are no 

prototypical examples of topic constructions to be found; that is, there is not one 

example where the signers head is tilted back while eyebrows are raised occurs, 

followed by an eyeblink or a headnod. Instead, we find some examples of raised 

brows co-occurring with Themes, as illustrated by Examples 5.28-5.30 below:

Example 5.28:
________ br
FLOWERS MANY+sr. v.a.s.e. CL.G+tace-extent+sl 
“The flowers are beside the vase”.
(Informant D: Picture elicitation task: Sentence 2.)
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Example 5.29:

 br
CHAIR ARMCHAIR CHAIR WITH C A T. 
“The cat is on the chair”
(Informant C: Picture elicitation task. Sentence 4).

Example 5.30:

 br
DOOR BOY STAND SIDE DOOR

nd CL.B-door PUSH-CLOSE
“The boy closes the door” .
(Informant C: Picture elicitation task. Sentence 7).

Interestingly, each o f  these examples was articulated by a male signer. We noted in 

Chapter 4 that there was a tendency for Informants C and D, both male signers, to 

make greater use o f Themes to introduce arguments. Particularly, we noted that 

Informant C, the only native signer in this group, made significantly greater use o f 

Themes than the other informants. This leads us to suggest that comparative analysis 

o f  native and non-native signers could indicate whether systematic differences arise at 

morphosyntactic level depending on a signer’s experience o f  acquisition o f  ISL.

This issue aside, it is important to note that the female informants did not make use o f 

explicit non manual marking for topics in the elicited data, though female signers do 

utilise non-manual topic markers in the non-elicited data^. Instead, female signers’ 

elicited data demonstrates use o f a pause after introduction o f  Theme. Examples 5.31 

and 5.32 illustrate this point:

Example 5.31:

2h CL.B -tab le  BALL UNDER 
“The ball is under the table” .
(Informant A: Picture elicitation task. Sentence 6.)

 ̂Other examples include:Appendix 6.14, Lines 39-40: ( PROBLEM W HAT (br) SINCE SMALL 

GROW-UP ME FLIP AFRAID DARK, “The problem is that ever since was small I’ve been afraid o f  

the dark”), Appendix 6.18, Line 139: (w.h.y. (br) sl+QUALIFICATION rNDEX+sH-+(hn), “That’s 

because they have qualifications”).
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Example 5.32:

CAR+be-located+c PERSON FAR+be-located+sr

“The man is far in front o f the car” .
(Informant A: Picture elicitation task. Sentence 3).

Interestingly, both o f  these sentences see locative elements in sentence initial 

position, which is where we normally find topics located. In both o f these sentences, 

locative relations are being established, and it would be in such instances that we 

would expect to find topics occurring, with the element in topic position being old- 

information. It may be that in locative utterances, topic need not explicitly be marked 

through use o f  co-occurring non-manual features as the context creates a pragmatic 

awareness o f the fact that a topic is marked.

Further, we can note that in each o f  these examples, the topic element introduces an 

item that serves as a background o f sorts for the information contained in the 

comment. In Example 5.31, TABLE serves to establish a locative context for the 

introduction o f  the comment, BALL UNDER, while in Example 5.32, the CAR and 

its location serve to establish a context for the introduction o f  the MAN. Such 

focusing strategies are even more striking in situations where simultaneous 

constructions are used. Then, we typically find that topic elements are introduced by 

the non-dominant hand, and held at an established locus to establish a relative locative 

relationship, while the dominant hand introduces the new information in the comment. 

The act o f using the dominant hand to introduce the comment seems to highlight the 

fact that this new information is more salient than that introduced by the non

dominant hand.

5.4.4 Double Topic Constructions in ISL:

Earlier, we explored a range o f  double-topic construction types that have been 

described in Israeli Sign Language. In the ISL data examined, only a small number o f 

clear examples o f a double-topic construction were identified.
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Example 5.33 display/s a partitive relationship between the topics in the sentence. The 

first topic introduces the more general “JOB AGENCY”, while the second topic 

introduces the more specific “THREE AGENCY”, at points that have previously been 

established in discourse.

Example 5.33:

___________ ^  /eb/ _______________________________________________ /eb/
___________ h t b __________________________________________ htb
JOB AGENCY INDEX+f INDEX+f+multiple THREE AGENCY

^  /eb/
CALL TO INTERVIEW

TV Programme Translation'. “He was called for interview by each o f  the agencies in 
our report” .

Alternative Translation: “Each o f  the three agencies in our report called (him) to 
interview.”
(Informant N: “Hands On” Footage).

In Example 5.33 we see that topics are articulated in a prototypical way: we see that 

each topic is marked non-manually with head tilted back and brows raised. Each topic 

offset is marked by an eyeblink or “intonational phrase” . This example is also in line 

with findings for word-order constraints in double topic (partitive) constructions as 

outlined by Rosenstein for Israeli Sign Language insofar as the more general topic 

precedes the more specific topic.

Example 5.34 below demonstrates another double topic construction. In this example, 

we see what could be termed a temporal double topic construction, following 

Rosenstein (2000). In this instance, we find that the signer introduces the first topic 

“SEE YOU TW O WEEK TIM E”. This is accompanied by raised brows, but the head 

is not tilted back. However, an eyeblink marks offset o f  the first topic element. The 

signer then introduces the second topic ‘INDEX+f TW O WEEK TIM E”. This is 

accompanied by the prototypical non manual features that we expect to accompany 

topic constructions: the head is tilted back and the brows are raised. This second topic 

is more specific in content than its predecessor. Here, the “IN D E X +f’ element can be 

considered to function as specifying that specifically, at the future point o f  time
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indicated (i.e. 2 week.s time), a special programme will be broadcast. The information 

regarding the fact thiat a special programme will be broadcast is articulated in the 

comment.

Example 5.34:

 ^
____________________ htb

SEE YOU TWO WEEK TIME INDEX+f 2 WEEK TIME

____________________ W /eb/
SPECIAL PROGRAMME

“See you in two weeks time with a special report on buying your own home”. 
(Informant N: “Hands On” Footage).

Finally, in Example 5.35 below, we find that the signer uses brow raises, followed by 

a pause to mark topic boundaries. The first topic serves as a temporal marker, 

indicating that the signer is referring to the time period “tomorrow morning”. The 

second topic element is a rhetorical question, which the signer answers in the 

comment phrase. The offset o f the comment phrase is marked by a headnod.

Example 5. 35:

_________ br __________________ ^  to
MORNING PLAN GO-TO WHERE DEAF c.l.u.b. o.r. HERE u.c.c.
“In the morning, I need to know if I have to go to the Deaf club or to come here to the 
University”.
(Informant H: narrative: “Moving Hands” Footage)

Given the lack o f double constructions that were identified in the ISL data examined, 

it may be that double topics are less frequent in ISL, or that their use is more 

constrained than in languages like ASL and Israeli Sign Language. Further research 

into these structures is recommended

A further example o f  a double topic construction can be seen in Appendix 6.15, Lines 57-58 ; (IF 

LIKE c.l.a.s.s.i.c. FOR HEARING (br) (e/b) DEAF (br) FOR NOT SUITABLE (hs), “While classic 

theatre is suitable for hearing audiences, it doesn’t work for D eaf audiences”.
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5.4.5 Elements Occcurring in Topic Position in ISL

In section 5.4 above, we noted that O ’Baoill and Matthews (2000) reported that 

nominals occur in topic position in ISL. Our findings support this claim, though we 

argue that the evidence suggests that nominals are just one class that can occur in 

topic position. Examples 5.27-5.30 above are examples o f nominals occurring in topic 

position. We also found evidence to suggest that temporal phrases can occur in topic 

position. Example 5.34 provides evidence o f this fact. Further, it seems that locative 

phrases also function well in topic position. Example 5.32 above is an example o f  a 

locative phrase occurring in topic position. Finally, we also found evidence for 

double-topic constructions in ISL, though we noted that further research is needed to 

more fully explore the range o f  categories that exist within the general description o f 

“topic-construction”.

5.4.6 Discourse Topics in ISL

Thus far we have focused on the identification o f  topic elements at the level o f the 

individual utterance, but ignored the fact that there are also discourse-level topics that 

occur. These topics serve to introduce the theme o f the discourse and establish the 

major focus for discussion. In this sense, we could say that these topics really are 

“what the discourse is abouf’. On this basis we could suggest that such discourse- 

level topics are probably exemplars o f the “topic as theme” description provided by 

O ’Baoill and Matthews (2000) and outlined above. Such an analysis is also in line 

with some o f the issues raised by Janzen (1999) for ASL, which we discussed earlier.

Example 5.36- 5.38 present discourse topics that are the opening sentences o f 

discourse texts. Example 5.36 outlines how the speaker will discuss the topic o f how 

he became involved in the RTE News for the D eaf team, and Example 5.37 is the 

opening sentence from a rendition o f  “The Bear”, where the signer explicitly states 

the theme o f  the story. Example 5.38 is the opening o f  a narrative discussing what the 

signer does when he gets up in the m orning ''.

" Other examples o f  discourse topics being marked at the outset o f  an utterance include: Appendix 6.6, 

Lme 1; (HELLO ME MORNING ME GET-UP 8-O-CLOCK, “In the morning, I get up at eight 

o ’clock)., Appendix 6.12, Lines 1-3; (HI, TODAY SPECIAL PROGRAMME (htb) FOCUS
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Example 5.36: (Previously listed as Example 4.22):

NOW TALK ABOUT HOW JOIN r.t.e. n.e.w.s. SIGN
“Now let me tell you about how I became involved with the RTE signed news”. 
(Informant F: “Moving Hands” Footage).

Example 5.37:

HELLO/ SIGN STORY ABOUT BEAR ME 
“Hello, I’m going to tell you a story about a bear” .
(Informant H: narrative).

Example 5.38:

“story”
HELLO SIGN ABOUT TALK ABOUT GET-UP MORNING 
“Hi. I’m going to tell you about what I do when I get up in the morning”.
(Informant H; narrative: “Moving Hands” Footage).

Discourse topics do not only occur at the outset of a narrative: they also seem to serve 

as signposts to the addressee that the signer is about to change the focus o f their story 

somewhat. It may be that such markers are pragmatic and more typical o f narratives/ 

monologues that are signed to camera for an unknown audience in order to maximally 

clarify the ordering o f the discourse’̂ . Further research is needed to explore this point. 

Examples 5.39-5.40 provide examples o f discourse topics that signify focus changes.

Example 5.39:

NOW EXPLAIN FOUR POINT VERY IMPORTANT 
“Now I want to discuss four points which are very important”.
(Informant B: conference presentation: “IDS Archives” ).

WHAT(br) FIRST NEW FACE (hr) sr+CL.D.+c, “Hi. Today we have a special programme with some 

new faces”).

Other examples o f  mid-narrative discourse-markers include the following : Appendix 6.1, Line 1 : 

(YES AT HOME SIGN A-LOT WITH ME, “At home he signs a lot with me”). Appendix 6.6, Lines 

27-28: (GO-DOWNSTAIRS FOCUS TO  e.l.s.s. IMPORTANT ASSIGNM ENT , “(I go downstairs and 

put my attention on my ELSS assignment, which is important). Appendix 6.7, Line 29: (IN 

BEDROOM GIRL r/s LIE CRY WIPE-TEARS-AT-RIGHT-EYE, “(Later) in her bedroom, the girl lay 

in bed crying. She wiped a tear from her eye).
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Example 5.40:

LOOK FOR BICYCI.E
(We arrived on the Airan Island) and began to look for bicycles.
(Informant N: “Horizon” Footage).

Example 5.39 occurs in the middle o f  a presentation to a D eaf audience in the 1980s. 

The presenter is discussing the grammatical features o f ISL, and draws the audience’s 

attention to the fact that she will next introduce four salient points for their 

consideration. She does this through use o f  a listing strategy introducing each element 

through use o f  a cardinal number on the non dominant hand (FIRST, SECOND, etc.) 

and then discussing the element on the dominant hand, which, if  we adopt Janzen’s 

thesis, these cardinal number signs function as discourse-cohesion topics.

Another issue that we need to recognise here is that sometimes these discourse topics 

serve to alter a timeframe in a narrative. It has been suggested that ISL utilises 

“specific time reference” (Leeson 1996), following Jacobowitz and Stokoe (1988). 

Specific time reference entails recognition o f  the fact that ISL does not mark tense on 

the verb, as is the case in languages like English. Instead, a signer marks the time- 

period that contextualises the discourse at the outset and this time frame remains in 

place until the signer explicitly changes the timeframe. W e can consider discourse 

unmarked for time to be located in speech act time. This can be considered the default 

setting for present time reference. Examples 5.36 -5 .40  above illustrate this default 

setting.

We introduce the notion o f  specific time reference here, as this form o f temporal 

referencing seems to function in the same ways as discourse topics, not to mention the 

fact that we have seen that adverbials o f time can function as topics in sign languages. 

Two major points can be made: (1) Both topics and specific time referencing serve to 

establish context for the discourse that follows. (2) W hen a topic/ specific time 

reference has been introduced, both remain until the signer explicitly alters them. 

However, we should note that while a narrative that is unmarked for time is 

considered to occur in the present time, there is no parallel for narratives that are not 

introduced by a discourse topic (i.e. there is no “default setting” for a sentence that is 

not marked for topic).
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In terms of frequency', we can note that discourse topics frequently occur at the outset 

of narratives/ monologues, but they are not obligatory in this place. There are also 

examples of narrativ'es/ monologues that do not begin with the establishment of 

discourse topics, including the following:

Example 5,41 (Previously listed as Example 3.42a):

LITTLE GIRL ASLEEP 
“A little girl was asleep”
(Informant G: narrative).

Example 5.42:

ME COME FROM DEAF FAMILY MOTHER-FATHER DEAF...
“I come from a Deaf family. My parents are Deaf...”
(Informant C: “Angry Silences” Footage).

However, the use o f discourse topics at the outset o f narratives/ monologues does 

seem to be more typical in the ISL data examined. We have also seen that discourse 

topics (like specific time reference) can change at a given point in a narrative.

We can also consider the issue of accessibility of information in relation to discourse 

topics. Unlike topics that arise at sentential level, discourse topics do not introduce 

“given” or “old” information, or information that is backgrounded as opposed to 

foregrounded (Givon 1984). Nor do they follow the “given-new” pattern described by 

Chafe (1994). Instead, as discussed in Chapter 4, there is a tendency for sign language 

users to utilise a “say and do” approach in their narratives.

The discourse topics in Examples 5.36-5.40 above could be described as meeting the 

criteria for “say” elements, while the discourse that follows typically expands on the 

theme under discussion and this expanded discourse may, though not necessarily, 

entail motion events. For example, the text that follows Example 5.40 “LOOK FOR 

BICYCLES” is followed by an enactment of that search, with significant use of 

reference shifting strategies in the narration of the story. However, the text that 

follows Example 5.39 does not entail such motion events. Here, the signer outlines the 

four elements that are considered important.
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We could also consider these topics in another way. Janzen considers such topics as 

including the kind of information that is not within the consciousness o f  the signer at 

the time o f utterance, but is semi-active:

"that is, the signer must assume that the addressee can identify the 
information in these topics as accessible to ground the information contained 
in the comment” (1999:277).

Such information can be pragmatic in nature, for example, it can draw on presumed 

shared knowledge o f a shared culture or worldview. This is clearly what the signers in 

Examples 5.36-5.40 are doing -  grounding the information they are about to share in 

an accessible shared manner -  before discussing the details or elaborating on the issue 

in the comment.

5.5 A Continuum of Topicality in ISL

Given the data, we can propose that a continuum seems to exist for topic constructions 

in ISL. A prototypical topic construction in ISL seems to include an NP in topic 

position. During articulation o f the topic, the signer’s head is tilted backwards and 

their eyebrows are raised. The offset o f the topic is marked by an eyeblink. Less 

typical constructions seem to allow for the signer to omit the backward tilt o f the head 

and the eyeblink at offset o f the topic.

Double topic-constructions also occur in ISL, though from the infrequent number o f 

examples identified in the ISL data considered, it seems that these are less typical than 

single topic constructions. Further examination is required to identify the extent o f the 

functions and constraints that operate on double topic constructions in ISL. From the 

data examined, we can tentatively suggest that there m ay be a class o f  partitive double 

topics and a class o f temporal/ locative topics in ISL.

Moving towards the centre o f  the continuum, we find sentences that may use o f  

reference shifting strategies. In such instances. Themes typically introduce Actors. 

This is followed by a reference shift, where the implied A ctor (implied by the 

semantic properties o f  the handshape in a classifier verb/ double agreement verb) acts
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on an implied or expllicit Undergoer. In these sentences, we noted that the Theme co

occurs with typical uopic construction non manual features: raised brows and head 

tilted backwards.

In contrast, we noted that elicited data did not typically exhibit co-occurring non 

manual features such as head tilted back or eyeblink to mark offset o f topic. Instead, 

we noted that raised brows accompanied articulation o f Themes, though this was not 

obligatory. In other elicited sentences, the Theme was followed by a pause, which 

could lead us to interpret such utterances as topic constructions. We noted that male 

signers typically made greater use o f  Themes in the elicited data, though this did not 

seem to be prevalent in the non-elicited data examined. W e did note that one elicited 

data informant. Informant C, the only native signer, did make considerably greater use 

o f  Themes, leading us to speculate whether native signers consistently structure their 

utterances differently to non-native signers at non manual or indeed manual levels o f 

articulation. This question is beyond the remit o f this study, but further research in 

this area is strongly recommended.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter we have begun to explore the role o f topic constructions in some detail. 

We began by reviewing the literature with respect to topic prominent languages (Kiss 

1995), before turning to briefly consider issues relating to focus, drawing on the work 

o f Talmy (1996), Shibatani (1985) and Fauconnier (1997). We then discussed a range 

o f  analyses o f  topic constructions in American Sign Language, British Sign Language 

and Israeli Sign Language. We noted that the analysis o f  topic constructions in Irish 

Sign Language has been very preliminary in nature thus far, though the work o f 

O ’Baoill and Matthews (2000) has gone some w ay to identifying the general 

articulatory parameters o f  such constructions.

In considering the ISL data, we proposed a continuum o f  topicality in ISL. We might 

also suggest that a continuum seems to exist between prototypical topic constructions 

and prototypical transitive utterances in ISL. We noted that in ISL, a prototypical 

topic construction seems to include an NP in topic position. During articulation o f  the 

topic, the signer’s head is tilted backwards and their eyebrows are raised, while the
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offset of the topic is marked by an eyebhnk. We noted that in less typical 

constructions, the sig-jier can omit either or both the backward tilt o f the head and the 

eyeblink at offset of the topic. We also suggested that topic constructions seem to 

occur less frequently than in other reported sign languages. We proposed that further 

research using electronic tagging equipment is necessary to provide a clear indication 

of frequency.

We reported that double topic-constructions occur in the ISL data considered, though 

infrequently. This led us to posit that these are less typical than single topic 

constructions. We tentatively suggested that there may be a class o f partitive double 

topics and a class of temporal/ locative double topics in ISL. We recommended 

further research to identify the extent of the functions and constraints that operate.

We also reported topic constructions that make use o f reference shifting strategies. In 

these sentences, we noted that Themes typically introduce Actors. In such sentences, a 

reference shift is followed by the introduction of the implied Actor that acts on an 

implied or explicit Undergoer. We noted that the Theme co-occurs with typical topic 

construction non manual features: raised brows and head tilted backwards.

Towards the opposite end of the continuum, we find prototypical transitive utterances, 

like those examined in Chapter 4. We found that patterns emerged for transitive 

utterances depending on whether plain verbs or agreement verbs were used. However, 

the issue of verb valency does not end here. Detransitivisation strategies play a 

significant role in the valency operations that occur in ISL. In Chapter 5 then we will 

explore some of the processes available to ISL signers when they wish to downgrade 

the agency of an actor, paying particular attention to what we can consider to be 

passive constructions in ISL.
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Chapter 6

Valence Changing Operations: Detransitivisation in 

Irish Sign Language

6.1 Introduction

While sign linguistic research has been particularly concerned with language 

description, relatively little attention has been paid to issues o f transitivity and the 

detransitivisation strategies employed by sign language users.

In this chapter, we build on the framework o f  transitivity that was introduced in 

Chapter 3. We propose that it is possible to consider sign languages as using ‘voice’ 

structures. While we briefly consider other artefacts o f  detransitivisation processes 

such as middle voice structures, reflexives and reciprocals, we pay particular attention 

to passive constructions as an outcome o f detransitivisation processes. Specifically, 

we suggest that Irish Sign Language establishes grammatical relations for what we 

consider to be, functionally, passive constructions. We draw particularly on the work 

o f Janzen, O ’Dea and Shaffer (2001) which considers the issue o f passive voice and 

American Sign Language (ASL). This is the only paper that could be found which 

deals specifically with passive voice structures in a natural sign language. Our 

understanding o f the passive construction in ISL is based on a prototype, which is 

characterized in terms o f discourse function and morphosyntactic behaviour (Comrie 

1989, Givon 1984, Shibatani 1985).

We will begin by introducing the notion o f detransitivisation.
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6.2 Detransitivisation:

Languages use a variety of means to decrease transitivity, thus decreasing the valence 

o f a verb. Payne (1997) suggests that the most common morphological valence 

decreasing operations are reflexives, reciprocals, passives and antipassives. Other 

valence decreasing operations make use o f lexical, periphrastic or analytic means. In 

this section we will consider some o f these means. We begin by considering the role 

o f middle voice.

6.2.1 Middles

While many languages demonstrate an active/passive voice contrast as, we argue, ISL 

does, in other languages, a three-way distinction arises between active, passive and 

middle voice. Middle voice characteristically emphasises that the subject of the verb 

is affected by the action described by the verb, leading us to discuss the 

“affectedness” of the verb (Klaiman 1991). Saeed (1997) reports that such 

affectedness can be o f several types, including for example, neuters, bodily activity 

and emotions, and reflexives. Here we briefly consider some o f these.

6.2.1.1 Neuter Intransitives

In neuter intransitives, the subject undergoes a non-volitional process or change of 

state. While the external cause of this change o f state is not represented, it can be 

shown in a related active form, as in Examples 6.1 and 6.2 from Sanskrit (Klaiman 

1991:93):

Example 6.1:

So namati dandam
He-NOM bends 3-sg ACTIVE stick-ACC 
“He bends the stick”

Example 6.2:

Namate dandah
Bends-3sg MIDDLE stick-NOM 
“The stick bends”.
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While no formal investigation of middles has been conducted regarding ISL to date, 

we can note that there are instances where neuter intransitive middles do occur, 

typically involving non-animate subjects. From a semantic perspective, in such 

instances, the subjects (which seem to be typically non-animate), have no control over 

the process that affects them. The following are examples:

Example 6.3:

TREE TREE-BEND-IN-WIND 
“The tree blows in the wind”
(Informant E: elicited sentence)

Example 6.4:

HOUSE COLLAPSE 
“The house collapsed”
(Informant O: elicited sentence)

Example 6.5:

WINDOW BREAK 
“The window broke”
(Informant H: elicited sentence).

6.2.1.2 Bodily Action and Emotion

Saeed (1997) notes that in some languages, the verb occurs in a middle voice when 

the activity involves the body or emotions o f the subject. As the subject is inherently 

involved in the process, there is clear affectedness o f subject. Saeed (1993) provides 

the following examples from Somali;

Example 6.6:

Fadhiis-o “sit down”
Baroor-o “mourn, wail”

While there is an overt morpheme, [-o] marking the middle voice in the examples 

from Somali above, we find alternative patterns in ISL. In Chapter 2 we noted that in 

ISL, there is a class o f verbs known as Plain Verbs (McDonnell 1996). A subcategory 

o f the plain verbs categorised for ISL includes verbs o f emotion. These are typically
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body-anchored verbss and include the verbs CRY, BE-ANGRY, BE-SHOCKED, 

DREAM, etc. All of these are articulated on the signer’s body. When referring to the 

signer as undergoer, there is no need for overt marking of first-person as subject: in 

ISL the signer’s locus, c. is considered to be co-referential with the signer unless 

otherwise specified. To indicate a non-first person undergoing such processes, it is 

imperative to overtly mark a subject through use o f a full NP or through use of 

indexing strategies.

6.2.2 Reflexives

Some languages are reported to use middles in situations where the subject’s action 

affects the subject himself, or a possession or body part o f the subject. As a result, in 

many languages, verbs of grooming occur in middle voice, with no need for a 

reflexive pronoun as object (Saeed 1997). However, the prototypical reflexive 

construction is one in which the subject and object is the same entity. The semantic 

valence of a transitive clause is reduced because it is thus specified that there are not 

two separate entities involved. Instead, one entity fills two semantic roles and/or 

grammatical relations (Payne 1997). Reflexives can be expressed lexically, 

morphologically or analytically. Payne reports that where reflexives are expressed 

lexically or morphologically, reduction in semantic valence is reflected in a 

corresponding reduction in grammatical valence.

Lexical reflexives are tied to the lexical meaning o f a particular verb (e.g. wash, to put 

on, shave, in English). Such verbs normally imply that the agent and patient are the 

same entity, implying that the subject carried out all subsequent verbal actions in 

relation to themselves. Thus, a sentence like “Peter shaved, washed and dressed" 

implies that Peter shaved himself, washed himself and dressed himself To indicate 

that the undergoer of the action was another object, we must explicitly state so, for 

example “Peter washed Sebastian”.

Analytic reflexives are found in English and are signalled by reflexive pronouns such 

as myself, yourself, himself, ourselves, etc. These are considered to be analytic 

reflexives because the presence o f the reflexive operation is expressed via a lexical 

word that is distinct from the verb (Payne 1997). Payne argues that from a purely
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syntactic point of vicew, analytic reflexive operations in English do not function as 

valence decreasing o'perations as there are still two arguments in place -  the NP and 

the analytic “-self’ reflexive. However, he points out that it may be appropriate to 

consider such utterances as intransitive given that the two syntactic arguments refer to 

a single entity.

Morphological reflexives occur extensively in Romance languages, and are also 

reported for languages such as Russian and Somali. Example 6.7 offers examples 

from Somali (Saeed 1997:163), while Example 6.8 offers a series o f examples from 

other languages (Kemmer 1994:195). Both examples illustrate instances where 

reflexives are marked morphologically.

Example 6.7:

Feer-o 
Maydh-o 
Labbis-o 
(Saeed 1997)

“comb one’s hair”
“wash oneself, bathe”
“dress up, put on one’s best clothes’

Example 6.8:

Latin 
Quechua 
Turkish 
Hungarian 
(Kemmer 1994).

omo-r 
arma-ku-y 
giy-in 
mosa- kod-

“adom oneself’ 
" bathe " 
“dress”
“wash oneself’

In considering ISL data, we find that as with the verbs described in Section 6.2.1.2 

above, most (if not all) verbs o f self-grooming are articulated on the signer’s body, at 

c.-locus. Such ISL verbs include SHAVE, BRUSH-HAIR, CLEAN-TEETH, PUT- 

ON-MAKE-UP and BLOW-NOSE. The fact that c-locus is considered to be the 

default for first person activity makes it somewhat redundant to have an additional 

morpheme to mark for reflexivity: the default interpretation is that the signer shaved 

themselves/ cleaned their own teeth, etc. unless otherwise specified. Indeed, we might 

argue that given these articulatory and syntactic articulatory parameters, that these are 

inherently reflexive verbs in ISL. If anyone other than the signer themselves was to 

engage in these activities, then a full NP introducing the actor would typically be used
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before articulating the (inheremtly) reflexive verb. In many cases, this would entail the 

introduction o f the Acttor, a reference shift and then articulating the verb phrase at the 

locus established for tlhe Actor, as illustrated in Example 6.9:

Example 6.9:

m.a.r.t.i.n. r/s SHAVE 
“Martin shaved (himself).”
(Informant G: Elicited example).

ISL does also use the lexical sign glossed as SELF in certain instances: SELF seems 

to be used in contexts where the function is to mark for a special kind o f  emphasis. 

For example, a signer might wish to encourage their interlocutor to do something 

him/herself, or to emphasise that a reference is being made to a lone particular 

participant as in Example 6.10:

Example 6.10:

SELF LOOK-AFTER BABY 
“I look after the baby m yself’
(Informant E: Elicited example)

However, the reflexive pronoun SELF is used to mark middles too, indicating an overt 

overlap between middle voice and reflexivity. The following French examples 

illustrate this trend:

Example 6.11:

a. neuter: s’ecrouler “collapse”
s’evanouir “vanish”

b. bodily action s’asseoir “sit down”
emotion se plaindre “complain”

c. reflexive s’habiller “dress oneself’
se peigner “comb one’s hair’

(Saeed 1997 :164).

In ISL w'e find examples o f  SELF being used to mark the fact that something 

happened without agentive interaction or volition. The following are examples:
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Example 6.12:

a.WINDOW BREAX SELF 
“The window broke by itse lf’.

b. LAMPOST FALL SELF FALL 
“The lampost fell by itse lf’.
(Informant H: Elicited examples)

On this evidence proposed above, we can suggest that there is a small class o f  middles 

in ISL. These typically serve the purpose o f indicating the affectiveness o f non- 

volitional subjects. Subject can be animate or non-animate: animate subjects are 

typically found in overt reflexive utterances that make use o f the lexical personal 

pronoun, SELF or in inherently reflexive verbs like BRUSH-OW N-HAIR, SHAVE- 

ONESELF, etc. The latter category typically makes use o f plain verbs that are body 

anchored. Where subjects are inanimate, we typically find neuter intransitives arising. 

However, this is a very tentative consideration o f  middles in ISL and in-depth analysis 

of the classes o f verbs that can occur in middle constructions is recommended.

6,2.1.4 Reciprocals

Payne (1997) reports that reciprocals are conceptually very similar to reflexives, 

which is why many languages express both in the same way. A prototypical reciprocal 

clause is one where two participants act equally upon one another. That is, both are 

equally Agent and Patient (or Actor and Undergoer, if  applying macrorole 

terminology). He argues that reciprocals and reflexives are conceptually similar 

insofar as both indicate that agent and patient are coreferential, though for different 

reasons.

Verbs which have reciprocity built-in to their semantics are considered to be lexical 

reciprocals. In English, lexical verbs include the verbs shake hands and kiss. In such 

verbs, an example like ‘‘‘'Peter and Alex shook hands" is generally taken to mean 

“'Peter and Alex shook hands with each other". If  another interpretation is required, it 

is generally necessary to explicitly state a direct object, for example ''Peter and Alex 

shook hands with Yvonne".
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Payne notes that m;any laniguages that have morphological reflexives also have 

morphological recipnocals. He notes that such languages typically express reflexives 

and reciprocals with the same morphological operators, offering the following 

examples from Spanish:

Example 6.13:

Matilde se-quemo 
M. REFL-bum:3-SG;PAST 
“Matilde burned herself’.

Example 6.14:

Matilde y Maria se-conocieron en Lima 
M. and M. REFL-meet:3PL:PAST in Lima 
“Matilde and Maria met (each other) in Lima”.

Example 6.15:

Matilde y Maria sc-quemaron 
M. and M. REFL-bum:3PL: PAST
“Matilde and Maria burned themselves” or “Matilde and Maria burned each other”. 

(Payne 1997:201).

Payne notes that constructions such as Examples 6.14 and 6.15 are frequently 

ambiguous, though there are means available to interlocutors to resolve this 

ambiguity. For example, where the subject is singular, a reflexive reading is 

demanded. Example 6.13 illustrates this. Where the subject is plural, however, 

reflexive and reciprocal readings are possible: in these situations, context functions to 

disambiguate. As such. Example 6.14 would probably not mean that “Maria and 

Mathilde met themselves”, which would be bizarre from a pragmatic perspective. 

However, Example 6.15 remains ambiguous when taken out of context.

In English, both reciprocals and reflexives are analytic, but Payne argues that they are 

not isomorphic: reflexives use reflexive pronouns, but reciprocals use the anaphoric 

operator, each other. This leads to examples such as ''Mairead and Helga looked at
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each other'\ In other languages, for example, Seko Pedang, reflexives are analytic but 

reciprocals are expressed via a verb prefix (Payne 1997:202).

In ISL, McDonnell (1996a) has identified a set of reciprocal agreement verbs. These 

verbs mark agreement in a way that differs from typical agreement verbs. McDonnell 

notes that to be eligible for reciprocal marking, an ISL verb must carry the meaning 

compatible with the semantic notion o f “to each other” or “with each other”.

He reports that phonetically, reciprocal forms are articulated by;

“ two hands acting in opposition, oriented and/or moving towards each other. 
Each hand denotes, as it were, one side o f the reciprocal relationship. 
Agreement markers which refer to both subject/ agent and direct 
object/patient are indicated on each hand” (ibid.: 164).

Example 6.16 provides an example where the sign is executed with a repeated 

alternating movement of two hands between locus fl and locus fr. Note that 

McDonnell does not use diacritics to refer to which hand is dominant or non-dominant 

in these examples. As we are citing his examples, we have not added such 

information.:

Example 6.16:

fr+CONSULT+fl
fl+CONSULT+fr
“They consulted each other/ (she) consulted (him) and (he) consulted (her)” . 
(McDonnell 1996a: 165

McDonnell reports that, as with other situations where signers are expressing 

agreement relationships involving two non-first person arguments, signers may use 

reference shifting strategies with reciprocal agreement verbs. The following example 

illustrates this:

Example 6.17:

(BOY) (SNOWMAN) c+TALK+fl 
fl+TALK+c
“The boy and the snowman chatted with each other”
(McDonnell 1996a: 165).
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We can state then tlhat where reciprocal agreement verbs are used, simultaneous 

signing constructionss typically arise, with each hand representing one o f the 

reciprocal arguments. ISL verbs that can be considered amongst this category include 

TELEPHONE-EACH-OTHER, LOOK-AT-EACH-OTHER, GIVE-OBJECT-TO- 

EACH-OTHER and KISS-EACH-OTHER.

Like McDonnell, we can note that signers have the option o f  using reference shifting 

strategies to utilise the signer’s c. locus for articulation o f  one argument in the 

reciprocal agreement verb, while the second argument is articulated towards c. locus. 

It seems that point o f view predication is a determining issue here; For example, in a 

narrative, a signer may be telling a story from one character’s point o f view. This 

signer’s storyline will typically involve information about the signer being articulated 

at c. locus. Thus, even where reciprocal verb forms are used, the signer’s locus entails 

that the signer (or character activated at that locus) is activated and in focus. Examples 

6.18 and 6.19 illustrate this point:

Example 6.18;

fl+LOOK-AT+fr 
fr+LOOK-AT+fl 
“They looked at each other”
(Informant H; elicited example)

Example 6.19:

c+LOOK-AT+fl
fl+LOOK-AT+c
“I looked at (him/her) and (he/she) looked at me (at the same time)” or “We looked at 
each other”
(Informant H; elicited example)

In Example 6.18, we find that two non-sender loci are established for the arguments 

o f the reciprocal verb LOOK-AT. No primary focus is assigned to either arguments. 

They are equally foregrounded.

In contrast, in Example 6.19, one o f  the arguments is established at c. locus, that o f 

the signer. This foregrounds one o f  the reciprocal arguments, making it coreferential
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with the signer themjselves or with the argument previously established at c. locus. 

While the reciprocal meaning is established, it also serves to downgrade the non

signer locus in contrast with the signer locus. Indeed, while we can generally recover 

the identity o f the argument established at c., it is possible that the argument 

established at the non-c. locus cannot be wholly recovered from context, unless the 

signer has explicitly assigned the fl locus to a specific NP.

We will consider these issues o f  accessibility and recoverability in greater depth later 

in this chapter when we come to discuss passive constructions in ISL. For now, we 

can state that in some less prototypical instances, reciprocal agreement verbs in ISL 

are influenced by focus-assigning strategies. These typically occur where one part o f 

the reciprocal agreement verb is articulated at the signer locus. We can also note that 

when one argument is articulated at c. locus, there are exceptional verbs, like LOOK- 

AT, where it is possible to omit articulation o f the manual element o f  the verb as eye- 

gaze functions to agree with the other manually articulated verbal element. This can 

be seen in Example 6.20 below:

Example 6.20:

c+eyeaaze+fl
fl+LOOK-AT+c
“I looked at them and they looked at me (at the same time).”
(Informant E: elicited example)

In this instance, the signer looks towards the locus fl while at fl, the non-dominant 

hand articulates the reciprocal element fl+LOOK-AT+c. Again, given that signer 

locus is foregrounded, we can say that primary focus is on the signer (or argument 

previously established at c.) while the reciprocal element at fl is backgrounded to 

some degree. As in Example 6.19, it is possible that a signer m ay previously establish 

locus fl for a specific NP, but it is possible that this NP is a downgraded actor, thus 

lower in transitivity than the other argument in the reciprocal verb.

These examples have been concerned with reciprocal agreement verbs in ISL. It is 

also possible for ISL signers to use plain verbs in utterances to demonstrate reciprocal 

agreement. In such instances, a lexical sign glossed as EACH-OTHER is used. This is
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articulated using a ClL.G. hamdshape -  both hands move consecutively in an up and 

down motion in neutral space'. Examples 6.21-6.23 give examples;

Example 6.21:

MARY j.o.h.n. TWO-OF-THEM HATE EACH-OTHER 
“Mary and John hate each other”
(Informant K; elicited example)

Example 6.22:

p.a.m. d.i.r.k. LOVE EACH-OTHER 
“Pam and Dirk love each other”
(Informant K: elicited example)

Example 6.23

MOTHER-FATHER SUPPORT EACH-OTHER 
“(The) parents support each other”
(Informant K; elicited example)

Thus, we find that in ISL, two forms o f  reciprocal agreement marking arise; use o f 

reciprocal agreement verbs appears to more usual. We can suggest that a prototypical 

ISL reciprocal form involves use o f two non-c loci to locate the arguments involved, 

where the signer has established the loci as coreferential with certain NPs. The 

establishment o f NPs may have occurred much earlier in the discourse stream, and are 

thus accessible to the interlocutor or may be recoverable from context. A more 

marked form o f reciprocal marking entails use o f c. locus for one o f the arguments o f 

the reciprocal agreement verb. This seems to foreground the NP established at c. 

locus, while backgrounding and consequently downgrading the valence/ transitivity of 

the other argument. Finally, signers make use o f  the reciprocal analytic form EACH- 

OTHER in utterances where plain verbs occur.

6.3 Passive Voice

A number o f features can be identified as playing some role in the construction o f 

passives across languages: some are related to the syntactic constraints operating on a 

language, while other features may be purely functional. Bybee (1985) defines voice
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as a grammatical cate^gory reilevant to a v'erb and its arguments, signaling changes in 

the roles o f NPs in a sentence. As we saw in Chapter 3, voice is also said to play a 

role in signaling chan ge in the perspective from which a situation is viewed.

In the literature on passive voice, it is generally accepted that prototypical passives are 

characterized on the basis o f both discourse function and morphosyntax. In terms o f 

morphosyntax, a passive is a transitive clause for which three properties are relevant:

(i) The AGENT or most AGENT-Iike participant is either omitted or demoted 

to an oblique role.

(ii) Other core participants possess all properties o f subjects relevant for the 

language.

(iii) The verb possesses all language-specific formal properties o f  intransitive 

verbs.

The second characteristic feature o f passive clauses is their discourse function. While 

not criterial, the literature on passives generally agrees that prototypical passives are 

used in contexts where the patient is relatively more topical than the agent. The idea 

o f discourse function is discussed by many commentators, including Givon (1990: 

566) who says that:

‘the same semantically-transitive event, coded by the very same verb, agent 
and patient, may be rendered from several discourse-pragmatic perspectives  ’  

(Givon’s emphasis).

Givon suggests that the degree o f topicality o f the agent and the patient is important in 

determining how a sentence will be constructed. He argues that while the agent enjoys 

a prototypical topic position in active voice, the passive arises because the agent is 

demoted from this position. Because of this demotion, it becomes possible for another 

NP to take the place o f  the demoted agent.

According to Barber (1975), an agent may be avoided because it is irrelevant, 

unknown, or even suppressed, or it may be de-emphasized for the same reasons. As 

such. Barber argues that some form o f strategy must be in place that allows for the 

removal o f an agentive subject, replacing it with an NP which plays some other
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function in the sententfce propiosiition. We can refer to this process as detransitivisation. 

By demoting the agejnt in some way, the transitivity o f  the agent or most agentive 

constituent is decreatsed. hi such instances, other constituents may take over the 

position normally inhabited by the agent in prototypical transitive utterances.

Shibatani (1985: 830) describes three functions o f the passive:

(i) Passives prototypically involve no mention o f  an agent for contextual 

reasons.

(ii) Passives bring a topical NP other than the agent into the subject position 

though it is important to note that it has been suggested that topicalisation 

o f the patient is not the main purpose o f the passive.

(iii) The passive acts as a syntactic pivot which is important in relation to 

coreferential deletion purposes.

Shibatani sees active and passive constructions as forming a continuum rather than 

existing as discrete construction types. This is in line with Hopper and Thompson’s 

(1980) analysis, which, as we saw in Chapter 3, treats transitivity in terms of a 

continuum.

In Chapter 3, we saw that Hopper and Thompson proposed that perspective is an issue 

o f  importance in transitivity. Shibatani (1985:830) concurs, arguing that agent 

defocusing is the primary pragmatic function o f  the passive. This view accepts that 

backgrounding is a feature o f importance for passive constructions.

Okutsu (1983: 70) outlines the functional basis o f two construction types - active and 

passive -  as follows, first asking:

‘But isn ’t it uneconomical to have two sentence patterns (i.e. active and 
passive) that express the same meaning? As discussed below, it has to do with 
the difference o f  whether the speaker imposes his own viewpoint on the agent 
or on the patient. There lies the meaning o f the existence o f  the passive. I f  the 
speaker looks at the event from the agent's point o f  view, an active sentence is 
obtained: and i f  he looks at it from the patien t’s point o f  view, a passive 
sentence is chosen ’ (cited in Shibatani 1985: 831).
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Shibatani responds tby noting that Okutsu has overlooked the agent defocusing 

function o f  passives. 'Shibatani notes that agent defocusing relates to a feature typical 

o f passive constructions: passives do not generally overtly express agents. This, he 

argues relates to the first function that he posited for passives; they are used when the 

singling out o f an agent is unimportant or impossible because it is unknown, obvious 

or irrelevant. Shibitani notes that;

'passives centre around agents, and their fundam ental function has to do with 
the defocusing o f  agents.... Passivisation does not generally apply to non- 
agentive intransitives, even in those languages where it applies to agentive 
intransitives. Even in transitive sentences, passives often fa i l  to apply i f  the 
subject is not an agent’ (1985: 831)

We consider the role o f agents in passive constructions in ISL in section 6.3.1 below. 

6.3.1 The Role of Agents in Passive Constructions

In considering Shibitani’s reference to the central role o f agents within passive 

constructions, we can reflect on the fact that Langacker (1991) considers the 

construction o f events in terms o f  energy flow. Langacker notes that in a typical 

transitive active construction, energy flows from a prototypical subject/ agent to a 

prototypical patient. He has established prototypical semantic roles for agents and 

patients, which he refers to as archetypal roles;

‘  The archetypal agent is a person who volitionally initiates physical activity 
resulting, thorough physical contact, in the transfer o f  energy to an external 
object. Its po lar opposite is an archetypal patient, an inanimate object that 
absorbs the energy transmitted via externally initiated physical contact and  
thereby undergoes an internal change o f  s ta te ’ (1991: 285).

Dowty (1991) proposes that movement is a property o f  the agent rather than the 

patient. This is in line with Hopper and Thom pson’s (1980) suggestion that increased 

‘action’ is commensurate with increased levels o f transitivity. It seems that there is a 

great deal o f agreement that agents function as a central pivot for passive 

constructions, and that they display certain prototypical behaviour. The motion o f 

agents is something that is also reported in the sign language literature.
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Janzen et al. (2001) jargue thiat motion, as a property o f  the agent, ‘appears to map 

iconically onto the mcovement o f  the ASL verb  In their examples o f passives in ASL, 

movement o f the verb is associated with the agent while in almost every case, the 

patient is non-moving, even though the agent is demoted and the patient is in a 

prominent position. In Chapter 2 we noted that such iconic mapping is characteristic 

o f typical (non-passive) verbs o f movement in natural sign languages (Slobin and 

Hoiting 1994). Such visual motivation is also reported for ISL (Leeson 1997:12). 

McDonnell (1996a) also notes that for person agreement verbs in ISL:

^the grammatical relation o f  subject is mapped onto the role o f  agent and the 
relations o f  direct and indirect object onto the roles ofpatient/experiencer and 
recipient respectively ’ (1996a: 157).

McDonnell notes that animacy is an important feature o f  the arguments that control 

agreement in person agreement verbs (1996a: 168). However, the role o f patient can 

be assigned to either animate or inanimate referents although McDonnell notes that 

only animate referents with the role o f patient will control agreement (ibid.). This is o f 

relevance when we consider the role o f  referential shift in passives in ISL.

One further element which has been cited as central to the establishment o f a passive 

constniction, and which we have mentioned earlier is that o f focus. In the next section 

we will examine focus in more detail.

6.4 Focus

When considering the passive, most writers consider the issue o f  agent defocusing as 

a core issue. In this section, we will consider focus as the placing o f  a greater degree 

o f attention on one entity than another in local discourse, while a secondary degree o f 

perspective is placed on a second entity.

Many linguistic forms are used to indicate the degree o f  focus on a given entity. These 

include making the focused entity the grammatical subject in an active utterance while 

the secondary object of focus becomes the direct object.
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As we saw in Chaptter 3, a lexical verb referring to a multi-roled event can have 

inbuilt constraints thsat limit itiS ability to assign focus. It may be limited by only 

taking one o f the element types as subject or as direct object, thus lexicalising focus 

on that element type. Other sin.gle verbs can accommodate different element types in 

focus position and so have a range o f lexicalisations. This is traditionally referred to 

as the valence o f the verb.

In Chapter 5, we discussed the role o f  focus in valence changing operations. 

Particularly, we considered Talm y’s discussion o f  ‘focus’, which he described as the 

speaker’s “windowing o f attention” on certain portions o f the event being described. 

We noted that speakers o f a language can choose to “gap” segments o f  information, 

placing attention on other elements o f  an event. When we consider the passive, it is 

generally agreed that the agent is defocused:

‘An element which requires the least amount o f  attention is subjected to a 
defocusing strategy, and the most obvious means o f  defocusing an element is 
not to encode it syntactically. The passive which omits an agent nominal 
represents such a defocusing stra tegy’ (Shibitani 1985: 832).

This, as we have seen, is also reported by Givon (1984) and Comrie (1989).

Following in this functional vein, Talmy (1996) argues that the backgrounding (or 

omission) o f an initial component, as occurs in passive constructions is: ‘associated 

with the assumption that its identity is clear from  the context or from  convention ’ 

(Talmy 1996: 248). However, Shibitani (1985: 833-834) takes this argumentation a 

step further. He proposes that defocusing an agent in a passive construction is not a 

consequence o f topicalisation or o f  object promotion. Instead, he argues that this is the 

basic and primary function o f the passive construction. He posits a specific role for 

defocused agents:

‘Defocusing o f  an agent is highly germane to spontaneous events and states. An 
event predicated o f  an agent is basically causative: i.e., an event is brought about 
by an agent. But an event dissociated from  an agent is one occurring 
spontaneously. Thus a sentence with a defocused agent may be utilized to describe 
a spontaneous even t’ (Shibatani 1985: 838).
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Fauconnier’s (1997) iideas are ailso compatible with those of Talmy and Shibitani. As 

we saw in Chapter 35, while F;aucormier uses a different vocabulary to describe the 

construal of mental spaces, hie too considers focus and viewpoint as crucial in 

encoding linguistic events. Om this basis, we can say that when describing the 

increased focus attributed to patients in detransitivised utterances, the issue of 

viewpoint is central.

6.5 Passive Constructions

A number of types o f passive constructions have been recorded and subcategorized 

for spoken languages. These include personal passives (including lexical passives, 

morphological passives and periphrastic constructions) and impersonal passives. 

Here, we will briefly outline each type.

6.5.1 Personal Passives

Personal passives are constructions where a specific agent is implied but is either 

expressed in an oblique role or is not expressed at all. This corresponds to what other 

writers have termed ‘agent defocusing'. Personal passives may be lexical, 

morphological or periphrastic.

A lexical passive can be described as a clause that is headed by an inherently passive 

verb. A verb that expresses a scene which includes a causing agent but where the 

patient is the grammatical subject is said to be inherently passive. The following 

example from Yagua includes use of the verb bddryi which asserts that the subject 

was killed by a conscious agent:

Example 6.24;

Sa-baaryi-maa
3SG-be: killed;in:battle-PERF 
‘He was killed in battle’
(Payne 1997: 205).
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True lexical passives ;are repo>rtedly quite rare. In contrast, morphological passives  are 

said to be quite comnnon andl often make use o f the same (or similar) morphology as 

perfective aspect. It is noted that passive morphemes may sometimes be derived from 

copulas or affixes which form nominalizations on the patient o f a verb. An example of 

this, from Ute is the following:

Example 6,25:

Tiipeyci tirabi-to-xa 
rock throw-PASS-PAST
‘The rock was thrown’ or ‘Someone threw the rock’.
(Payne 1997: 205).

English often makes use o f  periphrastic or analytic passives where a copular verb 

plus the past participle, i.e. a patient nominalisation o f  the active verb is used such as 

in the following example:

Example 6.26;

The people were k.\W-ed by the terrorists.
COP -NOM

Personal passives then, include three major subcategories which are not uniformly 

found in all languages. Another category is that o f impersonal passives.

6.5.2 Impersonal Passives

While personal passives allow for the agent to be mentioned within the sentence, 

albeit in a defocused capacity, some languages make use o f  constructions which do 

not allow for reference to the agent at all. Irish is recognised as a language which can 

distinguish between one kind o f passive that is associated with verbal noun 

constructions as shown in (a) and the impersonal passive that is associated with verbal 

constructions as in (b):
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Example 6.27:

(a) Bhi Se;an a bhualadh aici.
Was John to+his hit-NOMrN at-her 
‘John w as being hit by her’.

(b) Tugadh Maire abhaile inniu. 
brought-IMPERS Mary home today 
‘Mary was brought home today’.

The impersonal passive in Example 6.27 (b) does not correspond directly to the 

translation given, that is, it does not correspond directly to an English language 

passive where there is no expression o f agent. This Irish example also differs from 

English passives as the patient, Mdire, is not promoted to subject position in the Irish 

impersonal passive while in the English construction, the patient, Mary, becomes the 

subject o f  the passive utterance.

Having considered broadly the kinds o f passive that are reported for spoken 

languages, in Section 6.6, we will consider the role o f  detransitivisation in sign 

languages, with specific reference to middle voice and passive constructions.

6.6 Detransitivisation in Sign Languages: Passive

Constructions or Middle Voice?

From the very beginning o f  sign linguistic research, it has been reported that sign 

languages do not make use o f  passive voice (e.g. Stokoe, Casterline and Cronenberg 

(1965)). M any writers argued that their respective sign languages, most notably BSL 

and ASL, were Creole languages. A creole language is conventionally defined as a 

language that children o f  speakers o f  a pidgin learn or “create” (Fischer 1978). 

Pidgins are typically second languages for all o f  the speakers who use the language, 

and are limited in usage and structure. In contrast. Creoles are first languages for a 

community o f  speakers, and are grammatically richer than pidgins. Pidgins become 

Creoles when children, exposed to the pidgin used by their caregivers, expect the 

pidgin to be “adequate” and “jump to wrong conclusions about the structure o f  the 

language to which they are being exposed” (Fischer 1978: 327). From here they 

establish more complex grammars than previously existed. Authors like Fischer
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suggest that sign lanjguages are: Creoles for a number o f  reasons, o f which a criterial 

factor is that only a ssmall perc;entage (generally suggested to be approximately 10% 

(Woodward 1973)) o f  deaf children acquire a sign language from parents who are also 

sign language users. For the remaining 90% o f deaf children, a native sign language is 

learnt informally at school and in the playground where they interact with other deaf 

sign language using children. Their adult role models are frequently second language 

learners o f their indigenous sign language who are influenced by the status o f  the 

dominant spoken language. Thus, Fischer suggests that the majority o f children 

learning ASL are in fact exposed to a form o f pidgin signed English, which they re- 

creolise in each subsequent generation. She argues that continuity is provided by deaf 

adults and peers with deaf parents, but many children are isolated and therefore on 

their own in creating a creole form.

However, more recently, authors have argued that the use o f  the term “pidgin” to 

describe the language that deaf children are exposed to is misleading (Lucas and Valli 

1992). They follow Cokely (1983) who reports that the ASL-English contact situation 

that a rises;

“can be described as one in which members o f  the D ea f community 

communicate with hearing people in a foreigner talk register o f  ASL, and  

members o f  the hearing community communicate with D ea f people in a 

foreigner talk register o f  English...The ASL-English contact situation does not, 

in fact, result in the emergence o f  a pidgin. Although the process o f  

pidginisation may be detected in the ASL-English situation, the preconditions 

fo r  the development o f  a pidgin language are not adequately met. Instead, the 

variation along the ASL-English continuum o f  varieties or registers can be 

accounted fo r  by the dynamic interplay o f  foreigner talk, judgm ents o f  

proficiency, and learners ’ attempts to master the target language -  whether 

this is ASL fo r  hearing users o f  English or English fo r  D ea f ’’(Cokely 

1983: 11, 20).

Indeed, it has been suggested that:

“in efforts to equate sign languages with spoken languages, linguists may be 

too hasty in applying terms such as pidgin and creole without examining
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whether the ilinguistic system being described has the features o f  what has 

traditionally ,been understood to be a pidgin or creole". (Bums 1998: 9).

While the debate regarding the description o f sign languages as emerging from a 

pidgin continues, we do not argue with the fact that many deaf children do find 

themselves in a position where they generate their use o f  language on the basis o f 

non-native sign language input. Whether it is appropriate to describe the emergence o f 

the language that evolves as a creole in an absolute sense is a discussion for further 

research. For now, we will turn to some o f the claims that have been made about the 

structural properties o f  sign languages that are based on the fact that these claims have 

been substantiated for other creole languages.

There are a number o f structural and lexical characteristics that are typical o f  creole 

languages (c f  Fischer 1978; 318-324). One o f the characteristics salient to our 

discussion here is that creole languages do not typically exhibit passive constructions, 

and, given their evidence at the time, Edwards and Ladd (ibid. for BSL) and Fischer 

(for ASL) suggested that their respective sign languages did not mark for passive 

constructions either.

For example, Fischer (1978) argues that ASL has no passive, suggesting instead that 

word order and the cliticisation o f pronouns are used instead. She notes that many 

Creole languages, including Jamaican, have no passive. Deuchar (1984) makes a 

similar argument for British Sign Language.

Fischer argues that instead o f the passive, ASL uses middle voice where the 

underlying agent is unspecified. She provides the following examples as supporting 

evidence:
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Example 6.28:

(a) ASL; RAIN WELL? WE POSTPONE PICNIC
Standard English: ‘It rained so we postponed the picnic’

(b) ASL: PICNIC POSTPONE BECAUSE RAIN
Standard English: ‘The picnic was postponed on account o f  the rain’. 
(Fischer 1978: 321, Examples 11-12)

Edwards and Ladd (1983) note a similar occurrence in BSL, where they compare their 

BSL with West Indian Creole. They report that like West Indian Creole, BSL has no 

passive voice, but instead uses middle constructions to downplay agentivity:

Example 6.29:

(a) West Indian Creole: De party postpone: de building use all de time.
(b) BSL: PARTY POSTPONE: BUILDING USE ALL-THE-TIME

(Edwards and Ladd 1983: 153)

Deuchar (1984) considers there to be two reasons for this seeming lack o f passives in 

BSL:

First she notes the apparent preference for topic comment pragmatic order in informal 

communication situations and in emerging languages: as we have seen. Creoles are 

considered emerging languages. Secondly, she refers to the lack o f a grammatical 

subject in emerging languages. Deuchar also reports that in languages which do have 

subjects, the function o f the subject is to separate out the semantic-pragmatic notions 

o f agency from that of topichood. Thus, the subject works to promote a noun phrase 

that is not acting as the grammatical subject o f the topic. She concludes that where the 

topic is not the agent there is no need for a passive construction. As Deuchar has 

described BSL as predominantly ‘topic-comment’ in structure, she argues that like 

other topic-comment languages, BSL is not unusual in having no passive construction.

However, we can level a number o f criticisms at Deuchar’s analysis: Since the time o f 

writing, several sign linguists have reconsidered the notion o f describing sign
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languages as emergintg from a p))rocess o f pidginisation (Cokely 1983, Lucas and ^'alli 

1992). Deuchar, arguiing that BSL is a creole language, coupled with the fact that BSL 

has been recognised as preferri’.ng topic-comment constructions (Deuchar 1984) may 

have led her to overlook wha.t we consider to be the agent defocusing strategies 

employed by a sign language in prototypical passive constructions or re-interpret them 

as ‘topic-prominent’ structures. However, as we have seen in Chapter 5, while some 

sign languages are described as typically ‘topic-comment’ languages, grammatical 

subject still plays an important role in establishing grammatical relations.

Following Li and Thomspon’s (1976) discussion o f  subject and topic roles, Deuchar 

(1983) considers the notion o f topic as a functional rather than a sentential notion; 

where the scope o f a topic may exceed the scope o f the sentence it appears in (this is 

in line with our discussion o f topics in ISL in Chapter 5). Deuchar argues that a topic 

does not obligatorily appear before each verb. Thus, topics are expected to appear 

before a change in discourse topic where they occur in utterance initial position. As 

reported in Chapter 5, this is a characteristic found in the ISL data examined. 

However, \vc can sec the potential for categorising a Patient-prominent utterance as a 

topic-comment structure. This is an issue that we will return to later.

Secondly, we can ask what constitutes an ‘emerging language’. While Deuchar’s 1984 

publication was the first o f its kind in the UK to consider the linguistic structures o f 

BSL, the fact that the overt analysis o f this language was “new” does nothing to 

support an argument that BSL in and o f  itself is a relatively ‘new ’ language. It is 

perhaps possible that the fact that BSL, like other sign languages, does not have a 

written form influenced the perception that this language was emerging in some way. 

This can be countered by arguments that sign languages have existed before linguists 

began analysing them; Woll (1990) notes that a second century compilation o f Jewish 

law, the Mishnah, indicates clearly that deaf people used sign language to 

communicate and that this was acceptable. McDonnell (1996) argues that Irish Sign 

Language was used by deaf people prior to the establishment o f the schools for the 

deaf in the mid 1800’s. As such, we would have to query how established a language 

must be before it is no longer considered an ‘em erging’ one. This in turn must lead us 

to question the fact that Deuchar was arguing that BSL was a creole language and thus 

by definition, ‘em erging’ in some way, most probably with respect to the non-native
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deaf children acquirirng and learming BSL in non-optimal environments, as described 

earlier.

Other arguments do mot mention the creole language/lack o f  passive voice connection: 

Humphrey and Alcom (1996) argue that unlike English, ASL is based primarily on 

active voice. They argue that;

‘In most ASL constructions, the actor must be identified or the information will be 
misconstrued to mean that the recipient o f  the action was, in fact, the actor. I f  
someone signed ‘The president was shot, ’ without making the appropriate 
linguistic adaptation into active voice (PRESIDENT, SH O T FINISH), the 
information conveyed would be that the president her/him self shot someone or 
something! ’ (Humphrey and Alcorn 1996: 233-234).

Here Humphrey and Alcom seem to suggest that word order is central to the 

establishment o f  passive constructions: as we shall see later in this chapter, other 

factors seem to play a more criterial role (for example, eyegaze, establishment o f  loci 

that are not co-referential with full noun phrases, etc.). While noting that researchers 

have consistently noted that ASL does not use a passive voice, they note that this is 

still an area o f research for ASL as ‘ASL does use passive-like constructions on 

occasion ’ (1996: 234). However, in a footnote, Humphrey and Alcom note that at the 

time they went to press, they could find nothing in print that said that ASL does use 

passive voice constmctions. They argue that while some sentences can be uttered in 

ASL without reference to an overt agent, this is not a preferred or frequent type o f 

sentence occurrence. They note that like English speakers, ASL users can choose to 

be vague in their utterances, and this is marked through use o f  constmctions which:

‘sometimes includes an indefinite actor, including such lexical items as 
SOMEONE, PERSON and SO M EW H ERE’ (196: 235).

Later, we shall see that this is also possible for ISL.

However, despite the dominant view that sign languages do not make use o f passive 

constmctions, some linguists have alluded to the possible existence o f a passive form 

in ASL, for example, Wilbur (1987) and Kegl (1990).
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Kegl (1990) reports tHiat in ASL-, as in m any spoken languages (e.g. Navajo), a control 

hierarchy assigns pro)minence tto nouns according to their ability to function as the 

agent in an utterance. She describes this as follows:

First person>Second person/ third person>Animate>Inanimate> 

Moving>Nonmoving>Three-dimensional>Two-dimensional

Figure 6.1 ASL Control Hierarchy (highest to lowest) (Kegl: 1990)

Kegl argues that this control hierarchy requires that the NP that is co-indexed with the 

signer’s body ranks higher on the scale than any other argument. She notes that when 

the control hierarchy is violated, ‘verb-doubling’ occurs. Kegl argues that this 

hierarchy is violated when a third person is promoted to role prominence over a first 

person argument. ‘Verb doubling’ resolves the violation o f the hierarchy by 

establishing a single argument taking construction; for example, a signer might 

establish a third person’s role prominence in the first ha lf o f  the ‘verb-doubling 

construction’ which leaves the object unspecified. Kegl argues that this is a passive 

construction in ASL.

Janzen et al. (2001) argue that K egl’s approach is structural, and is concerned

primarily with detransitivising the verb:

‘It appears Kegl means that the passive form o f  the verb agrees with only one 
argument rather than two, whereas a regular transitive ASL verb agrees with both 
a subject and an object by beginning and ending its movement at loci associated 
with agent and patient respectively'

Arguing against the common presumption that ASL uses only active constructions, 

Janzen et al. propose that in ASL, the passive is characterized by a particular 

arrangement o f features in the predicate. They specifically note that three parameters 

o f the grammar o f  ASL interact, which, when combined in a certain way, result in a 

prototypical passive construction. Less prototypical passives may result when 

alternate combinations o f these grammatical parameters combine.
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Janzen et al. argue thiat in A.SL, passi\'es occur on an active/ passive continuum that 

mirrors that proposedl by Hopper and Thompson (1980). As we saw in Chapter 3, this 

continuum sees proltotypical .active constructions as existing at one end o f  the 

continuum with prototypical passive constructions aligned at the other end. Janzen et 

al. make reference to Shibitani’s (1985: 831) suggestion that the function o f passives 

is related to the need to single out an agent: he argues that where it is unnecessary - 

for example, where the agent is obvious or irrelevant - or impossible to do so, because 

the agent is unknown, passives are used. They propose that in ASL, prototypical 

passives are characterized by the following features:

(i) Defocusing or the demotion o f  the agent so that the agent is not mentioned.

(ii) The event is viewed from the perspective o f  the patient rather than the 

agent.

(iii) For an agreement (or directional) verb, the prototypical defocusing o f  the 

agent means that rather than an agent being specified in the syntax by 

associating an agent NP with a particular locus, the locus is empty.

We can consider each o f these features in turn.

6.6.1 Defocusing or Demotion of Agent so that Agent is not 

Mentioned

Janzen et al. note that in prototypical ASL examples, the agent is assumed or obvious. 

In less prototypical examples, the agent may be mentioned, but not as the subject o f 

the verb. Another alternative in such situations is that the agent appears in an NP that 

is lower in transitivity. In ASL this would be glossed as SOMEONE or WHO. We 

mentioned this option earlier in relation to Humphrey and Alcorn’s argument that in 

ASL, signers can choose to be vague in their utterances. Such vagueness is marked by 

constructions which use an indefinite actor, lexicalised as SOMEONE, PERSON or 

SOMEWHERE. Similar devices seem to be used by ISL signers, as seen in Example 

6.30 below:
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Example 6.30:

fr+SOMEONE fr+rELEPHOM E+fl AMBULANCE 
“Someone phoned for an ambulance”
(Informant G: “M oving Hands” Footage).

While we can see that an Actor is specified in the syntax, it is underspecified in 

comparison to typically active constructions. In the active construction, the Actor 

would be explicitly specified as we can see in Example 6.31 below:

Example 6.31:

CARMEL c+TELEPHONE+fl AMBULANCE 
“Carmel telephoned for an ambulance”
(Informant M: Elicited example).

In Example 6.31, we could say that verbal transitivity is increased as the slot for Actor 

is explicitly filled. We can recall that in double person agreement verbs, two slots are 

available to be filled, allowing explicit marking for subject and direct object. A 

second example which places SOMEONE in the subject/ Actor slot is the following:

Example 6.32:

ME ARRIVE+f JOB GONE SOMEONE sr+GO-TO+f COMPLETION JOB 
“When I arrived, the job was gone. Someone else had already been there and got the 
job .”
(Informant G: elicited example).

Example 6.32 includes a downgraded Actor (SOMEONE) which co-occurs with a 

marker o f perfective aspect (COMPLETION). We can also note that the verb in this 

example, GO-TO, is a locative agreement verb. We can say then that it is possible to 

reduce the degree o f  transitivity in an ISL clause by replacing the specific Actor with 

another indefinite NP, typically the pronoun SOMEONE.
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6.6.2 Events Vie^wed fromi the Perspective of Patient rather than 

Agent

In earlier chapters, we have noted that in ISL active constructions, point o f view is 

that o f the agent. This is also reported for ASL where many verbs mark the onset o f 

articulation at a point in space in front o f  the signer while offset occurs at a second 

point in signing space (Janzen et al.). They argue that certain features surrounding use 

o f signing space are associated with the agent:

‘The spatial locus at the beginning point is associated with the agent o f  the 
action, and the endpoint, with the patient or recipient o f  the action.... In the 
active construction, the signer’s shoulders leans slightly in the direction o f  the 
agent positioned in the signing space, and eye gaze is in the direction o f  the 
patient. The agent is more topical than the patient  ’  (2001).

In comparison, passives are established differently:

‘In the passive, the patient is more accessible, or given information, than is the 
agent. The patient is marked in the verbal agreement system as the fina l locus 
o f the verb movement, but the event coded by the verb is viewed clearly from  
the perspective o f  the patient rather than o f  the agent. The identity o f  the 
patient is evident, whereas that o f  the agent is not. The signer may move his or 
her shoulders and torso slightly away from  the spatially positioned agent, with 
eye gaze directed toward the agent o f  the action ’ (2001).

While the patient may be formally marked as the topic constituent, Janzen et al. 

presume that the major function o f topic marking is not to indicate a passive. They 

also argue that while a patient may be marked as topic, the order o f  the verb and its 

argument(s) may satisfy the definition o f  an active clause. Janzen et al. argue that with 

an agreement (or directional) verb, prototypical defocusing o f the agent means that 

rather than an agent being specified in the syntax by associating an agent NP with a 

particular locus, the locus is empty. However, verb movement must still have an onset 

at some locus in signing space. They comment on the widely accepted view that a 

locus must be semantically designated before it is used, that is, a point in signing 

space is typically established as being co-referential with a specified referent prior to 

pronominal reference being established. They argue that while this is the common 

understanding o f how loci work, with a passive, no agent is specified and such,
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'movement o f  the agr'eement verrb begins at a syntactic, hut semantically empty locus ’ 

(2001). In the prototypical passiive then, the agent is not identified.

Such occurrences are said to di ffer from so called null arguments where lexical items 

are not signed in local discourse having already been established in an accessible way, 

as such allocating a semantically valid reference framework for the ongoing 

discourse. Similar arguments are made regarding spoken ‘Pro-Drop’ languages.

6.7 Comparison of Active and Passive Constructions

Considering some data which they have taken from commercially available 

videotapes o f ASL signers, Janzen et al. demonstrate the differences they see between 

constructions o f verbs and their arguments in active constructions and those in passive 

constructions. Let us consider two examples:

Example 6.33:

(1) SIGN STUDENT, SECOND, INTERPRET INTEREST LEARN CONNECT 
INTERPRET, TEACH-agent, PRO.Spa, DEAF WORLDb, (PRO.Ba) 
aSEEb+++.

‘Signed language students, interpreters interested in learning (about D eaf culture) 
for their work, and teachers observe aspects o f  D eaf culture.’ (Bienvenu and 
Colonomos Cited in Janzen et al. 2001).

Example 6.34:

_________ t
(2) POSS.l NAME M-J-B-I-E-N-V-E-N-U. aNAMEDl MJ (sign name)

‘My name is MJ Bienvenu. The name I have been given is ‘MJ’.(Ibid.)
(Janzen et al. 2001)

Janzen et al. compare these two sentences. Example 6.33 is an active construction 

where the plural agent is at a locus designated by subscript ‘a ’. SEE, as an agreement 

verb marks agreement between its subject and object with movement occurring from 

locus ‘a’ to locus ‘b ’ where the patient, ‘DEAF W ORLD’ is situated. Then the signer 

reference shifts to another locus, that o f the agent, locus ‘a ’ and looks towards locus 

‘b ’. Janzen et al. argue that this indicates that the situation is now being viewed from 

the perspective o f the agent.
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In comparison, Examiple 6.34 irncludes wSiat Janzen et al. argue is a prototypical ASL 

passive. Initially, the- signer initroduces herself and tells the viewers her name-sign. 

The second clause demonstrateis the passive: the perspective is that o f  patient, in this 

case, the signer herself Janzen et al. also point out that in this example, the agent is 

not in focus. Referring to the work o f  Hopper and Thompson (1984), where it is 

suggested that where a referent is to continue to be recognised (or associated with a 

certain locus) throughout a section o f discourse, it must become referential by being 

introduced and hold the appropriate ‘morphological trappings’ which serve to allow 

participants to know that such referents are deployable. Janzen et al. argue that in 

Example 6.34 we cannot consider the demoted agent as deployable. They argue that if 

a signer wished to refer to this entity, reference to locus ‘a ’ would not be enough. 

Instead, the referent would have to be established with a full noun phrase, which is not 

the case in this example.

One feature o f interest in this example is that the locus where the verb ‘NAM ED’ 

begins, locus ‘a’, is not associated with any NP in the signer’s discourse. That is, the 

verb agrees with an unspecified locus, or in Janzen et al.’s terms, an ‘unfilled’ locus . 

They note that:

'the signer moves the verb towards herself, the endpoint locus ‘I ’, the recipient 
o f  the sign name already introduced in the discourse and highly topical, and 
the only identified argument o f  the verb ’ (Janzen et al. 2001).

The authors note that it might be possible, as suggested by Givon (1990), to view the 

situation from the point o f  view o f the agent where the signer might have wanted to 

communicate something about the act o f bestowing a sign name. She might have 

identified the agent, executed a reference shift via a change in the position o f her 

shoulders and eye-gaze and taken on the perspective o f agent. In so doing, she would 

have taken an alternative discourse-pragmatic perspective.

Janzen et al. raise the point that while in this case, the origin o f the sign name is not 

specified, perhaps because it is irrelevant in context (Barber 1975, Shibatani 1985), 

someone with an appropriate background could speculate on its likely origin, that is, 

the D eaf community or the signer’s parents. Thus, contextual knowledge could allow 

the interlocutor to reconstruct the agent on the basis o f shared knowledge. Later, we 

will consider how signers can choose from a range o f possible constructions in ISL
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depending on the foetus or persfpective from which they wish to view an event. Other 

examples said to disjplay charaicteristies of ASL verb phrases with passive readings 

include the following; where no agent is specified:

Example 6. 35:

__________ t
IF HAPPEN b LOOK. OVER. SHOULDERl, PRO. 1 FEEL MORE STRESS. 

_______________t
POSS. 1 TYPING FEEL MORE TYPE. STIFF.

‘If my shoulder is being looked over, my typing feels more stilted/ If someone is 
looking over my shoulder, my typing feels more stilted.
(Janzen et al.2001).

Example 6.36:

___________ t
REMEMBER ONE. YEAR. PAST BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT, EXCITE,
WIN.

_________________ q
aGIVE (2h)l TROPHY. REMEMBER.

‘Do you remember the basketball tournament last year, that we were excited to win? 
We were given the trophy, remember?’
(Janzen et al. 2001)

In Examples 6.35 and 6.36, the patient is in focus. Despite their presence, loci ‘b ’ and 

‘a’ respectively are empty semantically, that is, they are not marked for any specified 

NP. It might be argued that this is because the identity of the agent is irrelevant in 

both cases. While Janzen et al. suggest that where an event is viewed from patient 

perspective, eyegaze is usually towards the agent’s locus, they argue that this may not 

be a requirement where something within the discourse event allows for the signer’s 

gaze to be directed elsewhere.

They argue that in the case of Example 6.36, where the signer is saying that while he 

is typing, someone is intruding on his task by looking over his shoulder, eyegaze 

could be in the direction of agent - although it isn’t in this case. They suggest that 

because the event is construed from the patient’s point of view, eye-gaze could not
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shift to take on an a^entive perrspective. Moving away from perspective, in the next 

section we will conssider anotther important distinction: the differences that exist 

between topic markinig and passive constructions in ASL.

6.8 Passive Constructions Versus Topicalisation

While it has been suggested that topicality has an important role to play in 

passivisation (Givon 1990), Janzen et al. argue that in a language like ASL where 

sentences are likely to have a grammatical topic, the passive structure has a different 

function to that of the topic which establishes a framework for following discourse. 

According to Li and Thompson (1976), passivisation is not really required in topic- 

comment languages, as any NP can slot into topic position. Also, there is no need to 

establish any other construction to defocus a subject. However, there are topic- 

comment languages where both passivisation and topicalisation occur, such as 

Mandarin (Li and Thompson 1981) and, as argued by Janzen et al., ASL.

Janzen el al. refer back to Example 6.34 where the verb complex ‘aNAM EDl’ is 

topicalised and might be interpreted as being related to passivisation. Instead, it is 

argued that topic marking arises in this case because: 'the verb expresses a clearly 

accessible pragmatic piece o f  information from  a cultural ‘insider’ point o f  view ’ 

(ibid.: 12), with the possibility o f marking topic whether the perspective is that of 

agent or patient. Offering data to support this claim, Janzen et al compare two 

constructions - Example 6.37 is active while Example 6.38 is passive, both of which 

are topicalised:

Example 6.37:

(When the Mind Hears (A Synopsis in ASL), © Harlan Lane)

______________t
MOTHER SO-SO, TAKE + FEEL GO CHURCH, TRAVEL, TRAVEL 
(uphill).

______ t
IN CHURCH PRAY++. CLERC PR0.3 a (gesture) ILETa DO-DO WHAT. 
‘His mother decided to take Clerc to church, which was up the hill. In the 
church she prayed, but she let Clerc do what he wanted’.
(Janzen et al. 2001)
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Example 6.38:

_______________ +no(d______________I
YESTERDAY FINISH, B-I-L-L a GIVE 1 800. 
“Yesterday I was given a bill fcr eight hundred dollars” . 
(Janzen et al. 2001)

In Example 6.37, CLERC, in the second sentence is the topic constituent. This is 

followed by positioning this referent in locus ‘a’. ILETa is articulated from the 

mother’s perspective. This is identifiable on the basis that the verb begins near the 

signer’s torso and moves towards locus ‘a ’. (It is important to reiterate here that the 

signer’s body can represent a third person referent). On the grounds o f this evidence, 

we can state that this is an active construction.

In Example 6.38, topicalisation co-occurs with a passive construction, but there are 

differences between the two. Janzen et al. tell us that the context for this utterance 

involves a man discussing having brought his car to a mechanics for repair. Locus ‘a’ 

is where the unspecified but, according to Janzen et al., obvious agent is coded as a 

topic. They argue that having left a car in to be repaired is usually followed by 

receiving a bill for repairs - in this light, they suggest that the defocused agent is best 

understood in terms o f  the pragmatics of the entire scene. However, they point out 

that the defocused agent cannot be said to be the topic itse lf

In the next section, we will move away from the issue o f  topicality, and look at 

‘reference shifting’ in relation to passive constructions.

6.9 Reference Shifting and Passive Constructions

As we saw in Chapter 2, shifted reference is a feature o f discourse that has been 

reported as occurring in American Sign Language (Lillo-M artin 1995), British Sign 

Language (Brennan 1992, Kyle and Woll 1985, Morgan 1996, 1998, 2000) and Irish 

Sign Language (McDonnell 1996a, Leeson 1996) among others. Shifted reference, 

which is also referred to as ‘role shift’ or ‘reference shifting’, is typically employed in 

narratives where the signer uses established loci in signing space and shifts his/her 

body slightly in the direction o f  each locus. It is usual for direction o f  eye-gaze to be 

affected by reference shifting.
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Janzen et al. considerr and rejecct the notion o f defining the occurrence o f passives in 

ASL as an instance oif reference; shifting. They argue:

'While these two processes do share features, reference shifting in narrative is 
from  agent to agent, that is, each shift changes the perspective from  one agent 
to another. The passive, conversely, may involve a shift from  one character to 
another, but in the pass'ive construction, the perspective additionally shifts to 
that o f  the patient. Alternatively, the focus may remain on one character, but a 
shift may take place from  the perspective o f  the character as an agent to the 
perspective o f  the same character as a patient ’ (Janzen et al: 2001).

They illustrate this point with the following example, which displays both reference 

shifting and what they refer to as a ‘passivising perspective shift’.

Example 6.39:

______ t
FATHER SEEM EMBARRASS HAVE DEAF SON, (emphatic gesture).
MEAN a(multiple)STARE A TI. (perspective shift) PRO.3b FAMILY HAVE 
DEAF, SOMETHING WRONG.

‘His father seemed embarrassed about having a deaf son. It meant that he would be 
looked down upon. (People would say) his family has a deaf son, there must be 
something wrong with them .’
(When the Mind Hears (A Synopsis o f ASL), © Harlan Lane)
(Janzen et al. 2001)

In the first sentence o f Example 6.39, FATHER is marked as topic and is in focus 

while the following sentence, the verb ‘a(multiple)STARE A T I’ is indicative o f  a 

perspective shift: the father is maintained as the NP in focus, but the unspecified 

plural agent carries out the action. Again, the beginning point o f  movement is 

associated with an unfilled locus ‘a’, while locus ‘1’ is the locus where the movement 

associated with the passive verb ends. Locus ‘1’ is said to be indicative that the signer 

is using his own body to represent the third party in the discourse - that o f  the father: 

perspective is that o f  the patient. Eye-gaze is directed towards unfilled locus ‘a’.

Janzen et al. also point out that in the last sentence in this example, perspective 

becomes that o f  the towns’ people (as agent) who are staring at the father, the patient. 

They note that the identity o f  the tow ns’ people is never overtly stated, but that 

context established earlier has established that the father in the narrative is the m ayor
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of a small town. In (Changing ]locus points from ‘a’ to a new locus, ‘b ’, the signer 

establishes the fatheer’s new locus in signing space. The signer takes on the 

perspective o f the townspeople; to address the father from their point o f view. Apart 

from this instance, Janzen et al. point out that this example is explicit in identifying 

the role o f each NP w ithin the construction and in marking the perspective in the verb 

complex.

6.10 Weakly Demoted Agents

In Section 6.2.4 above, we discussed the role o f  defocusing the semantic agent as a 

common feature in prototypical personal passive constructions in a variety o f 

languages. As we have seen, this is a feature, which is also true o f  the sign language 

data. Janzen et al. point out that sometimes agents are named within passive 

constructions, though their examples would support an approach that marks the 

relevant NPs as only weakly agentive.

Example 6.40:

___________________________________________________________ q
THAT.ONE PR 0.3a A-A-A-D HOUSTON PR 0.3  THAT.ONE.
‘The one from the A.A.A.D. Houston game?’
(American Sign Language: A Student Text, Unit 1-9, ©Charlotte Baker and Dennis 
Cokely).

Example 6.41:

SOMEONE b STEAL (up)
‘It was stolen/ someone stole it’.

It is pointed out that in Example 6.41, SOMEONE is signed at a higher plane instead 

o f  being allocated a spatial locus as NPs were in earlier examples cited. The verb 

bSTEAL(up) agrees with locus ‘b ’ in the first instance: this is the locus associated 

with the item being stolen. The verb’s movement is reported as being ‘upward and 

slightly away from the signer’. The perspective in this utterance is from that o f  the 

owner o f the trophy that has been stolen. Janzen et al. note that in this instance, while 

the agent has increased in terms o f focus, perspective is not that o f  the agent. They
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point out that it wouild be pos^sible for this event to have been presented from that 

agent’s perspective iif movement o f the verb had been articulated from a locus in 

signing space towards the sigmer’s body, an action that would not identify the signer 

as the thief as the signer is at liberty to use reference shift as we have seen in earlier 

examples.

6.11 Passives and Statives

Janzen et al. raise the issue o f a possible relationship between passive constructions 

and stative verbs in ASL. They argue that the kind o f  stative verb in the following 

example shares common features with passive constructions identified for ASL:

Example 6.42:

M ORNING , a GONE(up).
‘In the morning it (the trophy) was gone.’
(American Sign Language: A Student Text, Unit 1-9, © Charlotte Baker and Dennis 
Cokely)

Janzen et al. outline the following similarities:

(i) No agent is established in the sentence.

(ii) The trophy cannot have perspective as it is inanimate. However, it is in 

focus as designated by locus ‘a ’ and by signer eye-gaze which is in the 

direction o f locus ‘a’.

It is argued that the stative reading arises as a result o f some action, characteristically 

an upward movement from a specific locus. This is similar in nature to the upward 

movement in the passive construction considered earlier in Example 6.41.

6.12 Prototype Theory as one possible Tool for Analysis of 

Functional Passives in Sign Languages

Janzen et al.’s description o f the passive in ASL establishes a prototypical framework 

for consideration in relation to passives in other languages. Following Hopper and 

Thompson (1980), they suggest that in ASL, active and passive constructions lie 

along a continuum. They offer the following outhne:
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Prototypical Prototypical

Active Passive

• Agent is subject
•  Perspective of agent

• Agent is given information

• Semantically filled, syntactically

• Defocused agent
• Perspective o f patient

• Patient is given information

• No semantically filled,
specified agent locus

syntactically specified agent

Figure 6.1 Properties of Prototypical Active and Passive Constructions in ASL

(Janzen et al., 2001)

While recognizing that in some instances ASL behaves similarly to spoken languages, 

they are anxious to point out that spoken languages cannot offer the only model for 

analysis of sign language phenomena. They suggest that in sign languages, 

morphological units -  which arc often identified in analyses of passivisation - are very 

different from in spoken languages. Often, combinations of morphological units 

cannot be adequately described by established spoken language linear morphological 

models.

This may account for the lack of consideration o f morphological passives in Janzen et 

al.’s data. They seem to avoid any comparison with the established morphological 

parameters relevant to the description of passive constructions in spoken languages, 

although they draw heavily on the discourse function parameters that have been 

outlined.

However, Janzen et al. do consider morphological features specific to signed 

languages. They note that perspective seems to be an important element in the 

morphology of ASL and argue that where patient perspective occurs, it is a marked 

fomi in comparison to the more:

‘typical, expected and frequent perspective o f  the agent in transitive clauses in 
ASL, although whether this should be understood as obligatory, and whether or 
not there is any systematic variation is not yet known, and remains an area for  
further study’ (Janzen et al. 2001).
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Arguing in favour o f ' a cogniitive approach to understanding use o f passivisation, 

Janzen et al. point outt that what is immediately in focus in the mind o f a signer will 

affect the construction o f  linguistic expression. As we have seen, this is an approach 

favoured by Fauconnier, Talmy and Jackendoff among others. They also suggest that 

function o f language m ust be considered similar regardless o f  whether the language in 

question is spoken or signed. In ASL, they argue that the function o f the passive is to:

‘give or maintain a particular point o f view, and this is accomplished in the 
verb complex by putting or keeping a patient in focus, and is accompanied by 
the defocusing o f  the agent ’ (Ibid.).

While the material outlined by Janzen et al. is radical in terms o f sign language 

research because it posits that passives exist in ASL, there is a need to go beyond that 

and consider some o f  the features outlined within the mainstream literature.

In the next section, we will consider Janzen et al.’s findings in relation to Irish Sign 

Language. We will also attempt to go further than Janzen et al. and consider the role 

o f morphosyntax in the establishment o f functional passive constructions in ISL.

6.13 Detransitivisation in ISL

In this section, we will examine the ways in which ISL allows for detransitivisation, 

particularly with respect to downgrading and omission o f  Actors. We will 

demonstrate that when focus is on the Actor in ISL, a syntactic locus is established 

and the referential features o f  a semantic Actor are associated with that locus. In the 

case o f Actor defocusing, which we argue occurs in typical passive constructions in 

ISL, the Undergoer becomes more accessible than the Actor. In the verbal agreement 

system, the Undergoer becomes marked as the final locus o f the verb. Given that in 

such constructions, the event is viewed from the perspective o f the Undergoer, the 

Undergoer’s identity is evident, whereas that o f  the Actor is not.

In Section 6.6.2, we noted that with agreement verbs, prototypical defocusing o f  the 

actor results in a semantically empty locus: that is, instead o f specifying an actor in 

the syntax (typically by associating an agent NP with a particular locus), no actor NP
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is assigned to the loccus that is> utihsed. We also saw that verb movement must still 

have an onset at somte locus in signing space. We noted that it is common practice for 

a locus to be semantically de^signated before it is used in agentive constructions, 

where a point in signing space is typically established as being co-referential with a 

specified referent before pronominal reference is established. W e argued that with 

passive constructions, no agent is specified. Instead, movement o f the agreement verb 

begins at a syntactic, but semantically empty locus. W e will demonstrate that passive 

constructions in ISL fulfil all these criteria.

However, in Chapter 3, we noted that M eir (1998) discusses backward agreement 

verbs for Israeli Sign Language. She described backward agreement verbs as verbs 

that follow an atypical agreement pattern. Specifically, Meir reports that the path 

movement o f backward agreement verbs commences at the locus for the object, 

moving towards the locus o f the subject, leading to a situation where the patient is 

prominent in the verb-phrase. In chapter 3, we noted that in Israeli Sign Language, 

verbs such as CHOOSE, EXTRACT, IMITATE and TAKE are typical examples of 

backward agreement verbs. McDonnell (1996a) also identifies a subgroup of 

backward agreement verbs in Irish Sign Language. However, he lists only one ISL 

example, the verb CHOOSE, where onset is at locus f  and offset point is at c. locus.

We argue that the forms we are describing in this section cannot be fully accounted 

for by describing them as an occurrence o f  backward agreement for a number o f 

reasons:

First, we can note that while backward agreement verbs differ from straightforward 

agreement verbs because o f  their onset and offset points as outlined above, backward 

agreement verbs still conform to the other demands o f  the language with respect to 

demanding that a referent be typically established at a locus in signing space prior to 

the verb being articulated for constructions such as f+INVITE+c (You invite me) or 

f+IMITATE+c (You imitate me). In these examples, a locus for the non-first-person 

referent would be expected to be established prior to using the verb form unless the 

referent was physically present. W here the referent is present, the offset o f  the verb 

would be at a point commensurate with the physical location o f  the referent. Thus, 

backward agreement verbs demand the same discourse level constraints as other
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agreement verbs in I5SL. Therefc'ore the fact that loci remain unassociated w ith specific 

referents is not accouinted for iff we state that patient prominence is simply a correlate 

o f backward agreement.

Second, subject deletion can occur where backward agreement verbs are articulated to 

express an event where a first person acts with respect to a non-first person. For 

example, c+CHOOSE+f (I choose you) does not necessarily demand expression o f an 

overt first person marker, where context or prior discourse establishes that the c.locus 

is co-referential with first person reference. Therefore, the fact that c. locus can 

remain unmarked for reference still remains an issue at sentential and discourse levels.

Third, while backward agreement verbs do indeed place added prominence on the 

Undergoer in an event, they do not necessarily meet other central criteria for 

functional passives. Particularly, as we shall see, passive constructions typically entail 

the occurrence o f  averted eyegaze co-occurring with the manual verb form. We can 

note however, that it is possible to differentiate between, for example, choosing 

something/' someone with volition or non-volition, marked on the basis of eye-contact 

with the locus associated with a referent (volition) or averted eyegaze (non-volition), 

thus suggesting that backward agreement verbs could operate appropriately in passive 

constructions. Therefore, it seems that other backward agreement verbs, in addition to 

CHOOSE, qualify to function as verbs in passive structures in ISL with just as much 

potential as straightforward agreement verbs.

The three factors listed above support the fact that passive constructions in Irish Sign 

Language are not simply associated with a particular verb class or subclass, although 

verbal morphology may play a role with respect to the role o f eyegaze. Instead, 

passive constructions are tied into sentential and discourse level factors. This leads us 

to argue that there are a cluster o f factors that need to com bine for a passive reading to 

occur. These include the factors outlined by Janzen et al. for American Sign 

Language, though as indicated above, we additionally suggest that eyegaze plays a 

criterial role in marking lack o f volition in ISL passive structures. We begin our 

examination o f the features that occur in establishing passive constructions in ISL by 

comparing and contrasting active and passive constructions.
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6.13.1 Active vers»us Passhve Constructions in ISL

We have seen that focus is (considered to be a feature that is characteristically 

associated with passive constructions. Indeed, Janzen et al. argue that the most salient 

characteristic of the passive construction in ASL is agent defocusing: perspective is 

firmly that o f the patient. Signers have the option o f choosing patient focus even in 

circumstances where agent focus could be presented.

In ISL, the issue o f focus also creates choices for a signer (McDonnell 1996a, 1996b). 

McDonnell (1996a: 157) considers two options available to ISL signers when 

conveying the sentence ‘The boy looked at the snowman’. Using the first option, a 

signer would establish the boy and the snowman at separate loci in signing space, 

inflecting the verb, LOOK-AT for locative agreement:

Example 6.43:

BOY-fr SNOWMAN-fl fr + LOOK-AT +fl 
‘The boy looked at the snowman’
(McDonnell 1996: 157).

The second option available and the more preferred option involved referential shift 

where the third person reference, ‘the boy’ is shifted to first person loci. A non-first 

person locus (fl) is assigned to ‘the snowman’.

Example 6.44:

SNOWMAN-fl (BOY) c + LOOK-AT + fl 
‘The boy looked at the snowman’.
(McDonnell 1996a: 158 Example 5.57).

Example 6.44 encodes agentive perspective through use o f  reference shift to the locus 

established for BOY, making a choice o f perspectives available to the signer, which in 

turn, influences the discourse-pragmatic environment o f  the utterance.

We noted earlier that eyegaze plays a particular role in passive constructions: Janzen 

et al. argued that where an event is viewed from patient perspective, eyegaze is 

usually towards the agent’s locus. They argued that this may not be a requirement
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where something withiin the disccourse event allows for the signer’s gaze to be directed 

elsewhere.

In comparing the role o f  eyegaze in active sentences in ISL, we might suggest that 

eyegaze plays a less important role, as neither actor takes a hierarchical central role in 

the reciprocal arrangement. In Example 6.43 however, it is important that agreement 

is established between the subject ‘the boy’ and the locus at which the object referent, 

‘the snowman’, is established. In this instance, eyegaze forms part o f  the agreement 

criteria, combining with the manual verb LOOK-AT to establish grammatical 

cohesion. If  eyegaze did not agree with the manual verb in this instance, the sentence 

would be ungrammatical. We will return to the issue o f  eyegaze later.

Returning to the role o f  agent defocusing in passive constructions. Example 6.45 

provides evidence that strategies similar to those reported for ASL are used in ISL:

Example 6.45:

SAME KNOW JAR (hold-in-left-hand)
d: PUT-IN / CL-C ‘close lid’ NAME LABEL 

CL-G [‘be located on jar] CL.C [be located at fh i.] [d] locus a, [nd] locus b [d] locus

c [nd] locus d.
________________q
KNOW NAME LABEL - [be located at pre-established loci a,b,c,d].//

RESEARCH PROCEED/ JAR SAME AGAIN c. TAKE a [move to c.] AGAIN/

CL.C. [take o ff lid] CL.G+ c. TAKE-OUT-OF a./ CL. 4 [be located at hi., c., lo] 

[‘classify’] ......

‘Its like taking a specimen ja r and placing a specimen in it, labelling it and placing it 
on a shelf along with many other similarly labelled specimens. As research 
progresses, those same jars can be taken down again and the specimens examined, (or; 
Someone can take those jars down again).The specimens can be classified’.
(Infomiant H; conference presentation: IDS Archives).

We saw earlier that the Actor/agent in passive constructions may sometimes be 

derived from context, something which we m ight argue is the case in this utterance: 

the subject o f linguistic comparison is the general topic for this narrative and the issue 

of research is broached in an earlier segment o f  this text. Example 6.45 seems to be a
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fairly prototypical ex.ample of ja passive construction in ISL as it meets two o f  the 

three the criteria laid idown by Jfanzen et al.: Firstly, defocusing o f  the agent occurs as 

we have already mentioned - lit is derivable from the context. The second criteria 

demands that the event be view'ed from the perspective o f the patient rather than the 

agent. In this instance, it is possible that grammatically, this is not feasible without 

establishing a semantically marked utterance. It seems that inanimate objects are not 

as central as animate objects in terms o f  encoding perspective: for example, a ja r  does 

not typically function as an agent. However, in this example, the identity o f the patient 

is evident and very much in focus, while the identity o f  the agent is not specified. In 

this sense, it is arguable that this example meets this criterion, if  in a marginal way.

Finally, Janzen et al. stipulate that with an agreement verb, prototypical defocusing o f 

the agent can be said to occur where the agentive locus is syntactically empty, that is, 

the locus that is associated with the agent is not overtly specified. This ISL example 

also meets this criterion. ‘JAR SAME AGAIN 1 TAKE a [move to c.]’ , {''those same 

jars can be taken down again ’) and ‘CL.C. [take o ff lid] CL.G. 1 TAKE-OUT-OF c ’ 

{^a))d the specimens exam ined’) are two agreement verbs where the agent is not 

overtly specified. No NP has been explicitly established but the locative agreement 

verbs still behave as they would in an agentive construction with an overt 

subject/agent. Syntactically, the locus c. is empty having never been formally 

established. Semantically and pragmatically, use o f  canonical space ( locus c.) 

establishes the syntactic argument structure necessary for a grammatical utterance. It 

is interesting that the signer chooses to use c. as the locus for the non-specified agent. 

Typically c. is used as a default first person reference locus. However, in context, it is 

clear that the signer was not referring to themselves as the researcher but to the 

process o f  research and hypothetical future researchers. Example 6.46 shows the 

signer locus, c., as the locus for a non-specified agent:
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Example 6.46:

DEAF HAVE NOTHING HERE IRELAND/ FOR EXAMPLE NOW  ONE_SINCE 
(hold) ONE RECENT ASSESSMENT/ PUBLIC SERVICE/ ONE PUBLIC 
SERVICE s.r.+GRAB+s.l. FR.OM DEAF+ s.l. AND MOVE-TO+s.r. CHARITY 
ORGANISATION.
‘D eaf people have nothing here in Ireland. For example, recently there was an 
assessment o f public services. A  public service was taken from the D eaf (community) 
and relocated with a charitable organisation.’
(Informant J: conference presentation; “IDS Archives).

This example sees the signer establish the D eaf community at a location to the left 

side o f signing space while the charitable organisation is located at the right hand side 

o f  signing space. Although we might expect a signer to establish a referent in space 

before they articulate an utterance that encodes a motion event, this does not happen 

in this piece. Instead, the signer aims to background the referents and highlight the act 

o f  a public service being taken from within the D eaf community. This is effected 

through use o f a number o f strategies:

(i) Agent defocusing: The agent is defocused. W e do not know who is 

responsible for taking the public service from within the D eaf community 

and relocating it under the auspices o f  a charity organisation. As such, we 

can say that semantically and syntactically, the agent is defocused. For us, 

context does not regenerate a possible agent. We might however imagine 

that for members o f the D eaf community at the time o f utterance, the loss 

o f a public service would be highly topical and as such, veiled reference 

would serve only a pragmatic/ politeness function.

(ii) Foregrounding of Syntactic Patient: The public service, though not 

explicitly named, is foregrounded. It occurs as head o f  the clause ‘ 

PUBLIC SERVICE’ and is repeated ‘ONE PUBLIC SERVICE’. This 

repetition may be due to the signer’s wish to place emphasis on the topic 

or may be a function o f clarifying her thoughts for herself.

(iii) Animacy Hierarchy controls Agreement: W hile the event is not viewed 

from the perspective o f the patient, we can argue that in ISL, while 

inanimate entities can function as patients, only animate referents w'ith the 

role o f patient will control agreement (M cDonnell 1996a: 168). It is 

possible that were this utterance part o f  a parody, the signer might well 

have shifted reference, ‘become’ the public service and walked to another



location. However, in typical ISL discourse, this does not seem to happen. 

As with our last example, the identity of the patient (i.e. the public service) 

is evident and very much in focus while the identity of the agent is not 

specified.

(iv) Use of Canonical Space (c.) as non-specified Agent locus: This example 

is interesting in that the defocused agent is not assigned a locus within 

signing space, per se. In earlier examples, we noted that a syntactic 

location was established which became a reference point for agentive 

activity. In this instance, the signer’s c. location seems to be serving as a 

default location for agentive action: it is clear that the signer is not the 

agent. This is similar to our last example where an unspecified agent took 

a research specimen out o f a jar for examination.

(v) Pragmatic constraints on Interpretation of Utterance: We can conclude 

she is not the person responsible for removing a public service from the 

Deaf community. As a Deaf person, addressing an international Deaf 

audience, including representatives from the European Union o f the Deaf 

and the World Federation of the Deaf, it is impossible to argue that this is a 

first person agentive construction. It seems that we must account for the 

occurrence of a 0-subject in such examples in another way.

It is important to note that these verbs do not seem to be acting any differently to other 

double agreement verbs in Irish Sign Language. In fact, all of the examples we have 

considered so far can be categorised as double agreement verbs in line with 

McDonnell’s (1996a) framework. The only difference seems to be that instead of 

establishing a referent locus for a non-sender agent, a syntactic locus is established 

which remains semantically empty.

We might consider analysing the use o f the c. locus to mark an unspecified agent in 

light o f Van Hoek’s work which applies mental spaces theory to American Sign 

Language. Van Hoek (1996) looks at the relationship that exists between mental 

spaces and referential loci. She argues that the most salient referents are accessed 

even where other loci have previously been used for pronominal reference for the 

same referent. While clearly considering a different question. Van Hoek’s findings 

have relevance for our discussion. Van Hoek assumes that:
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‘the loci mcay vary in thheir imagistic content; in one discourse (or a t one 
moment in la particular discourse) a locus may be conceived as a detailed, 
highly speciific mental image o f the referent, and in another discourse (or at 
another point in time) m ay be a highly schematised, non-specific image  -  

which includes the possdbility that the image may consist o f  an association 
between the referent and the point in space, with no other visual-imagistic 
content (1996: 224). ’

She goes on to develop her concept o f the relationship between referents and loci by 

arguing that:

‘these quasi-imagistic associations between referents and loci may involve 
much more than simply the establishment o f  the referent, as an isolated notion, 
with a particular point in space. Referential loci are frequently associated 
with the larger ‘scenes’ or spatial settings which the referent occupies 
(1996:234). '

Van Hoek notes that this viewpoint is ‘roughly equivalent’ to Liddell’s observations 

(1990, 1995). Liddell notes that instead of a locus being associated with a referent, it 

represents the referent’s conceived location. This, claims Van Hoek, is relevant for the 

application o f Mental Spaces Theory (Fauconnier 1985), as briefly outlined in 

Chapter 5. Indeed, Fauconnier (1997) makes reference to Liddell’s work, noting that 

his findings support the cognitive validity of Mental Spaces as a theory.

Van Hoek’s work aims to establish that there is a relationship between mental spaces 

and referential loci. She provides evidence which supports the view that the most 

salient referents in a discourse event are accessed even where other loci have 

previously been used for the same pronominal referent. She suggests that the 

principles o f locus selection in ASL seem congruent with the general principles o f 

accessibility that have been developed by Givon (1989) and Ariel (1988, 1990). She 

says that;

‘Accessibility Theory holds that a particular nominal fo rm  is selected fo r  
reference in a given context to reflect the degree o f  accessibility (roughly 
‘retrievability) o f  the referent in that context. Cross-linguistically, fu ll  
nominals (names and descriptive phrases) are markers o f  relatively low  
accessibility, used where the referent is not highly active in the addressee’s 
awareness. Pronouns are markers o f  relatively high accessibility and null 
anaphora (i.e.) no phonological marking o f  co-reference) marks still higher 
accessibility (1996: 337). ’
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It is possible that t:his last pointt plays some role in the fact that fluent signers can 

distinguish between c;. locus as first person and c. locus as non-specified agent in 

discourse. A second pjoint that we can raise on the basis o f Van Hoek’s comments 

above is that in the passive constructions that we are concerned with, the patient is the 

most highly activated referent in both the signer’s and the addressee’s awareness 

which, in the signer’s case has provoked choice o f  passive constructions with less 

attention or no attention focused on the agent. As such, we can agree with Van Hoek’s 

claim that:

‘Accessibility is essentially a matter o f  how ‘active’ a referent is in a 
conceptualiser’s awareness. It is influenced by salience, both perceptual and 
conceptual (1996: 338). ’

Despite the issue o f salience as a factor influencing choice o f uttering a passive, we 

must return to consider the role o f agreement verbs. Earlier we noted a pattern 

emerging in the ways in which double agreement verbs establish semantically empty 

loci to fulfil syntactic constraints on articulation in delivering passive constructions. 

However, not all double agreement verbs behave in their typical fashion; McDonnell 

cites the verb INVITE as having an untypical structure;

Example 6.47:

ABOUT TEN YEAR LATE timeline-f INVITE +c WEDDING 
‘About ten years later I was invited to a w edding’.
(McDonnell 1996a; 115).

McDonnell notes that typically, the verb INVITE is a double agreement verb. 

However, in Example 6.47 above, McDonnell notes that;

‘no subject argument is specified and the object argument (understood from  
context to be PRONl) is marked fo r  'c' locus. No subject marker is present since 
there is no movement to a non-sender locus. Thus, INVITE seems to have a 
passive-like form that is best glossed as ‘I  was invited’(1996a: 115).

If double agreement verb forms function in passive constructions in this way, we 

might also consider whether single agreement verbs can also act in this manner. First, 

let us review the category o f single agreement verbs in ISL.
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As mentioned earliier, McDonnesH describes single agreement verbs in ISL as verbs 

which only mark for direct or indirect object/patient or recipient argument. 

Specifically, he notes that the onset point o f a single agreement verb in ISL does not 

mark the subject/agent argumentt. He points out that in such instances, where onset o f 

the verb occurs at c., the default agent/subject is first person:

Example 6.48:

(a) SAY-TO+fr
(I) told (someone)

(b) PRON-fi- SAY-TO+fl 
Someone told (someone else)

(c) PRON-fr SAY-TO+c
Someone told me

(McDonnell 1996a: 166, Examples 5.81-5.83)

In the examples above, the onset point for the verb is the same in each utterance. 

However, the offset point in each case marks a different indirect object/recipient 

arguments. Even in M cDonnell’s examples, we can see that it is possible for a sigr.er 

to establish a non-specified agentive role which allows for defocusing of the agent as 

in Examples 6.48 (b) and (c). While this is possible for the verb SAY-TO, it is 

questionable whether the verb, SEE could function in a similar way: McDonnell 

reports that SEE ‘does not seem to need an agreement cell to be filled in order to 

become ‘pronounceable’.’ Functioning as a plain verb, SEE appears in sentences like 

the following, as outlined in McDonnell (1996a: 166).

Example 6.49:

_________________________________ g
(a) PRON-fr LIKE SEE PRON-sl/upwards

‘Would you like to see upstairs?’

(b) BOY SEE+f FATHER^M OTHER...
The boy saw his parents.
(McDonnell 1996a: 166, Examples 5.84-5.85)

SEE has a lexically specified place o f articulation which does not vary and this may 

be a factor in determining that it is not used in the same way as SAY-TO. It seems 

possible that because the verb LOOK-AT functions as a double agreement verb, the 

related single agreement verb, SEE, allows it to take precedence in a passive
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construction. Perliaips SEE demiiands an overt, if  defocused SOMEONE to allow a 

passive-like construiction to evoltve (e.g. SOM EONE SEE ME -  ‘Someone saw m e’). 

(Senan Dunne, Personal Commuinication).

6.13.2 Shifted Reference and the Passive Construction in ISL

In Chapters 2 and 4, we noted that shifted reference is a feature o f  discourse that has 

been reported as occurring in ASL, BSL and ISL among others. In Chapter 2, we 

noted that shifted reference, which is also referred to as ‘role shift’ or ‘reference 

shifting’, is typically employed in narratives where the signer uses established loci in 

signing space and shifts his/her body slightly in the direction o f  each locus, taking on 

the character o f the referent established at that locus. We noted that it is usual for 

direction o f eye-gaze to be affected by reference shifting and as such, we might 

imagine that it will play a role in passive constructions in ISL.

In Section 6.9 we reviewed Janzen et al.’s rejection o f the notion that in ASL, 

passives could be construed as an instance o f reference shifting. They argued that 

while both reference shifting and the passive constructions shared certain features, 

reference shifting in narrative is from agent to agent, where each shift changes the 

perspective from one agent to another. In contrast, while the passive may involve a 

shift from one character to another, it additionally shifts the discourse perspective to 

that o f the patient. Another alternative is that the focus may remain on one character, 

but a shift may occur from the perspective o f  the character as an agent to the 

perspective o f  the same character as a patient.

They illustrated this point with an example, repeated here as Example 6.50 for ease o f 

reference. This example displays both reference shifting and what they referred to as a 

‘passivising perspective shift’.
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Exam ple 6.50 (Pre'viously citedl as Exam ple 6.39):

______ t
FATHER SEEM EMBARRASS HAVE DEAF SON, (emphatic gesture).
MEAN a(multiple)STARE ATI.
(perspective shift)PR0.3b FAMILY HAVE DEAF, SOMETHING WRONG.

‘His father seemed embarrassed about having a deaf son. It meant that he would be 
looked down upon. (People would say) his family has a deaf son, there must be 
something wrong with them .’
(When the Mind Hears (A Synopsis o f ASL), © Harlan Lane)
(Janzen et al: 2001)

They pointed out that in the first sentence o f this example, FATHER is marked as 

topic and is in focus while the following sentence, the verb ‘a(multiple)STARE A T I’ 

is indicative o f  a perspective shift. That is, the father is maintained as the NP in focus, 

but the unspecified plural agent carries out the action. Movement begins at an unfilled 

locus ‘a’ while locus ‘1’ is the locus where the movement associated with the passive 

verb ends. Locus ‘1’ is said to be indicative that the signer is using his own body to 

represent the third party in the discourse - that of the father. Perspective is that of the 

patient. Eye-gaze is directed towards unfilled locus ‘a ’. In the last sentence in this 

example, perspective becomes that o f the towns people (as agent) who are staring at 

the father, the patient. Janzen et al. noted that the identity o f  the townspeople is never 

overtly stated, but that context established earlier has established that the father in the 

narrative is the mayor o f a small town. In changing locus points from ‘a’ to a new 

locus, ‘b ’, the signer establishes the father’s new locus in signing space. The signer 

takes on the perspective o f the townspeople to address the father from their point o f 

view. Thus, we noted that this example explicitly identifies the role o f  each NP within 

the construction and in marking the perspective in the verb complex .

This also occurs in ISL. Reference shifting seems to be used in passive constructions 

in a way that is similar to the description that we have just considered. For example:
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Example 6.51:

FRIENDS ALL-OF-US GO-TO RESTAURANT 

EAT CHAT FEEL sr+STARE^-c sr+ S T A R E + c+++

LIKE (reference shift) DEAF ‘f  handshape at cheek

TALK WITH HAND w.o.w.

r/sTHINK NEVER SEE SIGN BEFORE INDEX +sr.

‘[I was with] some friends and we went to a restaurant. As we were eating and 
chatting I became aware o f someone staring at me. The staring continued. It was like 
they were saying ‘Oh! They’re deaf and they talk with their hands’. Y ou’d think 
they’d never seen sign language before.
(Informant G: narrative: “Moving Hands” Footage).

Here, the shifted reference is towards the locus ‘sr’ where the unspecified agent(s) 

which can be inferred from context as ‘hearing people’ are established for the purpose 

o f  considering the rationale for the staring. It also changes the perspective from that of 

patient to that of the agent. Reference shifting back to c., the signer then considers, as 

himself, that the ‘starers’ must have never seen a sign language in use before.

Shifting or averting eyegaze has a particular role to play in functional passive 

constructions, and is very evident in this example. W hile using c. locus, the signer is 

the patient who undergoes the act o f being stared at. The patient’s gaze is averted, that 

is, the signer does not look directly at either agent or interlocutor. Instead, eyegaze is 

averted towards the left. This implies that the signer at c. locus was the patient 

undergoing the staring, and that the signer had not initiated the agent’s action. If the 

signer at c. locus eyegaze met the stare o f  the agent, meaning would change to ‘I 

looked at them while they stared me in the face’. In the example, once the signer has 

shifted reference to the agentive locus, eyegaze becomes firmly fixed towards c. 

locus, allowing agreement to take place in the usual way.

We should bear in mind however, that the verb LOOK-AT typically demands that the 

locus/loci that the verb is articulated towards (i.e. the point that eyegaze is directed 

towards) is concurrent with the direction/s o f looking indicated by the signer’s 

eyegaze. For example, we can say then that when the verb LOOK-AT is intitated at
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signer locus (c.), eyejgaze is exp(>ected to concur with the direction o f the verb: i f  the 

verb is c+LOOK-AlF+f, then ejyegaze w ill also be directed towards the locus f  

However, we have se;en that the -issue o f signer as undergoer affects this pattern. Thus, 

as we have seen in Examples 6.18- 6.20, when the signer’s c-locus is the undergoer 

o f the act o f being looked at, eyegaze pattern will be affected by whether the signer 

reciprocated the act o f  looking or not.

An ISL verb which patterns in the opposite way with respect to eyegaze is IGNORE. 

Here, eyegaze is averted as part o f the citation form o f  the verb. Therefore, in 

situations where c. is the locus for the undergoer, we would not find any change in 

form for eyegaze patterns. Indeed, it seems that the only time that eyegaze is not 

averted when using the ISL verb IGNORE is when the signer (or another referent 

articulated at c. locus) is deliberately ignoring som eone’s contribution in an upfront 

way. For example, a parent might tell a child that they are ignoring their demands for 

sweets/ candy in an overt way. Here, they m ay draw attention to the fact that they are 

deliberately ignoring a demand through use o f  eyecontact.

Another example o f an ISL passivising reference shift is the following from Leeson 

(1996: 103):

Example 6.52:

[a]PICK-PICK[b] STRONG REGULAR/ NOTHING TRAINING ‘REJECTED’// 
THINK IMPOSSIBLE/ THERE TRAINING THURSDAY-THURSDAY THERE 
(+++) STAY SAME ‘PERM ANANCY’.

‘Those strong players who attended (training) regularly were selected while those who 
didn’t were rejected. We thought it would be an impossible task. The team trained 
every Thursday without fail’.

Example 6.52 does not make reference to an overt agent. Focus is firmly on the 

patients - those who were training on a weekly basis in the hope o f being chosen for 

the football team. In this instance, a non canonical locus, which we might call ‘a ’ is 

where the non specified agent is located. The signer minimally role shifts into the 

agent locus. This again is in line with the criteria suggested by Janzen et al. as
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characteristic of protiotypical paassive constructions in native sign languages. We 

should note that the ccontext and previous discourse would have established ‘players’ 

at the locus [b]. The aigent - in tlhis case, the team selector - is not specified. Eyegaze 

shifts are minimal in tlhis piece.

Example 6.53 below utilises role shift to establish an initially non-specified agent:

Example 6.53:

c+NEWSPAPER. nd; ‘Cl.B._____________
d:‘Leaf through newspaper’} TAP-ON-LEFT-SHOULDER/r/s

eves to left, gaze upwards
MY FATHER/r/s COME FISH IN G ...

‘I was reading the newspaper when I was tapped on the shoulder (or: when 
someone tapped me on the shoulder). It was my father. ‘Come fishing’, he said.’ 
(Informant L: “Horizon” Footage, Fishing A).

In this example, we can see that the patient is the focus for this utterance: he is sitting 

reading the newspaper, which initially acts as the topic for the utterance. Then an 

unspecified agent taps the signer on the shoulder, to gain his attention, but our focus is 

still on the patient. It may be that use o f signing space is enhancing the degree o f 

focus on the patient in this example, as the signer, at c. undergoes the action o f  being 

tapped on the shoulder. The unspecified agent, on the other hand, is located at a 

remote location in signing space. At this point, the signer reacts to the agent’s action 

by turning his head in the direction o f  the agentive locus. He tells us that his father is 

the agent. Next, he shifts reference, ‘becoming’ his father. He then shifts reference 

back to the patient locus, becoming ‘h im self again.

We can also note the importance o f the role o f  eyegaze in this piece. Initially, the 

patient is reading his newspaper, oblivious to the fact that he is being approached; 

eyegaze is forward and downwards, towards the location where the newspaper has 

been established. Following the tap on the shoulder, the patient turns to the left and 

his eyegaze moves upwards to the left. We can argue that this sentence is a passive 

because o f two features: first, as already mentioned, the agent is not specified with
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focus fixed firmly on the patient and second, eyegaze is averted for the duration o f  the 

agentive verbal action.

It is important to note that the signer did retell this story a second time in a different 

way, where his father operated linguistically as agent in a motion event. This can be 

seen in Example 6.54 below:

Example 6.54 :

eves+sr+lo 
MY FATHER c.+TAP+sr+lo

COME-ON FISHING

_________ eves+sl+hi  ^
r/s 2/h HOLD-PAPER ME FISHING GO-TO

Father tapped (me) on the shoulder. ‘Come fishing’ he said.
I looked up from my newspaper and said, “You want me to go fishing?”
(Informant L: “Horizon” Footage, Fishing B).

In this scenario, the father is the agent, perspective is that o f  the agent and focus is 

firmly fixed on him. We consider the patient as less central to this utterance: unlike 

the topicalised agent, the patient is not identified. We merely know that a second 

animate entity is involved in this event. Through use o f reference shifting strategies, 

the agent can enter into a dialogue with the patient, but, the agent remains most salient 

to this utterance: it is the agent that fills the topic slot in the syntax and the agent is 

established at locus c., the locus that is literally at the centre in signing space. 

However, for stylistic effect in his “Fishing A” story, the signer chose not to specify 

the agent.

As we have seen, use o f  role shift in conjunction with the establishment o f  empty loci 

is quite a typical way o f establishing non-specified agents in functional passives in 

ISL.
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6.13.3 Weakly D>emoted Ag^ents

Earlier in this chapiter, we notedl that the role o f defocusing the semantic agent is a 

common feature in prototypical personal passive constructions in a variety o f 

languages, including ASL as discussed by Janzen et al..

Particularly, Janzen et al. pointed out that agents are sometimes named within passive 

constructions, though their examples supported an approach that marked the relevant 

NPs as only weakly agentive. For example, in Example 6.18 , they demonstrated that 

the lexical sign SOMEONE was signed at a higher plane instead o f  being allocated a 

spatial locus as NPs were in earlier examples. In addition, the verb bSTEAL(up) 

agreed with locus ‘b ’ in the first instance: this is the locus associated with the item 

being stolen. The verb’s movement was reported as being ‘upward and slightly away 

from the signer’(Ibid.: 16). Perspective in this utterance was that o f  the owner o f a 

trophy that had been stolen.

Janzen et al. noted that in this instance, while the agent had increased in terms o f 

focus, perspective was not that o f the agent. It was suggested that it would have been 

possible for this event to have been presented from that agent’s perspective if 

movement o f the verb had been articulated from a locus in signing space towards the 

signer’s body. Such an action would not have identified the signer as the thief because 

the signer is at liberty to use reference shift as we have seen in earlier examples.

Such constructions do occur in ISL, but it seems that this is usually a feature o f 

relatively informal discourse or narrative discourse. One such example is the 

following;

Example 6.55 (Previously listed as Example 6.32):

ME ARRIVE / JOB GONE// SOMEONE GO-TO ‘COM PLETION’ JOB.
‘When I arrived, the job was gone. Someone else had already been there and had 
gotten the jo b .’
(Informant G; Moving Hands Footage)
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This example includes a defocus^ed AGENT (‘SOMEONE’) and in addition what we 

might consider as a morphologic;al passive - ‘COMPLETION’. This element has been 

described as a perfective aspect ual marker in ISL (Leeson 1996). We noted earlier 

that morphological passives ofte-n employ the same morphology as perfective aspect. 

This may be an instance of such an occurrence.

Matthews (1996) describes this same morpheme as being typically used to mark 

occurrence, achievement or event. We might say that this would be a prototypical 

framework for understanding the marker. Yet, while it is obvious that in the example 

above, ‘COMPLETION’ is used to mark the positive outcome o f an event - someone 

got a job, we might argue that the marker is acting as a morphological element in this 

passive construction. Another ISL example which uses COMPLETION in the 

construction of a passive utterance can be seen in the following example:

Example 6.56:

MOTHER HEAR INDEX+s.l. ESTABLISH b.e.e.c.h.p.a.r.k. SCHOOL HEAR 
COMPLETION TEACH ORAL.
Programme translation: ‘My mother heard that there was a school being established 
in Beechpark and that they were using an oral philosophy’.
(Informant C: “Angry Silences Footage”).

There are a number of points of interest relating to this example. First, we can see that 

initially the signer refers to a point to the left o f signing space where something is 

established. The signer then goes on to specify that Beechpark school was set up in 

that location -  that is, Beechpark school becomes the referent associated with the 

locus. Second, the signer does not specify who established the school, only that it was 

established and was using a different approach to teaching deaf children. On this 

basis, we can say that the agent is totally defocused or gapped in this utterance.

On a final point, we could argue that the programme translation is a little misleading 

regarding use of ‘there was a school being established’ as it suggests that a school was 

in the process o f being established. This is not commensurate with the semantics of 

COMPLETION which implies that an event has already successfully been completed. 

In this example, COMPLETION is used in conjunction with TEACH ORAL, which
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in the context of tbie example aUbove suggests that by the time the signer’s mother 

heard about Beechpark, the schiool was already established and was using an oral 

approach in their teaching.

Further analysis is needed to determine if  ‘COMPLETION’ and other perfective 

aspect markers in ISL can be said to also function as morphological passives.

Another marker, though this time an adverbial temporal reference, has also been used 

frequently in the data to mark completion o f  an event in which focus is on the patient 

and where no reference is made to the agent. The marker that is found in such 

instances is BEFORE-BEFORE. Sometimes the adverbial is modified to BEFORE

NOW. Leeson (1996: 100) notes that both forms share the same hand shape, 

orientation and location although they differ in terms o f movement. BEFORE-NOW 

typically refers to an unspecified past date while BEFORE-BEFORE typically carries 

the meaning ‘a long time ago’. In the data, the following examples arose:

Example 6.57:
_________________hn _________ ĥn

ME RAPE+c BEFORE RAPE+ c. ME 
‘I was raped’.

(Informant G: elicited sentence)

Example 6.58:
 hn.

ME BEFORE-BEFORE BEAT-UP+c.
‘I was beaten up’.

(Informant K: elicited sentence)

It is unusual and unexpected to find the use o f a temporal adverbial in such an 

utterance when the signer had recourse to other perfective aspectual markers that 

might have been more expected (e.g. FINISH). For the moment we will acknowledge 

the use o f BEFORE-NOW as unusual and we will return to these examples in a later 

section when we consider the possibility o f  treating this kind o f  structure as 

impersonal passives.

However, it is important to consider some o f the alternative structures that do occur 

when describing similar events where such temporal adverbials are not found. In
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doing so, we may bte able to speccify what constraints operate on use o f  such markers. 

To do so, we must kook again at “ specific time reference’.

6.13.3.1 Specific Time Reference

As mentioned in Chapter 5, it h.as been argued that ASL does not mark tense on the 

verb as English does (Binnick 1991). Instead, it has been posited that ASL marks the 

beginning o f a signed utterance for time (W ilbur 1979). Once marked, the time period 

remains in place until it is explicitly altered by the signer -  a system which Wilbur 

argues is shared by Malay. She argues that;

‘I f  no time is marked at the beginning o f  a conversation, it can be assumed to be 
that o f  the speech act itself the present’ (Wilbur 1979: 97).

It has been suggested that such ‘unmarked time equals speech act tim e’ can be 

considered as a default setting for present time reference (Cogen 1977, Jacobowitz 

and Stokoe 1988). Leeson (1996:39) notes that in ISL, signers also use specific time 

reference to allow utterances unmarked for time to refer to the present. She goes on to 

note that where signers use adverbials o f time, specific time reference allows an 

utterance to take on meaning associated with the temporal referent until the signer 

alters the timeframe by using another adverbial. W e can see this in relation to the 

following two ISL examples:

Example 6.59:

THINGS CHANGE ABOUT 40 YEAR-AGO/ ORALISM sl+BRING TO 
IRELAND+c EDUCATION/ FORCE si +arc+ sr ‘all o f them ’ YOUNG DEAF 
SPEAK/ BAN SIGN LANGUAGE/ AFFECT DEAF EDUCATION.
Programme Translation: ‘Things changed about forty years ago when oralism was 
introduced into the Irish system and young people were forced to learn how to speak. 
Sign language was banned. This has affected d eaf people’s education.’
(Informant I: “Angry Silences” Footage).

In this example, the signer establishes a temporal framework when he signs ‘THINGS 

CHANGE ABOUT 40 YEARS AGO ’ Every other utterance is uninvested for 

temporal reference. All indication o f  when the event took place is dependent on the
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initial specific time reference. We can this even more clearly in when we look at the 

next example.

However, first we should also note that in this example, the signer does not identify 

the agent/s who introduced oralism to Ireland and, in his view, forced young Irish 

Deaf people to speak and banned sign language. We can argue that the young deaf 

people are the patient of this utterance as they are in focus: they are forced to speak 

and it is their language, sign language, that is banned. The sentence FORCE si arc-to 

sr ‘all of them’ YOUNG DEAF SPEAK is articulated at c .f  while BAN SIGN 

LANGUAGE is articulated the same central location, implying that it was these same 

young people who had used sign language before it was banned in educational 

spheres.

Returning to the issue o f specific time reference, we can consider the following 

example:

Example 6.60:

BECAUSE TRY FORCE ME SPEAK PERFECT TALK PERFECT VOICE/ TRY 
FORCE ME DO IMPOSSIBLE j.o.b. LIKE FORCE PEOPLE ON WHEELCHAIR 
TO C.+LEGS-C1.+ f  SHOULD ALLOW ME TO DEVELOP OWN p.a.c.e. ALLOW 
ME LEARN SIGN i.s.l. +sl LEARN ORAL +sr PROCEED-IN-PARALLEL.

Programme Translation: ‘Well, they tried to force us to speak and to have perfect 
speech skills. But they were trying to get us to do the impossible. Its like trying to 
force someone in a wheelchair to walk. They should have allowed me to develop at 
my own pace, to learn sign language and to learn speech skills as well.’
(Informant I: “Angry Silences” Footage).
If we looked at the gloss for this example without the programme translation, we 

would presume that the signer was referring to the present. Because this utterance 

follows on from the dialogue in the last example, with the signer moving on to speak 

o f the ramifications of the introduction of oralism in schools for the deaf in Ireland, 

this utterance is clearly past tense: the signer has not altered the temporal reference to 

allow us to interpret his comments as present tense.

Beyond this, the signer continues to gap the agent o f the utterance, in this case, the 

individual/s who in his words, ‘tried to force me to speak’, but does not establish a 

locus for the agent. This may be because the verbs that the signer associates with the
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agent, FORCE, SHOULD ALLOW and LEARN could all be classified as Plain verbs 

using McDonnell’s (1996a) categorisation. As such, these verbs do not inflect for 

person or locative agreement. Further, the focus is firmly on the signer’s experience of 

an oral education; within the Deaf community in Ireland, focusing on the agent in this 

utterance would probably have been redundant as the vast majority of people o f the 

signer’s age (mid-thirties), the generation older than him and younger generations 

would identify with his educational experiences. This in turn brings us to the 

pragmatic function o f the signer’s utterance: the signer probably wants viewers to 

empathise with him which is why he uses such a strong analogy in comparing deaf 

children who are forced to speak with wheelchair users who are forced to walk.

We can consider the role o f specific time reference in reconsidering the RAPE and 

BEAT-UP examples that we looked at earlier. As both were elicited, specific time 

frame had not evolved contextually. The signer seems to have been using their 

knowledge of the ‘unmarked time equals speech act time ’ rule in deciding to code the 

structure as occurring in the past by choosing an adverbial o f time. However, this 

example still remains a curiosity as it could be argued that context would lead the 

interlocutors to know that the signer was referring to a hypothetical event. It will be 

useful to elicit further data using both narrative elicitation and sample sentence 

translations to clarify whether such signer decisions are typically led by the need to 

contextualise events in ISL.

6.13.4 Passives and Statives in ISL

In Section 6.11 we noted that Janzen et al considered a possible relationship between 

passive constructions and stative verbs in ASL. They argued that certain kinds of 

stative verbs share common features with passive constructions in ASL. They 

proposed that the stative reading can arise as a result of some action, characteristically 

an upward movement from a specific locus. This is similar in nature to the upward 

movement in the passive construction considered earlier in Example 6.41, reiterated 

here as Example 6.61:
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Example 6.61 (Previously cited as Example 6.41):

SOMEONE b STEAL (up)
'It was stolen/ someone stole it 
(Janzen et al. 2001)

Further analysis seems to be necessary before any claims can be made regarding the 

nature o f  statives versus passive constructions in ISL.

6.13.5 A Prototype Theory and the Analysis of Passive Constructions 

in ISL

In earlier chapters in this thesis, we have noted that the cognitive status o f events has 

implications for the construction o f  linguistic expression (e.g. see Chapter 5 for 

discussion o f focus or this chapter for discussion o f accessibility theory). Janzen et al. 

suggested that function o f  language must be considered similar regardless o f whether 

the language in question is spoken or signed. In ASL, they argued that the function o f 

the passive is to:

'give or maintain a particular point o f  view, and this is accomplished in the 
verb complex by putting or keeping a patient in focus, and is accompanied by 
the defocusing o f  the agent ’ (Ibid.).

The ISL evidence that we have considered supports this view.

However, while the material outlined by Janzen et al. is radical in terms o f  sign 

language research in so far as it posits that passives exist, there is a need to go beyond 

that and consider some o f  the features outlined within the mainstream literature.

6.13.6 Morphological Basis of Categorisation of Passive 

Constructions

In beginning to consider whether ISL exhibits truly lexical, morphological and 

periphrastic passives, or indeed impersonal passives on those terms, we began to look 

at established perfective aspectual markers and found that signers tend to use specific 

markers like COMPLETION.
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We considered the possibihty that perfective aspectual markers may be operating as 

morphological passives. We found that this is something which needs to be 

considered further and additional data needs to be examined. This is equally true o f 

other types o f personal passive constructions.

However, we also found some unexpected occurrences in relation to verbs like 

BEAT-UP and RAPE. In the next section we will consider these verbs in more detail.

6.13.6.1 Impersonal Passives in Irish Sign Language

In Section 6. 5.2 we outlined some o f the characteristics o f impersonal passives. We 

noted that some languages, like Irish, make use o f constructions which do not allow 

for any reference to an agent. Given this, and what we know about referential systems 

in sign languages, it seems that it would not be grammatically viable for ISL to use 

such constructions because o f the constraints o f the grammatical structure. Research 

on ISL has shown that if  verbs are to occur without agreement markers, they must 

possess a phonological form, which would permit articulation without the need to fill 

an agreement cell (McDonnell 1996a: 170).

While this is functional for personal passives where, as we noted, the unspecified 

agent is associated with a locus which phonologically and syntactically meets the 

requirements o f  the grammar, an impersonal passive, by virtue o f the fact that it 

entirely omits an agent would not appear to be grammatically viable given these 

constraints.

However, there are some verbs which we looked at earlier which seem to allow for 

such constraints. Here we re-examine those examples:

Example 6.62 (Previously cited as Example 6.57):
_________________hn  hn

ME RAPE+c BEFORE RAPE +c. ME 
‘I was raped’.
(Informant G: elicited sentence).
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RAPE is a single-agreement verb. In Example 6.39, no agent is specified. Focus is on 

the patient. In citation form, the articulation of RAPE occurs with palms facing 

outwards, though the verb can be modified for person agreement. In this example, the 

articulation of the verb occurs on the signer’s body, i.e. with palms facing inwards. 

Eyegaze is averted.

Example 6.63 (Previously cited as Example 6.58):
 hn.

ME BEFORE-BEFORE BEAT-UP+c.
‘I was beaten up’.
(Informant K: elicited sentence).

In this example, we again find that no agent is referred to though the verb demands 

that an agent be inferred. Again we find that eyegaze is averted for the duration o f the 

verb phrase. The signer then turns her head to c. position and eyegaze meets that of 

the interlocutor.

A further ISL example that seems to behave in a similar fashion can be seen below: 

Example 6.64:
...BEECHPARK WAS ESTABLISHED BECAUSE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS 
WILL-NOT GIVE IN /ALLOW ORAL STRONG/ NUNS TRY ESTABLISH 
BEECHPARK+c TO ONLY FOR ORAL/ CHRISTIAN BROTHERS +s.r. GIVE IN 
(gestures 2 x ‘5’ h/s at c. palms orientated towards chest ‘defeat’) + s.r. CHRISTIAN 
BROTHERS HAVE KNOW FINISH RESEARCH SIGN BETTER (BSL item) 
BEST MORE THAN ORAL...

Programme Translation: T wondered why Beechpark was established and I found 
out it was because the Christian Brothers who taught at St. Joseph’s didn’t want to 
bring in oralism. They wanted to keep the signing philosophy but the nuns wanted 
oralism to come in. The Christian Brothers had felt that sign language was a lot better 
than schools that had brought in oralism.’
(Informant C : “Angry Silences” Footage).

It is my opinion that the translation offered above is misleading in light of the gloss. 

Instead, the following translation seems more appropriate:

‘Beechpark was established because the Christian Brothers would not adopt a 
‘strong’ oral approach. The nuns established Beechpark with the aim o f  
utilizing a purely oral approach. The Christian Brothers were defeated even 
though they knew from  research that use o f  sign language was more effective 
than the oral method... ’
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O f particular interest i s the signer’s use o f WAS. WAS is typically used in situations 

where somebody has done something and the signer has heard about it, puts tw o and 

two together and realised who the ‘somebody’ was. It is usually signed in an emphatic 

way to show surprise (Stephen Bates, personal communication). In the example 

above, the signer is not using WAS in its typical form. He is using it as an auxiliary 

verb, marking the completion o f  an event. We can offer several possible explanations 

for the signers choice o f  WAS in this situation.

First, we can consider other perfective markers that might have been used in this 

context. COMPLETION would seem somewhat inappropriate in this setting given its 

usual connotations o f  positive completion o f an event. Use o f  COMPLETION might 

imply a signers affinity with the school, something that this signer does not wish to 

convey. The signer might have used BEFORE in place o f  WAS, but given that 

temporal reference has already been established, another past time reference might be 

considered redundant. FINISH, another mark o f completion, might be thought o f as 

another signer option, but arguably, this sentence w'ould change the focus o f the 

utterance to one where we were only considering the fact that Beechpark had been 

established. Secondly, it would force the signer to change the syntax o f his utterance 

to something approximating that listed in Example 6.65 below:

Example 6.65:
_____________________________ t ___ ^rhq______________________________
BEECHPARK FINISH ESTABLISH WHY BECAUSE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
________________________________ comment
WILL NOT GIVE IN ALLOW ORAL STRONG.

"Beechpark School was really established because the Christian Brothers would not 
give in to demands to enforce a strong version o f  oralism (in St. Joseph's School), 
(hypotethical utterance)

As we can see, the establishment o f  Beechpark School would become topicalised and 

the rationale behind the establishment o f  the school would serve as a comment.

Instead, the signer, who is a native user o f ISL and comes from a multigenerational 

D eaf family chooses to use WAS, perhaps as the most neutral marker available to 

him. Unlike the RAPE and BEAT-UP examples, the verb ESTABLISH does not 

typically demand that a saliently human agent be implied, so we might say that it is
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less typical o f this category in this respect. However, an agent is still implied. This is 

similar to the Irish example we saw in Example 6.4 (b), “Tugadh Maire abhaile inniu” 

( ‘Mary was brought home today’).

While there seems to be a similarity in terms o f  surface analysis, it is recommended 

that further, more detailed analysis o f single agreement verbs in passive like 

constructions be undertaken to determine is indeed such occurrences can be said to be 

impersonal passives. While there seems to be a similarity in terms o f  surface analysis, 

it is recommended that further, more detailed analysis o f  single agreement verbs in 

passive like constructions be undertaken to determine is indeed such occurrences can 

be said to be impersonal passives.

O f course it is also possible that this use o f  WAS is a case o f  language contact; D eaf 

people o f  the signer’s age would have been exposed to a code known as “Signed 

English” during the course o f their educational experience. Signed English is not a 

natural language in its own right. It is a manual representation o f  the morpho-syntax 

o f English that draws on some of the vocabulary o f ISL, but also includes a great deal 

o f  vocabulary generated to reflect the orthography o f English, for example, through 

the use o f initialised handshapes that coincide with the first letter o f  an English word, 

the marking o f  plurals through the addition o f a signed segment - s ,  which differs from 

the way in which ISL marks plurality (generally through repetition o f  a nominal), etc. 

Such manual representation systems were designed with the aim o f teaching the 

English language to D eaf children (McDonnell 1997). The reader is referred to 

McDonnell (1997) for further discussion o f the lexicon and vocabulary o f signed 

English and the implications o f the use o f signed English in the education o f  D eaf 

children.

Another factor which needs to be considered in relation to these verbs is the pragmatic 

function: it may be that in each o f the events coded in the examples above (though 

most typically in the RAPE and BEAT-UP examples), the signer may be distancing 

themselves from the events being discussed.
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6.14 Summary

In this chapter we have introduced a broad range o f  data that relates to 

detransitivisation processes including use o f middles, reflexives and reciprocals.

With regard to reflexives, we reported that many verbs o f self-grooming in ISL, are 

articulated at the signer’s body, thus making it redundant for ISL to utilise a 

morphological means o f  indicating reflexivity as many spoken languages do. We 

suggested instead, that as ISL signers must explicitly state when such reflexive verbs 

are not referring to the signer as Undergoer, that we might consider these verbs as 

inherently reflexive. We also noted that signers have the option o f using the lexical 

reflexive sign SELF when encouraging an interlocutor to do something themselves or 

where a reference is made to having done something alone. SELF also seems to be 

used to mark middles, indicating a possible overlap between middle voice and 

reflexivity in ISL.

We noted that SELF typically functions as a middle in contexts where the 

affectiveness o f non-volitional subjects is under discussion. We reported that subjects 

can be either animate or inanimate, but noted the tendency for animate subjects to 

occur in reflexive utterances that make use o f  the lexical personal pronoun, SELF, or 

in inherently reflexive verbs like BRUSH-OW N-HAIR or SHAVE-ONESELF. We 

noted that inherently reflexive verbs tend to co-occur with plain verbs.

Following McDonnell (1996a), we reported that ISL has a clearly identifiable class o f 

reciprocal agreement verbs, which are typically articulated using simultaneous signing 

strategies in neutral signing space: that is, each hand represents an argument involved 

in the reciprocated process. However, we noted that less typical articulation o f 

reciprocals can also occur. These seem to be influenced by focus-assignment 

strategies and typically leads to one argument being articulated at c., the signer’s 

locus. In such cases, we suggested that the argument articulated at c. is more focused 

than the argument that is articulated at a non-c. locus.

We also reported the possibility for use o f  the lexical sign EACH-OTHER as a marker 

o f reciprocity.
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Particular attention was given to passive constructions, and the majority o f  this 

chapter was concerned with introducing a framework for considering functional 

passive constructions in ISL, drawing on the work o f Janzen et al. for ASL. W e noted 

that the ISL data examined meets the discourse functions set out by Janzen et al. 

regarding the occurrence o f passive constructions in a sign language. This is largely in 

line with the characteristic discourse function criteria relevant to the description o f 

passives in spoken languages (Shibatani 1985). We have argued that ISL does indeed 

use what we referred to as ‘functional passives’ when constructing utterances where 

the agent is not specified.

We suggested that these structures cannot be accounted for by describing them as 

backward agreement verbs. W hile backwards agreement verbs, with their intrinsic 

patient prominence, can occur in passive constructions, the occurrence o f a backward 

agreement verb in and o f  itself is not enough to meet the sentential and/or discourse 

level criteria for passives. We noted that the articulation o f backward agreement verbs 

demand the same discourse cohesion requirements as other agreement verbs. For 

example, this typically entails the establishment o f referents at loci that will be 

associated with verb phrases (both at c. locus and at other loci established in signing 

space). We also noted that averted eyegaze is not a typical requirement o f backward 

agreement verbs, though we noted that eyegaze can be averted to mark volition in this 

verb grouping. This discussion o f  backward agreement verbs led us to note that 

passive constructions in ISL are not simply a verbal phenomena insofar as they are 

not marked by a straightforward change in verbal morphology. Instead, a number o f 

factors cluster.

We saw that ISL typically marks functional passives in two ways (or a combination o f 

both):

(i) With double agreement verbs where a syntactic locus is necessary for 

grammatically correct utterances. In such instances, the established locus 

for the agent is semantically empty as the agent’s identity in not specified. 

Eyegaze is typically averted.

(ii) Through use o f  role shift a signer may move into a non-specified agent 

location.
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We have noted the tendency for the verbs in the functional passive constructions that 

we have analysed to be agreement verbs.

Finally, we suggested that the occurrence o f  impersonal passives in ISL is 

questionable and limited because the properties that are characteristic o f  impersonal 

passives are in opposition to the constraints that operate on use o f double agreement 

verbs in ISL. We queried the possible categorisation o f  single agreement verbs RAPE 

and BEAT-UP as impersonal passives when conforming to certain constraints. We 

also noted that it is possible that ‘impersonal passive-like’ constructions may be used 

in ISL as a pragmatic device to clearly mark the event as having occurred in the past. 

It may also be a distancing device used by signers who do not wish to associate 

themselves with the events being discussed- though this is an intuitive judgment. We 

noted the role played by averted eyegaze as a characteristic feature signalling 

functional passives in ISL, particularly in relation to verbs like BEAT-UP and RAPE, 

which we have tentatively classed as impersonal passives.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

The primary aim o f this study has been to describe some central aspects o f verbal 

valency in Irish Sign Language. O f central importance was the application of 

macrorole analysis to constituent order, and the subsequent identification o f a series of 

underlying semantic patterns that relate to verb categorisation in ISL.

Data was drawn from a cohort o f 21 signers, all o f whom consider themselves to be 

fluent users o f  ISL. W hile only one informant had D eaf parents, a further eight 

informants had Deaf siblings. All nine o f these informants consider themselves to be 

“native” ISL users, though for the purposes o f this thesis, we treat only the one 

informant with deaf parents as “native” in the strictest sense. W e did the note that 

there are interesting similarities between the linguistic choices made by this informant 

and those informants with deaf siblings, though this needs further examination to 

examine the similarities and differences in linguistic outcomes for such signers. The 

data itself was taken from a variety o f  sources, and encompassed elicited and non

elicited materials. The majority o f the non-elicited data were drawn from video data 

recorded by D eaf community members for archive or broadcast purposes. The 

majority o f  other data was prepared by members o f  the D eaf community involved in 

researching and teaching ISL for specific purposes.

In our introductory discussion, we noted that the basic structural parameters o f 

reported natural sign languages are also identifiable in ISL. We stated that such use o f 

simultaneous expression is normative in ISL discourse. We noted that while we refer 

to these structures as “simultaneous”, because o f the fact that they demand that both 

hands are active, though each hand typically represents a separate constituent, that 

normally, we would expect that one argument is introduced on one hand before a 

second argument is introduced. It is also normative that a second element is 

introduced prior to that argument acting in a verbal capacity. We saw that ISL, like
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other natural sign languages, makes use o f  simultaneous expression. We reported that 

simultaneity can be ex pressed both m anually and non-manually. We noted that non- 

manual features can be articulated in conjunction with manual signs to express 

adverbial function, to mark for negation, interrogatives and a range o f other sentence 

types in ISL. We also noted that some non-manual features, for example, headshake, 

can occur without a co-occurring manual element. In terms o f  manual simultaneity, 

we noted that ISL users can express more than one manually expressed verbal 

argument at the same time. The range o f  functions for simultaneous expression o f 

manual elements in ISL seems to include:

• Preserving one sign on one hand while articulating a series o f other signs with 

the second hand;

• The production o f  the topic on one hand while articulating the comment on the 

other hand;

• The locative positioning o f two elements -  one on each hand;

• “Listing strategies”, that is, enumerating elements on the non-dominant hand 

while placing a sign that is relevant to the enumeration morpheme on the 

dominant hand.

We noted specifically that while sign languages have the potential to utilise 

simultaneous constructions, not all sign languages seem to utilise the possibility to the 

same extent. ISL seems to be a sign language that makes less use o f  simultaneous 

constructions than British Sign Language, for example, as reported by Saeed et 

al.(2000). We suggest that a great deal o f  finer analysis remains to be done with 

respect to the funcfions and constraints on use o f  simultaneous constructions in ISL. A 

particular area o f interest is the comparative usage o f such structures by native 

signers, those with deaf siblings and other signers.

Other structural parameters explored included the establishment of loci in signing 

space, reference shifting strategies and subject deletion. We noted that the category o f  

locus is an important structural feature o f  sign languages. We used the term locus to 

refer to a specific location in signing space which may have a phonological, 

morphological, syntactic or discourse function. Following McDonnell (1996a), we
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adopted a view o f locus markers as meaningful directions from the sigruer or a 

meaningful point in signing space that stand in paradigmatic contrast with sorme other 

direction, point or area.

Both referential shifting strategies and subject deletion were found to be o f particular 

relevance to our discussion o f verbal valency in ISL. Signers frequently use the c. 

locus to refer to a referent other than the signer. Thus, non-first person referents are 

realised through first person surface forms. In ISL, referential shifting is identifiable 

through a change in signer eye-gaze pattern, which may be accompanied by a body 

shift, shoulder shift or head shift towards an alternative locus. We noted that while 

referential shifting strategies are particularly used in situations where signers use 

agreement verbs to express reversible and non-reversible transitive utterances, ISL 

signers do not seem to make use o f reference shifting strategies in contexts where 

plain verbs are used.

We noted that in ISL, surface specification o f the subject o f every predicate is not 

obligatory. W e also noted that verbs that lack an overt first person referent are 

typically interpreted as first person and suggested that this may be considered a 

“default setting” in ISL. Further analysis might consider the scope o f first person 

omission within discourse. Some questions that might be considered include the 

following: What are the constraints that operate on use o f first person omission in 

extended discourse in ISL? For example, is explicit reference to first person required 

only at the outset o f a narrative or after a reference shift has occurred in order to re

establish first person reference? Is there a maximal number o f verb forms that can be 

associated with the first person default setting within a first-person-prominent 

discourse? Must signers re-establish the first person reference when reclaiming a turn 

in dialogues?

In describing verb categorisation in ISL, we adopted M cDonnell’s (1996a) 

framework. This includes a three-way classification o f verbs in ISL. The first major 

class o f  verbs are plain verbs. These remain constant in different syntactic contexts. A 

second class, agreement verbs, take affixes that mark for person or location. These 

alter the form o f the verb in different contexts. Two subsets o f the class o f  agreement 

verbs are person agreement verbs and locative agreement verbs. We also saw that the
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class of person agreement verbs includes a subset known as backward agreement 

verbs. A final class of verbs is that of classifier predicates of motion and location. We 

noted that more recent research on this final set of verb types suggests that the term 

“Complex Predicates” may be more appropriate (Schembri 2000).

Having identified the major structural parameters of ISL, we began to consider the 

issue of transitivity. We considered the work of Hopper and Thompson (1980, 1984) 

and considered the possibilities for identifying prototypical transitive sentences in 

ISL. We identified a range of thematic roles for ISL, that is, roles that semantically 

encode information about participants in events but which may function separately 

fi-om the encoding linguistic form. To avoid the blurring of boundaries that can occur 

where arguments can be identified as having more than one role simultaneously, we 

introduced the notion of semantic macro-roles (Van Valin and La Polla 1997). We 

used the macrorole Actor to refer to the generalised AGENT-type role and the macro

role Undergoer to refer to the generalised PATIENT-type role.

We noted that the assignment of thematic roles to arguments in a signed language was 

not unproblematic. Several problems were raised. A major problem identified was that 

as sign languages use space to illustrate spatial relations and the interaction of 

arguments in literal and metaphoric domains, it is difficult to appropriately capture the 

complexity of simultaneous articulation using simple one-to-one role assignments. 

Another problem noted was the lack of congruence between glosses assigned to ISL 

signs and the perceived interpretation of these glosses to speakers of English. Other 

difficulties noted included the demarcation of verb phrase boundaries, for example in 

serial verb constructions, and most appropriate ways of analysing such structures; the 

analysis of implicit referents in classifier verb constructions and the assignment of 

thematic roles to deleted constituents (for example, in pro-drop situations).

Having suggested interim measures for dealing with these issues, we moved to 

consider basic constituent order in ISL. We began by considering general parameters 

that apply to the examination of constituent order across spoken languages, noting that 

sign language specific features such as use of signing space, simultaneous 

constructions (manual and non-manual), reference shifting strategies, etc. must be 

considered when analysing constituent order in ISL. We considered two bodies of ISL
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data for the purposes of exploring constituent order in transitive utterances in ISL. We 

began by considering a set of sentences that were elicited from 4 informants using the 

Boyes-Braem et al. (1984) picture-based elicitation study. We compared and 

contrasted our findings for this set of data with other non-elicited ISL narratives 

drawn from a range of sources. Following Van Valin and La Polla (1997), we applied 

a macro-role analysis to consider the general semantic patterns that apply across a 

given set o f transitive utterances. We found some general patterns emerged from the 

data:

• Where plain verbs occur in a transitive utterance, the macro-role order of 

Actor Verb Undergoer is typical.

• Where an agreement verb arises in the verb configuration, the pattern: Theme 

(Actor) Verb (Undergoer) is typically used.

• In narratives, we found that signers had a further option available to them: 

Theme, r/s (Actor) Verb (Undergoer).

We noted that simultaneous constructions occurred most frequently in locative 

sentences. In such instances, the Ground element was introduced before the Figure 

element.

Given the prevalence of Themes that arose in the data, we then turned to consider 

whether such roles could be considered as topics. Specifically, we explored the 

possibility of describing ISL as a topic-comment language, considering ISL in relation 

to American Sign Language, British Sign Language and Israeli Sign Language, all of 

which have been described as topic-prominent sign languages.

In considering the ISL data, we proposed a continuum of topicality in ISL. We 

identified both discourse topics and sentence initial topics. We reported that a 

prototypical topic construction in ISL seems to include an NP in topic position. 

During articulation of the topic, the signer’s head is tilted backwards and the 

eyebrows are raised. The offset of topic is marked by an eyeblink. We noted that less 

typical constructions seem to allow for the signer to omit the backward tilt of the head 

and the eyeblink at offset of topic. We also reported that double topic constructions
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can occur in ISL though they seem to be rather infrequent. We recommended that 

further research will be required to identify the extent of the functions and constraints 

that operate on double topics in ISL. Despite this, we tentatively suggested that there 

exists a class of partitive double topics and a class of temporal/ locative topics in ISL.

We suggested that towards the centre of the topic continuum, reference shifting 

strategies seem to be employed. In such instances, Themes typically introduce Actors. 

This is followed by a reference shift where the implied Actor (implied by the semantic 

properties of the handshape in a classifier verb or a double agreement verb) acts on an 

implied or explicit Undergoer. In such sentences, we noted that the articulation of the 

Theme co-occurs with typical non-manual topic markers: raised brows and head tilted 

backwards.

In contrast, we noted that elicited data did not typically exhibit co-occurring non- 

manual features such as head tilted backwards or eyeblink to offset topic. Instead, we 

noted that raised eyebrows marked the articulation of Themes, though this was not 

obligatory. In other elicited sentences. Theme was followed by a pause, which we 

suggested could be interpreted as markers of topics in these contexts. We noted a 

marked difference in the frequency of Themes used by Informant C, a native signer. 

We suggested that flirther research was necessary to establish whether native signers 

consistently structure their utterances in a way that differs from that of non-native 

signers. We also suggest considering the similarities and differences between native 

signers and signers with a deaf sibling/s. We also suggest exploring the differences 

and similarities shown by native signers and those with a deaf sibling/s in greater 

detail. We reported that topic constructions seem to occur less frequently in ISL than 

in other documented sign languages. We propose that electronic tagging of a corpus 

of ISL data could lead to a clearer understanding of how frequently topic 

constructions arise in ISL, and the contexts that topic constructions are more widely 

used in (for example, are topics used more frequently in formal or informal discourse 

and if so, what constraints operate on the choice to use a topic construction over 

another structure?)

Chapters 1-5 took the identification of valency operations as a central theme, the 

underlying issue of transitivity pervaded. However, it became clear that specific
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processes were available to signers that allowed them to decrease transitivity in a 

range of circumstances. Thus, we considered middles, reflexives, reciprocals and 

passive constructions in ISL. We noted that ISL makes use of all of these 

detransitivising processes. In discussing passive constructions in ISL, we reported that 

signers can draw on two strategies that avoid specification of the agentive element:

• When signers use double agreement verbs and a locus is necessarily 

established to mark agreement, the locus is semantically empty as the Agent’s 

identity is not specified. Eyegaze is typically averted in these constructions, 

marking lack of volition on the undergoer’s part;

• Through use of a reference shift, a signer can move into a non-specified Agent 

location. Eyegaze is not necessarily averted in these constructions as the 

unspecified Actor is typically acting with volition.

We noted that verbs that occur in passive constructions in ISL tend to be agreement 

verbs.

Finally, we noted that the occurrence of impersonal passives in ISL is questionable 

and limited because the properties that are characteristic of impersonal passives are in 

opposition to the constraints that operate on double agreement verbs in ISL. However, 

we suggested the possibility of categorising single agreement verbs like BEAT-UP 

and RAPE as impersonal passives in certain circumstances.

We propose that greater analysis is required to fine-tune this description of 

detransitivisation in ISL. A particular focus should be the role that eyegaze plays in 

the language across all construction types. This would lead to a clearer appreciation of 

the extent of the role that averted eyegaze plays in ISL and what constraints operate 

on this, for example, some verbs pattern in a way that averted eyegaze is normative 

(In Chapter 6 we cited the example of IGNORE as typically exhibiting this pattern).

This description also has consequences for future research with an applied linguistic 

dimension. For example, it would be of great interest to consider the consequences of 

late language acquisition on use of particular structures (for example, use of
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simultaneous constructions) and to identify whether there is a general language 

threshold level for acquisition of certain complex structures. It would be interesting to 

consider longitudinal research focusing on whether young deaf children from hearing 

families, exposed to ISL from pre-school age as used by adult Deaf fluent signers, 

acquire these structures while other deaf children who are not exposed to ISL from a 

similar age do not. Such research could also explore whether gender bias for these 

structures truly exists or is merely a trace result of segregated schooling and the 

traditional stauncher approach to oral education upheld by St. Mary’s School for 

Hearing Impaired Girls, the only segregated school for Deaf girls in Ireland 

(delivering both primary and secondary education) (McDonnell and Saunders 1994).

Consideration of native acquisition of the structures discussed could also raise 

interesting questions with respect to curriculum planning and the decision as to when 

it is desirable and appropriate to introduce certain structures to second language 

learners of ISL.

A clearer understanding of the functions of certain structures in ISL, for example, 

topic constructions, will have ramifications for interpreter training, where there has 

traditionally been a tendency to transfer the structural norms of the dominant language 

(in this case, English) onto the second language (in this case, ISL). Clearer 

understanding of the frequency and range of functions served by topics in ISL and 

understanding of how they differ from English could improve quality of interpreter 

performance. This equally applies to greater understanding of the role played by 

passive constructions in ISL.

In concluding, it is useful to reflect on the fact that the analysis framework for this 

description of aspects of verbal valency in Irish Sign Language drew much from the 

Functionalist perspective. Here, it is useful to reflect on the fact that the findings in 

this thesis seem to uphold the functionalist principles that we outlined in Chapter 1, 

following Tomlin (1986).

In Chapter 1, we noted that the Theme First principle proposes that languages are 

most likely to structure discourse so that old information precedes new information. In 

Chapter 4, we noted that signers typically introduce Themes first, before reference
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shifting. The Theme serves as a locus for the activity that becomes co-referential with 

that point in space. In Chapter 5, we reported that O’Baoill and Matthews suggested 

that in ISL, topic constructions could best be considered as instantiations of theme- 

rheme structures. Again, the emphasis is on the fact that old information typically 

precedes new information. Finally, throughout this thesis, we have noted on several 

occasions that signers typically follow “say and do” discourse structures. That is they 

will outline an event, then (notably through reference shifting strategies), provide 

greater detail with respect to the event that they have introduced. Here, we suggest 

that the “say” element coincides with “old information”, while the “do” part is “new 

information”. Again, we could suggest that this ftmctions as an instance of the Theme 

First Principle.

Tomlin also reported on the Verb-Object Bonding Principle. This principle suggests 

that the object and a transitive verb form a more cohesive whole, semantically and 

syntactically, than a transitive verb and its subject. In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, we noted 

that plain verbs and agreement verbs in ISL frequently allow for subject deletion in 

transitive utterances. However, such verbs demand an offset point at a locus that has 

typically been previously established, or that is co-referential with a physical entity in 

the location associated with the offset of the verb and that is co-referential with the 

object of the utterance. However, this issue was not core to the work of this thesis and 

therefore, we suggest that future explorations of the nature of verb agreement in ISL 

may consider the issue of verb-object bonding in greater depth.

Finally, Tomlin outlined the Animated First Principle. This principle suggests that in 

basic transitive sentences, the most agent like element comes first, that is, volitional 

actors precede less volitional actors. In Chapter 4, we clearly saw that ISL displays a 

preference for this ordering. Indeed, in Chapter 6, we noted that while 

detransitivisation is possible, with promotion of Undergoer to Actor slots, this is not a 

preferred order in ISL.

In short, ISL upholds the major principles anticipated by Functional linguists for all 

languages, suggesting that form and meaning interface at a range of levels in the 

language.
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In summation, this study has set out to tell us something of verbal valency operations 

in Irish Sign Language. It is an exploratory descriptive work, which will hopefully 

serve as a stepping stone to further understanding of the semantic-syntactic-pragmatic 

interface of Irish Sign Language. It is hoped that this work will serve as a basis for 

further research, as well as being a resource for teachers and students of ISL.
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